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IX.

PREFACE

Whilst the evil of governmental restrictions on banking
was frequently noticed by economists (notably by Spencer)

during the last century, the theories hitherto advanced are,

for the most part I think, seriously defective. Most of the

earUer critics—those that wrote during the latter part of the

eighteenth century and the first half of the nineteenth—ob-

jected merely to governmental restrictions on the estabhsh-

ment of banks and the issue of notes : they have generally

overlooked the necessity for the abohtion of the legally-fixed

price of gold. Sir James Steuart, however, in the eighteenth

century ; Earl Stanhope, James Taylor of Bakewell, Jonathan
Duncan and John Gray, in the earlier part of the nineteenth

century ; then Proudhon, Josiah Warren and, latterly,

Tucker, drew attention to the more radical e\nls of our credit

SA'stem. Their work was carried on by Messrs. Hake and
Wesslau, A. Kitson, and also by a httle knot of men who
formed the Free Currency Proj^aganda in London during the

last decade of the nineteenth century, of which men Messrs.

Armsden, Badcock, Seymour and Tarn stood out most
prominently.

Yet, even the works of most of the above named reformers

are somewhat defective in that they fail in the iSjst place to

trace the successive steps which must lead from the present

system to their own. Their plans are usually for such ideal

systems of banking as call for a greater development of mutual
trust in the commercial world than exists at present, and since

they omit to show how this increased mutual confidence is

to be generated, their schemes have been brushed aside as

visionary. Secondly, they have usually failed to meet the

objections of orthodox economists regarding the effect of

paper credit issues upon the movements of gold, a serious

omission, as I shall later show. There still remains much to

do in the elaboration of the case for banking reform. My
chief motive in ]jre]:)aring this book was to show that a ])aper

exchange mefiium, issued by private bankers, is the natural
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oiitcoino of a movement which has been proceeding from the

earhest days of the division of labour, and that an essential

feature of tlic movement has been the gradual voluntary

displacement of a connnodity exchange medium by a cirnu-

latinfj paper evidence of nuitual trust. I may lay some claim

to originality in ])ointing out the importance of the "option-

clause " notes : 1 know of no other writer who has remarked

the significance of this innovation in the process of the de-

velopment of the ideal credit system. 1 trust further to have

done some service in unravelling a little the tangle of ideas

which characterized the period of financial history from the

Bank Restriction Act of 1797 to the Bank Charter Act of 1844.

The distinction I have drawn between the cheque and the

bank note in respect of diverse effects on the evolution of

credit, is, so far as I am aware, original, and forms a most

necessary hnk in the chain of argument for banking reform.

Furtherjnore, the opponents of banking reform have in-

\ ariably feared the effect of cheaper credit upon the country's

gold supply ; I hope to have made a useiiil contribution to

this controversy, and also to the subject of the effect of cheajjer

money ui)on jn-ices. Lastly, a portion of the theory adduced
in support of the central idea of the chapter on " An invariable

unit of value '"
is original, as may be ascertained by a per-

iLsal of the only other works which, so far as 1 am aware,

seriouslv grapple with this subject, namely, Mr. Kitson's
" Money Problem " (London. Grant Richards, 1903), the

first edition of which was published in Philadelphia in 1894,

Mr. Wm. A. Whittick's " Value and an Invariable Unit of

Value " (Philadelphia, Lippincott, 1890), Prof. F. A. Walker's
' Money (London, Macmillan, 1891), and a few paragraphs
in Prof. Irving Fishei\s '" Purchasing Power of Monev " (New
York, Macmillan, 1 91

1 ). p. 331

.

The general jjJan of the work calls for some explanation.

It may be thought unwise to commence such a book by at-

tacking socialism. J^ut one of two courses had to be chosen.

Socialism is advanced upon its ethical as well as its economic
grounds. When one explains the case for individualism via

banking reform toaSocialist, he frequently listens indifferently,

subsequently explaining his in<lifTerence by his conviction

that "tile ethical basis of individualism is all wrong." On
tlu' other hand, many .Socialists admit the possibility of cor-
ruption and social bickeruig under a complete Marxian
socialism, but ask how the present social inequity may be
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remedied without tlie nationalization of industry. On the

whole, it has seemed to me the more logical course to commence

by vindicating the ethical and historical basis of the doctrine

of free exchange, and I trust that the frequent reference in

the earher chapters to " proposals for reform which will here-

aft-er be set forth
"'

will not tax tlie patience of the jiractical

reformer too severely.

I am convinced that it is owing to their failure to notice

the far-reaching effects of State restrictions upon banking

and the issue of money that the Manchester economists have

fallen into such disfavour to-da}*. It is of small use to lecture

the able working man upon the disadvantas^es of State inter-

ference with trade, when a supposedly free competitive system

leaves him starving for want of work. At a meeting of the

British Constitution Association, (a centre of anti-Sociahst

propaganda), some time ago, when the principle of individual

liberty was often appealed to, I pointed out that the able and

wilhng w^orker was calling for bread, but present Anti-Socialists

could offer him nothing but a philosophical principle. The

workers now possess the vote, and we must not be surprised

if they choose the bread offered them by socialism, with all

the restrictions entailed by that system, rather than the fierce

competition and frequent periods of semi-starvation offered

them by orthodox Anti-Socialists. It is because I believe

that the removal of State restrictions upon banking will pro-

vide such an access of prosperity to wage-earners as will en-

able the great movement towards individual liberty to proceed

in the path sketched by Spencer and the Manchester school

that I am moved to place the following ideas before students

of the social question.

The absence of reference in this book (except in Appendix

II) to the present war demands some explanation. I make
no claim to detachment from the European catastrophe.

This book was completed before the outbreak of war ; but in

the general turmoil, publication was naturally delayed.

Finally, it is a pleasure to me to acknowledge the assistance

that I have received from the writings of Messrs. Kitson,

Seymour, Tucker and Wesslau, and from personal discussion

with all four.

HENRY MEULEN

London, 8 October, 1917.





Industrial Justice through Banking

Reform.

CHAPTER I.

SOCIALISM AND ANTI-SOCIALISM

In these days when the battle between Socialists and so-called

Individualists has become so fierce, it may be thought an

imwise expression of partizan spirit to show in the title of

such a book as this that its author favours individualism.

It will however be noticed that I refer to the battle as between

Socialists and so-called Individuahsts ; it should rather b«^

termed a contest between Socialists and Anti-Socialists.

Individualism in economics is, briefly, the doctrine that

the individual should receive for his own efforts whatever

under free exchange another is willing to give him. Let us

pause here to remark that individualism is an exclusively

political and economic doctrine. It provides no man with

an ethical rule. Individualism emphatically does not require

each indi^'idual to aim at the satisfaction of his more grossly

selfish side only ; it simply affirms that, in the present in-

dustrial stage of society, that community will experience the

greatest material prosperity, together with the least social

friction, wherein each member is permitted to form his own
relations with his fellow men with the least possible directive

interference from his neighbours. It would seem to follow

that no man would, under true individuahsm, give up the

results of his labour for anything less than an equivalent in

commodities or service. Now, while the opponents of

sociaUsm contend that the substitution of State rewards for

the system of individual competition must lessen the stimulus

to industry, yet the number of those who assert that under

present conditions the average worker obtains an equivalent

for his labour is steadily decreasing under the pressure of
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facts received from all sources. The defenders of the present

system simply protest that socialism would set up greater

evils than those it proposes to remedy. In naming myself

an Individualist, however. I wish to show that I desire reform

of the ])resent system, and I hope to attract the sympathy

of all those who desire that the indi\'idual shall receive a just

reward for his labour.

Those Socialists who have not yet assumed a " national-

izing bias " will perceive that the basis of their objection to

the present system is, not that one man is rich and another

})Oor, but that riches do not on the whole come to the man
who serves society most. Yet, one of the most common of

human weaknesses is the tendency to set up means into an

end. I find everywhere, among my socialist friends, men
who have for so long insisted that the only way to remedy
mimerited poverty is to nationalize the means of production,

that they now advocate nationalization for its own sake, and
condemn competition, " private profit", and individual

ownership, as things pernicious in themselves. Among
these men has grown up an entire philosophy of history,

setting up nationalization of industry as the consummation
of a tendency discovered by them in social progress of all

times. They have attracted to themselves numerous converts

from among those who find that the common ownership of

goods seems the embodiment of the teachings of Christianity.

Side by side with this version of economic history has also

grown up a moral philosophy which exalts a peculiar altruism

and " subordination of the individual to social ideals". This

philosophy has evidently been called into existence by the

previous conception of economic needs. Certain men have
discovered what they beheve to be a solution of the problem
of unmerited poverty. Their solution ])rovides for the ex-

tinction of industrial competition among individuals, and the

establi.shnient of State-organized production. It was in-

evitable that the advocates of this system should endeavour
to prove that their economic solution applied also to the

realm of ethics, for Monism has set up in us an awe of principles

which can be showni to hold good throughout natural ])heno-

inena. and we are ir^adily impressed by such demonstration.

We had thought that the evolution of a superior type
involved the elimination of inferior types since no organism
voluntarily submits to extinction : but we are now told that

sucli struggle is evil since it hinders the groN\th of " social
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solidarity", although no nieution is made of the friction and
retrogression which must result from the forcible binding

together of sujierior with inferior types—the only alternative

to a system of free selection.

This inversion of philosophic principles is spreading

throughout current ethics. The conception of evolutionary

struggle is everywhere being condemned whilst an exaggerated

brotherly love and mutual aid is exalted. We are assured

that it is anti-social for men to seek their private profit in

exchange. But the essence of all honest trade is the exchange
of what is in excess for what is in defect. If I wish to exchange
my watch for another's ring. 1 evidently desire his ring more
than my watch, and I am thus seeking my private profit.

But he desires my watch more than his ring, and the exchange
equally affords gratification of his desire for private profit.

Thus free exchange results in gratification to both parties.

Lord Avebury phrases the matter neatly thus :
—" Ruskin

" pours scorn on the maxim that you should sell in the
" dearest and buy in the cheapest markets

; not realizing
" that by so doing you sell to those most in need of your
^' goods and buy from those most in need of your money."
The tendency of all men to seek what they individually

desire, combined with freedom of choice, results in the
production of such goods and the performance of such
services as are desired by the majority of the community.
All that is necessary is that free competition be supported
by such a development of methods of securing justice as

shall ensure that no person be able to obtain the goods or

services of another without giving something which that

other fi-eely accepts in exchange.

Let it be understood that I do not affirm that the com-
petition of to-day results in an equitable distribution of

wealth. This book is an endeavour to prove that competition

is to-day hindered by vicious State interference, and that the

greater jjart of present social inequity results from this

restriction of competition. In this chapter I aim only at

proving the political expediency and ethical justice of free

competition.

It is protested that exchange consists in trading on the

necessities of others, and is therefore inhuman. But freedom
of exchange has been established only because we find that

a prevalent feature of organic life is the tendency to satisfy

desire at the least cost of energy to self. Productive labour
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still requires a steady aud somewhat monotonous output of

energy which is distasteful to the normal individual. There-

fore, since we tlesire the services of others, we find it expedient

to pre\ei\t them from satisfying themselves upon the results

of our labour until they have given or promised an equivalent.

But to make such conditions is to "' tiade upon their needs'".

Alas ! we must admit the charge. But such exchange has

been one of the chief factors in the establishment of social

sympathv or morality. The history of civilization is a record

of the endea\ours of men to avoid productive labour, no

matter how small be the exertion recpiired to assure existence,

or how inhuman the manner of avoiding such labour. Pain-

fully, and by infinitely small degrees, is the average human
being learning the lesson of the folly of aggression and coercion.

The few stand out and point the way towards good fellowship

and voluntary labour ; but the many are driven by their

needs, their desires, and the kicks of those on whom they

would otherwise fatten parasitically, towards productive

labour, habit only gradually rendering the new course a

little more attractive.

The absence of coercion on either side in exchange is the

chief inducement to men to produce goods that others desire,

instead of following their own whims : even when making
full allowance for the part played by long herding in the

production of social sympathy. De Tooqueville and others

have shown conclusively that social sympathy develops most

generously under a fi'ce democracy where men are at liberty

to accept or reject the co-operation of others.

State Socialism, we are assured, will displace jn'oductiou

for profit and substitute production for use. This is an error.

Men to-day generally aim at the satisfaction of their needs

with least expenditure of enei'gy on their own ]jart ; and
socialism will not alter this. If, under freedom, the individual

can reap a certain profit by the protluction of shoddy articles,

he nevertheless risks the rapid loss of both custom and repu-

tation as soon as the community discovers the fraud. Under
socialism, ou the other hand, the individual still tends to

conserve his energy, but, in the absence of the possibihty

of acquiring increased pecuniary profit, the tendency will

show itself in shirkuig, and, since the community will be

unable to exj)ress its displeasure in the direct manner of re-

moving its castoin to a competitor, much social discord must
arise on each such occasion because the complaint will have
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to go the round of the various State departiiieuts and battle

against the various conflicting streams of political influence,

which influence may have other aims than the provision of

efficient public sei-vice.

We are told it is unjust to make men suffer for their lack

of ability since they did not make themselves. But when I

exchange with an inferior workman, either he or I must suffer
;

and if I fuid that by making Jiim feel the ])inch of his own
incapacity I induce him to improve his methods and that

we accordingly both benefit, shall I not do so '{

It is said that competition is merely an endeavour of one
man to rise on the backs of others. Here the part played by
economic circumstances in producing a philosophical principle

is clearly in evidence. As I shall demonstrate later, State

restrictions upon the lending of capital have caused over-

competition among employees by obstructing the avenue to

the possession of machinery. Hence the majority of men
look upon competition solely from the point of view of an
employee whose position is continually threatened by some
starveling willmg to work for a lower wage. Since conditions

generally prevent employees from competing with the employer,

and wage-earners are for the most part ignorant of the State

restrictions upon the lending of capital, they ascribe the

employer's advantage to competition, and declare that the

sole result of competition is to enable the employer to exploit

their labour. But if competition in the provision of credit

established, as I contend it must, an easier path from the

position of employee to that of employer, and a stronger

demand for labour among employers than the supply could

stand, the employee class would understand the virtues of

free competition, .since if one employer were under-paying

his men, so far from the latter needing to seek fresh employ-

ment, they would be sought out by other employers, com-
petition gradually increasing their wages to the utmost that

employers' profits could afford. Let the workers but secure

a fair reward for their labour and they will appreciate the

advantage conveyed in competition, the advantage of freedom

to exchange \\ath whom one will. Freedom of exchange when
one possesses something urgently desired by another, is

vastly different from the same freedom when one's sole

possession, labour power, is a drug in the market. Prosperity

will cause the workers to appreciate the obstinate defence of

competition set up by the present possessing class.
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Fui-ther inconsistencies in this exaggeratedly altruistic

philosophy might be pointed out, but the somewhat strictly

eeononiic nature of this work forbids such digression. Strange,

it. is. liowever, how easily we set up a philosophy to justify

uursehes in what we wish to do. Error in this direction is

not confined to Socialists. If we have seen the exaggerations

of a Morris and a Blatchford, we have equally seen the MallocLs

who protest that fortune to-day comes solely as a reward for

ability and industry—a siu-prising assertion in face of the

deep di\ision of existing society into comparatively idle

dividend receivers and underpaid workers.

Nevertheless, the tendency to-day is towards socialism.

State feeding of children, Insurance Acts, Minimum Wage
Bills, all prove that the Liberal Party is, consciously or un-

consciously, following a socialist lead. Hence, since I have
advanced individualism as the ideal social system, it is

necessary to vindicate the historical basis of the liberty

doctrine, and I propose to devote a chapter to that purpose,

trusting that if the fallacy of the socialist version of economic
history can be demonstrated, the sociahst ethical philosophy
will disappear with that which gave it birth.
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A REVIEW OF PROGRESS

Searching back for a ground which shall be common to the

political controversialists of to-day, I reach the principle,

that the aim of modern politics must be the happiness of

society as a whole. On the interpretation of the word
" happiness " there is of course room for much discussion.

The finest fruit of civilization, however, has been the in-

creasingly general recognition of the desirability of permitting

the individual to form his own interpretation of the word,

provided that his search for happiness does not interfere with

the normal activities of others to a greater extent than is the

rule in the community wherein he dwells.

The older school of political economy set up the hypo-
thetical "economic man"; that is, its system was arranged

on the hypothesis that every indi\'idual sought on.ly his

personal gratification in a primitively selfish fashion. The
modern wave of sympathy induced by the suffering connected

with our industrial system has strongly attacked this con-

ception. We are told that the " economic man " is a mon-
strosity, that men are not selfish, that they desire to help

their fellows ; and on these grounds it is proposed to set up
a system wherein the individual shall be compelled to work
in the manner, and at wages, fixed by majority vote, private

enterprise being forbidden, or restricted in such a way as to

render it virtually miprofitable. If, however, the older
" economic man " was merely an h3'pothesis, so equally is

the sociahst " ethical man ". If the former is a monstrosity,

the latter is a saint of equally rare occurrence. But the older

political economists recognized at least that in order that the

individual should be happy in his philanthropy, his efforts

in that direction must be voluntary. Certain men may desire

to help their fellows, but the desire vanishes with the appear-

ance of compulsion, leaving bitterness and hate in its place.

Hence it is advisable to set up a system wherein each in-

dividual may satisfy his selfishness to the fullest extent
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compatible with the like liberty of others, all further philan-

thropic and co-operative effort, being left optional. In other

words, to assure happiness to the greate.st number, the social

system must, for many generations hence, allow for the

existence of primitively selfish people, merely ensuring that

the predatory selfish members shall not profit at the expense

of the others. A social system must deal with people as

they tiwc are. In his work, " National and Social Problems",

Mr. Frederic Harrison pours scorn upon Mill's statement

that there are laiva of political economy. Perceiving only

Comte's remedy for social inequity, namely, a wakening of

the conscience of capitalists, he is led to deny the view that

scientific principles may be set up concerning men's actions

in commodity exchange. Yet, later on in the same work,

he frequently postulates that in certain given conditions men
will act in such and such a manner, obviously expressing his

belief in a normal type of man who may be expected to act

in a certain definite manner. On precisely these grounds

the Manchester school asserts that the normal man to-day

will usually endeavour to accumulate as much wealth as

possible. Even the most convinced Individuahst does not

deny that there are )nany men who devote energy imselfishly

to other ends than the personal accumulation of wealth, or

that the tendency is for this type of unselfishness to increase
;

he simply asserts that if our schemes are built upon the

assumption that the average man of to-day will act thus

unselfishly, we shall find that they will fail, because the present

average man will almost ruthlessly take as much wealth and
leisure as the law allows him, the principle admitting of slight

modifications in respect of his relations with his o^\^l family

and friends only. If we want anything done to-day, we may
be certain that if we offer a large enough monetary reward
we shall in niost cases be able to find someone who will do it

;

whereas experience demonstrates that it is quite impossible

to count upon the sympathetic spirit in the ordinary person

for the performance of that inevitably monotonous labour

which is necessary for the continued production of necessaries.

Even if tlie present perfection of niachinery were sufficient,

as some enthusiasts assert, to provide for the comfort of

every person upon the results of three hours labour per day
per man, we know full well that, in the present stage of

ilevelopnient of the sympathetic instinct, the average men
would find some more congenial occupation, or lack of occu-
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pation, even for those three hours, than the performance of

the task expected of them, unless they were personally

threatened with loss of material comforts. The possibihty

of losing the respect of others is decidedly an inadequate

stimulus to productive labour for ordinary men as we now know
them. The present average type of man must be threatened

with an almost automatic loss of personal material comfort

if his efforts are to be kept up to the standard of efficiency,

and the Manchester school recognized that to transfer the

right of breaking off exchange relationships with an unsatis-

factory worker from the individual to the State, was to hinder

the detection of the offender, and set up social discord. Hence
its advocacy of liberty in the choice of co-operators—free

exchange.

The worth of the liberty principle is confirmed by the

histories of communities. In primitive days the incessant

inter-tribal warfare permitted the survnval only of such

tribes as adopted the military form, namely, complete sub-

jection of the individual to the leader or chief, and common
ownership of goods. With the groAvth of peace arose the

under-chiefs and barons, who united for war against a common
enemy, but claimed for themselves self-government, that is,

the liberty to order the affairs of their own estates and subjects

without interference from the war-lord. Within the feudal

commimity we perceive the relics of common o\mership of

goods in the various dues and labour for the lord. With the

further decay of mihtarism, self-government was also claimed

by the ordinary folk in the modified form of a claim to a voice

in their o\mi government, and we observe the rise of the

democratic movement. In domestic matters the democratic

movement was accompanied by a demand for free exchange

in place of the previous semi-commmiist system of production.

In the tovraship which gained its trade charter we may trace

the movement towards individual freedom. The imperfect

administration of justice and the uuruliness of the feudal

lords, however, accompanied doubtless by general ignorance

of the desirabiUty of more individual liberty, caused a certain

military form of industrial organization to be retained, hence

the appearance of gilds. As a method of defence of industry

against aggression, the gilds were extremely useful ; but

history shows that with the growth of peace, the restrictions

and regulations imposed by the gild upon its members were

felt to be increasingl}'^ irksome. Regulation of the hours of
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labour, and of wages, of the material to be used in production,

of the price of the product and the manner of production,

was the rule among the gilds, and it is not surprising to Bud

that invention was stimulated and social bickering reduced

when the more independent craftsmen were allowed to set

up private workshops. As is shown in most historical text-

books, the adcantages of the less restricted system eventually

laused the disappearance both of the gilds, and of various

other minor governmental regulations of industry, the depre-

dations by Protector Somerset upon gild funds merely hasten-

ing a process which was already operating. Briefly, the

principle came gradually to be recognised that the individual

should, so far as possible, be allowed freedom to do as he

liked, the governing body e.xi sting merely to ensure that no

individual encroached unduly upon another's like liberties.

Considerable confusion has arisen over this point. Modern
apologists for the extension of governmental interference have

pointed to the perfection of methods of securing justice as a

precedent for positive State interference, and we find this

statement of Mr. H. G. Wells in " A Modern Utopia ", in

the chapter, "" Concerning Freedoms " :

—

" Consider how
" much liberty we gain by the loss of the common liberty

" to kill." But Mr. Wells, in his desire to support with

historical evidence his proposals for a renewal of restrictive

legislation, confuses the loss of the liberty to kill with the

existence of machinery to pimish the wrong-doer. We do
not gain liberty by the loss of the common liberty to kill, but

by the establishment of a superior power to deal with the

c/iminnl killer. We still permit, and will, I imagine, permit

for many generations, the liberty to kill under certain con-

flitions, e.g., self-defence against a would-be murderer. It

should be noticed that two entirely distinct branches of

governmental interference are here involved. On grounds
ol pure j)riucij)le. interference is evil when it directs or prohibits

the performance of any definite actions ; it is good when it

infallibly exacts reparation for an action found by judge
and jury (rej>res<mting majority opinion) to have en-

croache<l unduly upon another's sphere of equal liberty.

The individual should be left free to adapt himself to his

environment in whatever manner he may contrive. This
is the system which provides the strongest stimulus to

individual initiative, and is richest in opportunities for the

upp'uraiK e of variety in production and service. Acts of
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aggression will occasionally be committed ; yet the gain to

society from individual enterprise and rapid education of the

character of its members out-weighs the risks of aggression.

Moreover, in proportion as compulsory reparation for damag(;

becomes automatic and infallible by reason of improved

methods for securing justice, the individual will become more

careful of the liberties of others. The arhninistration of

justice is the last stronghold of the State, but the character-

istic feature of ruling bodies has been an exorbitant levy of

taxes as the charge for poor service rendered, accompanied

by a prohibition to use any other service than that provided

by the body in power. The characteristic accompaniment

of the growth of popular control over the ruling body, on the

other hand, has been the reduction of unnecessary taxation,

and the perfection of the administration of justice—justice

being conceived as that which neither compels nor prohibits

any specific action, yet automatically compels reparation

on the part of any individual who is judged by majority

voice in the community, or the representatives of that voice, to

have overstepped the boimds of equal liberty. The In-

dividualist Anarchist* argues that such reparation \v\U

ultimately be enforced with least social friction by volmitary

societies, and the State—a body which compels allegiance from

all persons within its sphere, and taxes them for its own sup-

port, \vith or without their consent —^^^ll disappear. This

system accords with nature's methods. We are permitted

to live or eat in whatever mamier we please, yet when, in

satisfying one desire, we prevent due satisfaction of another

desire, we inevitably suffer. Certain acts by themselves,

e.g., the adoption of sedentary labour, would produce dis-

comfort in us, yet freedom for experiment has enabled man
to discover that these acts may be committed Avith impunity

provided that they are followed or accompanied by certain

other acts. The result is a net gain to mankind. The sub-

stitution of voluntary protective associatiojis in place of the

compulsory and routine-bomid State method follows the

direct path of progress towards specialization of function.

With the decay of the danger of aggression by foreign nations,.

the need for a centralized national coercive body disappears,

and the possibihty appears of variety in methods of protect-

ing individuals from aggression at home, the new system

* See " Instead of a Book", by Benj. K. Tucker (New York, 1S97).
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being probably accompanied by some sort of agi-eement

between the various protective associations as to the treat-

ment of offenders, on similar lines to that consent which

prevails between various nations to-day.

I have said that the distinction above drawn between

the administration of justice, and directive governmental

interference, is deduced from consideration of pure principle.

In practice our system is a continual compromise between the

paternalistic policy of a ta'adually disappearing age of mili-

tKirism.'" and the dictates of an enlightened pohcy of in-

dustrialism. Our jDoliticians have yet to learn that when,

in spite of due warning, a mature individual persists in a

course which is harmful to himself, that man is marked down
by nature for elimination. We have as yet found no avenue

of escape from the law so pithily expressed by Spencer :

—

" The final effects of shielding a man from the results of his

" folly is to fill the world with fools." We persist in diminishing

for the sake of the weaklings the rewards for temperance and
wisdom ; and whilst sympathy may warrant particular

efforts in this direction, the policy may easily become anti-

social in an industrial stage of society. I am perfectly wilhng

to admit that so long as international jealousy and the danger

of war persist, the military state will doubtless survive and
call for the I'etention of some measures of State interference

with the liberty of the individual in regard to payment of

taxes for armament ; but the present advocates of in-

creased State interference, the Socialists, are generally anti-

militarist aiifl propose this regimentation precisely as an aid

to industrialism. It is tlie error of the socialist view that I

am here concerned to demonstrate.

To return to the history of the evolution from militarism

to industrialism. With the growth of the movement towards
liberty came Protestantism (an assertion of the claim to

fieedom of ojiinion), hberty of the press, free speech, and a
giadual freeing of trade from governmental interference.

Roughly speakuig, the movement recognized that, with the
decay of the danger from outward aggi'ession, might be
peniiittexl to decay also the idea that the individual existed

for the sake of society mstead of society for its members.
With the change from militarism towards industriahsm the

mighty man of industry rather than the man of war began
to assume prominence, and it was seen that by permitting

• Thui, alaN, «a« MriU*n tM!foi<- August, li)!-!.
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to the iucii\'idual freedom of choice between various offers

of service from the rest of society the most industrious type

tended to be preserved. The individual was permitted to

discontinue relations with any member of society who did not

give what the former con.sidered an equivalent for his labour

product. Thus did each indi\'idual play his part in the great

scheme of natural selection, and automatically and without

friction were slowly ehminated the imfit members of society.

With the change, the government too threw of¥ its strictly

militarist form, and, recognizing the gi'owing value of the

man of commerce as compared with the fighting type, began

gradually to devote itself to the task of preventing the

triumph of physical force or cunning over industrial ability.

Thus were laid, in theory at all events, the foundations

of a society wherein the indi^^dual should be able to become
rich only by great service. We perceive that the ideal of

society was based upon freedom of contract between in-

dividuals—the ideal of the Manchester school—and that

progress lay in the direction of the promotion of social sym-

pathy by increased freedom of contract and a continual

reduction of directive State interference. This process

culminates in the dissolution of the coercive State in philo-

sophic anarchism, and the continuation by voluntary

associations of the process of discouraging aggression between

the members of society. Political economy could foresee

no break in the progress towards freedom of contract. How
then explain the growth of the present philosophy of State

interference I

History provides the clue. The reduction of State inter-

ference with freedom of contract proceeded steadily until

the period of what has been called the industrial revolution,

that is, the period of the substitution of machine for hand
labour. Hitherto, such tools as had been used in production

had been comparatively cheap, and almost any worker who
wished to supply a particular demand had been able to make
his o\sTi tools, or buy them cheaply. With the introduction

of expensive steam-driven machinery, however, arose the

factory system, mider which the worker no longer owned his

tools nor disposed of his own product, but used the tools of

another man and threw upon the latter the onus of finding a

market for the goods produced. This was undoubtedly a

progressive step, since manual skill and organizing ability

are two widely different qualities, and specialization of in-
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.'lividuals ii})on these respective branches ensured a higher

tlegree of economy in j)roduction. Tliere arose now, however,

an evil to whicli society was unaccustomed, namely, that in

the contracts which were now made bet\\een worker and

factory ownier the former was unable to obtain a fair reward

for his labour, althougli no compulsion was used, so far as

<ould be ^e.oAi, to determine the contract. In theory the

individual could become rich only by great service
;

yet

there arose a class which acquired riches through factory

ownership or dividends, without providing as much service

as the wage-earning class, although the law was not trans-

gressed in the j^rocess of ac(juiring these riches.

Here began the contest between scientific political economy

and simple human symjiathy—a contest which lias proceeded

and become increasingly bitter fro)n that day to this. On the

one hand were those who subordinated their sympathies to

their knowledge of the results of certain institutions upon

society ; on the other were those who were overwhelmed at

the sight of unmerited poverty, and were willing to adopt

almost any measures to remove it. Most social questions

which have ariscm since the introduction of machinery may
be resolved into the simple form : Shall one party to a con-

tract be compelled by the State to give better conditions

than the other could obtain by miaided bargaining ? The
orthodox political economists contended that any such

interference with freedom of contract imj^lied disregard of

the principle derived from experience, according to which

progress and social harmony (in the present state of human
evolution) are dependent upon exposure of the individual

to the results of his actions so far as is possible and com-

jiatible with social sympathy. They affirmed that the sub-

stitution of a fixed reward to labour for the system of permitting

the consumer to reject or accept and arrange a price for

commodities and service without State interference put a

premium upon incapacity, and encumbered the whole process

of natural selection. ^J'hey looked upon the diversity of

mens desires, and decided that general happiness could only

spring from individual libei-ty to select voluntarily such
s<!rvice from society, and reward it in such a manner, as

accorded with the individuaVs desires. They therefore held

that the functions of the State should be restricted to the

office of ensuring reparation in cases of criminal aggression.

Such reasoning, however, was limited to the few. The
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majority was led by the sight of suffering to initiate the long

series of governmental acts of interference with freedom of

contract.

Yet the defenders of freedom fight hard. If the evil of

immerited poverty has increased, and social sympathy
developed, so also have education and the tendency to submit
emotions to wider reflection. The restrictionists have
abandoned the pohcy of endeavouring to regulate conditions

of labour contract between individuals, and have followed

their principle to its logical conclusion by advocating that

the State shall take over the great branches of production and
•set up an official system of rewards for labour. The opposing

party contends that such a system will be the grave of all

the qualities which have brought man to his present position,

and predicts the degeneration of any nation which adopts

that system.

Here then is the deadlock. From the anti-Socialist party

are poured forth books and pamphlets detailing patiently

the facts of biology relating to the origin and determining

causes of human qualities, such books invariably ending
with the appeal :

" Will you sacrifice these principles for

the sake of assuring comfort to men who are largely incap-

ables ? " The other side responds with books of statistics

and emotional works, all in effect proving how great is the

evil.

To the cry :
" Let us not abolish individual fi'eedom ", the

Socialist replies :
" What freedom have you now ? " instead

of the direct reply which, in effect, could not be made, that

socialism would not abolish freedom of contract. The fact

remains that to-day the superior classes of workers in all

industries have still a certain degree of fi-eedom of choice of

employment, and have also a hope, extremely limited it is

true, of riches through industry. The evil is that neither

their liberty of action nor their hope of riches is as full and
certain as is the case with others who seem to perform far

less service to society. The Anti-Socialists, when they admit
the existence of industrial exploitation at all, are willing to

sacrifice those capable workers at the bottom of the wage-

earning class who are being at present unfairly crushed out,

because they beheve that socialism, the only alternative at

present offered, would reduce the stimulus to the superior

workers. Socialists, however, either persistently deny the

effectiveness of the stimulus of private profit, or else protest
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tliat the present social evil is so gi-eat that, if we are unable

to find another remedy, we must adopt socialism and do the

best we can without this stimulus of private profit. In the

final resort temperament determines which side in the con-

troversy the individual will take. They move towards

socialism who estimate present suffering as greater than any

difticulties which may result fi-om increased State interfer-

ence. The rest remain in opposition, their sympathy with

2")resent suffering being subordinate to their conviction that

greater evils in the shape of discouragement to capable

workers must result from any adoption of socialism.

The contest therefore seems interminable. If I wished

merely to add to the literature on either of the above sides,

I could scarcely, at the present day, appeal for attention

from the already harassed student of sociology. It is

because I perceive that present students have, for the most

part, overlooked a series of circumstances which vitally

affects the social question that I enter- the arena.

Let me here state briefly what I hope to prove in the

following pages. Most political economists hitherto' have,

I believe, overlooked the importance of the relation of credit

to the exchange system. Commerce has almost invariably

been looked upon as the exchange of commodities for com-

modities. It should on the contrary be regarded as the

exchange of commodities for gold, and gold again for com-

modities ; or, as Greene puts it in his " Mutual Banking "
:

" We must remember that when we sell anything for specie

" we h^ty the specie ; and when we buy anything with specie
" we sell the specie." The control of gold dominates pro-

duction, owing to legal prohibition of the use of efficient sub-

stitutes for gold. The movements of gold are at present

controlled by bankers and financiers, and I shall demonstrate

that our theories of political economy are incomplete when
we overlook or underestimate the relation of banking to

commerce. Legal restrictions upon the production of any
form of ordinary wealth, harm merely consumers of that

pai-ticular form of wealth, and even this harm is usually

mitigated by the speedy introduction of a substitute. The
prohibition of credit and exchange medium, however, affects

the entire wealth production of the community, and it will

be hereafter demonstrated that State regulations prevent

the use of a suitable substitute for the prohibited medium.
Coquelin, the French economist, traces two great stems of
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industrial progress: improvements in (1) machinery; (2)

the instruments of exchange. We have concentrated our
energies upon the former ; but have almost overlooked

the importance of the latter.*

The advocate of banking or credit reform comes with a

solution to the industrial question, which, while maintaining

liberty of contract for the individual—nay, extending and
deepening such liberty—yet offers tlie worker the full reward
for his efforts. While therefore I appeal to those who are

convinced of the necessity for supporting those principles

of individual liberty for which Spencer stood, I trust that

the unbiassed Sociahst who reads these pages may not feel

himself in entire opposition to one who labels himself In-

dividualist.

One point should however be settled at this stage perhaps,

in order that the reader may approach without prejudice the

solution to be offered. The present tendency of industry

is towards concentration in the hands of a few Trusts. Those
who have developed a " nationalizing bias", that is, who
beheve that State industry is superior to any form of private

industry, affirm that such centralization is a progressive step

since it renders production cheaper. Now, although I am
perfectly willing to admit that centralization does in one way
cheapen production, let us see whether it is not balanced by
greater disadvantages, l^et us take a concrete example.

A certain street is served by three competing milkmen.
It has been asserted that the efforts of two of the milkmen
are wasted, since the street might be equally well and more
cheaply served by a single vendor. On the one hand are

those who affirm that the two extra milkmen are forced into

competition because there is no other opportunity for their

labour, while, on the other hand, it is contended by the

opposite party that a second milkman will arrive on the scene

only when milkman number one is leaving some demand
unsatisfied. The truth is that these two motives for fresh

competition are inextricably interwoven to-day owing to our

abnormal system. The former motive is undoubtedly

* In my recent reading I have encounteveil one notable exception to the geneial
attitude of accepted economists. Prof. Dibblee writes in his book " The Ln ws of

Supply and Demand " (Constable & Co., London, 1912), " A severe fall in price.s may
therefore be caused either by over-production of goods at. any time, or under demand
for goods ; or equally by a sudden drain of gold at any time or a gradual contraction

of credit." Prof. Dibblee, however, makes no attempt to trace the causes of such
diaturbfinces of the currency ; nor does he demonstrate the full evil effects of them
upon trade.

C
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operative in many cases and is an indication of an evil state

of society. The trouble is that all socialist proposals to

remove it, would, in efltect, remove the second motive for

labour, namely, to secure reward by supphnng imsatisfied

demand, which motive most of us still feel to be the great

factor of harmony in our social system, since through its

agency men aje induced without human coercion to supply

each other's needs.

Under fi-ee competition (let it be continually remembered

that the present system will be sho\\'Ti in subsequent chapters

to suffer from vicious State interference) the indi\'idual

producer tends to respond to the demands of a single individwil

for the sake of the extra reward to be thus derived. Under
socialism the individual producer, even though he be con-

vinced of the possibility of profitably supplying another's

demand, must in most cases wait until the change of pro-

duction is authorized by his department, the process fre-

quently involving organized appeal on the part of the public,

pohtical agitation, and the recording of a majority vote,

with all the attendant delay and jobbery. The Socialist

argues that it is cheaper for the street to be served by one

milkman. We may agi-ee, just as w^e might agree to the

proposition that the production of headgear would be cheaper

if we all wore one style of hat. But cheapness is only one

factor of doine^tic happiness. The vital question is : What
will happen when milkman number one does not serve us

satisfactorily—does not provide us with the article which we
require ? All our experience supports the view that in the

present stage of social S3'^mpathy we get better service from

an individual when we are free to dispense with his services if

unsatisfactory, and accept the services of another. We have
only to decide whether the system of changing a servant by
political methods, i.e., petitions and representations to an
official department, results in less social frirtioii than that

wherein coin petition among those who desire to serve us

renders it jjrofitable for them to supply our wants ; and
whether men will be more unsparing in their criticism of

slipshod service when they themselves are employees of the

very body (the State) whose methods they wish to condemn,
than when they are either their own masters, or are employees
of a man who is quite independent of the offender. Personally,

I decide unhesitatingly in favour of a competitive system.

This is not the place however, further to discuss this question.
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I can only refer the reader who has not yet formed an opinion

upon this controversy to the ah-eady vast quantity of literature

which is the outward and visible sign of that deep and ob-

stinate struggle in society, the struggle between Socialist

and Anti-Socialist.

One point I would make however, which I do not remember
having seen insisted upon enough elsewhere, namely, that it

is an insufficient argument for State socialism to assert that

because particular municipalities can to-day supply gas,

water, or trams at a cheaper rate than certain private com-
panies, all industry can be to this extent improved by State

control. The central disadvantage of State socialism in my
opinion is the unresponsive nature of its mechanism. The
tendency of all State departments is against change This

will be evident when we remember that politicians depend
for their places upon majority vote, and the majority is

generally conservative—from fear and stupidity rather

than from principle. In a system of privately owned in-

dustry we permit the innovator to risk his own capital
;

he proves his ability to us by actual practice. If his invention

succeed, we benefit ; if it fail, we do not greatly suffer. Under
State industry the loss from an imsuccessful innovation is a

burden upon the whole community. The majority of the

population is always timid, and fearful of loss mider change.

Accordingly its vote is obstinately recorded against change,

until, by the slow and painful method of theoretical demon-
stration , it is at length con\'inced of the utihty of the proposed

innovation. We may, of course, seize upon a successful

privately-owned industry and demonstrate that its product

might, for a time at any rate, be offered to the pubUc at a

cheaper rate if the industry were taken over by the State.

Experience shows, however, that for every fresh successful

private venture there are many which fail. Possessors of

capital undertake the risk of loss only because there is the

chance of a compensatory reward in the event of success.

Any legislative interference which prevents owners of capital

from obtaining an adequate reward for successful venture

simultaneously reduces the enterprise and initiative of the

community. We have already witnessed many examples of the

evil of majority control over industrial enterprise in the his-

tory of our municipal legislation in respect of such semi-mon-

opolies as street tramways and electric hght. Mr. H. R. Meyer*

* " Municipal Ownership in Great Britain ' (Macmillan, London, I'.'Oii).
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records the obstruction to the development of these

enterprises in this country caused by the greed or

timidity of the various mmiicipal bodies. The terms offered

to those who were willing to risk their capital in these under-

takings have been so onerous as to place this country far

behind the United States in respect of such service. The

municipalities have clutched greedily at the power given

them by our laws to permit private capitalists to risk capital

in new enterprises, with the compulsion to sell to the muni-

cipalitv within a shoit period if the enterprise prove successful.

Once in possession, however, the municipal authorities have

in many cases obstinately set themselves against the intro-

duction of improvements on the grounds that their existing

plant would thereby be rendered useless. Mr. Meyer has

extracted the following striking conversation from the report

of the Lords" Committee on the Electric Light Act, 1882.

In reply to a question by Lord Ashford whether it was unjust

that a company should reap the benefit of success in case it

went into a venture upon which the municipality did not

care to embark, because of the imcertainty of the venture,

the Secretary of the Board of Trade said : "I think if it is

" a case that it is very doubtful whether the thing turn out
" very well or moderately well, and then it turns out better
" than is anticipated, the public ought to have the advantage."

In reply to the query :
" That is to say that the undertakers

" ought to rmi the risk of failure and the pubhc ought to
" have the benefit of success ? " the Secretary of the Board
of Trade replied :

" It is not necessary for the undertakers
" to take it up." Lord Rayleigh queried :

" When you say
" it is not necessary for the undertaker to take it up, you
" mean that it is not necessary that the public should have
" the electric light ?

" The reply was :
" The local authori-

" ties may take it up." Lord Rayleigh continued :
" Sup-

" posing the local authorities do not see their way to taking
" it up, what then '.

" The reply came :
" Then I suppose it

" would be postponed for a period." Here the restricted

outlook of municipal " business men " is clearly evidenced.

They will not grant suthciently hberal terms to private

capitaUsts to induce the latter to undertake new ventures,

because, forsooth, " private capitalists must not be allowed

to make profit out of the public "
;

yet the mimicipahty
is too fearful to imdertakf* the enterprise itself, and accordingly

a portion of the public is deprived of facilities for the possession
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of which it would gladly enrich the promotei-. The sain(!

evil usually attends the introduction of improvements into

existing municipal enterj^rises : either real improvements

are ignored, or wasteful "' improvements " are introduced,

the fundamental defect being the attempt to replace the

professional organizer by a person appointed by ignorant

majority vote. Hence although present municipal mider-

talangs may succeed, since they use the competitively-

produced inventions of private industry and, as will be here-

after shown, are competing with State-handicapped firms,

the chances are that there y^iW be loss to the community in

respect of possible future inventions if all industry is thus

mimicipalized. If we now see successful municipal gasworks,

we also see the above-mentioned defect of State industry

exhibited in the undertakings wherein it has had time to

appear, namely, the Belgian and French State railways,

which, in speed and comfort, cannot compare with the English

privately owned lines.

The cheap tourist tickets on the Belgian State lines are

invariably pointed to as an example of " Production for

use "
; but I am cominced that if an EngUsh railway com-

pany served a district wherein were situated as many " show "

spots in so small an area as is the case in Belgium, we should

have just as cheap tickets, and should not be compeUed to

travel m such antiquated and uncomfortable coaches as are

provided by the Belgian government. It should also be

pointed out that in spite of the fact that certain of our own
hnes possess a virtual monoply of traffic in particular districts,

the 'companies yet see that it is to their advantage to keep

their fares low in order that more persons may be induced to

travel. The stimulus to initiative pro\aded by private

ownership induces the Great Eastern Railway Company to

nm excursion trains at cheap rates to popular watering-places

on the east coast where it possesses a virtual monopoly of

transit facihties. Such enterprise is always attended by

considerable risk of loss ; but we \'iev/ the company's activities

in this direction with equanimity since it. risks its own capital

:

we are not tempted to rush off to our member of Parliament

and call public meetings to protest against extravagant use

of fimds taxed from us. Hence private o^^^lership tends at

once to efficiency, and freedom from social bickering.

I fully admit that certain persons may advance in all

sincerity an opinion that the disadvantages of State service
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here enumerated are not so serious as those which result from

the present svsteni. It will be remembered that my criticism

is directed against the argument that State industry is in-

herently superior to miy form of competitive jprodudimt. The
choice between the eyils of the present system and those of

State socialism dej)ends upon temperament. I have merely

attemjjted to show that State industry is attended b\' well-

defiiied disadvantages.

To those who would hke to see some reform of our present

system without gomg to the length of State socialism, if

such reform be possible, (and I imagine that the great majority

of per.sons, including a considerable number of present

Socialists, comes within this category) the more important

problem is : whether or not our present centrahzed system

provides the cheapest service with the least social friction.

With our preseTit labour-saving machinery, a degree of

centrahzation is inevitable and economical. Yet I am con-

vinced that when centrahzation reaches a particular point,

the waste arismg from the employment of many managers

wjio are not so personally interested in the success of the

enterprise as is the oiiginal o\\aier, and the imwieldy, un-

responsive nature of the whole concern would favour the

rise of smaller and more agile firms, ivere not the Trusts pro-

teded from competition b// ovr restricted credit system. Adam
Smith frequently reniarks the disadvantages of large in-

dustrial organizations. I will quote one passage only.
*" To buy in one market in order to sell with profit in another,
" when there are many competitors in both ; to watch over,
" not only the occasional variations in the demand, but the
" much greater and more frequent variations in the com-
" petition, or in the supply which that demand is hkely to
*' get from other people ; and to suit with dexterity and
" judgment both the quantity and quality of each assortment
" of goods to all these cii'cumstances, is a species of warfare,
" of which the operations are continually changing, and which
" can scarce ever be conducted successfully, without such
" imremitting exertion of vigilance as cannot long be expected
" from the, directors of a jouit-stock company."" Mill's

opinion coincides with that of Smith. He statesf :

—
" The

" successful conduct of an industrial enterprise requires two
" quite distinct qualifications : fidehty and zeal. The

•" W caJth of X;i(i./ns ". FJook V., ch. I.

t" I'olitiial KcKiuiniy '', Hook i., cb. IX.
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" fidelity of the hired managers of a concern it is passible
" to secuie. When their work admits of being reduced to a
" definite set of rules, the violation of these is a matter on
" which conscience cannot easily blind itself, and on which
" responsibility may be enforced by the loss of employment.
" But to carry on a great busiue&s successfully, requires a
" hundred things which, as they cannot be defined before-
" hand, it is impossible to convert into distinct and positive
" obligations. First and principally, it requires that the
" directing mind should be incessantly occupied with the
" subject ; should be continually laying schemes by which
" greater profit may be obtained, or expense saved. This
" intensity of interest in the subject it is seldom to be expected
" that anyone should feel, who is conducting a business as
" the hired servant and for the profit of another. There are
" experiments in human affairs which are conclusive on the
" point. Look at the whole class of rulers, and ministers
" of state. The work they are entrusted with, is ainong
" the most interesting of all occupations : the personal share
" which they themselves reap of the national benefits or
" misfortmies which befall the State imder their rule, is far
" from trifling, and the rewards and punishments which they
" may expect from public estimation are of the plain and
" palpable kind which are most keenly felt and most widely
" appreciated. Yet how rare a thing it is to find a statesman
" in whom mental indolence is not stronger than all these
" mducements. How infinitesimal is the proportion who
" trouble themselves to form, or even to attend to, plans of
" public imjiruvement, miless it is made still more- trouble-
" some to them to remain inactive ; or who have any other
" real desire than that of rubbing on. so as to escape general
" blame. On a smaller scale, all who have ever employed
" hired labour have had ample experience of the efforts

" made to give as httle labour in exchange for the wages as
" is compatible with not being turned off. The universal
" neglect by domestic servants of theiv employer's interests,

" wherever these are not protected by some fixed rule, is a
" matter of common remark, unless where long continuance
" in the same service, and reciprocal good offices, have pro-
" duced either personal attachment, or some feeling of a
" common interest."

The SociaUst will protest that men are remiss in their

service to-day because they know they are worldng for the
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profit of another : they will be more industrious when iliey

are workin.E; for " themselves ", the State. I reply that if

neglij^enco of the interests of the State is so marked among the

comparatively educated and cultured politicians and ministers,

what reason is there for supposing that it will not be even

more marked among the masses of less educated industrial

workers ? '

Professor W. E. Hearn writes* :

—
" Another limit to the

" use of co-operation is found in its magnitude. In pro-
" portion to the increase in the number of co-operators,
" their motive for exertion grows weak. . . .That limited
" hability which to the capitalist is the great charm of <x)-

" operative enterprise, implies also a sense of limited res-

" ponsibility. If it diminish the penalties of failure, it

" thereby diminishes the security against that conduct which
" leads to failure. The whole of the reward does not attach
" exclusively to the deserving ; the whole of the pimishment
" does not fall upon the indolent. . . . Though ability may
" be hired, zeal never can. In all such associations the great
" interest stimulus to unremitting industry is wanting. No
" contrivance that has yet been invented can supply the
" place of the feeling that the workman is labouring not for

" another, but for himself ; and that it is exclusively upon
" his own beha\nour that his success or his ruin depends."

Professor Sidgwick endorses this passage in his " Political

Economy".
If we exclude the effects of our present burdensome

banking laws in causing the appearance of over-centralized

business concerns, there is very little doubt that the few

remaining cases of huge accumulations of capital that exist

may be partly accounted for by tjie extraordinary business

capacity of particular individuals. Our credit laws already

shield such individuals from competition, and their unusual

business ability enables them to survive the natural dis-

advantages of centralization. But this ability cannot be

delegated to a body of directors, and the business would
usually collapse with the death of its moving spirit, were it

not artificially protected by our credit laws. Mr. F. W. Hirst,

former Editor of The Economist, gives a list of the failures

of these over-ccntraliz<;d organizations. He inst.ances the

Calico Printers' Association as affording a spectacle of

• '• I'lutulogy ", (Lipiuluti, MiKri.ilUii, \H'A), p. 229.
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management that is likely to become classic. He states* :

—

" When the organization, with an issued capital of £8,226,000,
" was complete, it consisted of a ' mob of eighty-four directors
" ' with no real authority ' to represent the eighty-four distinct
" houses previously engaged in calico printing and now
" amalgamated, and another 'mob of 114 vendor-managers'.
" For the first two years the Association was unable to pay a
" dividend on its ordinary shares, though the prospectus
" estimated an annual profit of nearly half a million. The
*' condition of the concern appeared so desperate that an
*' investigating committee was appointed consisting of
" eminent men of business. The Report gave in a few sen-
" tences the inherent weakness of these huge combinations :

—

" * In most cases where a business is converted into a public

company, and to a greater degree when a large number of
" ' businesses are combined and sold to the public, the necessity
" ' of meeting outside competition is no longer felt to the

same extent, and the incentive to work the business

economical))^ in order to obtain an adequate return upon
the capital employed is seriously lessened. Too much
rehance is placed upon the possibihty of obtaining higher

prices, whereas it is, in the case of a public company, of

the greatest importance to supervise every item of ex-

penditure, to closely compare the cost of production and
distribution with what it was formerly, and to reduce

" * it whenever this can be done with safety.'
"

Mr. D. H. Macgregor, M.A., notices! that the chief diffi-

culty of the German Kartells is to secure reliable directors

;

and lastly. Prof. Hadley writes:;: :

—
" Just as in an army

' there are many who can fill the position of captain, few
' who can fill that of colonel, and almost none who are com-
' petent to be generals in command—so in industrial enter-
' prise there are many men who can manage 1000 dols.,

' few who can manage a million, and next to none who can
' manage 50,000,000." I would only reiterate the point

that the capable manager is selected with least social friction

by permitting him to prove himself in private industry—he
gathering and retaining his own profits, and accepting res-

ponsibility for his own losses. The cumbersome system of

election is an entirely inadequate method of attaining the

result achieved by this " natural selection ",

* "Monopolies, Tiii.sts aiul Kailflls ", (London, MeUiUon, 190.i), p. 167.

t" Industrial Conibinatious " (London, Geo. Bell, 190(>) p ItiO el. seq.

t " Scribiier's ", XXVL, p. 607.
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It is indisputable that the transmission of raw material

in bulk, and production on a large scale, enable cheaper

production than when a lesser quantity is sent to a smaller

factory. Yet, against this sa\'ing must be balanced the cost

of senduig the raw material and fuiished goods from and to

distant markets, which expense is saved by a smaller local

firm. The latter is also likely to be more sensitive and

responsive to the peculiar demands of its own district than

is the branch of the great Trust run by a manager. As was

previously remarked in the case of the competitive distri-

bution of milk : cheapness is only one factor of domestic

happiness ; sensitiveness of supply to demand is another

important factor—one, moreover, which will increase in

importance as the poorer classes become more prosperous

and consequently more particular in their tastes. Bagehot

states in '" Lombard Street '"
(p. 10 of the 1873 edition) :

—

" A comitry dependent mainly upon great ' merchant
" 'princes ' will never be so prompt ; their commerce per-
" petually slips more and more into a commerce of routine.
" A man of large wealth, however intelligent, always thinks,
" more or less

—
' I have a great income, and I want to keep it.

" ' If things go on as they are I shall certainly keep it ; but
" ' if they change I may not keep it.' Consequently he con-
" siders every change of circumstances a 'bore', and thinks
" of such changes as httle as he can. But a new man, who
" has his way to make in the world, knows that such changes
" are his opportunities ; he is always on the look-out for
" them, and always heeds them when he finds them. The
" rough and \-ulgar structure of English commerce is the
" secret of its life ; for it contains the proj^ensity to variation,
" which, in the social as in the animal kingdom, is the prin-
" ciple of progress.'

The apologist for the present centralization points out
that managers are given stimulus in the shape of commission
on their results. I reply that this supports my case for

decentralization : since if a manager is induced to be
watchful by the stimulus of a commission, the amount of

which commission is dependent upon the whim of his em-
ployer, he will undoubtedly be more watchful still when,
being himself an employer, he can retain a greater proportion
of the results of his extra exertions. I will demonstrate
later that our present law.s actually protect the Trust against

smaller competitors, and thus foster monopoly. If this can
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be proved, the coutontion that " the natural tendeacy of

competitive industry is towards centralization " remains

without sure foundation, and the way is cleared for a re-

consideration of the social problem, imfettered by any fixed

conviction of the inevitability of State socialism.
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CHAPTER III.

THE PROBLEM RESTATED

The social problem has been approached from so many
sides that it is but natural that the matter should have been

rendered somewhat complex. The modem economist has

become sceptical of assertions that the social evil may be

cured by simple measures. We hear of the housing problem,

insanitary factories, female and child labour, sweating, un-

employment, etc., and these are often treated as problems

requiring separate solutions. At the risk of incurring the

scorn of the orthodox economist, however, I would assert

that these evils are mainly the effects of one underlying cause,

namely, lack of demand for labour among employers. An
increased demand for labour would tend to raise the worker's

wages, thus enabling his wife and children to keep out of the

factory, and securing better labour conditions for the worker

himself. The fundamental problem requiring investigation

is the lack of demand for labour among those who are capable

of organizing industry to supply the acknowledged want of

commodities among the masses of the community.
Lack of demand for labour proves either that every indi-

vidual is consuming as much as he cares to earn, that is, that

the productive and consuming powers of the community are

stretched as far as is compatible with freedom of action on
the part of the individuals composing it ; or, that there is a
hitch in the distributive process, causing involuntary accumu-
lation of goods in the liands of producers, in spite of demand
foi' the .same goods on the part, of the rest of the community.
That the latter cause of weakness of demand for labour is

the only (^no which is operative in our midst to-day must be

evident ujjon the most cursory survey of commerce. No
student of present social conditions will need to be told that

the masses of his fellows aie not consuming as much as

they desire : under-consumjition is the prominent evil of

niodei-u industrialism. Furthermore, the prevalence of

involuntary idleness among the working classes, and the
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earnestness with which our technical schools are attended by

those who hope to qualify as managers and employers, prove

that the productive powers of the community are far from

being utilized to their fullest extent.

The prominent feature of modern industry is glut of goods

in the hands of producers. Factories are periodically brought

to a standstill, or put upon short time, to enable the consum-

ing power of the commijnity to keep pace with its productive

power. Hence, in order that the employers' demand for

labour may be greater, the consuming power of the community

must first be increased. Modern social science has decided

that ill most cases charity is bad for the receiver, and per-

petuates the evil it seeks to remedy. On all sides we hear

the protest that it is useless for the State to provide work for

the miemployed, since there is even at present lack of effective

monetary demand for goods already produced. Further, for

the State to undertake production with " miemployed

"

labour, is to tax the industrious in order to provide wasteful

work, or if the State enter into competition, to tax them for

the cutting of their own throats. What else remains to be

done ? We perceive in our midst numbers of able men who

would labour if they had tools, material, food, shelter and

clothing, in. a word, capital. We perceive also an accumula-

tion of these commodities in the hands of those who would

be only too pleased to dispose of them in exchange for the

means of continuing production. Here we begin to trace the

hitch in our mechanism of exchange. If there are men de-

sirous of consuming goods—men who are willing and able to

produce goods—some means is required for promoting the

flow of goods to them from present producers.

In order to consume more, the worker must receive higher

real wages, that is, goods must become cheaper, or monetary

wages must rise, the worker in either case being offered

greater opportunity for consumption of commodities in return

for a definite quantity of labour. Against all schemes to es-

tabhsh a legal minimum wage, however, the protest may with

justice be made that certain workers are not worth more to

their employers than their present wage. The fundamental

problem then appears, namely, how to provide the more

capable workers with wages more in proportion to the result

of their labour. The answer is : Provide a means whereby

capable manufacturers or workers may be credited with cheap

capita!—an order on the excess product of the community

—
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to enable them to undertake jDi-oduction. Those that feel

that they could, with cheaper capital than can be obtained

to-day, produce goods at a profit at lower prices than the

*'xistiiig market rate, or those that believe that they could

imder similar conditions, profitably utihze certain labour,

even while paying a higher wage than the market one, will

then enter the arena of production.

Now the aim of this book is to demonstrate that we have

le.f'allv restricted the memhH by which capital is transferred

from the quarters where it is in excess to those where it is

needed—we have restricted credit. Hence those who are

able and willing to consume wealth productively are asked a

prohibitive price for credit, while, on the other hand, capital

accumulates and deteriorates in the hands of a few producers.

The fundamental causes of under-consumption are that ex-

isting uidustry must pay too high a price for the medium of

exchange (prices of goods being thus maintained at a rela-

tively high level in comparison with the reward which actually

falls to labour), and that a large quantity of ability is

excluded from production by the prohibitive price which

must be paid for the means to establish industry.* If the

means of transfer of capital were freed from restriction,

productive ability would be brought into closer connection

with present producers. The provision of cheaper credit

would at once enable a number of manufacturers to purchase

goods as material for production of fresh commodities, and
the increase in wages caused by this trade activity, together

with the cheaper credit, would simultaneously tend to provide

a market for goods by extending the purchasing powers of

the community. There are few manufacturers who would not

assist in supplying that enormous demand which is at present

unvoiced and ineffective, if cheaper purchasing poAver were

put into their hands and simultaneously into the hands of

those from whom the demand arises. This power would first

be exercised in purchasing for consumption, secondly iii

creating a demand for labour, thus raising wages, and thirdly

in the production of cheaper commodities. With every fresh

demand for labour, the jnore capable men would be auto-

matically selected from the unemployed to work at those

trades for which they were fitted ; their selection would

• Although n'l rpferencf is here made to the land question, I Irfiply admit that
no ff|iiifali!i- sucial sys(f*m can b»" cstafili.shc-d wliilst land monopoly persists. 8ee
Ap(i<'iiiiix I
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moreover lie, not in the hands of a government department,

but with those manufacturers and workers who were experts

in their own trades and had proved their abihty by actual

practice. The wage-earner could also command better con-

ditions of labour ; his increased wage would enable him to

consume the extra goods produced (consumption being

further increased eventually by the reduced price of com-
modities), to save his wife and children fi'om going into the

factory, and to pay for the education of his oven children.

To increase the employers' demand for labour by cheapen-

ing credit, and thereby enabling the establishment of com-
peting employers if necessary, is thus to provide a complete

remedy : the increased volume of goods produced must be

sold at cheaper prices, the cheap credit must cause increased

purchase on the part of the commimity at large, wages must
rise, and unemployment must dwindle and after a time practi-

cally disappear. Thus every extension of mdustry set up by
cheaper credit must increase consumption faster than produc-

tion, which is precisely the fundamental need of our present

industrial system (see pp. 33-36 for an elaboration of this

statement).

A causal relationship is here to be remarked between

wealth, credit and capital. Adopting the orthodox (Mill's)

definition of wealth as " Everything which has power of pur-

chasing", and of capital as "Wealth destined to be con-

sumed in the production of fresh wealth ", we perceive that

a credit advance is a lean of wealth or purchasing power : it

can be used in purchasing commodities and labour power

—

both of which are forms of wealth. We perceive also that

since a loan is made only on condition of repayment, the

borrower is obhged to use the wealth productively, that is, as

capital. Hence Credit transforms Wealth into Capital. Re-

striction of credit causes wealth, in commodities or labour

power, to accumulate and stagnate in the hands of its

possessors, and is thus equivalent to a destruction of capital.

An axiom upon which all economists are to-day agreed is

that capital limits industry, that is, industry can be carried

on only when capital is available. It follows inevitably

that a restriction of credit is equivalent to a restriction of

industry.

Macleod writes* : " Capital, in its most general sense is

* •• Elements of Banking", (London, Longmans, 1897) p. 143.
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' not anv particular thing, but simply aa Economic Quantity,
' be it Currency or anytliins: else, etnplof/ed in reprodncfdve

" operalion.-i. In its general sense it is the Purchasing Power of

" the merchant, or it is the moving power at his command to
" generate a circulation of commodities, out of which he
" reaps his profits. Credit is also the power he has of drawing
" the goods from the possession of the manufacturer, and is the
' pledge of his skill in rendering future services to the com-
" nmnity, by discernmg their wants and supplying them."

With an elastic supply of cheap credit there is no reason

why the reduction of usury and extension of industry should

not cause competition and the demand for labour to increase

until employers receive the lowest reward capable of attract-

iiig them, the most highly paid wage-earner judging the

small extra profit which he would receive as an employer

insufficient to induce him to imdertake the responsibihties of

the organiser's position. 1 would lay stress upon the respon-

sibilities of the employer. Under the influence of the modern
protest against the monopoHstic power enjoyed by many
present employers, and the consequent wave of the " equality

of all labour
""

idea, we are in danger of forgetting how
much less anxiety is suffered by the man who, being a,ssiired

of employment, has merely to go daily to perform work that is

pro\idod for him. without needing to care whether the pro-

duct is sold, whether it is being put on the market as cheaply

as the competitor's goods, and whether the supply of raw
material and the general organization are adequate or not.

It is of course evident that the worker is not assured of

regular employment to-day ; but the communist reformers,

in urging his cause, have followed the old evil habit of partizan

exaggeration in contending that the employee " has a right
"

to the same remuneration as the employer. It is futile to

argue " natural " rights ; so long as the ability to organize

production is both more in demand and rarer than manual
skill, we may assume that the acquirement of the former is

more rlifficult for the average man than the latter, and con-

sequently re({uircs greater incentive. Legal restriction upon
the free development of credit, however, gives a certain

monopoly of indu.stry to modern employers, smce it shields

them tnmi the com])etition of the rest of the organizing ability

which the community may contain. Hence, although pre-

setit employers are legally deprived of a considerable portion

of their just returns by those to whom the law gives a virtual
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monopoly of the exchange medium, the high price of credit

tends to prevent abihty from securing the means of estab-

Hshing industry and to this extent places present employers
in a privileged position.

There can be no more ideal system for a community in the

present stage of social moralily than one in which every capable
employee is being employed at wages rendered as high by
competition between employers as organizing returns will

permit, and wherein the path to the acquirement of machinery
by the capable employee is as easy as possible. Under such
conditions no employer will dare to treat his employees un-
fairly, since the great demand for labour will render the

latter considerably more independent than at present, and
the closeness of competition between employers will cause

the wanton dismissal of a skilled worker to be followed far

more automatically by a reduction of the unjust employer's

profits than is the case to-day. Considering the superior in-

centive to progress and invention, in the present stage of

morality, offered by a system of free competition, we may
safely affirm that freedom will assure a far higher degree of

comfort to the employee than he would obtain were all in-

dustry nationahzed.

The protest will doubtless continue to be raised from the

employers' side that fresh production is not required, since

warehouses are already fidl of goods which cannot be sold,

and that in the majority of cases, present profits will

not admit of reduction. The old insidious argument of
" over-production " will continue to be advanced as an in-

ducement to the worker to submit passively to the fi'equent

periods of short time and unemployment which seem to have

become inseparable from our staple industries. But there

can scarcely exist real over-production when so many willing

workers would consume but cannot. If purchasing power in

the shape of credit were cheaper and more accessible, goods

would be consumed or put to use as rapidly as they were

produced.

The fact is rather that those who would undertake produc-

tion are compelled to pay too high a rate for the credit by

means of which alone they may purchase the capital where-

with to estabUsh industry. Hence we perceive on the one

hand producers with goods m their warehouses which they are

willing but unable to sell, and on the other hand able men who
would willingly consume these goods in fresh production, but

n
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who lack employment. Credit, the third term, the connect-

ing link between productive ability and capital, the airange-

ment by which capital is transferred to productive ability,

has been surromided A\ith restrictive legislation and rendered

artificially dear. The under-consumption set up by this in-

voluntary idleness of productive ability tends to compel

employers to saciiiice profits in the sale of commodities in

order to avoid glut and deterioration of their wares. It is

obvious, however, that the community could consume the

total present production of goods, and much more besides,

if conditions were favourable. Manufacturers cannot give

away their wares except to the individual who can give pur-

chasing power in exchange. Purchasing power is to be ob-

tained only by the individual who can secure credit. Credit,

again, is to be obtained only by the individual who can produce

and sell goods at a profit. P)Ut there already exists glut of

commodities. What remains to be done ?

The key to the problem lies in the artificial dearness of

the means of setting up industry. This it is which prevents

men from consuming goods in fresh production, and which

thus causes mider-consumption and unemployment. It may
safely be affirmed that the majority of present manufacturers,

and also a considerable number of those who are at present

employees, would immediately purchase goods with a view

to production, if the necessary credit could be obtained at

cheaper rates than to-day, since cheaper credit w^ould not

only enable cheaper production, but would assist the com-
munity to purchase the goods so produced. The initial wave
of purchasing |)owcr caused by the intfoduction of cheaper

credit would mmiediiitely tend to relieve present congestion.

Cheaper production would enable the cheaper sale of the

product, the con)munity's purchasing power being further

enlarged by the increased wages caused by the growth of

trade activity; hence the market for the goods -the com-
suming power of the community—produced by the agency
of the cheaper credit would be assured : it would be at once

•stimulated by cheaper means of purchase, cheaper goods,

and increased wages. Finally also, the iiicreased wealth of

the community would in part flow into its banks and be used

to stinudate still further productive ability.

In the following chapters I will demonstrate that our laws

prevent the i>rofessioual credit purveyo)-, the banker, from

arranging the transfer of capital to productive ability at a
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low rate. We thus compel ability to bep; for lonp^-date loans

of the Hmited number of unprofessional holders of gold, with

the result that only the few prominent firms are able to secure

capital at a rate low etioucfh to render iTidnstry profitable, and
even they must surrendtrr the LToater ])ait of the results of

their labour to the compai'atively idle shareholders and money-
lenders whom State iuterference has permitted to fatten thus

parasitically upon industry. The profits which would con-

stitute a more than adecpiate rinvai'd for the actual employer,

must be paid away to the sharelioldors. Hence, under pre-

sent conditions, the employer can rarely sell cheaper when
the demand from the underpaid and uiK'mployed comes upon
him ; if he cannot sell his goods at existiucr prices as fast as

they are produced, he i^ conqielled to shut down his factory

until the glut of goods has been reduced.

Every worker who is thus shut out of employment, every

man who is thus prevented from entering the employers' ranks

with cheap credit to cheapen commodities and increase the

wages of labour—every such man tends to reduce consumption

and leave our warehouses glutted with unsold goods. Let

me repeat that cheaper credit would at once permit present

employers to sell their iiroducts, by enabling other manu-
facturers to purchase with a view to chea])er ]jroduction ; and,

in employing labour aad increasing wages, would create a

yet greater market for tlw cheaper goods thus produced,

industrial activity and consumption of goods thus increasing

snowball-fashion.

This is the declaratioii whicli banking reformers must
publish to the world, a declaration which shall bring hope to

present sufferers and shall prove how accurate is the new
diagnosis of the peculiar disease which now affects the indus-

trial population :— " Cheaper credit slinuilale.'^ consintiption.''

The introduction of cheaper credit into an industrial system

first stimulates consuming power, and then tends to use up
that productive power of the community which called the

credit into existence. Any restriction which hinders tlie

develo]>ment of credit facilities, and causes the provision of

credit to lag behmd mens desire to exchange those goods

which are already produced, tends to enhance the price of

credit, and simultaneously causes glut of goods in the hands
of producers. Artificially dear credit and involunt.T'ry re-

tention of products stand in relationship of cause and c^tTect.

As long as consuming power is unable to dispose of the results
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of a community's productive ability, it is a sign that the pro-

vision of credit is not cheap or not free enough, owing either

to legal restriction, or to lack of mutual confidence set up by
fear of political uniest. A strpph/ of credit adeguafe to the needs

of producers enables consmnplion to keep pace uith production.

The details of the process of cheapening credit will be set

forth later ; it is sufficient here to have demonstrated in reply

to the contention of " Over-production ", that whenever

credit can be cheapened, consumption can be stimulated to

keep pace with production. Granted a credit system with

power of free development, and undisturbed social conditions,

consumption will slacken only (1) when the demand for com-

jiiodities outstrips the supply, and prices rise hi consequence
;

or (2) when productive ability either voluntarily relaxes its

activity, or reaches the limit of its powers, and hence, in

either case, voluntarily reduces its demand for credit. If we
consider the numbers of men of ability in our midst to-day

who are excluded from possession of the means of production,

and how great is the productive capacity of modem machinery,

it becomes evident that if the consumuig power of the com-
munity were increased to the level of its present productive

capacity in ability and machmery, industrial activity could

he vastly increased without causmg over-production.

This view of the social problem leads us to imderstand the

present protest against the insinuation of certain Socialists

that the evil is caused by the greed of the capitahst class.

Socialists are not to blame for this doctrine. It originated

with that opponent of Socialism, Eicardo. In setting up the

j)rinciple that wages cannot rise without profits falling,

liioardo was certainly responsible for the " class war " which

has become so regrettable a feature of modern industrialism.

The Ricardian doctrine leaves no doubt hi the minds of the

working classes that if wages are low, the employers must be

attacked. This is, however, a fundamental error. Whilst

restriction of credit certainly causes present employers to hold

u certain monopoly, yet the main cause of the poverty of the

working classes is tiiat this legal restriction upon the adequate

(if\c-l<»j)iiient of the mechani>;m of exchange prevents an
enormous quantity of productive ability from exercising its

powers upon raw material, and consequently renders the whole
toniiMuniry considerably poorer than its ])Owers of production

wjirrant. The \\<'altliy classes can point out with justice that

if their possessions were divided among the whole community.
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each individual would receive but a vcr}- small increase of his

present income. Industry certainly pays an enormous tax

to dividend receivers to-day, which tax would be considerably

reduced were freedom of development granted to the mechan-
ism of exchange ; but the benefit derived from the reduction

of dividends would be small compared with the vast increase

of real wealth which would result if all machinery were able

to work up to the full limits of its powers, and if all productive

abihty were enabled to exercise its ingenuity to the fullest

extent upon raw material. The deep evil is not so much the

exploitation of the employee by the capitalist class, as the

fact that productive ability is generally denied access to

that capital which now stagnates in the hands of those who
would be only too glad to dispose of the same. This exclu-

sion results from the legally-exaggerated dearness, and risk

attending the issue, of our present credit medium. The
central problem which faces us, then, is to supply cheaper and
safer credit—a cheaper and safer means of setting up industry.

The social problem being reduced to such simple terms,

the student who may have wondered previously how so

apparently small a thing as banking could affect that vast

growth known as the social problem, may perhaps be in-

duced to consider more diligently the following chapters,

since I propose to show that the difficulty of obtaining cheap

credit is chiefly due to goveriamental restrictions on banking.

Turning now to the actual problem set up at the uidustrial

revolution, I would point out that, although the first mechani-

cal inventions so cheapened production as to drive most of the

handworkers into factories, the early employers reaped

enormous profits. These employers were usually self-made

men who started with one or two machines and sprang from

the handworker class. The high profits gained offered every

inducement for the more capable among the workers to follow

the example of these pioneers. Each worker who entered the

employer clas3 would have cheapened the price of goods,

enabling increased consumption, and would have created a

fresh demand for labour, thus doubly tending to increase real

wages. The beneficial effects of the introduction of machmery
would thus have been spread over the whole commimity in

the form of cheap goods and high wages.

No explanation has yet been advanced by either Socialist

or Anti-Socialist of the circumstance that more workers did

not become employers. It would seem as though, if no

cnr\g-\i*v^-%
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hindrance bad existed, competition among employers must

have hleadily increased until the profits to organizing labour

had become so low and worker's wages so high that it would

not have been to the interest of the next most capable worker

to turn employer. In such circumstances there could be no

ex])loitati(»u of labour, since both maclime (or employee) and

organizing (or employer) labour would be obtainable at the

lowest possible rate. The employee's wage would then re-

purchase his product ; liis product, be it marked, not the

entire value received for the goods when sold, ^^"hich value

cojitains also the labour of the employer in organizijig Lu-

dustry, and in hnding, and dis})atching the goods to, the

markets where they are most in demand ; the just reward to

the employee docs not include this latter value as is in-

correctly assumed by some So(.'iaIists. History shows, how-
ever, that for some hitherto unexplained reason, the com-

paratively few employers at the time of the mdustrial revolu-

tion were left in the enjoyment of huge profits, while the

masses of employees competed feverishly against each other

for work in the few factories, prices of commodities remaining

high in comparison with wages, which latter naturally fell

almost to subsistence level. The reduction of purchasmg
power (as compared with the prices of goods) simultaneously

set u}) a tendency for a certaui portion of the goods produced

to be misaleable.

I'he key to the problem would therefore seem to lie in the

cause which prevented the continued conversion of the able

worker into an employer. The Socialist says, somewhat
vaguely, that exploitation of the worker was due to the

monopolization of the means of production by the few. Yet
wc are im])elled to enquire how such monopoly was rendered

possible, and the Socialist, upon liis assumption that monopoly
was due to free competition, cannot exjjlain it except by the

dearness of the new machines. This admission, however
immediately ijitj'oduces the question of credit.

In examining the conditiojis which prevailed at th(« time

of the ijitroduction of machinery we find that the early

factories w<'.re for the most part co)istructed on cjodit obtained

from the banks. Macleod states definitely, and his statement

is corroborateii by most writers on the banking history of

this period, that the first factories were for the most part

built upon bank<n"s credit, a-id that/ the great works of canal

and road construction accomphshed during the latter part of
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the 18th ceutiirv wore carried out on the iiotes of petty

country banks. Tlie question then naturally rises why
sucli credit was not e.xtendi^d to other aspirants for the pos-

session of machinery, since the enijiloyers' profits were large

enougli to form a sufificient inducement. We perceive that

even in our ])resent con?:ested system, numbers of workers

are continually raisins themselves from the employee into the

employer class, ;iu<l the problem to be solved is why th^

mo\'emc]it is not sufficiently general to use up all the available

labour. The solution of this problcjn will necessitate an
enquiry into the principles of exchange, and deserves a

separate chapter.

Certain objections will doubtless already be raised by both
Socialists and Anti-Socialists ; but, in order to preserve the

continuity of the argument at this stage. I have preferred to

devote a s})ecial chapter at the end of t.his work to a con-

sideratioji of the chief objections which 1 have encountered

m the course of many years of lecturing and writing on this

subject.
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CHAPTER TV

THE PRINCIPLES OF EXCHANGE

Although this chapter is headed :
" Tlie Principles of

Exchansie", it will be found to consist rather of an examination

of the principles of credit ; for I wish to take every opportunity

to point out that a free system of division of labour is im-

possible without freedom for individuals to co-operate, in

whatever manner they see fit, in what we call credit. I have

judged it advisable to sketch immediately an ideal system of

credit, in order that the reader may have a guide or standard

to aid him in the examination of existing credit systems.

This fact is mentioned here with the aim of anticipating a

possible objection on the part of the reader that the system

outlined in this chapter is outside the range of practical

politics. Ha\dng settled the ultimates of credit theory we
shall be better able to judge any practical proposals that are

put forward. My own proposals for present action will be

fomid in Chapter XIII. Let us now proceed to theory. I

will state the principles of exchange briefly, but I would
urge that they be perused carefully.

Division of labour or exchange, implies that the individual,

A, produces, not for himself, but for another ; therefore, if A
is to be allowed to undertake specialized production as soon

as possible (society benefits most by the aalomatic application

of ability to raw material), he will need capital, and therefore

credit, in order to sustain life until the sale of his first product.

Furthermore, since it is rare thac he yields up his product to

one who has also produced that which he desires (the double

coincidejice, in Jevons' phrase), A will need some evidence to

show that he has given up his product to B but has not yet

received an equivalent ; in other words, A is to be credited with

purchasing power to the wortli of tlie goods which he has given

up. This latter result is usually attained by B transferring to

A some token of his own (B's) credit—some token of his

ability to produce a future profit. Here, then, in the two
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most fundamental operations of exchange : the imderfcaking

of production, and the disposal of the result, credit is found

to play a most important part. It therefore becomes im-

perative to examine the principles of credit.

Throughout his works, Macleod, the standard writer on

banking theory, defines credit as that which brings into com-

merce the present value of a future profit.

Among the many hazy and sometimes half metaphysical

definitions of credit by orthodox economists I know none that

describes so clearly the essentials of the process as this one of

Macleod's. It will be seen that it covers both the operations

above referred to, since to obtain capital wherewith to under-

take production, and to purchase previous to sale o[ one's

own product, are alike methods of bringing into commerce
the present worth of a future profit. Macleod states* :

—

' The true Limits of Credit may be seen from the etymology
' of the word. Because all Credit is a Promise to pay some-
' thing infuture. And that ' something ', whatever it may be,

' is the Value of the promise. That something need not be
' money. It may be something else. The practice of in-

' terest, or usury, was in force before the invention of money.
' It may be a promise to do anything. As an example of

' this we may take a postage stamp, which is a promise by the
' State to carry a letter. And this service is the value of the
' stamp. Now everyone knows that a postage stamp is a
' valuable thing. It passes currently a!= small change. People
' take postage stamps as equivalent to pence because they
' often wish to send letters by post. Postage stamps are
' Credit."

We may now realize how important to any exchange system

it is that the provision of credit should proceed smoothly and

automatically. For, if productive ability be not assisted by

credit to the possession of the capital which society has

already produced and which awaits consumption, production

will not be in such capable hands as it might be, and the

whole community suffers accordingly. Secondly, if, in the

example before us, A have produced goods, have found a

purchaser B, and yet be unable to obtam evidence of the

proposed exchange, he cannot dispose of his product : he must

cease production, goods will remam on his hands, and B, who
may also have produced saleable goods, or be perfectly

capable of producing a future profit, yet cannot obtain credit

* p. 110 of work previously quoted.
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evidence thereof, is prevented from purchasing and must
also remain itlle. Hence idleness of two individuals, " over-

production " ajid" under-consumption"' as a result of one hitch

in the provision of credit. Is it not evident that 1 have here

given simple instances of the great problems that aft'ect us

to-day ? We have seen low wages result from lack of demand
for labour among employers. Machinery, however, is es-

sentially the embodiment of the hopes of a future profit.

Failure of credit may therefore have been responsible for the

present monopoly of the possession of machinery. Orthodox

economists have said that the fuiuhimental evil to-day is

rash trading and '" over-production ''
: but the orthodox

economists would also have said that, in the above instance,

A was guilty of over-production since his goods remain

misold, w^hereas we perceive the more fundamental cause to

have been the failure of credit.

Credit is that which brings into commerce the present

worth of a future profit. The credit token might be called

a certificate of merit since it translates into purchasuig power

the individual's desire to consume, whenever, in the opinion

of the issuer of that credit, such consumption will result in

the production of fresh wealth. Let us here clear our mmds
of preconceived notions. Whatever effectively announces

to the conmiunity the desire and ability of the individual to

j^roduce a futui-e prolit within a given period is a sound credit

token, irrespective of what material it may })e made, or by
whom issued. I would like to emphasize this statement. An
ability to aj^ply it promptly to controversial points is es-

sential to a clear conception of the subject of credit to-day.

\\ e have previously remarked that credit is called mto exist-

ence only to ]n'e\'ent over-production, deterioration of goods,

and involmitary idleness of productive abihty. The in-

dividual who applies for credit has surveyed the market and
dccid<id that theie cxiatH saleable or unconsunwd wealth which

he can purchase; and utilize as capital. As long as these

conditions exist, the demand for credit will persist and should

be ttujjplied.

Credit is not in itself wealth -it is not a material object.

Credit is the m<;aiis of tra)isforniiiig \\ca.lth which already

exists (in the form oF commodities olTered for sale, and willing

ability to lab(mr) into capital. Whatever effectively unites

saleable wealth— that which has been produced in excess of

personal need and productive ability, is a sound credit token.
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whether it be made of gold, bilvcr, wampum, or paper. The
one and only function of a credit token is eifectively to

announce to a coniin unity whetritt sii()crl!uoris. ivcallh tilreadif

rxisl.s and Is ojjcrc// for .s'llc, the commercial caj^acity au<I

reliability of the individual.

To this first principle it follows as a corollary that the

credit tokens should be obtainable as cheaply as possible.

Let me a^^'ain insist on this point. The frequency with which

these principles are disregarded by orthodox economists

renders it difficult for me to avoid the temptation to be-

sprinkle this chapter with italicized passages far moic thickly

than is already the case. In all objects that minister to

hunian needs, other things being equal, cheapness is an

advantage. Consequentl\% if two tokens equally effectively

])ublisli the credit of an individual, the cheaper token is to be

preferred. Let it not be thought tluit I am exaggerating

petty details ; these details li;i\<> formed the subject of volumes

written b}" currency theorists. With the confidence born of

long training in a bygone school of paternalistic political

economy, the orthodox economist frequently opposes the

cheapening of credit to-day on the grouiid that cheap

credit tempts tlie miwise into over-trading. On similar

grounds it might be ai^gued that cheap bread causes

over-eating, and that its production should accordingly

be legally discouraged ! The economist who has put the

reply to this contention respecting the issue of credit

most clearly is John Stuart Mill,* aiid, as Bagchot

remarks somewhere, '^ When a prominent man has said a
" thing which you wish to say so much better than you could
" yourself, it were stupid not to quote him.'' Mill writes :—
" yVlthough the inclination to borrow has no fixed or necessary

" limit except the ])ower of giving security, yet it always, in

" point of fact, stops short of this ; from the uncertainty of

" the prospects of aiiy individual producer, which generally
" indisposes him to involve hims<^lf to the full extent of his

" means of payment. There is novoi' a-.iy permaneiit want of

" market for things \n general ; but there may be so for the
" commodity which any one individual is producmg ; and even
"

if there is a demand for the conmiodity, people may not buy
" it of him but of some other. There are, consequently, never
" more than a portion of the producers, the state of whose

* " Jossay.s oil soiue Uuaeltled Quc-^Liuiis of Political Kcoiioiav ", (London, .f

W. Parker, ISW) p. 111.
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" busiuess encourages them to add to tlicir capital by borrow-
" inp, ; and even tliese are disposed to I^ottoav only as much
" as they see an imwediule prospect of |)rotit.ably emplo^aug.
" There is, therefore, a practical limit to the demands of
' borrowers at any given instant ; and when these demands
' are well satisfied, any additional capital offered on loan can
" find an investment only by a reduction of the rate of iuter-

" est." Obviously then the demand for loans depends

largely upoii the price of the loan. If the price of the credit

token he increased, certain forms of genuine productive ability/

must be erclndedfrom the cherishing effect of credit, for the same
reas(m that dear clothes compel industrious but poorer people

to go ill-clad. If, therefore, as I shall hereafter prove to be

the case, the excessive price of our present credit token and
the risk attendhig its issue prevent the monetization of a large

quantity of sound conmicrcial ability, consumption of capital

being thereby prevented, demand for labour checked, wages

kept low and prices relatively high, the importance of a cheap

provision of credit can scarcely be exaggerated.

Socialists have insisted that the central evil of our ))resent

system is that tlie producer is unable to repurchase his pro-

duct. I will demonstrate that the cause of this evil is un-

doubtedly the excessive price which must be paid for credit,

or for the permission to use machuierv. This it is that re-

duces the purchasing power of the producing classes, and
keeps wages low in proportion to the price of goods.

The credit token is essentially a certificate of merit, that

is, it represents the publication of an abstract quality. The
cheapest method of ])erformin.g sucli an operation is by means
of a paper docuiiiont, the ordinary safeguards against forgery

to be taken. This statement requires no demonstration.

'J'he (juestion now arises—by whom shall the credit token
be issued ? Our aim is to provide a means whereby those

who have produced wealth for exchange shall be able to

transfer it to those who can use it in fresh productioji. In

primitive communities, loans of actual commodities are doubt-

less made by producers direct to the users. Division of labour,

however, creates a class of men wjio specialize upon tiic ])ro-

fession of judrriniithe commercial integrity and ability of those

who would bonow. Tlie producer still actually lends his wealth

but he now lends it to the professional integrity valuer, re-

ceiving in its j)Iace a token which enables him to purchase

immediately. The process is that the valuer lends to the
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borrower his tokens of guarantee of tlie latter's productive

ability, which tokens the borrower conveys to the producer

in exchange for the latter's wealth. It is obvious that when
the producer entrusts his lending to a third person, he usually

nms more risk than if he himself lends to those only of whom
he has personal knowledge. But in return for the risk under-

taken by trusting the valuer, he obtains, firstly, immediate

purchasing power, and, secondly, access to a wider circle of

traders than would have been possible by his own unaided

efforts. Hence in our imaginary community we will require

judges of productive ability, and certain men must specialize

in this profession. But the determination of productive

ability is essentially a speculative matter. The ability of an
individual which one judge might be willing to guarantee

might ])e rejected by another. We will therefore do well to

permit competition between various judges of commercial

ability, for the same reason tliat we permit competition among
manufacturers and find that the really useful invention stands

thereby the best chance of Ijeuig accepted. That judge whose
decisions are most accurate, and who is most discerning of

the various forms of productive ability, will be favoured by
the community. Obviously, certain indiscreet members of

the community are likely to be deceived by fraudulent or

incapable judges of credit. But the only alternative to a

system of competing judges is that one or more integrity

valuers shall be selected by majority vote to appraise all types

of productive ability. Experience proves that all such

elected boards tend to become stereotyped in action and to

produce social friction.

We are here faced with the old contest between freedom

and protection. Under freedom we permit the individual

to experiment with diiierent methods and to receive the full

reward of his discoveries and inventions ; at the same time

however, the unwise are liable to be deceived. Under pro-

tection of any sort we shelter the fool from the results of his

folly, while sinmltaneously hampering the capable individuals.

All social science teaches us that this is an unsound policy

for an industrial stage of society. Progress is only assured

by gradually weedhig out such persons as cannot adapt them-

selves to conditions which favour more socially useful types
;

and, since no man or body of men can be certain \\hat types

the future may need, selection is best left in the hands of

every individual in the community. Moreover, in the par-
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ticular niatter umler discussion, that of credit valuers, history

shows that in Scotland, whei-e i'oi" a time moi'o freedom of

choice between professional valuers was permitted tiian in any

other country, better results were obtained than elsewhere.

An interestins; example of the benefits derived from per-

mittin^r freedom ol' choicer in the selection (»f bankers is shown

in the division of labour which is piactised to-day in the

acceptance and discount of bills, in the great mercantile

centres our present over-c«Mitralized banks have found it

impossible to know the worth and .standintr of all tin- firms

which re(|uiro credit advances. The practice; has thereh)re

arisen for the <)lder-esta.l)lislie<l (irms in each branch of ti-ade

to " accept "' (which virtually amounts to endorsing or

guaranteeing) the bills of certain of their less known brethren.

The bankt^r thus has dealifigs only with the prominent men.

Of course, with the la[)se of time. the. reputation of the smaller

firms is also established and they also come wiriiin the iuuer

circle of the banker's area of ;i.d\ ances. In the great financial

centres, however, the merchant rarely comes into actual

contact as borro\ver with tlu; b;inker at all : a further sub-

division <»f labour has created a class of bill brokers who
speci.ili/e on the discount of commercia.1 Itills, iuui get their

fim<l^ from the banks. The llc\i1)ilily of the system which

proiluced .Vccef)tiiig houses '' ami bill brokers is a quality

which should Jiot be lightly regardi^d when we are considering

the t^stablishuuMft of a new banking svstem.

An example of the contrary principle comes from France.

The late Kenj. Rampal left a fund of 2,(M.H),000 francs to be

emj)loyed in giving assistance l)y loan at tlie rate of ?> per

cent, per annum to ))roductivt^ co-operative societies, leaving

the administration of the fund 1o a c(»iiuiiittee to be appointed

by the Municipal Council of Paris. Mr. Wollf states in his

" Peoples IJaidcs
"*
that the I.er/s Rompol is going downhill :

—

*
IJ/idei- tli(i iidluence of teciinical rules ajjplicants obtain

' help who are not entitled to it, and who waste it. whereas
*' other claimants, who hiiva indeed a good case, but cannot
'

|)ut it into th(r shape re(|uired bv red tape regulations, are

".sent empty-handed ;i,\\;i.y. In 1887. ol l.'iT.OOK ir.ancs lent

"oiil. 1(1(1.(1(10 fraiu-s weie lepcuted irreco\crable. In 1889.

" (jul <»f lort\-nine associations l<>nt tf). elLdittuMi were hnmd
"to be baiiknipt. cighicen moi(^ in ccinrse of lirjuidation. aufl

" three susjiiciously in arrear."' Bageiiot states* :

— '" A

• " LornbarJ Streca "•. (Londun, U. S. Kiriij 4: Co., ItS/^t), p. 89.
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single monopolist issuer, liko the Bank of France, works
its way with difficulty throu^li a country, and advertises

banking very slowly. Even now the Bank of France, which.

I believe, by law ought to have a brancli in eac^h Depait-

ment, has only branches in sixty out of eighty-six. . . .

The reason is that a central bank, which is governed in the

capital and descends on a countiy district, lias inuch fewer

modes of lending mone}^ safely than a bank of which the

partners belong to that district, and know the men and
things in it. A note issue is mainly begun by loans : there

are then no deposits to be paid. But the juass ol' loan^; in

a rural district are of small amount ; the bills to be dis-

counted are trifling ; the persons borrowing are of small

means and only local repute ; the value of any property

they wish to pledge depends on local changes and local

circumstances. A banker who lives in tlio district, who
has always lived there, whose whole mind is a liistory of

the district and its changes, is easily able to lend money
safely there. But a manager deputcHl by a single central

establishment does so with difficulty. The worst people

will come to him and ask for loans. His ignorance is a

mark for all the shrewd and crafty people thereabouts.

He will have endless difficulties in establishing the circu-

lation of the distant bank, because he has not the local

knowledge which alone can teach him how to issue that

circulation with safety."

It will be seen that the essential fmiction of a credit valuer

is to give certain individuals an order for goods upon the

general community. The objection will doubtless im-

mediately arise that to permit thus a man to consume who
has not produced must cause an increase of prices. I will

defer the full discussion of this contention to chapter XIII,

merely treating here the theoretical side. Let us examine

the origin of exchange. In a primitive state of society the

individual. A, produces exclusively for his own use. Exchange

and the demand for credit will arise only when certain members

of the community hare produced more goodie Ihan they need for

personal consumption , and this is emphatically the case in our

present industrial s}'stem. When A has produced in excess

of his needs goods rec^uired by B, one of two things nmst

happen : either he must wait until B has similarly produced

goods whicli he (A) desires ; or, B may be permitted to pur-

chase immediately, giving A in exchange a token, a duly at-
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tested promise to pay, which the latter may use at his leisure

in purchasing such goods as others have Hkewise produced in

excess of their needs. The former system is simple barter, and
is the system which obtamed in most of the primitive com-

munities. Its disadvantages are obvious. The surplus goods

produced by A and desired by B are most frequently perishable

and bulky, requiring storage. Their undue retention by A
consequently entails risk of deterioration and expense of

storage ; whereas if he yield them to B immediately in ex-

change for a credit token, he obtains, in place of goods desired

by probably ouly a few persons in the community, general

purchasing power—an order upon the whole community.
It is therefore to A's advantage to dispose of his goods speedily,

and, so far from the issue of credit to B causing an increase of

prices, if credit be withheld A will be compelled to dispose

of his goods for less than their equivalent, in order to avoid

the risk of deterioration of the goods and the expense of

storage. The bearing of these facts upon the hoary problem

of usury is interestijig and is dealt with in chapter XV.
It is conceivable that when the credit medium is intrinsi-

cally worthless, B may be provided by an unscrupulous in-

tegrity valuer with such a quantity of exchange medium as

will cause A to raise his prices unduly ; on the other hand it is

certain that if credit be withheld from B, A's prices must fall

unduly. The problem is to devise a method whereby the

issue of intrinsically worthless exchange medium may be kept

within proper limits. The chief aim of this book is to show
that the method which was being evolved in freedom, previous

to governmental interference, was perfectly capable of attain-

ing this end. This will be evident when we come to examine
the history of exchange in the next chapter.

Certain critics urge that credit should be issued to B
only when he has actually produced saleable goods. I would,

however, point out that even credit issued in this manner
represents no more than the present worth of o. future profit,

and equally entails the risk of loss, since there can exist no
absolute certainty that B's goods will eventually be sold, and
be sold at a profit. A certain period must elapse between the

issue of credit to B and the redemption of the debt, which

period may be occupied either in finding customers for goods

already produced, or in the production and sale of fresh goods,

according to the arrangement between B and the credit

valuer. The chief advantage of the introduction of an ex-
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change incdiuui was tlia,t it enabled the period which must
elapse between production and sale to be usefully occupied,

and while providing a more ready satisfaction of desire to all

producers, avoided the risk of deterioration of goods. The
total wealth of the community was thereby mcreased, and
the streams of exchange quickened. Every subsequent

improvement in exchange lay in the direction of the more
automatic dis})osa,l of goods on the part of th<', producer.

We are thus enabled also to point out the error of those

who have criticized modern banking on the grounds that a

single consignment of goods, ui passing through the hands of

the various middlemen on its way to the consumer, may give

rise to several bills of exchange and several issues of credit by
different bankers, resultmg in a considerable creation of credit

on the security of only one parcel of actual goods. The reply

is that the real security for this credit rests upon the reputa-

tion and honour of those who have borrowed : the material

security of the consignment of goods is merely an additional

guarantee. Each person who handles the goods and borrows

on them, promises to produce wealth within a given time, and
mider normal conditions these promises are quite legitimately

converted uito present purchasing power by the banks.

We may now sketch an ideal system of exchange, omitting

details of organization. Let the mdividual w-ho desires to

purchase wealth which is offered for sale, apply to a professional

integrity valuer or banker of established reputation. The
latter, if he be convmced of the applicant's ability to produce

a future profit, will give him credit tokens made out in terms

of w^hatever value-measurer the community choose to adopt,

authorizing him to purchase up to a certain amount, and
charging him a cei-tain sum for the service. These tokens or

notes will be used in purchase b}' the person to whom they are

issued, and will circulate through the community on the

certainty that they truly represent the present worth of a

future profit. When the origmal deljtor has obtamed his

;aiticipated return he will repay to the guarantor credit tokens

to tlic amount origmally agreed upon, and the transaction

will be closed.

I have called this an ideal system since I assume that the

ability of the credit valuer is sound and is generally recognised

in the conununity wherem he labours ; that the credit token

is intrinsically worthless ; that it is circulated by reason of the

reputation of the issuer alone, i.e., not by reason of its con-
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vertibility into gold at the bank of issue ; and that the advance

is duly repaid. I have assumed these ideal conditions i)i order

to obtain a standard agamst which to measure our existing

system, and it remauis an ideal though it be nowhere realized

in practice. In subsequent chapters I hope to show that

previous to governmental interference with the free develop-

ment of banking, this ideal w-as in process of realization, and

that the shortcomings of our existmg credit system, measured

against this ideal, are sufficient to accomit for a large portion

of the evils which beset hidustrialism in our present society.

A final point whicli I wish to emphasize is the relationship

between credit and money. The fact that nowadays we use

valuable tokens for the latter has obscured its essential func-

tion. Credit is that wdiich brings into commerce the present

value of a future profit. Money is the token by which this

act is performed. That token is monej/ lliroucjh the medium of

vjhich the communilj/ is ivilling to exchange ivealth. Hence,

while credit is the arrangement between lender and borrower

by which the reahzation of the present worth of a future pro-

fit is agreed upon, money essentially represents the present

worth of that future profit. In primitive social systems the

community accepts the banker's guarantee of the ability of the

borrower only when it is issued in the shape of an intrinsically

precious token. The process of improvement in exchange

expedients has consisted m tire gradual substitution of paper

promises for the scarcer and more intrinsically precious metal

token. If only I could take the reader wdtli me through the

volumes which have been written m latter days, wherein the

author, harking back to the needs of a more primitive con-

dition of society, bases his entire system on the principle that
" true money " is that only which is itself an article of intrinsic

worth, and comes quite naturally to the conclusion that paper

money is a delusion antl a snare—if only the reader knew how
much confusion has been set up by such conceptions of the

principles of money, and, graver still, how much social misery

has resulted therefrom, he would not wonder at my reluctance

to leave this part of my subject without drivuig the points

thoroughly home.
In subsequent chapters I will show that the view that money

must itself necessarily be of w^orth mirrored a primitive state

of society, for, although money may be safer when it is in

itself precious and consists of goods produced, yet its es-

sential function is purchasuig power. In an advanced state
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of society, increasing use is made of contract and promise in

all human relationships : men begin to rely less on individual

methods of self-defence and more upon public oj)inion and
the arm of the \d.\v. The process is one of gradual specializa-

tion and division of labour. Accordingly, with iucreasing

civilization, the transfer of intiiusically precious money is

replaced by the transfer of documentary })romises, and when
once men begm to rely upon such an exchange medium, and
regulate their production of commodities accordiugly, ex-

change can proceed smoothly only if all individuals who either

have produced, or can produce value within a given space of

time, be given purchasing power. The fultilmeut of these

conditions necessitates the use of a money which is mtrinsi-

cally worthless. Macleod again states*, and supports the

statement by quoting many economists from Aristotle down
to Adam Smith and John Stuart Mill :

—
" The true nature of

'' money is to be a Right, or Title to demand something from
" others." I will show hideed that the medium of purchasing

power is hi a truer sense " money " when it is not m itself

precious, since it then more fully represents goods. A valu-

able money represents the goods mimis Ike cost of oblainiiKj tlie

money (apart from the banker's labour). It is only when the

price of money falls to the cost of the banker's labour in

valuing orduiarily safe security that the benefits of credit may
be extended to the widest range of security—it is only then

that money becomes the servant of goods instead of their

master—that it becomes a thoroughly popular instrument.

Whereas m a primitive state of society only that is pur-

chasing power or capital which has intrinsic worth ; as

society advances, and men's promises may be more relied

upon, a man's mere promise to produce a future profit, en-

dorsed by majority opiaion in the commmiity wherein he

dwells through its mouthpiece the judge of mtegrity, becomes

equally valid purchasiug power and capital. Any obstacle

which prevents the commimity from thus evhichig its trust

m the individual's promise to produce a future profit actu-

ally prevents the growth of capital, and consequently

prevents the growth of uidustry. Money is the token of

credit. We have seen that credit is not capital but the means
of transforming wealth which is offered for siile into capital.

Credit is an act, an arrangement—^not a material object.

Money is the evidence that the act of credit has been performed.

* p. 15 of work pveviously quoted.
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AVTiatever may have been the case in })rinntive days, people

who sell cfnimioditics for gold at the ])rescut time, have, for

the most part, no use for the gold as such. A gold coin is to

them merely a token which others will accept in exchange for

a certain A'ahie of commodities, " a right or title to demand
somethuig from others."

Let it not be thought however that I necessarily favour an

cxclusi\"ely jmpor currency, as some of my critics have sup-

posed. Small change which circulates rapidly and receives much
wear will ]>robably always be most economically represented

by cheap metal tokens. Yet it should not be thought that

the greater safety (implying intrinsic worth) of this money
token necessarily implies a more " honest " money. An
honest money is one which will obtain in exchange precisely

the ^\orth of commodities which was given for it. A paper

token may perform this function as satisfactorily as the most
valuable money : it dejjcnds entirely on the method of issue

of the ])aper token and upon the safeguards adopted by the

comnumity to protect itself agamst fraud.

I have treated this problem of exchange simply, but the

matter is highly important. The battle of the future will bo

fought aroimd the question of whether the hitroduction of a

cotiDHoditji medium is necessary to the exchange of goods. I

trust to have shown that, ideally, the exchange of goods

requires nothing but the balancing of figures—that it is a

simple matter of book-keeping. Men will protest that the

introduction of paper will " drive loanable capital abroad "

—

we must be able to pro\e that the home exchange of goods can

])roceed as long as the printing press can issue duly attested

paper tokens of men's coiifidence hi each other, and that

foreign exchange will persist as long as we possess goods of a

sort required abroad to give in exchange for those we import.
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CHAPTER V.

THE HISTORY OF EXOHANOE

The credit system d«^scril)e(l in tl)e previous cliapter was
an a priori one, deduced from a knowledge of the needs of

commerce. I will now endeavour to demonstrate inductively

that the ideal system descri])ed represents the fulfilment of

the historical strivings of men towards improvement of the

exchange system, and that tlie inequity of our jiresent social

relationships is for the most part due to che deflection of the

previous course of progi'ess by imwarrantable State inter-

ference.

The way from production for exclusively individual use

towards the modern system of exchange lay through barter.

In barter obviously there was an entire absence of mutual

trust and consequently of credit. The individual gave up his

product only when he received immediately the actual goods

he desired. With the growth of exchange, however, it was

not always possible to find such a convenient purchaser, and
the need was felt for some commonly recognised medium of

exchange which would enable the holder thereof to purchase

of some person ocher than the one to whom he had given up

his own product. Different tokens were chosen by different

communities, but in most civilized countries a valuable metal

was chosen as the medium of exchange ; in this coimtry the

choice eventually fell upon gold. As a matter of historical

fact, gold and silver were chosen in most coimtries, but we will

avoid the bi-metallic controversy at present by speaking of

gold only.

This choice of a medium of exchange is interestmg and

deserves some examination. The substitution of a gold

exchange medium for the system of commodity barter repre-

sented in effect the introduction of mutual trust and a form

of credit, in that it recognised the need of such a token of the

individual's purchasing power as would be acce])ted by

the community at large, and depended for its efficacy upon

the individual's trust that the community would receive gold

in place of ordinary commodities. Yet it was a system which
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reflectofl the conditions of the age in which it was intro-

duced—a perfect example of the principle that when indi-

viduals are left free to supply each other's needs without

direct ice governmental interference, precisely that system

which suits the majority will be chosen. Justice was not yet

sufficiently secure in the detection of crime, and social moral-

ity not yet sufficiently developed, to admit of reliance being

placed on a purely documentary guarantee of the individual's

credit ; there was accordingly evolved a token which, while

commonly recognised, was in itself of worth and thus evaded

the necessity of any advanced form of mutual trust for which

the comnumity was as yet miprepared.

Gold became in this wise at once the medium of exchange

and, by reason of its qualities of comparative stability of value

etc., the standard of value. Books have been written to

prove that the only true money is that which is at once the

standard of value and the exchange medium. But these two

functions are in reality quite distinct and separable. In the

middle ages, when coin clipping was frequently practised, and
debased coin was common, it became impossible to calculate

values with certainty in any national coin, and the old Bank
of Hamburg introduced a value-measure which was never

coined. This was the Mark Banco, the name given to a certain

weight of fine silver. Deposits were received in silver and
gold coins of every nation, of all descriptions and alloy—all
deposits were valued in Mark Banco, and credited in that

imagiiiary coin to the depositors' accounts. Certain tribes of

North American Indians value their goods for exchange pur-

poses in fox-skins, yet the skins are rarely present at the

transaction, and are themselves of fluctuating value. A single

fox-skin for instance, may be priced at a fox-skin and a half.

Whilst, however, the gold credit token was admirably

suited to the times in which it appeared, it was precisely its

worth which unfitted it to serve as exchange medium in a

more advanced community. Worth is partly dependent

upon scarcity, and although gokl sufficed for the commerce
of jirimitive society, its scarcity inevitably rendered it unfit

to effect the volume of exchanges in a more advanced commer-
cial state. Moreover the natural scarcity of gold coin has

always been aggravated by human agency. Del Mar has

shown that the issue of gold coin has from early days been

the exclusive monopoly of kings. Indeed, in ancient Persia

and other eastern coimtries, a monarch was not considered
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to have fully assumed his regal power until he had stamped
and issued money. The privilege of coming even came to

have a sacred significance, and we find that from the time
of Julius Caesar to the fall of the Roman Empire gold coinage

was considered throughout the Roman Empire to be a sacer-

dotal privilege of the Basileus at Rome. Monopoly of the

issue of coinage or purchasing power was doubtless originally

assumed by rulers on account of the value of the privilege.

Legal tender laws, compelling the use of official coins, were
introduced when impecunious monarchs conceived the idea

of replenishing their coffers by the issue of debased currency.

Governmental monopoly of the issue of money has been
defended by later supporters of orthodoxy on the grounds that

it would be vexatious to commerce if persons were obliged

to discriminate between tlie money of various private issuers.

We perceive, however, that in Scotland the private paper

money of the issuing banks is preferred to the gold corns

issued by the government : experience has demonstrated

to the Scotch people that forgeries of the paper of its private

banks are rarer than counterfeit sovereigns : the issuers of

the paper are on the spot, and are interested in preventing

forgeries of their o^^^l notes ; whereas the government acts

slowly and ponderously from a distance. Moreover, it will

be demonstrated later, in dealing with the history of Scotch

banking, that the confidence at present enjoyed by Scotch

banks is precisely due to the comparative absence of State

interference in the days of the establishment of banking in

that country.

Let us return to the general history of currency. With

the gradual increase in the volume of exchanges, the hunger

for exchange medium increased, and was met by no fresh gold

discoveries. Hence arose the high profits of usurers. The

usurer collected gold from those who had no immediate use for

it, and loaned it to those who desired purchasing power. He
resembled our ideal guarantor in that he judged the indi-

vidual's credit, and, by an extension of mutual trust between

himself, the borrower, and the community, translated private

credit into a form recognized by the latter. Yet, since his

credit tokens were themselves scarce and valuable, and the

times were troubled politically, he was able to charge a high

price for his advances. The safety of the token was secured

at the expense of its cheapness. The usurer frequently lost

both principal and interest m times of political unrest. Hence
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to the interest charged for the use of scarce tokens he added

a risk charge, the double charge constituting a burden which

rendered the estabUshnient of industry upon borrowed caj)ital

virtually impossible. The only persons who approached the

usurer were those who, like Antonio in " The Merchant of

Venice"', stood in urgent need of money to avoid calamity.

Ordmary industry, being thus limited to the capital which

the craftsman or merchant could accumulate by personal

thrift, was exceedingly restricted, and the whole community
suffered in high prices of goods and frequent periods of famine.

Brutus lent at 48 per cent, in Cyprus ; Seneca levied enormous

interest in Brittany. The commimity groaned under the

extortionate demands of the usurer, and the government

interfered. But the science of credit was not yet sufficiently

understood to admit of the perception and apj)lication of a

rational cure. The government merely ]:)rohibited the levy

of interest ; but, since no cheaper credit token was provided,

the prohibition was worse than useless, for it prevented

honest men from obtaining credit, even at any price, and

compelled resort to illegal contracts. From prohibition of

usury the government was forced by the needs of commerce
to pass to regulation. From ten per cent., the maximum rate

which might be exacted was successively reduced to eight,

six, and five per cent., and the limitation actually persisted

in England, to the great hindrance of commerce, mitil the

Act of 1854, when it was removed, economists having at last

perceived that the institution of a legal maximum acted in

restraint of trade.

It is surprising to us to-day that the fact should have

been for so long overlooked or disregarded that when a

man desires to undertake risky enterprise on borrowed

capital he should compensate the lender of the capital in pro-

portion to the risk involved, and that to prohibit high interest

is to proscribe certain loans which might i)7'omote enterprise

in a thoroughly beneficial manner. But the century-long

prohibition of high interest is explicable when we remember
that the limited issue of exchange medium, together with

the general abscince of social security, compelled the payment

of high interest on all borrowmg transactions— even on the

safest. Hence the usurer tended to absorb the greater part

of the wealth produced by industry, causing those periodi-

cal revolutions when the industrial class in desperation re-

pudiated its ciushing weight of debt and murdered the usurers.
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Public sympathy was with the debtor class. The government,

overlookmg the true causes of excessive usury, which lay in

its own inability to preserve peace and order, and in its re-

strictions upon the supply of exchange medium, fell back

upon that device which seems ahva3's so temptingly easy to a

certain class of politicians, namely, legal regulation of the

rate of mterest. In a later chapter 1 will point out a parallel

example in the case of our own Factory Acts. The peculiarly

harmful effect of the Usury Laws in preventing the extension

of credit at the time of the industrial revolution will be demon-
strated in treating the liistory of that period.

In 1099 began the crusades and relations with the East.

There resulted considerable commerce with Aleppo, Da-
mascus, Bagdad and Cairo. Brooks Adams gives an inter-

estmg, if ])artizan, accoimt of the currency history of this

period in his " Gold Standard ". The currency felt the strain

of the mcreased volume of exchanges, and the Venetian and

Florentine bankers revived the old Roman Bills of Exchange,

by which alone the growing Levantine commerce was ren-

dered possible. In Bills of Exchange we perceive a most im-

portant step in the evolution of the ideal credit system. The
greater part of the commerce between Europe and the East

was henceforth transacted without the transmission of gold

by means of a simple balancmg of debts in ledgers. The
Marseilles merchant who had purchased in Jaffa, for instance,

received a recjuest for payment on a specified date. This

document he endorsed with his promise to pay and returned

to the vendor, who sold it to his local banker for a less amount
of cash. The Marseilles banker likewise collected Bills of

debts due to his own customers. The two bankers exchanged

the paper, and each collected the debts from his own cus-

tomers when due, either in cash or fresh paper. This system

was rendered possible only by the bankers' and merchants'

guarantee of the integrity of their customers. Its imjwrtance

lay in the economy thereby effected in the use of gold. It

fell short of the ideal credit system in that the private nature

of the document and the imperfect administratioir of justice

did not permit the extension of the system to all classes of

society. Bills of Exchange remained, therefore, for the most

part, an aid to exchange for wealthy merchants only ; they

have never performed that essential function of a true sub-

stitute for gold, namely, circulation through all classes of

society. Banks similar to the Venetian were set up at Amster-
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dam. Hamburg and other places, and were mainly instru-

mental in aiding that blossoming of art and commerce which

characterized the Renaissance period.

For subsequent improvements in credit systems we may
turn to the history of our own country. The successive steps

by which the community was led to the adoption of banking

as we now know it form one of the most interesting chapters

in the history of commerce.

A general survey of the industrial history of mediaeval

England shows fche producing class almost continually suffer-

ing under grave disabilities. We notice first the various

gilds, esta])lished in turbulent times to protect the craftsman

against unruly barons (protection which the State was unable

to afford) but rapidly becoming exclusive organizations

animated with the sole desire of preserving a monopoly of

industry for their members.* For many generations, wave

after wave of indu.strial discontent threw itself against the

gilds, until they finally gave way in comparatively modern

times to a less restricted condition of industry. We shall

fail to understand the spirit of mediaeval industry if we look

upon it through the spectacles of modern political ideas.

Ours is an age of industrialism. Let us remember that we
are considering an age of militarism. W^e honour the man
of industrial ability or learning. They honoured chiefly the

warrior, and rightly so, for the times rendered the warrior

more important than the craftsman or scholar to national

life. Hence the mediaeval government regulates the whole

Ufe of the mdividual with a view to the production of the

most efficient warrior. There is little doubt that the

famous Mercantile Theory, which for so long dominated

politics, needing the genius of an Adam Smith to overthrow

it, was partly a product of the military age in which it

was conceived. The rulers saw that it was necessary to

maintain a large national stock of bullion for the ever impend-

ing possibility of war. It was perceived that purchase abroad

tended to drive the bullion abroad. What more natural,

tlien, than that rulers should prohibit import of foreign com-

modities, and " cherish
"" home industries with bounties ;

and that statesmen and people .sjiould acquiesce in this (from

the point of view of a later industrial stage of society) mon-

strous pijlicy ? In the primitive community the king is the

•Spo J. M. Robertson, "The Evolution of States" (London, Watts & Co.

1912) p. 393.
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absolute ruler. Liberty to engage iii industry is a privilege

to be begged from him, a privilege which is granted to his

favourites, or, when he becomes needy, sold to the highest

bidder. Thus the gilds are established. But the gilds merely

replace one monopoly by another. Contemporary political

economy knows no right of the individual to labour freely

for and receive renumeration from another. He who would
labour in any of the various crafts must pay his dues to the

particular gild which monopolizes that mdustry, and must
comply with its various regulations. We must thoroughly

understand the submissive spirit of the ordinary people of

those ages before we express surprise at the shameless manner
in which monopolies were granted to certain corporations.

In addition to this obstacle to prosperity of the craftsman

there was, on the other hand, the deeper disease of usury.

Throughout historical times we find the recorded protests

of reformers against excessive usury. Little reference is

made to the two main causes of excessive usury, namely,

social insecurity, and legal restriction of the exchange

medium. On the contrary we find frequent appeals to the

conscience of the usurer and to legal prohibition, the former

appeals being as fruitless then as to-day, and the results of the

latter more evil than the disease which they sought to cure.

The prominent tendency of mdustry in all ages has been to

outgrow the means of exchanging its products. This ten-

dency will appear the more inevitable when we remember

that the invention of a machine which may displace a con-

siderable quantity of labour depends upon a single individual

;

whereas the development of credit to provide means for the

establishment of the new machine depends upon the general

order and security of society. Already m L555 we find, as

Professor Milnes points out, the begmnings of Factory legis-

lation in the Weavers' Act, which sought to prevent the out-

side individual from establishing more than one loom in his

house and thus undercutting gild prices. Under conditions

of political security, industrial freedom and a rational credit

system it would have been easy to establish a sufticient

quantity of the new machmes to use up all the labour which

they displaced, and the whole commmiity would have profited

by cheap production. But, plundered by greedy monarchs,

barons, and the robbers who roamed alwut unrestrainedly :

oppressed by the powerful gilds and the usurer ; suffering

acutely from the periods of unemployment induced by every
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introduction of niachinory and every political crisis, the con-

dition of the industrial classes throu<];hout the middle ages

was generally precarious in the extreme.

Progress towards the reduction of usury was instituted by
the London goldsmiths. It had been the habit of wealthy

persons to deposit their gold and valuables in the Tower of

i.undon for safe keeping. On two occasions, however, the

Stuart monarchs seized these de))osits and announced the

seizure as a loan, previous application in the open market for

a loan having failed to secure a response. The merchants

henceforward prudently deposited their gold with the gold-

smiths, whose huge strong I'ooms offered a better guarantee

of safety than the honour of princes. The goldsmith, on re-

ceiving such a deposit, gave a receipt for it. When the

merchant wished to pay a large debt he prepared a document
directing the goldsmith to pay a ceitain quantity of gold to

a particular person, which document he forwarded to the

payee instead of gold. This type of instrument has been

preserved to us in the cheque. It doubtless however fre-

quently happened that the merchant's signature to a cheque

was insufficient to convey a sense of security to tlie recipient

of the document, and the practice arose of circulating the

goldsmith's receipt itself, the goldsmith's signature being

more widely known than that of any individual merchant.

The goldsmith then began to give receipts, divided up into

convenient amounts, for each sum deposited with him, and

wherever his reputation extended, a receipt signed by him
was accepted as satisfactory payment. This innovation

marked an improvement on the primitive cheque system, and
was due to a further extension of umtual trust. Experience

gradually taught the goldsmith that the more his reputation

became established the less often were his receipts returned

to liim for redemption in coin. He tliereupon conceived the

idea of lending to applicants for credit advances his receipts,

or promises to pay gold to bearer on demand, instead of his

gold. He charged intei-est on these receipts as though he

were lending the gold itself, and circulated (piantities of them
on the j)ure chance that no considera.ble number would ever

be returned to liim siuuiltaneously for n^deniption in coin.

When repav'ment of the loan becauie due hif< client returned

either receipts or gold, and the transaction was closed.

This system marks an important ste]). The goldsmith,

or banker, as he came to be called, was bv this means enabled
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to monetize a quantity of credit far beyond the, Iniiitb of his

gold store. People began to lend the banker their gold at

interest, and, although he ton id pay interest only if he were

permitted to use the gold in his own operatioj\s, they had faith

that if they needed their gold it would be forthcoming. Their

experience of the business reputation of the banker gave tliein

confidence that he Avould lend only to those who were ca])able

of repaymg the debt, and that their gold was ther<>ioi-e safe

in his hands. The conuuunity circulated the banker's pro-

mises to pay gold to bearer oi) demand, well knowing that he

could never redeem simultaneously all the jjromises he had

issued. Experience taught that the banker kept sufficient

gold by him to satisfy actual demands. The banker knew

moreover, that numbers of his notes were continually being

paid uito other banks in the orduiary course of busuiess.

These notes were returned upon him immediately by those

banks, and, if mibalanced by corresponding repayments to

him by his borrowers, would have to be met ui gold. This

way led to bankruptcy. Accordingly, if his business acumen

did not lead him to avoid issues to incapable producers, his

dwmdlhig gold reserve would gradually brmg him to his

senses. It became thei'cforc the more important to him that

his notes should not be returned for redemption owing to

lack of confidence in him ; and it was to his interest to aliord

adequate guarantees of the soundness of his operations. By
this delicate mechanisju of mutual trust the comnmnity was

led along the path towards the ideal credit system—that

system m which productive ability is freely translatable into

purchasing power ; and by tliis means alone was enabled the

transaction of the growing commerce of the community. As

mutual confidence increased, there was set up a double move-

ment towards increased facility of credit : the community

brought its superfluous gold to the banker, and the banker

was able to issue a gradually increasing quantity of credit on

the wealth thus entrusted to him. Competition tended to

evolve the banker with the soundest reputation and whose

charges for providing exchange medium were lowest. The

community reaped the advantage of being able to obtain a

cheap medium of exchange.

Economists of all shades of opinion have justly laid great

emphasis upon the importance of the accumulation of a

country's wealth in the hands of its professional lenders.

It needs but little insight to perceive how great an advantage
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that country obtains whose superfluous wealth is accumu-

lated and directed to those quarters where it may best be

used to stimulate fresh industry. At any given time, two

countries may be equally \\ealthy ; but if the merchants of

the one country follow the oft-quoted example of Pope's

father who, moAing into the country, carried his gold with

him in strong boxes ; whilst the second community confide

its gold to its bankers to be used in stimulating fresh pro-

ductive ability, there is very little doubt as to which country

will show the greatest })rosperity in the course of the next

generation. Most of the f)rthodox economists, however,

have been guilty of a seiious oxersight in their examination

of this subject. They have emphasized solely the importance

oi the economization of gold in the hands of the banker, omit-

ting to give due prominence to that far more important move-

ment, the issue of paper substitutes for gold by the banker.

The banker has been looked upon as a lender of gold, instead

of a distributor among possessors of productive ability of all

forms of wealth produced for exchange. It is for this reason

that I ha\'e adopted a different })lan in this book, and have

prefaced my history of the evolution of the banker by a

sketch of an ideal sj'stem, setting forth my conception of the

goal towards which developments in banking were tending

prior to governmental interference. Others have been satis-

fied to pomt out the })art ])layed by the banker in accumulating

and distributing yold ; whereas 1 seek to show in this circum-

stance merely a step in the evolution of the ideal system.

For obviously, if we look upon the banker as a professional

distributor of all wealth, we cannot consider him as fulfilling

his function when he collects and distributes merely the gold

which may be unemployed in the conmumity. In this

country we have never been producers of gold, hence if the

banker confine himself to the collection and distribution of

this metal, he can collect the wealth of those only who are

able to exchange their actual products for this metal, and if

the ])roduction of ordinary commodities be greatly in excess

of the available amount of gold, there results inevitably a

glut of wealth in the hands of producers, side by side with

unemployment and starvation on the part of a considerable

tsection of the comnmnity. The banker can attain the utmost

efficiency in the distribution of the whole wealth produced

for exchange only if he can collect, or, what amounts to

the same thing, issue orders upon, the whole wealth so pro-
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duced. Note the evolution of the system. In the beginning

the banker collects and distributes only the gold. The first

circulating paper substitute which he is able to issue over and

above his gold store, is c<[uiva]cnt to tlie deposit of an C({ual

amount of other wealth than gold in iiis care, and its transfer

to one ^^ho intends to use it in fresh production, since the

paper note is issued only to one who may be relied upon to

repay the loan, and re])rescnts an order upon the existing

wealth of ordinary connnodities produced for exchange. The

greater the quantity of wealth produced for exchange, the

more must the banker be able to extend his issue of orders

upon that wealth. Evidently, then, the ideal banker must

not be limited in his issue of orders upon the wealth produced

for exchange by the available cpiantity of a scarce metal,

which metal may be Avithdrawn precisely when the desire of

the commimity to exchange other forms of wealth is at its

greatest. For this reason I have shown the ideal banker

issuing intrmsically worthless tokens ; which tokens arc

accepted and circulated by the producers of the community

in exchange for their goods in virtue of their confidence that

the banker issues these tokens to those only who may be

relietl upon to produce equivalent wealth withui a given time.

As Avc pursue the history of the development of banking, this

ideal will constantly provide us with a key to the mazes which

grew aroimd the theory of banking during the violent con-

troversies of the early part of last century.

To resume, let it here be noted that the early note-issuing

banker had improved upon the usurer, and approached still

closer to the banker of our ideal, in that, under division of

labour, he had extended the profession of judging the conmier-

cial integrity of applicants for credit by economizing the use

of gold as a credit instrument. In his advances he began to

look chiefly to the applicant's power of employing capital to

advantage. A circle of small traders who could be relied

upon to pay their debts, but who required advances at a low

interest, was more profitable to the banker than the rakish

young blood who was willmg to pay a high rate of interest

for a loan the repayment of which was doubtful. The banker

lent, not gold, but paper promises to pay gold on demand,

that is, intrinsically worthless tokens. He could prosper only

when the commimity had sufficient confidence in the reliability

of his judgment to circulate these tokens without demanding

their redemption in coin. Hence his chief aim was to avoid
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risky loans, juat as it was tlio moneyleudcr's, on the contrary,

to seek them. The banker's aim was to cherish his reputa-

tion ; the moneylender, on the contrary was not dependent

upon his reputation : he lent, not pa.])cr, biit gold, and his

one aim was to secure high interest. The banker's limitation

lay in that he was still compelled to restrict his credit advances

to a proportionate relation to his gold store, on account of

the lingerhig suspicions of the comnmnity, and the danger

of political mirest with its accompanying destruction of

credit. Yet, every receipt or " bank note ", as it came to

be called, which circulated, and was fiiuilly paid back into

the bank by one of the banker's cheiits without ils redemption

in gold having been demanded, was a step towards the ideal

system, since it was a sign that the comnumity was u«ing

some other check on the banker's reliabihty than that of

desiring actual gold in the hand. The note system performed

most of the exchange functions of gold, au<I possessed this

fundamental superiority over gold, that it was capable of

extension with the growing exchange needs of the com-
munity.

Here, then, the way was prepared to tlie ideal system of

credit. As social security and public confidence in the bank
increased, the bank note would circulate more freely, and calls

for its redemption in coin would become more rare. The
banker would then be able to circulate a gradually increasing

(juantity of notes on a given gold basis, and be able to

monetize greater quantities of productive ability. As com-

merce and the demand for credit increased, and the possi-

bility of convertmg the mass of circulating credit tokens

into gold became more remote, it is probable that, just as

necessity had produced the bank note itself, so the public

would have come to see that the sole essential of a note is

that it should have been issued to a reliable person—to one

who would iji due time redeem his debt
;
possibly also, people

would have come to see that cretlit could become cheaper in

proportion as the demands for gold on the banks became
fewer (the clients of the old Scotch banks helped their banker

by circulating his notes as long as possible). Human in-

genuity and freedom for experiment, would, as in countless

other cases, have invented improved methods. Other

means than the gold check of ascertainmg the reliability of

the banker would have been invented : probably the method
of chucking the banker's issues by examination of his accounts
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would have been adopted. Gold would than have been
deposed from its position as exchange medium and relegated

to the mere position of a standard of value. The way would
thus have been thro-VNii open to a cheap monetization of all

forms of productive ability.

Jt is important to notice that the interest of both the

banker and liis customers lay in the direction of the reduction
of calls upon the former for gold. The fewer the demands
for gold, the more the banker could extend his issues, which
extension meant more profit to him and uicreased accommo-
dation for his customers. Hence it was to the interest of

the banker to invent other means than the gold check ol

assuring the confidence of his customers in his issues ; and
it was equally to the interest of his customers to use these

other checks. The employers, who knew that they could get

the cheaper money only when its redemption in gold was not
demanded, used every means in their power to spread a good
opinion of the bank's reputation, and, when certain employees
were still suspicious of the paper, either made it a condition

of employment that notes should be accepted for wages in

place of gold, or, when the demand for labour was so great

that they were unable to make such conditions, offered

higher wages to those workmen who would accept notes and
endeavour to circulate them. The same motives compelled

the acceptance of the paper by local tradesmen : they must
either accept the paper or lose custom ; moreover, the local

tradesmen themselves were frequently debtors to the bank
and were therefore only too willing to accept the notes.

The efforts of the bankers to invent methods for reducing

the number of demands upon them for gold are interesting

and of high importance. In Scotland, where, in the early

eighteenth century considerable freedom for banking ex-

periment was permitted, the danger to home credit which

sprang from a sudden conversion of a considerable quantity

of notes was early noticed. The danger lay in the sudden-

ness of the demand : the banks could have obtained gold

had they been apprised some time previously. The demand
was usually quite unconnected with any decrease of con-

fidence in the stability of the bank thus attacked. In the

experience of Scotland the demand was usually either from

another Scotch bank which wished to ruin a competitor,

or caused by bank failures in England, failures chiefly due,

as will subsequently be demonstrated, to vicious govern-
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mental interference witJi banking in that country. In both

cases, however, the demand was sudden and usually quite

unforeseen. Accordingly, tlie early Scotch bankers intro-

duced the note with the option clause—the post-dated note,

as it may conveniently be called. This was a note redeemable

in gold at the bank of issue, not on demand, but, at the option

of tlie banker, within a period of from three to six months

after demand, according to the terms .specified on the note

itself, interest to be paid for the time during which payment
was deferred. These notes were introduced by the foremost

bank in Scotland and were rapidly copied by all the other

Scotch banks. The bankers publicly announced the reason

for the innovation ; and, as soon as their customers saw that

no reckless issues were made, they accepted these notes at par,

thus following the path of progress to the theoretical ideal

which 1 liave previously outlined. In accejiting these notes at

par, producers showed that they did not require gold in order

to effect exchanges. They relied upon the banker's care for

his reputation to induce him to confine his issues to such

persons as were capable of producuig a future profit, and

they compelled the banker to be careful l)y maintaining a

close survey of the commercial career of the persons to whom
he had made large loans. The bank then ceased to be re-

garded as a storehouse whence gold could be withdi-awn for

export abroad, and the banker increasingly assumed the

function of integrity valuer pure and simple, the demand for

gold being directed to the professional goldsmith.

The fate of the post-dated note will be recounted later on
;

I have merely referred to it here in order to show that my
descrij^tion of the probable course of progress in the science

,of banking under untrammelled conditions is not unsupported

by facts. It will be seen that the post-dated note system

was capable, in the first place, of gradually weaning ordinary

producers from their reliance on gold as the only sound ex-

change medium, and consequently of enabling the gradual

extension of credit beyond the limits of the gold basis and up

to the demands of commerce itself. In the second place the

system protected the home credit structure against attack

from abroad : a most important consideration, as we shall

see later. The demand for gold fi'om alnoad was invariably

for immediate payment. The postponement of payment
for six months by the bank compelled the financier to tj-ansfer

his demand to the goldsmith, who set a price upon his bullion
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calculated according to tlie demand and supply conditions

of the market. Gold tlius tended to fluctuate in piice, and
consequently to become unfit to serve as a standard of value.

This very fact, however, as will be shown later, stimulated

human ingenuity to the discovery of a better theory of value.

This is perliaps the most important contention which I

have to lay before the student of the social problem, namely,
that freedom for experiment ivoidd have residted in the evolution

of a banking system adequate to the demands of commerce. The
remaining portion of this book will be devoted to proving, in

the first place, that the reasons advanced by economists,

past and present, for the legal restriction of freedom of banking
are in the main unsound ; and, ui the second place, that such
social inequity as exists in our modern industrial svstem is

largely due to the restriction of freedom of exchange set up
by these legal hmdrances to the lending of capital.

It was not to be expected that so valuable a j^ower as the

issue of paper money would long escape the cupidity of

monarchs. Indeed, nothing seems more natural than that

the impecunious government should reason that since people

are willing to accept paper instead of gold in payment of

debts, it could thus cheaply discharge its own liabilities.

From the period of the invention of banking dowTi to our

own time there is no commercial operation which has been

subject to more restrictive interference and governmental

monopoly than banking, with the natural result that we find

everywhere current the opinion that banking is essentially

an operation needing governmental supervision. Here again

we discover the old protectionist f)rinciple. If we bind a

child's legs from birth it is but natural that at maturity it

will be unable to walk without assistance. It is also natural

that people who have forgotten or overlooked the original

restriction will assert that it is inherently impossible for the

child to walk witliout supervision. It is solely my desire

to avoid the too frecpient irony of uiverted commas which

restrains me from continually referring to this principle as

"Protection".

We will now proceed to the exammation of the later history

of banking in this country. Governmental interference with

the medium of exchange was far more frequent aln-oad than

in Great Britain ; for circumstances early combined here to

throw power into the hands of the people rather than into

those of monarchs, with the result that our merchants were
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better able to prevent imdue State interference with their

operations than ^\'as the case abroad. It will suffice there-

fore, to show the disastrous results of such interference as

took place in England and Scotland, since w^e may be assured

that the rest of Europe suffered even more.
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CHAPTER VI.

THE BANK OF ENGLAND

In 1094 the Bank of r^n^IiMid was founded and set up in

the niid.st of the goldsmith-banker system described hi the

last chapter. The circumstances of its estabhshment arc

noteworthy. Wilham III was in urgent need of money for

the prosecution of continental wars. The conspiracies of

the Stuart faction, however, rendered his throne unstable,

and merchants were unwilling to risk their gold in loans to

liim. At length a body of London merchants and others were

uiduced to make a loan to him at a certam interest on con-

dition that he permitted them to issue notes to the amount
of the loan. Further loans followed and the company was
eventually rewarded with permission to issue notes to any
amount, provided that the notes were redeemable in coui

on demand. In thoroughlj^ royal fashion the company was

given a monopoly of note issue. There were suggestions at

the time that the notes should be given a forced currency,

that is, that people should be compelled to accept them as

legal tender in payment of debt, but the projjosal was re-

jected by the company itself. It was perceived tliat confi-

dence lay at the root of the note system. Credit represented

the very blossom of mutual trust in commercial circles, and it

was held that no State decree could compel such confidence.

Let it here be noted that the Bank of England \\as not

established to supply the connnunity with credit but was

modelled with an aim similar to that of the early Italian

banks, namely, to provide the government with funds. This

single circumstance has determined the whole develo})nient

of bankhig in England, and intleed, throughout the world,

since the later bankhig systems of the world are largely

modelled on that of England. The subsequent history of

banking m this comitry may be termed the record of the

struggle between the Bank of England on the one hand,

usuig every means in its power to maintain its monopoly,

and the people on the other, whose growing commerce cried

aloud for a more elastic credit medium. The bank, being
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the mainstay of the government, was usually the victor in

the contest. Time alter time the government pomiced upon
the stores of the Bank of England, and usually gave it some
compejisatory privilege. I do ]iot ])roj)ose to make this a

detailed history of the Bank of England, but merely desire

to show the genesis of current misconceptions on the subject

of bauking. It is th(irefore mmecessary for me to detail the

various acts of restriction of pj'ivate baidcing, or the ])olitiral

jobbery by which they were obtaiiied. Tli(\se details cau be

obtaiued from any history of the Bank of England. With
the extension of commerce the value of the note monopoly
naturally uicreased ;uid, in resjjonse to clamour, concession

was made in 1709 to a class too pouerfid to be resisted :

com]3anics consisting of not more tlian six partners were

])ermitted to issue notes, tlie j^rofession of bankuig being

thus restricted to the wealthy members of the community.
It is evident that notes would be accepted by the general

public only wlicn there existed confidence in the issuer of

the notes. Such contidence must repose either on the per-

sonal re])utation of the issuer (e.g. a man that had (established

his reputation in other industry miglit, a.nd frequently did,

I'cgin to issue notes), or on the quantity of capital known to

be sunk in the bank. The jiartnership restriction law hin-

dered the establishment of fresh banks founded on the latter

ty])e of assuraiice since it liuiited the number of peo])le that

might ])ool their capital to start a bank. It is evidently more

diflicult to collect a given amount of capital from a small

than a large number of people. Moreover, as the writer

(Sir John E. l\aget) of the article on banking in the " En-

cyclopaedia Britannica " (Eleventh Edition) remarks of this

law :

—
'' When a jiartner [of such a joint-stock bank] died,

"' his capital not infrequently went out of the business ; then a
" fr<esh ]iartner with sufficient means had to be foimd. C'on-

" stant change was the result ; and confidence, ' a plant of

" ' slow growth ', could not thi-ive, except in those instances
" when a son or a relative iilled the vacancy."

In 1765 the government's attention was drawn to the

post-dated notes ]5reviously referred to. These iiotes had

become an uistitution in Scotch banking, although they had

obtained only slight vogue in England. As is the case with

juost of such inventions, the post-dated note system involved

trouble for the miwary, since the absence of the redemption

on dcmajid check enabled mircliable persons to set up as
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bankers. Here the govenunent was faced willi the problem

that has constantly confronted riding bodies :—Shiill tlie

fools be protected at the expense of the wise ? The govern-

ment of the eighteenth century knew nothing of natural

selection—knew nothing of that law of progress which decrees

the constant elimination of those who are iinalde to adapt

themselves to coiiditions which are beneficial to the normally

prudent members of society. Any student who searches

the economic literature of this period will be chiefly struck

by the prevalence of the jn'otective spirit. The duty of the

statesmen to jn'otect the foolish from their owji stupidity is

constantly insisted upon. Society is in its military stage, and

statesmen are chiefly concerned to preserve a sufficient

number of physically healthy subjects to serve as soldiers.

Whether those men live as slaves, with only the barest ne-

cessities of life, whether inventive ingenuity and industrial

science are stimulated or not, seems to be of less importance

to the statesman. The establishment of industry is a privil-

ege to be begged from the State, to be accorded only if the

conditions thereof are perfectly " safe " for the sim})letons.

If a man accept a post-dated note and suddenly find that he

requires gold, the banker " defrauds him of his natural right
"'

if he postpone redemption of the note ; although there is no

reason why the individual should not take the note to the

goldsmith and purchase gold at the market price as he would

any other commodity. With statecraft based upon such

principles it is not surprising to find that the government,

confronted by this probleui in finance, protected the fool in

his folly, and, in 1765, prohibited the post-dated notes both

in England and Scotland. An invention which we now sec

to have been in the direct line of progress was thereby smoth-

ered, and both the education of the people in the principles

of credit, and the evolution of a more perfect credit system

were stopped. The government laid it down as a law, on

purely protective grounds, and has ever since maintauied and

defended its decision on the same groimds, that no notes should

be issued promismg the payment of money to bearer unless

redeemable in gold on demand. It will be seen later that the
" free " gold market is a direct result of this law, and that the

evils which this institution entails caused much social suffer-

ing, together with bickering and discussion between economists

and pohticians during the nuieteenth century. The path of

experience towards the national recognition of the folly of
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protective legislation in an industrial stage of society is in-

deed a long and painful one.

Yet another restriction obtained. In 1765, notes of less

value than one pound were prohibited in Scotland, and in

1775 in England. The government, strong in its " protect-

tive " prmciples, contended that small notes tempted unre-

liable persons to set up as bankers, since the issue of these

notes did not necessitate the possession of sucli large quanti-

ties of gold. Simpletons were thus protected against possible

fraud from unstable bankers. But competition between
bankers was thereby hmdered and credit mamtamed at

a higher price : the estabUshment of a bank bemg com-
paratively easy when the issue was confined to a limited

amount of small notes. In his evidence before the Select

Committee on Banks of Issue, (1875), Bagehot referred to

the Bank of Dundee which had been able to grow from in-

significance to prosperity by means of its small note circu-

lation. He proceeded :

—
" So it was in Somersetshire and

'
all over England, and if the Committee will consider, that

" is the only way in which a deposit system can be intro-

" duced, because if, for instance, a bank like the National
" Provmcial Bank Avere to go and put itself down in any
" small town in France at this moment it would find that it

' would not be trusted at all ; nobody would come near it, or
" bring it any money. The easiest way to develop credit
''

is to issue notes ; then these notes get about hito the hands
" of people, and the people gradually find, having these
" notes, that they arc trusting the bank, and that they will

" run no further risk if they bring them to the bank (in de-
" posit). The system of deposits gradually grows out of a
" note issue, because there is no increase of confidence re-

" quired. It is in that way that at first the note issue created
" the system of dej^osit banking, and that the S3'stem of de-
"' posit bankuig created that further superfluity of money
" which we have now in London. Therefore 1 should say
" that in past times the country issuer was a vital element
' in our banking system, although he is so small an element
" to-day." The ])oorcr the district, and the smaller the trades-

man or manufacturer to whom credit is issued, the smaller

must be the denomhiation of the note, since the notes are

usually put into circulation in payment of wages and other

local debts. The prohibition of the small note therefore,

agam tended to handicap the small manufacturer ; and in
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England, where, in 1777, all notes of less than five pounds
in value were prohibited, the handicap was still more severe.

Competition between employers was thus hindered, and,

since gold had to be used wherever its substitution by paper

was prohibited, the whole industrial community was com-
pelled by the prohibition to use a more expensive exchange
medium. Moreover, the poorer classes were thereby pre-

vented from becoming familiar with ))a])er money. The jvro-

scription of small notes was withdrawn dui'ing the stnngency

that preceded the passing of the Bank Restriction Act in 1797,

only to be again imposed on English banks m 1826, and the

issue of small notes u) England has since been absolutely

prohibited. It has been calculated* in recent years that

the average time during which each bank of England note

stays in circulation is :—70 days for £5 notes ; 58 days for

£10 notes; 27 days for £20, £50, and £100 notes; 9 days for

£200, £300 and £500 notes; and 7 days only for £1000 notes.

These figures clearly demonstrate how much greater is the

demand for small than for large notes. The greater part of

ordinary domestic purchases arc made with sums of £1, 10/-,

5/-, or less. Of the £7,611,211 total note issues of the Scotch

banks for the four weeks ended Nov. 11, 1911, £2,331,861 was

the amoimt of notes of £5 and over, and £5,279,350 of untler

£5. Conant quotes a letterf written by an agent of the

Renfrewshire Bank at Greenock to the manager, which sets

forth in a strikhig manner the paralysis which falls upon many
transactions by the abolition of notes under £5. Cattle

dealers in the comitry markets, he pouited out, often pur-

chased two or three hundred beasts, reaching an aggregate

worth of several hundred pomids, but they purchased them by
the single animal, at a price ranghig from £2 to £4, from the

farmers who brought them to market. It would be necessary,

if £1 notes were abolished, for the dealers to come to market

loaded with gold and silver, and the difficulty of obtaining

it from the banks would be uicreased by tlic fact that the

banks derived no profit from its circulation. Grain was

bought up, it was pointed out, m much the same manner,

and the proceeds of the herring fisheries, which often amomited

at Lochfine alone to the value of £40,000 in a shigle season,

were brought hi by a thousand boats, whose catch for a night

* Aiidreade:^, '" History of the Bank of England " (P. S. King, London, 1009),

p. 298.

t " History of niodcni banks of issut' ", Itli cd. (Nl-w York, (i. 1*. PuUiain's

tJous, 1909) p. 102,
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was generally under £5 per boat. " If small notes are f-uper-

" seded, and gold .substituted," continued the letter, " it is

" not easy to see how the supply of gold is to be kept up to

" carry on the business and transactions of the country
" A person having to pay small sums, will on every such
" occasion bo obliged to send his large notes to tlie bank
" that issued them, to receive gold antl silver in their i)Iacc,

" to answer his purpose,"

The general effect of these various restrictions is now to

be noted. England was rapidly a])}n'oachhig the period of

the industrial revolution. In 1769 Watt patented his steam

engine; between 1770 and 1780 Arkwright, Hargrcaves and

Cronipton perfected the sjjiuning-jenny and the mule;

while in 1785 the power loom was hivented. Machines

Avhich in some cases mcreased production hundred fold

were invented, and the increase in the voliune of commodi-

ties requiring exchange was consequently enormous. Most

of the early factories were built upon such credit as the banks

could aft'ord, and there arose a great demand for more credit.

Now, under freedom, the usual effect of increased demand
on any industry is to attract fresh competition. This should

have occurred m banking ; but the partnership restriction,

which limited the number of jiartners to six, together with

with the proscription of small notes, prevented any but rich

mcji from settmg up stable banks. The rate of mterest on

advances was also legally restricted to 5 per cent, by the

Usury Laws, the consequence being that even th<^ few bankers

whom the law permitted to trade were compelled to avoid

risk and to exact very safe security from the few clients to

whom they did actually grant credit. Therefore, while the

first manufacturers were easily able to undersell the hand-

Morkers, th<; more cajjable among the latter were prevented

from entering into competition with the former and using up

the labour which had been dis])laced by machinery. Had a

rational banking systein existed, the sole result of the indus-

trial revolution \Aould have been to enable increased con-

sumption of commodities on the part of the whole community,

since the freer competition among employers, resulting from

cheap capital, would have rapidly reduced prices to their

lowest while ijicreasing wag<;s to the highest limit that the

employers" retur]is could afford.

The actual results were, hovvevei-, very diClcrent. The

masses of displaced handicraft workers crowded into the few
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available factories, and wages fell io an incredible point—
the result of excess of labour yupjily over doniaud. The
inability of wage-earners to fuid permanent employment, or

to secure fair wages, has ever shice been the prominent
feature of industrialism. There can bo no doubt that while

the political unrest of this period was a contributory cause,

the evil of monopoly of the possession of machuiery at the

industrial revolution was mainly due to the legal restric-

tions which prevented that uicrcase of loans which was re-

quired to put the more capable handicraftsmen in possession

of the expensive steam-driven machines. Political unrest

in itself is insufficient to account for the permanency of

unemployment which was exhibited after the introduction of

machinery. Adam Smith demonstrates the greater flexi-

bility of the social system when tools were cheap in Book IV,

ch. II, of " The AVealth of Nations ". He pomts out that at

the close of the wars with France by the Peace of 17G3, when
more than 100,000 men accustomed to war were thro\vn

upon the country and had to fuid work or else be supported

in some way or other, " not only no great convulsion, but no
" sensible disorder arose." Previous to the invention of

expensive steam-driven machinery, the handicraftsman's

tools were cheap, and, with quantities' of vacant land avail-

able, it was comparatively easy for a largo body of men to

begin to work to supply each other's needs. When tools are

dear, however, the majority of men will only be able to set up
ijidustry by means of borrowed capital, requiring therefore a

considerable flexibility and perfection of the credit system.

The development of such a credit system was rendered im-

possible by the laws which restricted the issue of credit

medium at the industrial revolution. To add to the hard-

ships of the workers, prices of goods remained high by reason

of lack of competition among employers. I need not dwell

upon the miseries of this period : the ever-increasing mass

of socialist literature has sufficiently dealt with the matter.

It may, however, serve some purpose to postpone for a

Avhile further examination of events in the banking world,

au<l note the effects ui^on later social science of the misery

set up b}^ credit restrictions at this period. The evil of

unmerited poverty became at length so great that the social

sympathies of the community were aroused and a cure was

sought. Those were the primitive days of political economy,

and it is not surprising that society should deal with effects
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while overlooking the cause. The major cause of the indus-

trial e\-il was legal restriction upon the lending of capital
;

but the reformers of the day merely saw that employers were

not givuig fair terms to their workers. The first cure which
would occur to the simple mind would be to compel the

employers to give better terms, and we accordingly see the

initiation of that long list of governmental interferences

with freedom of contract. How often have we seen in his-

tory that one bungluig act of legislative interference necessi-

tates a strhig of fresh legal restrictions to remove evils which

were actually set up by the orighial legal cnactinent ! »S|7eiicer

has said that any interference with freedom of contract

while on the surface it may appear to benefit society, actually

])roduces more evil than good in an industrial stage of society.

The truth of tliis pruiciple was ])roved in the case of the

Factory and other acts of industrial restriction. The fiuida-

mental evil was the excess of labour supply over deman.d.

Any governmental decrees that simjjly comjjelled employers

to provide more expensive factojMcs, prevented fresh c()m])e-

tition with existing employers. Men wJio miglit have started

machine production mider cheap, ex'cn if uisanitary con-

ditions ANere thus prevented from uicj'easLng the demand for

labour. Hence the normal process of con\ersion of the able

wage-earner into an em])lo3er was hindered ; unem])lo\'ment

increased ; and the wages of the emjilcned were reduced Ijy

the competition of those who were thus pushed closer to

the starvation Ime. Furthermore, as long as the excess of

labour supply persisted, employers were able to imjjose

onerous conditions upon their employees, and we perceive

that the further evil result of interfering Factory Acts has been

to cause an increase in the standard of ability and speed re-

quired of the worker. A man may work only eight hours a

day in an admirably veiitilatcd factory, but may be Morn
out at forty by reason of the nervous strain uiduced by the

speed at which he is compelled to work, o\\ing to excessive

competition from other workers. With an increase in the

demand for laliour the workers could have obtained for them-

selves better Mages and conditions in prop(}rlio)i (u iheir

abililif (note tJie discriminating effect of rewards obtahied mider

freedom as compared with those awarded by governmental

acts). An increase ui the demand for labour would also have

obviated the necessity for female and child laboui" : it is m-
couceivable that the a\cray;e man would have sent his wife
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and children into the factory had he been able to support

them at home. But the public conscience was satisfied by
the disappearance of the insanitary factory ; and the subse-

c[uent low wages, mcreased strain, and unemployment were in

no way ascribed to these restrictive Acts.

Let us now i-eturn to events in the banking world. There

was a second important result of the bank partnershij) re-

striction rule. The himger for credit persisted, and, since

banking companies of more than six partners were pro-

hibited, and a low rate of interest legally fixed, reliable ag-

gregations of capital from among more than six moderately

wealtliy persons were impossible. The consequence was that

petty shopkeepers and tradesmen set up everywhere as

bankers to supply the demand for credit. In many cases

employers themselves issued their own notes to their work-

people. Every person who issued notes had to obtain

a license for that purpose, and was registered as a private

banker. Burke says that when he came to London in 1759

there were not twelve bankers out of London ; in 1793 there

were nearly four hundred : such was the demand set up by
the sudden blossoming of industry. Those were the early

days of banking, when people were still suspicious of bank
notes. From the middle of the eighteenth century to the

beginnmg of the nineteenth was probably the most disturbed

period poHtically of any in our national history. With every

threat of a Stuart rising or a foreign invasion the more timid

people rushed to the banks to exchange their notes for gold.

Only the wealthy banks could stand such runs, and the petty

shopkeeping banks failed on all such occasions in scores,

dragging dowir with them their clients—precisely those

smaller manufacturers who were struggling into competition

with the more wealthy employers. In subsequent days when
private bankmg was standing its trial, all such failures of

shop-keeper banks were counted against the princi})le of free

competition in banking ! Moreover, the frequent failures
;

of banks at such times of stress tended to discourage the

investment of capital in banking businesses, especially since

banks were prohibited from charging more than 5 per cent,

on advances. Competition among reliable bankers was

thereby further restricted and the establishment of factories

rendered yet more difficult. It was to remedy this evil of

the establishment of unreliable banks that the government

prohibited the small note ! In 1709 the government set up
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regulations which, as is admitted by every modern writer on
the subject, actually com])elled the community to deal with

unreliable banks—and in 1775 it must " protect " its subjects

from unreliable banks by absolutely ]:>roscribing the means
of establishin;]; banking from small beginnings. Previous to

legal restriction it had been customary for the ]irosperous

trader to endeavour to supply the much needed banking

accommodation by a limited issue of small notes. If the

issue commantled public confidence, it was increased up to

the jioint where it became profitable for the trader to relin-

quish his ordinary business and confine himself to banking.

Thus the issue of small notes at any rate tended to preserve

a certain degree of healthy competition among bankers,

although of course, as previously stated, the partnership

restriction prevented these small banks from accumulating

sufficient capital to enable them to weather the frequent

crises of those days.

In Scotland, by contrast, where freedom in bankmg was

for a time permitted, banks were established wherever the

needs of commerce demanded ; the people favoured only

reliable banks, and during the hundied turbulent years 1745

—

1845 only twenty-three Scottish banks failed, many of these

even paying their creditors in full subsequently. In Eng-

Jand, in one year of crisis, 1793, nearly a hundred " banks
"

failed. In the course of his essays on currency, Mill can

make the astonishing statement that freedom in bankmg
is very good north of the Tweed, but very bad south of it.

Later apologists for restrictive Bank Acts in England

have declared that free banking may be jiracticable among
a people so cautious as the Scotch, but would b(i disastrous

to a nation so prone to enter] )rise as the English. J^rolessor

Jevons dismisses the question of the reason for the superior

stability of Scotch banks as compared with the English with

the remark* that if we were all Scotchmen, the unlimited

issue of one-pound notes would be an e.xcellent measure !

The vicious efi'ect of State interference (in causing the instab-

bility of English banks) has been overlooked by these econ-

omists : accordingly " Scotch caution
"' must be made to do

d\ity as an explanation. The cautious Scot ! Have we so

soon forgotten tiuit it was a Scutchman, namely William

Paterson, who liad enterprise enough to set on fuot the

* " Money and the Mechanism of Exchange ", p. 319.
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scheme for tlie Bank of England itself, and subsequently

the Daiicn colonization scheme ? Have we forgotten that

John Law (whose visions of prosperity to be created out of

paper money first so greatly helped and then so nearly

wrecked France) was a Scotcliman ? Do we forget tlie

Scotch merchant shippers and engineers whose bold enter-

prise is world-famous ?

A still graver result of the prohibition of reliable banking

was that, whereas in Scotland the people came to prefer the

private bank note, even to gold (since they could not be sure

of the sovereign, whereas their own banker kept a sharp

watch for forgeries of his notes), in England the frequent

failure of " private banks " produced a deep distrust of bank
notes. The English tradesman always felt safer when he

had gold in his till than when it was filled with notes. On
all possible occasions therefore he returned notes to the banker

for conversion into gold, and the primitive reliance on gold

as the only sound exchange medium was fostered. It is

evident, for instance, that if the State had imposed siicli

restrictions upon the production of matches as resulted in

the manufacture of an unreliable type of match only, distrust

of matches as fire producers would have lasted longer than

it actually did. Popular distrust of his notes compels the

banker to back them by a larger quantity of gold than he

otherwise would, and consequently mcreases the cost and
risk of credit advances. In chapter IV it has been sho\\Ti

that when the banker is compelled to use a more expensive

credit token, he is unable to monetize such c[uantities of

productive ability (latent purchasing power) as he otherwise

might, and he therefore rejects the less safe forms of security.

The reason is now apparent why, at the introduction of

machinery, possession of the means of production gradually

fell into the hands of a few. The use of machinery increased

the volume of exchanges enormously, and the credit system

was unable to keep pace with the increase. The conse-

quence was that, whereas the early manufacturers were able

to start from small beginnings, the very cheapening of pro-

duction, with the consequent increase in the volume of ex-

changes and strain on the medium of exchange, closed the

avenue of credit to those who would have followed, and fre-

quently caused in addition wide-spread ruin among those

who were actually established. Thenceforth the possession

of capital became a matter of luck instead of a reward for
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integrity and ability. The prize was to the man who was

able to obtain capital by inheritance or speculation, rather

than to the man who had shown capacity and character.

Even when established, the trader's position was rendered

precarious by State interference with the growth of credit.

We shall see that this " natural selection " resulted in the

survival, not of the man wlio could best serve society, but

of the one who simply happened to start business when credit

conditions proceeded smoothl}^ and happened furthermore

to survive legally created credit stringencies.
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CHAPTER VII.

THE WAK OF PAMPHLETS

It was with her banking sv'sloiii in such a perilous state

tliat England entered upon the troubled perioil of the wai-

with revolutionary France. The evil results of contem-

jjorary ignorance of the princijjles of credit now became
thoroughly apparent. A number of circumstances com-

bined to bring disaster upon the banking system. The
continental war necessitated immense payments abroad,

which could of course only be made in gold. Tooke shows

that a series of bad harvests in England caused extra pur-

chases of food supplies abroad, entailing a further drain of

gold from this, country. Finally, the geiicral insecurity and

conthiued threats of uivasion gave rise to the hoarduig of

gold in this comitry. The store of gold in the banks became

steadily lower. As William Graham, member of the In-

stitute of Bankers m Scotland, says* :
" The Bank of Eng-

" land now began to feel to the full the dubious ]jri\-ile.ge of
' being the only bank worthy of the liame ui England. The
'' impoverished government, the hosts of petty country banks,
" the London merchants, all clung to it as to the one
" strong man in a sinking ship." It may with truth be said

that Napoleon never Avould have been conquered except

through the assistance of the Bank's loans to the government.

In consideration of the frequent advances made, and the

danger that the withdrawal of gold might destroy English

conunerce more effectually than could many Berlin Decrees,

Pitt permitted the Bank of I^ngland to suspend pa}-ment of

its notes in gold by the Restriction Act of 1797. But the

export of gold went on, and, suice there was no proportionate

reduction m the issue of bank notas, the price of gold reckoned

in bank notes gradually rose. The war fever and consequent

interruption of commerce, together with a series of bad

harvests, caused a rise of prices, and complaints arose all

over the country. A perfect hail of pamphlets ensued,

*"The One Pound Note in the History of Scotland", (Edinburgh, Sind

edition 1011), p. 131.

G
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attributing the high prices and " depreciated notes " to the

suspension of specie i)aynients, to excessive note issues from
the Bank, to the unrestricted issues from the comitrv banks,

and to numerous other causes.

The high prices of commodities, together with the im-

possibiHty of obtaining gokl wherewith to buy goods abroad,

naturally caused clamour amongst those who were unable

to see that when a nation has been drained of its wealth to

carry on a foreign war, prices of necessaries must rise. The
Bank of England had certainly made immense advances
to Pitt to enable the war to be carried on ; but these loans

had not inflated the home currency since they were for the

most part used abroad. The causes of the high prices were

undoubtedly the bad harvests at home, and the drain on the

country's resources to carry on the war with France. A
nation which engages in an expensive war is in precisely

the position of an mdividual Avho consumes without pro-

ducing. When his resources run low such an individual

must be content to restrict his consumption until he has

again built up his fortime. Be it remarked that restriction

of consLunplion is required, not restriction of production.

On the contrary, under such conditions it is in the highest

degree desirable that production should be encouraged to

the utmost. Now the normal economic method, namely,

to raise prices as soon as connnodities become scarce, is

fortimatel}' the most effective means of discouraging con-

sumption and encouraging production simultaneously.

In the case of the nation, however, the problem was com-
plicated by the ]iresence of one commodity, gold, which was
prevented (by reason of its function as standard of value)

from sharing in the general rise of commodity prices ; and
the financiers were unable to see why they should be pre-

vented from exporting this one cheap connnodity in ex-

change for low-priced foreign goods. A calm survey of the

situation reveals the fact to us that the ])olicy of exporting

artificially-cheapened gold instead of oidinary commodities

in exchange for foreign goods in times of scarcity at home in

order to prevent ordinary couuuodity })rices from rising,

was a short-sight<'.d and vicious ineasiire which, if jjcrsisted

in, must eventually have drained the coiuitry of the ver}^

means of producing and exchanguig goods at home. As
supporter of mutual trust and credit, gold still jjlayed its

part in commerce. The financiers, however, clamoured
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because the Bauk Rcstrictiou Act prevented them from
makuig a profit from the export of the supi)ort of the country's

credit. In 1800, when their complaints grew very loud,

Addington, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, strongly o])posed

the return to cash payments, saying that " for several month
" past, there has been a trade carried on for purchase of
" gumeas Avith a view to exportation." These financier
" patriots " who could talk so eloquently of England's dis-

honour m refusuig to permit the Bank of Eng]an<l to redeem
its notes in gold on demand, had actually set up booths where

they paid a small i^remium to those who were willing to sell

guineas. The prominent merchants, however, (to do them
justice) set their faces strongly agamst these proceedings,

and at meetings organized to consider the situation, ex-

pressed their willmgness to receive the Bank's notes at their

face worth id payment of debt ; and throughout the country

it was counted unpatriotic for anyone to demand gold in the

liquidation of debt.

The confusion and popular clamour became at length so

great, that, with the market i^rice of gold standhig at £4 10s.

Od. instead of £3 17s. Gd. per oz., Parhament was compelled

to appoint a committee to enquire into the reason for the

high price of bullion. This was the famous Bullion Committee,

whose deliberations have so often formed the theme of dis-

cussion by later economists. The witnesses were divided

almost equally into two hostile classes. There were those

like Mr. Chambers, a well-kno\Mi merchant, who, vie\\'iug

only the immediate needs of commerce, declared that the Bank
of England notes could not be depreciated since people freely

accepted them at their face value in exchange for ordinary

goods. He attributed the high price of bullion simply to

the demand for specie for purposes of export abroad. Banged
on the opposite side, however, were those who insisted on the

letter of the law. A £5 Bank note was a promise to pay a

certain weight of gold. If this quantity of gold could not

be obtained for a note, the paper was depreciated. Mr.

Chambers protested mildly that he could not conceive gold

to be a fairer standard for Bank of England notes than indigo

or broadcloth, implying of course that the value of the paper

m relation to indigo and broadcloth was unchanged ; but

the Committee placed itself' decidedly on the side of the

stricter view. The Bullion Rcijort of 1810 laid do\A'n in no

unccrtahi terms that the Bank of En'jland notes had suffered
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depreciation owing to excessive issue by the Bank. The test

of the Bank's issues, it asserted, shoukl be the state of the

gokl reserve—not the demands of commerce. The return

to specie payment of notes within two years from the date

of the Report was recommended. Yet, in spite of the em-

phatic recommendations of the Committee members, ParUa-

ment was moved by practical considerations to reject their

proposals. It adopted instead certain resolutions (proj)osed

by Mr. Vansittart), which declared that Bank notes were not

depreciated, but that the price of gold was enhanced, and that

the political and commercial relations of Great Britain with

foreign States were sutiicient to account for the unfavourable

state of the exchanges and the high price of bullion. To
have returned to specie payments would, as Lord Castlereagh

objected, have afforded Naj^olcon just the lever he was seeking

to enable him to overthrow British connnerce, since the

immediate effect of resumption of cash payments would have

been the depletion of the country's gold store—the basis of

its credit—and the consequent collapse of commerce. The
Committee said m effect : '"You have })romiscd to pay gold

;

"redeem your promise honourably". Parhament replied:
" Where is the gold to come from ? Aiid why should we
" pay gold when nobody at home wants gold ? " Later

critics have regularly ranged themselves into the two opposite

camps. Macleod and Dr. Andreades are emphatically on

the side of the Bulhon Report. Looking back over all the

circumstances of the case, I am obliged to echo the words of

that temperate economist, Prof. Fox\\ell, who, hi his preface

to Dr. Andreades' " Histor}- of the Bank of England ", says :

—

" 1 doubt whether the crowd of critics ^\ho have repeated
" Ricardo's censures of the Bank have sufficiently distiu-

" guished between the speculative views and the practical
" measures of the Directors. I tldnk it will a[)pear, the more
'' the circumstances are examhied, that their actual j'olicy

" during the Restriction was generally guided by a sound
" instinct. It would be impossible to defend some of their

" arguments ; but they were not there to argue. As so often
"' happens A\ith men of affairs their policy was nmch better
" than the reasons they gave for it. The fact remains that
" where there was about an even chance of failure, the Bank
" succeeded : we may well be grateful to it for steering the
" country safely through the most critical period in the whole
" history of its banking and credit system. No doubt the
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" Bank had the defects of its quahties ; it may have laid

" rather too much stress upon the urgency of accommodating
" the trade of the country : but if so, its vices leaned to
" virtue's f5ide. Its principal difficulties were due to its un-
" wavering loyalty to the State ; and to its endeavour, so
" far as lay in its power, to avert undue pressure on the com-
" mercial community.'' It has never been satisfactorily

proved that the Bank made undue use of the power granted

to it by the 1797 Restriction Act of extending its note issues

indefinitely.* Opponents of free banking have declared that

freedom of issue is an miavoidable temptation to over-issue
;

but here was a bank that was even spared hj law the necessity

of redeeming its issues in gold, that was submitted to no
systematic examination of its issues by Parliament or by its

own customers, and was yet withheld by simple regard for

its reputation from making undue advances to speculators.

During the debate on the Report of the Bullion Committee

a portion of a speech made by Mr. Rose deserves quoting on

accomit of the accuracy with which it foretold coming events.

He said :

—
" If the Bank directors, on the advice of the Cora-

" mittee, should govern the amount of their issues by the
" state of the foreign exchanges, I will venture to say the
" inevitable consequence would be most mischievous ; for

" instead of the decree remaining in gentlemen acting under
" severe responsibility, and who have no personal interests

" to sway their judgment, it would be transfen-ed to the ex-
" change merchants here and on the continent, who, con-
" nected with each other as they would soon become in that
" state of things, would affect the course of exchange at
" pleasure to answer their owii purposes." We shall see

later on that the chief disadvantage of our exchange system

ever since the return to specie payments has been the

facility it affords to irresponsible financiers to withdraw the

supports of home credit by sending gold abroad.

In 1811, Lord King, who had upheld the Bullion' Com-
mittee's Report, caused a strong wave of indignation in the

country by issuing a circular to his tenants reminding them

that their contract was to pay a certain quantity of the legal

coin of the country, and that, as the paper currency was

considerably depreciated, he should in future require his

rents to be paid in the legal coin of the realm, or by a sufficient

* Compare Mill, " Political Economy " 1852 ed. on " Inconvertible paper
currency " (Vol. II, pp. 87-8).
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amount of bank notes to purchase tlie necessary weight of

standard gold. This led to a charge of incivism against hira,

and Earl Stanhope pronijotly introduced a bill into Parlia-

ment rendering it a misdemeanour to make an)' difference in

payments between guineas and bank notes. The measure

passed the House of Lords by a vote of 43 to 16, and the

House of Commons by a vote of 95 to 20.

The drain of specie proceeded, and by August, 1813, the

paper price of bullion had risen to £5 10s. Od. per oz. After

Waterloo, however, the flow of gold was turned, the situation

began to improve, and by 1816, the Bank directors were able

to annomice that they would redeem a certaui C[uantity of

their notes. The result was interesting as a demonstration

of the principles which I have laid down in this book. Francis

states in his " History of the Bank of England ", when treat-

ing of this period, that whereas the financiers came in droves

to take adv^antage of the return to cash payments by with-

drawing gold for export abroad, the ordmary people, having

acquired trust in the Bank of England, preferred its notes

even to gold, thus jiroving that the demand for " honest

dealing " on the part of the Bank was almost entirely from

those who wished to take advantage of the high price of gold

abroad to drain the Bank's reserves, regardless of the liarm

they might thereby uiflict upon home commerce. On the

other hand, the home trade merely needed a token which

could be exchanged for (pods at its face value ; the nature of

the token was immaterial.

The nation was theii on the brink of a discovery which

might have altered the wliole subsequent industrial history

of the world. The credit panics which wrought such havoc

during the last century might have been largely avoided,

and industrial prosperity and social equity might have

been set up in place of trade stagnation and social misery.

The Na])ole(>nic wars had demonstrated the danger to national

prosperity of a credit system which could be overthrown by

the mere withdrawal of a quantity of gold. Experience had

demmiatraled to producers ihnt the reputation of the banker

might for}n the basis of a sounder credit system than could a r/old

reserve. So far had ]^n])lic ojjinion progiessed that in 1811

Earl Stanhojje moved a series of resolutions to abolish the

gold basis of the Bank of England note. His profjosals for

the establishment of an invariable unit of value in place of

the imperfect gold standard are most interesting, but can only
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be adequately discussed in a later chapter (see chapter

XIIT). What concerns our present subject is that he wanted
Parliament not to regulate the note issues of the Bank of

England by the arbitrarily fluctuating quantity of gold in its

vaults, but to receive a report from the Bank directors at

the beginning of each session, and then to fix a maximum of

note issue for the coming session. Imperfect in many re-

spects as this ])roposal was, it showed an insight into the

theory of banking which fully justified a later declaration

by Earl Stanhope to the House of Lords, to the effect that

he had " given more time to this subject [currency] than
'' all the rest of the noble lords put together " (April 28th,

]812). James Taylor, a banker of Bakewell, a proHfic

])ani])lileteer and energetic controversialist, had also pointed

out in no uncertain terms* the disadvantages of the gold

standard, and advocated a somewhat similar system to that

of Earl Stanhope. But the nation which had shown itself

so sagacious in practice, was a babe in matters theoretical

:

the establishment of a more perfect banking system on theory

alone was as yet beyond its powers. A fresh war scare might

have compelled it to stumble in the right direction ; but the

fat days of peace returnuig, it sank back easily to the manners

and customs of its fathers.

The cessation of the war enabled the impoverished con-

tinental nations to replace their depreciated currencies, and

the high price offered for gold abroad induced speculators

to withdraw gold from the Bank for exportation.! The
result was a drain of gold in 1817, and again the nation was
to feel the disadvantage which has burdened our banking

system ever since the lise of continental commerce—the

disadvantage of the use as a basis for home credit of the

commodity which is required for the estal)lishme]it of com-

merce abroad, and of inability to protect the gold basis of

credit in times of strong foreign demand, as long as notes

are redeemable at face value in gold on demand. The Bank
in 1817 held to the views which had previously obtained the

sanction of Parhament and, the need of credit for home
commerce remaining the same, took no steps to curtail its

issues. England would soon have been drained of all her

gold, had not an Act been passed in 1819 forbidding the Bank
to make any payments in gold whatever.

* " A view of tho money system of KnKlnnd, from the Conquest; with proposals

for estabhshing a secure and equable credit currency ''. (1828).

t See Andr^ades, p. 238 of book previously quoted.
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As usual tlie crisis was followed b}' an enquiry, and,

strangely enough, Avith the essential facts of the dra-n of gold

abroad almost identical with those of 1797—1810, the wit-

nesses examined were now almost unanimous in alhrming

depreciation of the notes, the Bank directors alone main-

taining the contrary. The only explanation of this change

of view is that the allayment of the fear of invasion reduced

the force of those practical considerations which had been

responsible for public opinion in 1811, and that theory alone

was incapable of restraiiiing Parliament from r<^tui-ning

to the S3^stem sanctified by a century or more of

custom. Peel had strenuously opposed the resumption of

cash payments in 1811 : he now as strenuously upheld it.

candidly admitting that his opinion had since changed.

He now maintained that the variation in the Bank note

price of gold was no proof that the gold standard was variable :

what had happened was that a sub.stitute for gold had been

introduced, and the price of gold had been considered in

relation to that substitute. A very prevalent theory, he

declared, was that—mstead of regulating paper by the value

of gold—gold should be regulated by the value of jmper.

This was nothing less than a fraud upon the public creditui'.

* It was vain to think that foreign nations could be imjDosed

upon by such a deception. We ought to follow the example

of our wisest and most distinguished ancestors, and return

to the ancient standard of the coins, etc., etc. The remarks

here reported from Peel, uttered by him " with exclamation

marks "', described events in British finance wdiich had
actually occurred ; but, so far from deserving exclamation

marks, merited careful consideration. In chapter XIII, I

will demonstrate that the measurement of the price fluctua-

tions of gold by paper is perfectly souiid theoretically. Ex-

perience had here proved its practicability, even unbacked

ley theory. But—the nation has always been very willing

to follow the customs of its ancestors, and the Act of 1819

(for the return to cash payments by 1823) was duly passed.

Between 1819 and 1823 the Bank of England gradually

withdrew notes from circulation, and substituted gold. There

arose in England a demand for gold which was felt through-

out the civilized world. Pi'ices (according to .levons) dr(»j))jed

24 per cent, between 1819 and 1 822, Yet England's pi-osperity

was great, and she was able to stand the strain. Her stock

of gold was then the larj^est in the world. Parliament had,
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however, thrown the Bank's frold store open to the world

demand, and the nation was soon to reap the bitter fi'uits of

this legislation.

It was at abont this time that the Sonth American States

sprans: into prominence, their struggles for indejiendence

havmg lately been crowned with success. There arose a

great opportunity for our financiers to mvest gold in the new
States—the gold that was so much needed for industry at

home—and tlie opportunity was seized eagerly. The Bank's

reserves declined from £13,500,0()() in January, ]82'l. to

£G.fiOO,000 in A]uil 1825. Up to the latter ckte the Bank
had been steadily extending its issues in accordance with the

demands of commerce ; but it now took sudden fright and
began to contract its issues. The result was wide-spread

confusion in home commerce ; but so strong was the foreign

demand, that the drain of gold by financiers proceeded until,

in December, 1825, the reserves had fallen to £1 ,200,000. The

Bank then took sterner measures, and severely curtailed its

issues. The result was the failure of the London Bank, one

of the leading banking firms, which bank dragged down with

it sixty other financial companies. The general distress was

aggravated by the failure of thirty-six coimtry banks. The

low prices and compulsory sales caused by the money famine

were at length effective in attracting gold to this coimtry :

but the prevailing distress at the time of tlie crisis may be

gauged by Huskisson's statement m the House of Commons
that during the greater part of December it was impossible

to realize even the best securities, such as Government stock,

shai'es of tlie Bank of England and those of the East India

Company.
Economi.sts have endeavoured to prove that the cause of

the panic was wild speculation. " Over-speculation !
" has

been a most useful cry to enable economists to explain the

export of gold abroad in the various crises of the past. It

is a statement which is so easy to make and so difficult to

refute definitely. Prosperity invariably brings with it a

budding of enterprise. Industry becomes more active, em-

]:>lovment increases, wages rise, profits increase, and ])rices

rise. The consuming power of the general ])o]ndation increases.

Naturally there ensues a growth of fresh industry to meet the

demand for consumption. All fresh industry in its inception

is necessarily speculative. The legal restriction of the

exchange medium, however, and the encouragement given
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by our laws to the financier to withdraw the banks' ^olcl,

bring about a crisis in which a considerable quantity ol' the

new enterprise is cut down. What more natural than that

economists who have overlooked the part played by legis-

lation m causing the crisis should endeavour to ascribe the

whole difficulty to " unwise speculation ". In the eyes of

the.se economists the statement has never needed more proof

than the fact that the new industry was actually "cut down
by the first restriction of credit

"'
: the industry was un-

stable—hence it was due to rash speculation ! Some ex-

cessive speculation there undoubtedly had ))een in 1825, both

at home and abroad, and thei'e is no doidjt that even without

the drain of gold, heavy lirjuidations would have been neces-

sary. But it is equally certain that the greater part of the

gold sent abroad was exported in respect of legitimate foreign

enterprise. The fury of the crisis began only when the Bank
stopped credit issues to reliable houses.* The Bank could

not be blamed. Rather does blame attach to the system

which permitted financiers to export gold which was urgently

required for the support of home credit—gold which the banks
themselves would have liked to retain, but which, on accomit

of State interference, they could retain only by simultan-

eously increasing the price of credit to those who had no need

of gold whatever.

Consider the recent rubber boom in England. It un-

doubtedly caused a quantity of wild speculation. Subse-

quent events have showii how futile were many of the hopes

entertained, and there have been heavy losses. Yet, owing
to the fact that the sjieculation was chiefiy confined to this

country, the shares being merely driven u]) on the Stock

Exchange, and that comparatively little capital was sent

abroad, liquidaticm has proceeded without any dislocation

of ordinary comuierce. Jt has been asserted that crises in

the past have been caused by the excessive rise in ])rices

conse([uent upon extraoidinary s])eculation. The banks,

it is said, become siiddciiK' ufiaid of their clients and with-

hold hel]) ; or the depositors aro. seized with sudden sus-

picion of their banks, and a run occurs. I do not doubt that

these may be contributory causes to a crisis ; but 1 affirm that

so long as we permit the gold basis of our credit to be drained

from our banks, eitlu^r because high prices here, or a demand

Compare Mill, pp. 215-6 of the work previously quoted.
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for gold for fresh enterprise abroad, render its export profit-

able, we can never deny with ceitainty that the main cause

of a crisis is tlie primary restriction of credit by the banks,

consequent upon the withdrawal of their gold. We have by
legislative i-estriction rendered the banks powerless either

to prevent this withdrawal of gold, or make it good with

paper. But we sliall return to this subject later.

The usual enquiry followed the crisis. The extensive

failure of coimtry banks had drawn attention to their organi-

zation, and Lord Liverpool, the Prime Minister, strongly

criticized the partnership restriction rule, declaring it to be

responsible for the weakness of the country banks. His

speech in the House of Lords on February 17th, 1826, con-

tains the following significant passage :

—
" The present system

" is one of the fullest liberty as to what is rotten and bad,
" but one of the most complete restriction as to all that is

" good. By it a cobbler or cheesemonger, without any proof
" of his ability to meet them, may issue his notes, unres-
" stricted by any check whatever ; while on the other hand,
" more than six persons, however respectable, are not per-

" mitted to become partners in a bank witli whose notes the
" whole business of the country might be transacted. Al-

" together the whole system is so absurd, both in theory and
" practice that it would 2iot appear to deserve the slightest

" support if it was attentively considered even for a single

" moment." If we remember that these are the words of a man
whose " Letter on the Coins of the Realm " has been the

classic of many generations, they deserve the more careful

attention. Peel supported these views, and contrasted the

monopoly which existed in England with the free Scotch sys-

tem. He ])ointed out that in England a liundred banks had

failed in 1793, 157 between 1810 and 1817, and 76 during the

recent crisis ; whilst in Scotland, on the contrary, there was

only a single bank failure on record, and even hi that case

the creditors had ultimately been paid in full. But Peel

joined with Huskisson in an attack upon the small notes.

The £1 notes; he declared, not only served to encourage the

formation of ]Jetty unstable banks, but tended to drive

sovereigns out of the country. Here we ]ierceive strange

reasoning. The government had laid the Bank's gold store

open to the world, and accordingly the financiers abstracted

gold for export abroad. Obviously the issue of £1 notes

enabled the commmiity to dispense with gold in its domestic
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exchange transactions, and thns permitted the export of

the metal, but proscription of these notes would merely have

brought on the crisis the sooner ; it would not have prevented

the export of the motal, since this export could be effected

even more rapidly by conversion of large than of small notes.

The partnership restriction was abolished by the Act of

1820 ; but the reduction of the privilege of the JBank of Eng-

land was, as usual, accompanied by a sop to that Bank,

since the establishment of banks of issue within 05 miles of

London was prohibited. London was the centre of English

commerce, and to prevent the banks of issue from establish-

ing branches there seriously hampered their operations.

Indeed, in later years, in 1875, the National and Provincial

Bank gave up a note issue worth a million sterling for the

privilege of establishing a branch in London, so valuable did

it consider this right. Thomas Attwood's " The Scotch

Banker"' (London, 1832) gives interesting information re-

j[arding the relations between the coimtry banks and the Bank
'
of England during this period. Finally, the possibility of

effective competition between banks was largely annulled by

the prohibition of the issue of all notes under £5 in value.

Small notes had formerly been the chief aid to the estalilish-

ment of a new bank. The evil effects of this legislative inter-

ference in preventing competition between bank's have pre-

viously been demonstrated and need not be repealed here.

An attempt was made to bring Scotland into line with

England by abolishing the Scotch small note. But Scotland

had recognised the value of her small notes, and strong pro-

test meetings were organized. Sir Walter Scott lent his pen

to the protest in the famous letters of Malachi Malagrowther,

in which he satirically attacked the argument (jf the necessity

for imiformity of system in the two countries. England had

undoubtedly suffered from failures of unstable banks, and

it was easy to demonstrate that the establishment of any small

banks whatsoever would have been impossible but for the

privilege of small note issue. Scotland equally possessed

the privilege of small note issue ; but the Scotch banks were

renowned for their stability, and a Scotch £1 note was almost

invarial)ly i)ref<MTe(l in Scotland to a sovereign. Scotland

had sulfered «'r|iui,lly with iMigland from export of her gold

in times of strong for^^ign demand, but, in the absence of the

right of issuing post-dated notes, the Scotch banks had habitu-

ally protected themselves by the simple method of sharply
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raising the discount rate, whereupon the resulting com-
mercial distress quickly caused the gold to return. The
])0))ulai'ity of the small note in Seotlaud easily outweighed any
theories respecting the eli'ect oi such pa})er in driving out

sovereigns. The union between the two countries was none
too strong at the time, and it was found advisal)le to relin-

quish the attempt to abolish the .Scotch small notes. By the

Act of 1828, howe\cr, the circulation of Scotch notes hi

England was forbidden.

The period of semi-freetlom in Englajid was destined to

be short-lived. The harvests of 1833-0 were remarkably

abundant. The abolition of the partnership restriction

enabled the establishment of a number of banks in the pro-

vinces ; facilities for credit were increased, and a consider-

able reduction in the rate of interest was made. Finally, the

success of the first railway lines cjicouraged the formation

of numerous railway companies. The result \\as a great

renewal of trade prosperity, and the usual blossoming of

speculati\'e enterprise. The situation differed from that

of 1821 only in that money was being put into home instead

of foreign enterprise. Professor Leone Levi gives a list of

companies formed in this period involving a total nominal

capital of some 135 million poiuids sterluig. Here, im-

mediately, appeared the evil results of the prohibition of

small notes. The speculation hail been great, but there is

no record of any loss of commercial confidence. The enor-

mous groAvth of mdustrial undertakings, however, caused a

demand for credit and for medium of exchange to pay wages.

Owuig to the proscri])tion of small notes a portion of this

demand could be satisfied only by gold, and accordingly there

arose a double drain of gold from the Bank of England into

the coimtry banks and thence mto the channels of uidustry.

Prosperity caused the usual rise of prices, and gold began

simultaneously to be exported by financiers from our legally

created " free " gold market hi order to purchase chea])

foreign goods to be " dumped " in the home market. At

the beginning of 183G the reserve of the Bank was over

8 milli(ms. By the end of November it had decluied to

£3,GiO,OUO. The attempt to stop this outflow by raising the

Bank Kate to 5 per cent, proved fruitless. To make matters

worse, the United States suddenly determhied to increase

its holdings of gold. iVnxiety was already coming over the

speculators at the attitude of the Bank of England, and
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liquidation set in. A further drain of gold (to Ireland) de-

cided the Bank to refuse flatly any re-discount of bills. The
crisis then began in earnest. Lancashire was hardest hit.

The Northern and Central Bank of Manchester was at length

compelled to apply to the Bank of England for help. At
first this was refused, but, in view of the great suffering which

had already occurred, and the further disaster which would

have been caused by the failure of the bank with its 39 branches

in industrial districts, tlie Bank' of Kngland was forced to make
advances of about a million. In January, 1837, similar

difiiculties were experienced in London. The distress al-

ready occasioned had, however, caused a sharp fall in the

prices of goods in this country, and this circumstance, to-

gether Avitli the high price of bullion, turned the flow of gold

back to England. The bank was able to avoid a complete

collapse of credit by advancing 6 millions.

The influx of gold continued throughout 1837. By March,

1838, the reserve stood at £10,527,000. The crisis seemed

to be over. Li reality it was just beginning. The harvests

which had been excellent from 1833 to 1837, were very bad

in 1838. Such scarcity had not been lvJio\vn since 181 G;
corn to the value of £10,000,000 had to b<; imi)orted. The
natural result was a great ^'xpoi'tation of gold. A rise in the

Bank Bate brought gold to this comitr}', but aggraxation of

the situation was caused by a simultaneous denuind for gold

iji America, France, and Belgium, where enterprise had also

been outgrowuig the legally confined limits of the credit

system. In face of the revival of commerce after the famhie,

and the consequent mcreascd demand for credit at home,

the Bank of England did not raise its discount rate until its

reserve had declined to £1,117,000. The rise of the Bank
Kate to 5 [)er cent., however, ditl not prevent a furtlier d<',-

cluie in the gold reserves ; and at the end of two months (on

July IGth, 1839) a sudden increase in the demand for gold

in both America ajid Belgium brought the reserve do\Mi to

£2,987,000.* As Dr. Andrcades declares, the Bank of Eng-

land was then face to face with bankru])tcy. At this time,

if ever, the need for a liberal issue of small notes, and a pre-

mium upon gold, were clearly demonstrated. There was no
loss of contidence in the banks at hom<! ; the need for un-

usually large purchases of food from abroad was past : tlu;

*Coiiipaii; Mill, « ork previously quoLcd
; chapk'r on " lU'yululiou ui cuneuej."
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difficulty was duo to the demand for gold from abroad. Yr.t

legislation had laid the coujitry'.s eommercw! at the mercy of

the exporter of bullion, and home commerce suU'ered martyr-
dom. The position was desperate : discount was of course

almost entirel}^ suspended, and the IJajik Kate was raised

to G per cent. Still the gold failed to I'f^tuni. indu.stry abroad
needing Jill the gold it could get. I>a.iikruptcy might then have
actually ensued, had not Paris and Hamburg voluntarily come
to the rescue with a loan of £2,9(H),()0(). The distress m Eng-
land was frightful. Liquidation of the firms bankrupted in

this crisis actually went on for four years, until 1813. During
the crisis no less than sixty-thi-ee country banks had been
compelled to suspend payment, the failure of each involving

the ruin of much industry. The reserve was at its lowest in

September, 1839, when it stood at £2, 106,000 ; but from this

time the forced liquidatio]i of stock- and securities hi England
gradually attracted gold back, and bankruptcy of the Bank
of England was avoided. But for many years British mer-

chants and manufacturers counted hi bitterness the cost of

maintaining a free gold market.

After the crisis—the cn(|ui]T- 1^'or two years a Commit"tee

of the House of Commons sat to enquire into the state of the

law with reference to banking. The rain of pamphlets was
renewed with increased violence, each author proposing a

different scheme to avoid financial crises.

Apart from the mass of more or kvss visionary schemes,

two main lines of opposing thought gradually accpired popu-

larity. These were the Banking Frinciple, and the Currenc}''

Principle.

Briefly, the Pianking Prhici[)le a(hocates, of whom the

chief were Tooke, Fullarton (both theorist writers), and Wilson,

editor of " The Economist "', affirmed that a bank's issues

could not be declared excessive as long as its notes were con-

vertible into gold at its counter ; hence they opposed any

legal limitation of the banlvs' note issues. Lord Overstoue

(formerly Samuel Jones Loyd). the banker discoverer of

the Currency Principle, and Colonel Torrens, his chief sup-

porter, held that the main function of the Bank of England

was not to supply medium of exchange to commerce, but to

maintain the convertibility of the Bank of England note by

altering the Bank Rate in sympathy with the influx and

efflux of gold. The bank note was held to bo peculiarly

dangerous as an instrument for driving gold abroad (cheque
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circulation was at that period iu.significaut), and accordingly

Lord OAcrstonc pi'oj)oscd that the note issues of the Bank
of EuL'Iand should be legally restricted to the amount of

£il,UOU,OUU in excess of the quantity of gold held in its re-

serve ; furthermore, since it was necessary that country

banks should fall hito line, the note issue of each bank should

be fixeil at its average amount for a period jji'tjceiling the

passing of an Act to that effect, and regulations should be

made for the gradual absorption of all note issues by the Bank
of England.

To the stuilent who would examuui the arguments current

at the time on these two Principles, I can recommend the

impartial statement contamed in Professor Andreades'
' History of the Bank of England "'. I think it better to

omit reference to these arguments except in so far as they

bear upon the criticism which I shall now make on the con-

trovcrsv considered in the light of the i>rmciples laitl do^^n

earlier in this work.

The central subject of discussion, as admitted by both

parties, was the cause of drains of gold. Tooke declared the

withdrawal of gold to be due to demand from abroad, or to

legitimate imjjorb of foreign produce. Lord Overstone ad-

mitted these causes of gold drains but added a further state-

ment, namely, that excessive note issue by the Bank of Ejig-

land and the country banks had been frequent!}' responsible

for a rise of prices here and a consequent withdrawal of gold,

cither to countries where bullion was in greater demand, or

in purchase of cheaj)er foreign goods. Tooke declared that

a bank could only keep a quantity of notes in circulation

proportionate to the demands of connnerce. Any over-

issue would immediately return to the bank for conversion

into gold, and would thus conqjel tlie bank to reduce its

issues. J3oth parties agreed that bankers must raise the dis-

comit rate when their gold reserves ran too low. Tooke hi-

sisted that the banks would do this vokuitarily, and that the

mauitcnance of a legally fixed jn'oportion between gold and
paper would act in restjaint of trade by compelling banks

to raise the disco Luit rate when there A\as no real danger.

Lord Overstone contended that the tenqjtation to issue more
credit in times of rising prices was too great to permit bankers

to ha\'e regard to their g(jld store, hence a definite limit to

note issues should be set up. The arguments of both sides

on the natural ri-'ht " of either the individual or the JStute
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to issue paper money need not concern us here.

Later economists have generally decided that there was

much truth on both sides of the controversy : Tooke was

wrong when he declared that freedom of issue could not

result in over-issue, and Lord Overstone was wrong in

discriminating between the effects of bank notes and other

forms of paper credit—to attain Overstone's end it would have

been necessary to take all forms of paper credit under State

control. For my part, although my sympathies are with

Tooke iji his protest against the legal limitation of issues,

I must agree that he failed to meet Lord Overstone's point

as to the danger of paper money " drivmg out " gold. Con-

fusion appears to have arisen over the definition of the word
" over-issue ". For Tooke, " over-issue " meant " in excess

of the legitimate demands of commerce "
; whereas in Lord

Overstone's reasoning, the term applied to any issue of paper

which caused or enabled an undue efflux of gold from the

country. Now, whilst most modern economists are agreed

that banks are rarely tempted to issue credit in excess of the

needs of commerce, there is no doubt that Tooke was wi'ong

if he meant that notes could not displace and drive out of

the country an undue amount of gold, so long as they were

convertible into gold on demand at the bank of issue. Both

Tooke and Lord Overstone, however, were guilty of overlooking

the fact that in most cases gold was '" driven " abroad by note

issue only because the State had proscribed the methods

invented by bankers to protect their gold reserves. We now
recognize that the essence of progress in the science of banking

is the gradual supplantmg of gokl by paper, the metal being

permitted to flow to whatever quarter it is attracted. We
look back over the history of banking and perceive that

governmental restrictions in every civilized nation have

prevented the natural process of paper substitution and ac-

cordingly rendered gold more necessary to home exchange

than would otherwise have been the case. There is no

doubt, and this fact was overlooked by Tooke and the other

advocates of the Banking Principle, that any period of

prosperity in trade tends to cause a certain temporary

rise of prices. Under the legal proscription of all notes save

those redeemable in gold on demand, the commodity, gold,

is not permitted to share in the general rise of prices,

and being obtainable on demand at a fixed price by the

conversion of notes, is with d^a^vn, frequently in uudae

u
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quantities, and sent abroad in search of cheaper goods.

The restrictionists have always been fortunate in being

able to appeal to that economic law, rendered famous by the

name of Gresham, according to which "' bad money invariably

drives out good'". It has usually been argued that whenever

gold (" good money ") flows abroad, it is because it has been

supplanted by paper (" bad money"'). There is no doubt

of the general truth of Gresham's law : traders will generally

endeavour to effect exchanges with that medium which they

least desire to retain, and will either hoard or export the more

valuable medium. But Gresham's law might equally be defined

as the process by which cheap money drives out dear money,

and it then describes an exceedingly beneficial operation.

The mistake of most economists who have appealed to Gres-

ham's law when explaining a drain of gold is that the fact of

the effliix of bullion is sufficient for them to characterize the

supplanting medium as a " bad '" one ; whereas we perceive

such drains to have usually been due to the introduction of a

perfectly sound though cheaper medium, an excessive amoimt
of bullion being drained from the country's banks only on

account of the legal proscription of effective methods of pro-

tecting such bulhon from the financiers. Mr. Charles A.

Conant states* :—" The theory of statesmen and students of

" political economy had generally recognized up to this

" time (1844) only two causes of the export of gold—payments
" for merchandise and the pressure of a depreciated cur-

" rency. The bullion brokers, without spending time over
" theories had long since learned by observation that it be-

" came profitable to export gold when interest rates were
" higher abroad than at home. They fabricated bills of ex-

" change, had them discounted by bankers, took the proceeds
" in gold and shipped the gold to the point where it would
" earn the highest interest. The bills fabricated for this

" purjiose had the character of accommodation bills, in that
" they represented no merchandise transaction and were
" drawn for the single purpose of transfcrrmg money from the
" place where it was cheap to the place where it was dear,

" in order to earn the higher rate of interest." This subject

will be treated jnore fully later when we deal with the in-

stitution of the free golrl. market. Suffice it now to remark

that the adherents of the Bankmg Pruiciple failed to prove

* " History of modern banks of issue ", 'Itli pclitioii (New York, G. P. Putnams
i^om, 1009). p.'l29.
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that it was excessive State interference which enabled the

export of gold at times when it was needed at home. This

failure brought about the triumph of the Currency Principle.

A few extracts from the tracts of Lord Ovcrstone will

demonstrate how com])letoly the Currency Principle was

dominated by the idea that gold is absolutely necessary to

the exchange system. In his pamphlet " In reply to J.

" Horsley Palmer, Esq.", Lord Oversttme says distinctly :

—

" The one simple duty which the manager of the currency
" has to i^erform is that of making the amuimt of paper cir-

" culation vary precisely as the amount of the circulation would
" have varied had it been metallic ". Again, in his " Letter
" to J. B. Smith, Esq," :—" What is the test of mismanage-
*' ment of the circulation :* T presume the answer will not
" be disputed. Fluctuations of the amount of paper issues not
" correspondiirg with those of the bullion." Further on in

the same pamphlet :
—

" A paper circulation is the substitu-

" tion of paper with a view to economy and convenience in the
" place of the precious metals. The amount of it ought then
" to be equal to what would have been the amount of a metal-
" lie circulation, and of this the best measure is the influx or
" efflux of bullion." Finally, in his address to the House of

Lords, he described the reform scheme in all its nakedness ;

—

" Monetary distress tends to produce a fall of prices : that
" fall of prices tends to encourage exports and diminish im-
" ports, consequently it tends to promote an influx of bullion."

If we remember that the fall of ])rices in such cases is a (h^s])air-

ing effort on the part of manufacturers to obtain money to

meet their liabilities, further comment is needless.

Colonel Robt. ToiTens, the second chief promoter of the

Act, says in his work, entitled :
" Peel's Act of 18-14 de-

" fended "
:

—
" Money is employed as a measure of value, as

" a medium of exchange, and as a legal tender. Hence any
" object which is appropriated to these several uses comes
" imder the denomination of money and no object save tlinse

" which have been so appropriafed can be included under lltat

" denomination " (italics min(^). Here we perceive the

thought which lay at the bottom of the Act of Ilestriction.

Its promoters could conceive of no money which was not at

once a medium of exchange and a standard of value. In

chapter IV, I have shown this to be a primitive concejition

of money.

The attraction of Lord Overstones arguments for his
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contemporaries, however, must be evident to those who have

observed the ordinary eftects of State enactments. The

State prohibition upon the growth of stable banks had been

imposed at a time when pubhc opinion was swayed by the

behef that permission to set up industry is a privilege to be

begged from the monarch. In most primitive communities

the protective spirit is strong. People look to the State to

j)rohibit all dangerous enterprise, and regard with appre-

hension any proposals in the direction of freedom. The
demand for free competition is only a later growth induced

by a deeper study of political econom3^ It presupposes a

public spirit strong enough to conteinplate calmly the possi-

bility of fraud, and to accept the risk for the sake of stimu-

lating those less obtrusive but, to the industrial state, most

important qualities of originality, independence and initiative.

Tlie evil effects of the partnership restriction clause and the

prohibition of post-dated notes were not generally appre-

hended in the early nineteenth century ; the restrictions

themselves had been almost forgotten, whilst the memory
of the disastrous failures of banks was fresh in the public

mind. What more natural than that the few poUticians wlio

interested themselves in the matter should turn eagerly to

that panacea of primitive poHtics—legal restriction of com-

petition ! We shall see later how different a spirit was en-

gendered by a more liberal measure of freedom in Scotland.

An Act embodying Lord OAerstone's proposals duly passed

into Law in 1844 under the title of the '" Bank Charter Act "'.

PeeFs opinions liad meanwhile suffered another change. In

1826 he had advocated the removal of legal restrictions upon
the free issue of notes. He had now become an enthusiastic

supporter of Lord Overstone's views ; indeed the 1844 Act

is commonly called " Peel's Act ".

Concerning the actual passing of the Act, Professor Leone

Levi says* :—" It is to be regretted that, notwithstanding
" the immense importance of the measure, it failed at the timo
" to excite any great interest. Few were ready to follow Sir

" Robert P(h'1 in the difficult and intricate enquiries whicli

" he broached, or to discuss with him tlie basis of monetary
" science. Mr. Hawes made an ineffectual attempt to open
" up a discussion by moving an Amendment :

' That no
" ' sufficient evidence has been laid before the House to justify

• " History of )!ritisti Commerce ", Part JV, p. 28.'j.
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" ' the proposed interference with the banks of issue iu the
" ' management of their circulation ', but the amendment
" was lost by 30 votes to 185, and although the bankers mad«<
" strong representations on the subject, the measure went
" through the House with the greatest ease, and the Bank
" Charter Act passed into law."

" Difficult and mtricate enquiries "—yes, this has been a

))retty general verdict. I have attached inij)ortance to th(5

discussion surroimding the Act, but ui reality the discussion

never went outsitki the bankers and a few ccpnomic experts.

The mass of the people used the banks without enquiring into

the theory of banking, looking uj>on monetary crises as a

part of natural law ; and this is largely the case to-day. I

can only hope that the emphasis laid upon the importance

of the relations between banking, comuierce, and the social

problem, in the earlier chapters of this book, may induce the

reader to give the little attention necessary to enable him to

master the subject.

Ones final point should be made here. By many econo-

mists it is asserted that tho Bank Charter Act Avas passed to

prevent the cstabliahment of unstable banks. This is an

error. The aim of the Act was to rctam a certain quautity

of gold in the comitry. Lord Overstone contended that

no private banker whatsoever knew his own interests

sufficiently well to restrict his issues when gold was

flowing abroad, or at any rate that at such times the

judgment of the wise was powerless to retain the gold

which was being " driven abroad by the note issues of the

rash ". Up to 1814 bankmg was conceived of only as

the profession of issumg notes, and, in the opkiion of the

promoters of the Bank Charter Act, this measure gave the

8tate a sure control of the credit issues of the country. We
shall see later that, happily for commerce, this anticipatioii

was frustrated by the great development of entirely unsuper-

vised cheque credit ; but it is important to remember that the

outcry against " petty shopkecpmg banks " had been alla}'cd

by the 1826 Act which permitted traders to choose reliable

banks.

Before proccedmg to set forth the effects of the Bank
Charter Act it may be well to devote some space to the de-

scription of events m the financial history of Scotland down to

1845.
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CHAPTER VIII.

A REVIEW OF SCOTCH BANKING

Scotland holds a, unique place among the nations of the

world as behig the country wheie, for 150 years, banks en-

joyed it, measure of freedom. The Bank of Scotland was

founded in 1695, with this fundamental difference from the

Bank of England, that it was estabhshed, not to supply

government with money, but the people with credit. This

single circumstance altered the whole subsequent history of

banking in that country. Tlie Bank of England, in common
with most other national banks, was established to meet the

need of an inpecunious government for funds, and the contmued

demands of the government upon it required compensatory

])rivilegcs, which were accorded in the form of renewals of

its original monopoly. The bank of Scotland, on the other

hand, was set up by the commercial classes to supply themselves

with credit, and the Bank was looked upon as the servant of

commerce, not as the tool of government. Hence, as soon

as it appeared that monopoly of bankmg in the hands of one

corporation was harmful to commercial mterests, the monopoly

of the Bank of Scotland was abolished. After a short period

of monopoly (1695— 1727), banks could be founded in Scotland

wherever commerce established itself. They were at liberty

to circulate whatever credit tokens the people would accept.

Yet, even Scotland could not escape the heavy hand of direc-

tive State interference, and the restrictions there are of

especial interest to us as marking the direction of current

ideas on banking jn-ior to governmental niterference.

I have previously pointed out that gold was rendered

necessary as an exchange medium on account of the people's

distrust of each other, and their connnon distrust (which was

well founded) of the reliability of governmental detection

of commercial offenders. 1 remarked that popular desire for

a greater volume of exchange medium than could be supplied

by gold alone, cou])led with the banker's desire for increased

profit, combined hajjpily to evolve the paper promise to ]jay

gold to bearer on demand. Thus was the public partly
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weaned from its dependence upon the metal ^old. It was,

however, soon noticed by tlio directors of the Bank of Scot-

land that a great obstacle to the free working of the system

was that too great a volume of notes was sometimes returned

upon them simultaneously for redemption m gold. They
could have redeonicd the notes had they been able to extc^nd

jjayment over a longer period : it was the suddenness of the

demand which overwhelmed them. They therefore intro-

duced a note which was payable in gold to bearer, not on

demand but at a certain period after demand, at the option

of the banker, interest to be j^aid by the banker for the period

dm'ing which payment was postj)oned. This was the option

clause—or post-dated—note, referred to in the last chapter.

The chief cause of its introduction was the short-sighted

methods of competition on the part of a rival bank estab-

lished in 1727, the Royal Bank of Scotland. In the en-

deavour to secure a monopoly of banking trade, the Koyal

Bank sought to ruin its rival by occasionally collecting a large

quantity of Bank of Scotland notes, and suddenly presenting

them for payment in gold. This method of competition was

frequently used hi later years by other banks. The banks

thus suddenly pressed, resorted to many uigenious de\^ices

to gain time. On one occasion, being confronted with a

bagful of notes for redemption, a certain bank resorted to

payment in sixpences, the cashier paying out very deliberately,

examining every coin and every note carefully, and frequently

stopping payment to run out on some imaginary errand, to

the great ^\^:ath of the emissary of the rival bank. Fmally,

however, the introduction of the option clause was found to

be efficient protection against these sudden demands. The
Royal Bank at first avowed a lofty contempt for these post-

dated notes, and pubhcly advertised the fact that its notes

were always redeemable in gold on demand. Yet, the post-

dated Bank of Scotland notes circulated at par on acGou)it

of people's confidence m the bank, and when, in 17G1, a drabi

of gold to England set in, the directors of the Royal Bank
were only too glad to avail themselves of the insertion of an

option clause in their notes. The British Lmen Company
Bank, founded in 171G, ado])ted the same course a few months

later, and its example was followed, although only after many
years, by a host of small banks which began to spring up

about this time. As I have previously related, the adoption

of the option clause by the smaller banks sealed the fate of
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the system. The clause wa« certaiiily employed m some
cases to bolster up an mistable bank, instead of merely to

protect it against imdue demands for gold, and there were

frequent instances of notes circulating at a discoimt for months
on account of diminution of public confidence in the bank
of issue and inability to apply for immediate redemption of

the paper in coin. Yet, I can only reiterate my opinion that

the prohibition of these notes was one of the greatest dis-

asters which ever befell British bankhig. There Avere other

means available to the pu1)lic than that of redemption of notes

in gold on demand to checlc the reliability of banks, notably

surveillance of issues and checking of accounts. These other

means were actually being employed hi the case of the more
])rominent banks. The post-dated note was capable of

protecting the banking system against most of the evils which

subsequently arose, and was a most important step in the

evolution of a more perfect credit system.

At the present day we allow any individual to use cheques

in his exchange transactions, and we throw the onus of ascer-

taining if he actually possess an account, or if the bank m-
dicated on the cheque exist at all, upon the person who accepts

the cheque. We recognize that if a depositor were compelled

to have each of his cheques comitersigned by the bank manager
in order to guarantee the receiver against loss, the system

would lose much of its usefulness. In other words, we suffer

the risk of fraud upon unwise people because we find that

normally alert people are able to use the cheque system with-

out much danger to themselves. The eighteenth centmy
government, however, thought it its duty to " protect the

simple ", even at the expense of the great majority of normal
persons who were circulating the post-dated notes of the

rehable banks in perfect confidence. The prohibition of the

option clause in the notes (in 1765) laid banks open to the

danger of sudden demands for gold from any cpiarter of the

globe, and we have seen how heavily people were made to

pay for havhig shielded the fool from the results of his folly.

A few extracts from contemporary Scotch journals will

show that public opinion, m Scotland at all events, was
sometimes in favour of the option clause. We have seen that

the clause was mtroduced m 1727 by the Bank of Scotland.

William Graham says that the right the note bore on its face

seems seldom to have been abused until about 175G. The British

Linen Bank adopted the option clause in 1761, announcing
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that " the very great scarcity of silver, and the umvarrant-
" able methods taken to carry it off. having imluci^d tlie

" directors oi' the Royal Banlc to issue notes with thr. Yikr

" o])tion clause contained in those ol" the Bank of Scotland
'' and all the private banking companies, this measure of the
" banks has occasioned an unusual d(;mand for s])ccie for the
" comjwny's notes, and made it not ojdy advisable but neccs-
" sary to take the same precautions the banks and other
" companies have done." This passage might be taken to

contain an assertion on the part of the British Linen Bank-

that the issue of option clause notes caused a lack of confi-

dence ui the banks ; but that this was not the case is show ji

by the following extract from the " Edhiburgh Courant " of

February, 1765 :
" Notwithstanding this [option] clause.

" s})ecie contmuing to be scarce, and the security of the
" different persons imdoubted, the notes continued to cir-

"' culate with the same facility asformerly " (italics niuie).

And the " Caledonian Mercury " on Whit-Sunday, 1763,

remarked that blame for the scarcity of specie had been laid

upon the option clause, but that at present it was needed to

limit the trade of sending specie to Eiigland ; nine-tenths of

the specie obtained from Scotch banks going there.

The " Scots Magazine " in the following year complained

strongly of those persons who were making profit by with-

drawing gold from Edinburgh banks and sending it to London.
It concluded that " the only remedy at present seems to be
" for banks to mark their notes to be paid in six months.
" They will circulate as well, if not better than before, and
'' so these rascals will be baulked."

It is eminently desirable that further details of the issue

and circulation of the ojjtion clause notes should be obtained.

Most of the facts above recorded are obtained from " A cen-

tury of banking in Dundee ", by C. W. Boase (Edinburgh,

1867, B. Grant & Son), William Graham's work on the One
Pound Note, previously cited, from Kerr's, and from Bobeit

Somers' w^orks on Scotch banking. Most economists condenni

the innovation on the orthodox '' protective " grounds, and
devote but little space to detailing the system. The one fact

which is firmly estabhshed, however, is that option clause

notes were issued by the foremost banks in Scotland, and in

these cases, were freely circulated, at par. English economists

have made much capital out of the fact recorded by Adam
Smith that on a certain occasion the post-dated notes of a
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Dumfries bank were at a considerable discount m Carlisle as

compared with English notes which were redeemable on de-

mand. But if I have been able to make my meaning at. all

clear in this book, it will be recognized that the option clause

was introduced only m order to stave off outside demands for

gold. The ordinary customers of banks needed only exchange

medium, not necessarily gold, and they were quite content to

accept the post-dated notes of a reliable bank. Those who
desired to obtain gold for export, however, would undoubtedly

differentiate between option clause notes and those which

were redeemable in gold on demand, and this would un-

doubtedly be twisted by English banks into an evidence of
'' depreciation " of Scotch paper, precisely as Avas the premium
on gold during the period of the English Bank Restriction

Act by those who were opposed to the Act.

A further restriction which obtained in Scotland \\as the

prohibition of notes under £1 in value by the same Act (1765)

which proscribed the option clause. The effects of the pro-

hibition of small notes have already been described in con-

nection with similar legislation in England, and need not be

mentioned here.

With these exceptions, however, bankmg was loft free m
Scotland. Mark the result. The people, being to this extent

free to accept or reject bank notes, favoured only banks of

midoubted stability, and for many years after tlie establish-

ment of the Bank of Scotland only three banks were able to

circulate notes at all. It has been affirmed by modern econ-

omists that the ordinary people of to-day are too ignorant

to be able to use a system of free banking. Let us remember
that in 1700 Scotland was one of the most backward coimtries

in western Europe. Outside the few towns, the people lived

under the primitive clan system, with continual strife and
general insecurity of ])roperty. In his recently reprinted

work on " The One Pound Note "', Graham states that ui

1099 the different parts of Scotland were separated from each

other by tracts of uninhabited waste, across which it was

dangerous to travel, because of robbers and the inclemency

of the seasons. Roads were present merely as trades worn
deeply into the soil by centuries of traffic. Along these

tracks strings of pack horses crept twice or thrice a year,

forming the only means of conveyance open to the ])ublic.

It was among such a pi'iiiiitive p(',o})lc that the delicatt; machm-
ery of banking was established

;
yet the comparative absence
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of coercion on either side of the operation enabled the necessary

fp'OAV'th of mutual confidence. It is noteworthy that whereas

in tlngland, owmg to rc])eated failures of unstable banks,

there was a continually lurking distiiist of bank notes, in

Scotland the local private bank notes came to be preferred

to Bank of England notes and even to gold, for the simple

j'oason that gold was scarce and ordinary people were unable

to detect counterfeits. The local banker, however, kept a

sharp watch for forgeries of his notes, and, as Professor

Shields Nicholson remarks, actual forgeries were far rarer

than comiterfeit sovereigns.

Graham states* that in the Scotch fishing towns, strangers

havmg local bank notes could purchase herrmgs at Is. to

58. per barrel cheaper than those having gold.

In the hundred years previous to 1845, w^hen at every

crisis the miserable English banks failed by scores, \'cry few

of the Scotch banks stopped payment, and most of those

which did stop redeemed their notes subsequently in full and
agam commenced business.

All writers on Scotch bankuig, even opponents of its in-

troduction mto England, agree m praising its effects on the

prosperity of the comitry. Withui 150 3ears, mider the

double influence of her bankmg and educational systems,

Scotland sjirang from her barbarous state to the position of

being the most prosperous country hi Euro])c. Adam Smith,

quoting from a report, states that the trade of Glasgow doubled

within fifteen years of the establishment of banking there.

The " Wealth of Nations " contarns many eulogistic refer-

oices to the part played by the Scotch ba.nking system in

developing the resources of the country. We may readily

percei\'e how greatly that country must gaui whose capable

men, no matter what their station, are ])rovided with cheaji

capital. Bankers perform the fmiction of ])ublic conservators

of the commercial virtues by demonstrating and advancmg
the pecmiiary value of a good moral charactei'. Gilbart

shrew^dly remarks that " there is many a man who would be
" deterred from dishonesty by the frown of a banker, though
" he might care but little for the admonition of a bishop."'

The Scotch bankers knew the life history and character of all

members of the local families, and made but few mistakes in

allotting credit. When the son of the local tradesman was

* p. 131 of work previously quoted.
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t,o be set U}) iu business, he obtained credit from the local

bank. Yoiuig farmers obtained credit to purchase land ;

they obtained more credit in the spring when purchasing

seeds and tools ; and again in autumn when heavy wages had
to be paid ; they redeemed the credit when their crops had been

sold. Yoimg men wlio came from other districts could obtain

credit by induchig two guarantors to recommend them to the

bankers. Scotch farmers came to be renowned for their

skill and thrift ; Scotch merchants went all over the world
;

and there was scarcely a man of position and wealth in Scot-

land who did not owe his success to the advances made to him
by a banker at some period of his career.

The Scotch banks were enabled to make these " dead
"

loans by reason of the long ])criod of circulation enjoyed by
their credit token—the bank note. The notes returned by
tiie ]Hiblic were usually returned only in pa3^ment of debt due
to the bank, scarcely ever for redemption in gold. Indeed

the shopkeepers helped their local bank by circulating its

]iotes as long as possible. Competition induced the bankers

to go to much greater trouble to meet the wishes of their

clients than was the case in ]l]ugland. In the records of the

Coutts family* we find :

—
" Although John Coutts and Co.

'' (established about 1730) was the earliest private banking
" house in Scotland, many other })rivatc firms doing banking
" business soon arose in Ediiiburgh."' (Here follows a list

of nineteen Edinburgh banking firms). The writer proceeds :

—

" Lord Provostships, baronetcies, and seats in Parliament
" were showered upon our early Edinburgli bankers, who were
" generally not only men of wealth, landed })roperty, and
" influence, but also of great piibKc spirit, and usually of
" large private charity." From the " Circular to Bankers

"

of October 11th, 1833, it appears that in London, on that

date there was not more than one bank to every 30,000 people.

\n Edinburgh, in the same year, there was a bank for every

'J,000 people ; and withui 3 miles from the centre of Edinburgh,

that is to say, at Leith, there were other banks carrying on

extensive business. Whence it aj)pears that conujiei'ce

thrived where conditions were sufficiently peaceful, and the

comparative absence of legal restriction caused no lack of

competition among stable bankers. The Scotch banker

welcomed the smallest deposit of cash, and paid uiterest on

* " CoutU & Co., Bankers ", Kalph Richaixison, F.R.S.E., (London, Elliot

Sl.jck, 1900). p. 53.
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the smallest sums—daily interest—according to the amount
left with him.

Pohtical economists have marvelled at the great deposits

in the Scotch banks and at the manner in which the wealth

of the country was thus economized and utilized. The ex-

planation of these circumstances lies in the payment of in-

terest to depositors by the Scotch banks, the system of daily

interest calculation inducing the deposit of the smallest sums
for even the shortest period. The banker was enabled to give

interest since he paid notes instead of gold to any depositor

who miglit call, and was thus able to operate with a smaller

reserve of gold than would otherwise have been necessary ;

in other words he was able to issue a larger volume of credit

on a given gold basis than can the modern banker. The
system of " cash credit " was also advantageous to the bor-

rower, because, whilst a certain sum was placed at his dis-

posal, interest was charged only on that portion of the loan

which he was actually using ; there was thus incentive for

him to make prompt repayments. During the enquiry of

1826 it was stated that two thirds of the busmess of Scotch

banks consisted of cash credit operations. Competition

among bankers was responsible for their endeavours to adapt

themselves in this manner to their clients' requirements.

Branches of the large banks were established wherever there

was the least opportunity for trade. At the Scotcli fairs the

bankers went so far as to set up booths in the market-place

where clients could settle their transactions on the spot with-

out the transfer of any cash \n hatever.

Scotland had yet, however, to feel the results of restrictive

bankmg legislation. The hundred years from the Stuart

rising in 1745 to the financial crisis of 1840 might be called

the dark days of banking. Scotland, equally with England,

sustained runs on her banks in the various political crises of

the period, although the runs were less severe than in England

on account of the greater confidence of their customers en-

joyed by the Scotch banks. Yet, when the abnormally timid

people came for redemption of their notes, and when the hunger

for gold from the wretched English system tempted financieis

to convert Scotch notes into gold for export, the Scotch bankers

had ample time to regret the legal prohibition of the option

clause in their notes. Scotland, equally with England, ex-

perienced the industrial revolution, and the Scotch banker
was continually turn betwtH'U the tfuiplingolltsis of those who
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begged for credit to enable tbem to set up the new macbines,

and his fear of an unforeseen drain of gold from his defenceless

reserves. The majority of the petty shop-keeping English

bankers had little reputation to lose, and consequently, small

scruple in their loans ; when the times of gold scarcity came

they were content to stop payment and go into bankruptcy.

The Scotch banker, however, with a larger circulation of

notes, knew that his reputation was worth more to him than

much interest to be gainod on individual loans. The result

was that he was always more cautious in his issues,* and, at

the sign of approaching stringency, compelled the return of

quantities of his loans, no matter what the cost to his clients.

The " brutality of the Scotch banker " became proverbial in

English banking circles.! Hence the stability of Scotch

banks was preserved at the cost of their clients, and it is not

surprising to find that glut of labour products, and scarcity

i)f factories where machinery might employ the labour which

it had displaced, were almost as serious a blot on the Scotch

industrial system as on the English. The Scotch banker

attained his aim however : his reputation for caution obtained

for him an almost implicit confidence on the part of his cus-

tomers. In 1797, for instance, when Pitt legally absolved the

Bank of England from the necessity of redeeming its notes

in gold, the Scotch people voluntarily undertook, for patriotic

and economic reasons, to make no demand lor gold upon their

banks, and actually maintained this suspension of demand

for cash payments for twenty years. Of course the wave of

patriotism evoked by Napoleon's attack was chiefly respon-

sible for this arrangement between banks and their customers,

and similar arrangements were arrived at between English

bankers and their customers ; but the lack of confidence in

English banks rendered demands for gold far more frequent

in i^ngland than in Scotland.

A most useful check upon the operations of Scotch bankers

has been the system of frequent exchange of notes between

the various banks. This is a sharp check upon over-issue
;

since individual banks are thus exposed to expert criticism.

The public has usually been able to rely upon any bank whose

notes are freely accepted in the Edinburgh Clearing House.

* See W. (irahain (book pivvioasly quoted) for a rHjxjrt of tlie manner in which

the Scotch hanks wt-rc conipclJeil to hr'iiit their issues, cvi-n well into the nineteenth

century, on account of the general insecuritj' of the time* and the danger of drains

of sold.

t Se» Thos. Attwood " The Scotch Banker ", proTiouslr cited.
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I have previously recounted the attempt of the British

government in 1826 to bring Scotland into line with England

by the abolition of the Scotch £1 note, and the energetic

opposition of the Scotch ])eople to the proposed legislation.

On further consideration, the government decided that no

legislation was necessary for Scotland other than to prohibit

the issue and negotiation of Scotch notes in England. This

was done by the Act of 1828. On the decision being made
known the Scotch bankers at once proceeded to confine their

issues within the limits of Scotland, and accordingly notified

their local correspondents of the necessity of closing all

accounts south of the Border within a few weeks. Now the

stability and reputation of Scotch banks had given their notes

a considerable vogue in the northern English counties

:

during the enquiry of 1826 it was said that seven eighths of

the rents of English estates on the Scotch border were paid

in Scotch £1 notes. It is not therefore surprising that a

petition was addressed to the Lords of the Treasury for tlie

continued circulation of Scotch notes in England, signed by the
" principal gentry, land occupiers, merchants, manufac-
" turers and tradesmen of Cumberland, Northumberland
" and AVestmoreland ", supported by the two members of

Parliament for the district. Sir Philip Musgrave, and Sir

James Graham of Netherby. The memorial is interesting as

demonstrating that where people had the opportunity to

experience in practice the different results of Scotch and Eng-

lish banking legislation, they arrived at decisions to which

apparently no quantity of theoretical pamphlets could bring

the rest of the English people. The memorial proceeds* :

—

'' An Act of Parhament limited the number of partners in

" our English banks to six at the utmost, while the absence
" of any such limits in Scotland gave a degree of strength to
" the issuers of notes, and of confidence to the receivers of
" them, which several banks established in our counties have
" not been able to command. The natural consequence has
" been that Scotch notes have formed the greater part of our
" circulating medium, a circumstance in which we have reason
" to rejoice, since, in the course of the last 50 years, with the
" solitary exception of the Falkirk bank, we have never sub-

"^tained the slightest loss from one acceptance of Scotch
" paper ; while, in the same period, the failures of banks
" in the north of England have been unfortunately nimieroua,

* W. Uraliani, work previously quoted.
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" and have occasioned the most ruinous losses to many who
" were Uttle able to sustain tliem."

Considering the difference of degree in State interference

with banking in England as compared with Scotland, we may
judge how much reliance may be placed upon orthodox bank-

ing theories when we read the statement of so eminent an
authority upon matters financial as Professor Bonamy Price

to the effect that* :

—
" In England private banks had proved

" themselves to be bad and unsafe issuers of public currency.
" The Act of 1844 wisely and justly substituted for them
" isanes controlled by the State. In Scotland the private
" issnes have displayed on trial imchallengeable quality ; few
" persons, not doctrinaires, would dream of suppressing them
" in favour of Government notes, except imder some call of

" necessity."

It is surprising that it should still be necessary to-day to

demonstrate with argument the fact that, given freedom, tlie

majority of people will deal only with rehable and cautious

bankers. It is open to any trader to-day to supply shoddy

goods ; but we do not find the majority of normal folk joos-

sessed of an incurable preference for such goods, although

poverty frequently compels them to demand cheaper goods,

and this cheapness can often be supplied only by the use of

less costly adulterants. In the present imperfect state of

social sympathy, the knowledge that fraud is possible is the

great incentive to watchfulness on the part of purchasers,

and the knowledge that his customers are free to go elsewhere

the great inducement to the trader to earn and cherish a

reputation for honest dealing. Had the government but

devoted a tithe of the time and money spent on prohibition

to dissemination of information regarding the best test of a

])anker's soundness,t or even (and I state it deliberately)

had the government simply left people alone and permitted

them to gain experience of banking in their own manner,

confining its attention to the perfection of the administration

of justice, Ave might have been spared the greater part of the

misery which our industrial system has entailed.

The Scotch banking system was suppressed in 1845 because

it transpired that at times when gold was being drained both

* " Curroncy and Bunking ", (Lo/iiloii, ISTO, King <S: Co.) p. 48.

t The action of the London (iencral Omnibus Company in placarding London
Mith warnings of the dangers of swifL strt-ct tiafl'ic, and with .suggestions as to

the best method of c'ros.sing })ii.sy thoronglifares and ahghting from onmibiises
affords an example of what laiglit "be done wit ii reganl to banks. Pamphlets or

h-aflels HOuJd, however, \h: lielter than posters f(;r the latter purpose.
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from Scotch and Enjilish banks the Scotch hankers had not

I'estricted tlieir note issiu^ but had withdrawn gold from the

Bank of England to support their credit system. The de-

fendei-s of Scotch banking methods imitated the unfortunate

(>.xample of their English co-doctrinaires in omitting to protest

that it was jjrecisely State interference with, freedom of bank'-

ing which, by prohibiting the o])tion clause note, enabled

unforeseen drains of gold ; hence the opposition offered to the

1815 Act was ineffectual. In England the restrictionists

could point to the instability of the comitry banks as an

additional reason for tlieir suppression ; but no such ac-

cusation could be levelled against the Scotch banks. Strong

protest was indeed raised against the Act by the Scotch

jieople, but our ministers had gained in political wisdom since

the attempt to suppress the small notes. In 1815 they won
the consent of the Scotch bankers by the grant of a similar

monopoly to that extended to English banks of issue, namely,

that no fresh bank of issue should be permitted to be estab-

lished. The passage of the Act in Scotland was then almost

as easy as it had been in England.

The importance of not-e issue in promoting the establisli-

ment of new banks may be judged by the fact that according

to Sir John R. Paget in the " Encyclopasdia Britannica
"

(Eleventh Edition) article on banking, no important bank has

been estabhshed hi Scotland since 1845.

We should remember that, even m 1845, Scotland was

oppressed with bad land laws ; a cumbrous protective system

obtained
;
justice was exceedingly insecure ; that tlie peo])le

were still learning the p]-iiici]jles of banking by the ])rimitive

method of trying all possible systems ; that the banks fre-

quently attempted to ruin each other by a sudden presenta-

tion of notes, a practice which mature reflection has caused

to be relinquished ; and that with eveiy one of the crises and

the demand for gold thereby set up by the restricted Eng-

lish system, the Scotch banks were obliged to protect their

gold store by a ruthless calling in of loans, levelling at one

blow scores of competing employers. If, besides these dis-

advantages, we bear ui mind that even ui 1845, the ideal of

the cheap and automatic conversion of future profit uito

present purchasing power was far off realization, we may gain

some idea of the benefit which might result from the establish-

ment of a rational bankmg system in such a commimity as

our own at the present day.

X
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So late as 1875, after the Scotch ])auks of issue had estab-

lished branches in London, English deposit bankers protested

vigorously against the unfairness of the competition from the
' privileged '"' Scotch banks, even when the privilege of the

latter consisted only of such limited small note issue in Scot-

laud as Avas permitted them by the Act of 1815 (the law of

1826 prohibited the issue and negotiation of Scotch notes ni

England by the Scotch banks). The protest of the English

banks was justified, however, if we remember firstly, that oven

under the primitive system w^hich existed in Scotland in 1815,

when the substitution of gold by j)aper was yet in its infancy,

the i^rofits fi-om note circulation amounted to one third of

the total profits of the bank, and secondly, that no English

provincial bank of issue was permitted by the ISl-l Act to

open a branch in or within 65 miles of London without sur-

rendermg the whole of its issue. Moreover, as we have seen

elsewhere, the privilege of small note issue is a potent factor

ui enabling a new branch of a bank to be founded. People

will accept a single^, small note of a new bank where they will

not trust it with their savings. The note can be passed on

in a few days ; the deposit of savings necessitates extensive

trust. Hence we j^erceive that the power of £1 note issue

gave the Scotch banks certaui material advantages over their

Eughsh competitors, and doubtless enabled them to transact

ordinary business at a cheaper rate than the latter. Pal-

grave states* that the history of bankmg ui Ireland pursued

very closely the same process of development as in England.

Note circulation preceded and fed deposits. The credit which

the banks obtained by the ready acceptance of their notes,

brought customers to their comiters, and thus the existmg

system, fortmiate m excellent managers, was built up gradu-

ally and surely. The tables of deposits m Irish banks ex-

hibit a jDrogress unequalled, so far as he Imows, in any country

during a hke period.

So strong a hold has the small note taken upon the Scotch

people, that even to-day, when every note in excess of a certaui

fixed amomit has. by legal enactment to be backed by an

equivalent sum of gold held at the bank of issue, the people

still prefer notes to gold ; and the Scotch banks are obliged

to make periodical demands for gold upon the Bank of Eng-

land in order to enable them to issue the notes required for

certain quarterly payments. The withdrawal of this gold

* " Nolc.'j on Banking' '' (Loudon, IbTIi).
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invariably hardens the London money market and restricts

commerce. But the law is inexorable. The gold is solennily

conveyed to Scotland and de})osited in the vaults of the

issuhig banks. The cases in which it arrives are never even

opened. The notes are issued and, after a certain time,

return to the banks, when they are retired and the gold just

as solenmly sent back to England. This jn'ocedure only

needs to be exjiosed to discussion b}^ commercial men, for

its childishness to be revealed. It may emphatically be

stated that the Scotch banks are less likely to abuse' freedom

of note issue than is the Bank of England, since they possess

a tradition and experience of note issue \\ hich the Bank of

England has never knowTi
; yet we submit the Scotch banks

to this expense, and our own commerce to this restriction,

because no economist has yet come forward to expose the

system ui sufficiently scathing terms.

The history of Scotland conclusively answers the question

as to whether a freer system of banking is practicable. In

subsequent chapters we will consider what measure of freedom

is advisable.

Various countries have been pointed to as oiferhig ex-

amples of the unwisdom of freedom of banking, notably

Switzerland and the United States of America. Upon ex-

amiuatiou, however, it will invariably be found either that

the so-called " free " system was seriously liampcred by

governmental restrictions, or that freedom was abolished

at the first catastrophe, without permitting the people to

profit by experience. The banking history of America is

especially instructive. The early colonists were speedily

embarrassed by the lack of gold exchange medium, and
numerous experiments in paper money were attempted. An
energetic enterprismg nation like the American would natur-

ally make more mistakes than a nation of older tradition,

and we find that in those American States wherein the

Ijankhig system was not ruined by exorbitant demands upon
it by impecunious legislatures, it fell victim to the protective

spirit. At the first crisis due to unwise specidation on the part

of banks, governmental restriction was usually imposed. For
the detailed history of banking in foreign comitries the student

is referred to that excellent work : ''A History of Banking
in all Nations ", (by several writers, 4 vols.. New York, 18DG),

upon which, together with the reviews of various national

banks issued by the United States Monetary Connnission

(Washington, 1910), the above contention is mahily based.
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CHAPTER IX.

THE ACT OF 1811 A.\D ITS ETFECTvS

The poijit of tlic 1844 Act A\liicli cliiofly concerns iis is

<.lia,t it ])ro]iibit(5d all extension of the note is>suc.s of the coun-

try banks, liiiiitinjj: them to their respective annual averages

])revious to 1844, the establishment of further banks of issue

bemg absolutely prohibited. The J3ank of England itself

was comjielled to limit its imcovered note issue to £14.000,000,

210 excess of notes o^er this amomit to be issued unless balanced

by a corresponding decrease of coiuitry issues or an increase

in the amoimt of gold held in the reserve. Furthermore,

various rules were set up which provided for the gradual ex-

tuiction of the note issues of country banks, the chief of which

rules were that any bank of issue wishing to establish a branch

in Loudon must forfeit its right of issue throughout its

branches, and that a bank of issue could (with but a few excep-

tions) only iunalgamate with anotluir bauk, or increase the

number of its partners, by giving u]) its right of issue. Lasi^ly.

the JJank of England thought it its duty to assist the process of

elimuiation of banks of issue by refusmg them all discounts

and accommodation. If we now l)ear in mind that the pro-

)uinent feature of all commerce since 1814 has been the crush-

ing out of small firms by large joint-stock companies, chiefly

due (as will be demonstrated later) to legal restrictions on the

development of credit, the reason for the gradual disappear-

ance of banks of issue is evident. The London banks of issue

had previously discontinued note issue owing to imfair corn-

))ctition from the Bank of England, which Bank, deriving a

considerable revenue from the sum paid it. for managing the

])ublic debt, could traiisact its note issuing busmess at lower

charges than an orduiary bank.* The object of the promoters

of the 1814 Act was to secure the cojiverlibility of the Bank
of England note by giving the Bank of England a secure hand
over the paper issues of the country. In resjject of the note

issue at least, they have so far succeeded that at the j^resent

davit forms a most insignificant portion of the total credit token

* rtfi- " Tlic ycotfh iJaiiker ", Tlio^i. AllHuud, (Luiiclnii, l^ii-)
l).
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circulation of the country. Tlio 1815 Scotch Act placed no

restrictions on aTnalgainations of bonks. The result has been

that whereas the ten larjie banks in Scotland still possessed

the power of note issue in 1906, Tiearly all the pi'ovincial

banks in i'Jicland had bv then lost the right of issue. '^ Durinp;

the nu)nth ended 12th (October, 181}, there was issued in Eng-

land by* :

—

207 Private banks ... £4,G74,I62 in notes

72 Joint-stock banks ... £3,331,516 „ „

By May, 1*.)07, these figures were reduced to :

—

1 2 Private banks ... £]22.53() in notes

17 Joint-stock banks ... £437,693 ,, ,,

The two main results of the 1844 Act have been (1) to tie

down the credit system of the coimtry more closely to its gold

basis, siiice, in the more domestic (exchange, tlie only effective

snbsiiitutes for gold—the circulating promises to pay gold

to bearer—have been prohibited
; (2) to render the entire

superstructure of credit more unstable, since the Bank of

Enirland has been prohibited from circulating any notes save

those redeemable in gold on demand, and the frequent ex]iort

of gold encouraged by this institution of a "'free" gold

market must usually be balanced by the destruction of a

portion of the credit based thereon. Palgrave states in the

course of his " Notes on Banking " : "I well remember
"that about that period (1844) I was staying with
" those friends with whom I was afterwards associattnl in

" business, and I well remember one of them (the late

" Mr. John Brightwell) who was most competent to give

" an opinion, sayin^; to me that he considered the residt

" of those alterations (the 1844 Act) would, as their influ-

" ence extended more and more, tend more and more to
" increase and augment the numbers of changes in the Bank
" Rate of discount, his words, as well as I can remember them
" were, ' Watch it and you will see '. 1 think the results bear
" out the anticipations of his long tried sagacity."' l*al-

grave's friend was not mistaken. The result of the Bank
Charter Act has been to render the credit system of this comi-

try unnecessarily flependent upon the fluctuations of the home
au'i foreign demand for gokl. From this one circumstance

grave consequences arise.

Sir Robert Gift'en has likened our credit system to the long

* Figures from Sir John R. Paget 's article on banking in thi» " Rtioyclopsdia
Britannica ", (Eleventh Ed.)
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arm of a lever. The least touch upon the cash basis will

suffice to displace a heavy weight of credit at the opposite

end. The simile is very apt. T'he tendency of the develop-

ment of exchange expedients has for centuries lain in the

direction of the enlargement of the sujierstructure of paper

credit upon its gold basis. The greater the volume of credit

the more precarious became its position upon its narrow and
legally-weakened basis.

The quantity of gold in Great Britain to-day* is usually

estimated at about ,£113,()(K).0f)0, of which £30,000,000 is the

ordinary amount of the Bank of England reserve. It must
not, however, be assumed that thirty millions sterling is the

available gold reserve of the Bank. At least 17 millions of

this amount is held in the Issue Department of the Bank,

and can be withdrawn only when a corresponding quantity

of notes is withdrawn from circulation. This is the famous
" automatic check upon over-issue of notes " provided by
the 1844 Act. Hence, the actual amount of gold which is

available as a support to the existing superstructure of credit

is from 13 to 15 millions sterling. On the stability of these

15 millions of gold depends the safety of the vast super-

structure of paper credit which is the motor power of our

commerce. A portion of these 15 millions is owed to the

various bank's. One half, roughly, of the remaining 80

millions circulates in the pockets of the members of the com-

nnmity ; the other half is held in small rpiantities as till money
by the various banlcs. Some seven or eight years ago, Mr.

Tritton, president of the Institute of Bankers, estimated the

daily turnover of commercial transactions in London alone

as varying between 30 and 130 millions. These are large

figures, but the average of the London clearings alone is

30 millions a day, and the business done outside the Clearing-

house by the banks, brokeis. a'iid the Bank of Englantl may
certainly be taken as averaging 30 millions more. It is

calculated that 98 percent, of the daily exchange transactions

of the country are carried out on paper.

Lor<l Avebury likened the credit system to an inverted

cone resting upon an apex of gold. We may, with JMr. F. W.
Bain, extend the simile and call the cone a whipi)ing-top,

the pf)iut alon<^ on which it spins being of gold, the over-

hanging Ijody consisting of ])aper credit. While spinning,

the top is maintained in unstable equilibrium, but a slight

Written in rjl3.
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change at tlio point will check it and cause the top to wobble.

Confidence between the banks and their customers is the

whipping which keeps the top spinnhig. Unexpected re-

duction of gold reserves is the check at tlie point which en-

dangers the stability of the top. But the early bankei's had
recognized the danger. The evolution of the small note to

protect the gold against home demands, and of the post-dated

note as a protection against foreign demands, represented the

efforts of bankers to steady the gold basis in order that the

credit superstructure might be rendered adequate to the needs

of commerce. The 1844 Act represented the culmination

of the State's clumsy efforts to remedy the evil which had been

set up by its own vicious mterference with the natural evolu-

tion of credit.

As might be expected the Act did not prevent crises
;

indeed, as we shall see, it increased their frequency. This,

however, did not disconcert its promoters. Their one aim
was to provide a means for retaining gold in the country.

They noticed that notes were capable of displacing gold

—

hence the issue of notes must be checked.

It might be supposed that the Act, absolutely limiting

as it did the means of increasing the volume of bank notes,

would have completely crippled the exchange system. By
a dangerous device, however, the bankers have partly evaded

the Act. Side by side with the issue of bank notes had grown
up the cheque system. In reality the cheque bears no simi-

larity to the bank note. It is merely an order from a person

who has wealth deposited with a bank, authorizing the banker

to pay a certain amount to another person ; and we have seen

that its introduction dates from more primitive times than

the bank note. When the bankers were prohibited from
advancing credit in notes they fell back upon the plan of per-

mitting the ajjplicant for an advance to draw cheques upon
them, trusting to the chance that the daily amount of cheques

drawn upon them would be balanced by approximately equal

payments into the bank. In this way only has the vast ex-

tension of commerce during the last century been rendered

possible.

It has been asserted by modern apologists for the Bank
Charter Act that the cheque system obviates the need for

bank notes. There is only a limited amount of truth in this

statement. It is true that when a person has a banking

account it is easier for him to write a cheque for the exact
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amoimt of a bill wliich he has to meet, than to send notes

and postage stamps. There is, however, a fundamental

difference between the cheque and the note—a difference which

reduces the value of the former as a credit token when com-
pared with the latter. A bank note circulates from hand to

hand among people who may be entirely ignorant of each

other's honesty ; it circulates because it bears the banker's

generally recognized guarantee of payment. A cheque, on

the contrary, carries no assurance of ]iayment : we acco])t

cheques only from those persons of whose integrity we are

certain.

In this erroneous view respecting the sufficiency of a

cheque circulation we perceive the ordinary result of State

interference, as demonstrated in so many instances by Spencer.

The point which I desire to emphasize, in opposition to most

of the economists who have written upon this subject, is that

the enormous development of checpie circulation to-day as

compared with tlie volume of notes is largely a result of

governmental prohibition of the latter instrument. In pre-

vious chapters I have remarked that the cheque is actually

a more primitive credit instrument than the note, for the

reason that it demands less organized nmtual confidence.

The cheque is virtually a private credit instrument, in that

it is usually merely an arrangement between two persons :

the payer, and one payee. The cheque rarely circulates

beyond the actual payee because his reputation is not so

widely known as that of the banker whose ])rofession it

largely is to spread a knowledge of his own il^tegrity. A
banker does not engage in production : his business is to

safeguard and publish his reputation in order that his credit

may be relied upon by the community. The cheque was

used by goldsmiths and their customers from very early

days merely as a means of transferring gold from one person

to another. The payee accepts the cheque because he knows

the payer and has confidence in his signature. On the other

hand, the note could come into use only when then^ arose

organized confidence between a large circle of j)rodncers and

the banker. The note became of use to commerce only when

it was circulated through many hands without its redemption

in gold being demanded. The less frequently that gold

was demanded in exchange transactions, the more auto-

matically the banker was able to transfer goods from those

persons who had produced for exchange to those who wen-
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capable of iisins; tho same woallli jirochiotivoly. So mncli

more important was the note circulation of a banker than

his cheque transactions, that by the beginning of the eighteenth

century, in jiractically every civilized country, banking was

held to consist clued y of the fuiiction of issuing notes. A)iy

legislation in regard to banking was aimed at the regulation

of note issues only, and history shows that the circulation

of notes grew steadily until the State proscription of the

instrument. Yet, in every comnnmity the tendency to ap-

prove of that which has been decided upon by majority vote,

and the profit which results from such acquiescence, are so

great that in these latter days, when the controversy which

attended the passing of the Bank Charter Act has receded

into the dim past, we find the mass of economists prepared

to state that what the government has done is wise. The
cheque has superseded the note ? Good ! the note has lost

its usefulness ; the cheque is inherently superior as a credit

instrument

!

The usefulness of the cheque cannot be denied ; l)ut tlie

cheque is inferior to the note in one important quality. Since?

the gi-eat majority of cheques are returned upon the bank by
the actual payee, effecting only one payment, they can be met
by the banker only if he have sufficient wealthy customers

who are continually ])aying money into the bank. On the

other hand, the note, especially the small note, circulates for

extended periods in payment of wages and in performance of

small domestic transactions without its redemption in gold

being demanded. Hence we may say that the note is (essen-

tially the credit instrument for long-date loans and the pro-

motion of fresh production, while the cheque is a convenient

instrument for the liquidation of debts between holders of

banking accounts. When fresh industry is being ]n6uioted.

it means that the community must provid*; the jiromotor

with capital during the space of nine, twelve, or more months
initil he is able to obtain his expected return. In any com-

munity of high productive power, considerable quantities

of goods are continually being produced in excess of the

present needs of the producers. The essential function of a

banker's note circulation is that it enables this wealth to be

lent for extended periods to those who are capable of using

it in fresh production, at the same time enabling the lenders

thereof to purchase immediately the goods they require foi'

present consunqjtion. Tlie stress of supporting industry
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which must in the nature of thiners consist, for a period at

least, of unproductive consumption, is thus spread over the

whole conmiimity. and is noticed but very little by the in-

dividual producers of that community. If now the banker,

being ])revented from issuing notes or circulating tokens,

attemi^t to establish any quantity of fresh industry upon his

cheque credit alone, his credit instruments will be returned

u]3on him immediately as usual, and since the returns of his

customers will not be obtained before many months, he will

be obliged to drain his gold store in meeting these cheques,

and, in a verv short time, will be ])revented from making any

further issues whatever, although the production of general

commodities in the community at large is j^roceeding apace,

and the demand for credit increasing rather than diminishing.

The restriction of credit in such cases proceeds from no diminu-

tion of confidence between the bank and its customers, and

there is no lack of capital wherewith to support the fresh

production ; the restriction is due simply to the fact that we

are not a gold producing country, that gold cannot be pro-

duced abroad in sufficient quantities to effect the exchange

of the ever-increasing mass of commodities, and that the;

banks have been prevented from issuing such substitutes for

gold as the community is perfectly ready to accept and use

in exchange. If the quantity of fresh industry established

at any one period be too great, prices will of course tend to

rise until the commodities resulting from that industry are

placed upon the market. This danger, and the safeguards

necessary to prevent it, will be examined later ; but it is obvious

that the danger of excessive consumption of goods in the

establishment of fresh industry is sufficiently remote in our

])resent state, when glut of goods in the hands of producers,

and involuntary idleness on the i")art of capable producers

are such patent evils.

The distinction dra\\ni above between the functions of a

note and a cheque is a broad generalization. Let us proceed

to examine the matter in closer detail. We have seen that

the cher|ue is useless as an exchange medium among the

iiiajoi-ity of ordinary people because it carries with it no

guarantee of payment. Hence the mass of domestic pur-

chases must, in tlie absence of an adequate supply of notes,

be transacted on a coin basis. The demand for gold is thus

greatly increased by the proscription of small notes. Mr.

F. Straker. Fellow of, and Lecturer to the Institute of Bankers,
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states* ;

—
" At tlip end of eacli week bankers lose a Large

" amount of cash, which is drawn foi- wa<j;e-])aying purposes,
" and it is not for several days that this cash gradually dribbltis

" back through tradesmen paying in the money they havo
" received from the wage eaiiieis. A similar depletion of

" cash Lakes jilace at the end of each month for the payment
" of sal;i.rieH. Again, about the )ni(ldle of each month, subur-
" ban and provincial banks have their balances depleted
" ownng to retail customers paying tlie moiithly accounts of

" their wholesale houses (this latter demand is not for cash,
'' but is satislied from the Bank of l^higland balances, which,
' however, has of course the same ultimate effect as if actual
*' cash were drawn). At the end of each quarter there is also

" a disturbance of balances for rents then falling due ; and
" fuially, in the ruinmer and autumn months nmch actual
'" cash is temj)oi-arily taken from the banks for harvest and
" holiday requirements. Thus the banks lose a portion of

" their cash or bank balance on certain days and at certain
" seasons of the year. These are all kmmn demands, and the

" banker is prepared accordingly."

We have ah'eady seen that tlie quantity of gold circulating

as change ui the connnmiity is greater than the entire amount
of the Bank of England's gold reserves. If the whole of the

productive ability in our midst were being utilized to its ut-

most e.xtent, and were receiving a better reward for its efforts.

the quantity of small change needed would be increased

many-fokl. Furthermore, the banker is obliged continually

to stock a greater amount of gold to meet occasional demands
than would be necessary if iin elastic note system existed.

The ordinary manufacturer's payments to-day are of two

sorts: (1) payments for raw material, for wliich a cheque

suffices. {'!) payments for wages, wliicli must at present be

largely made in gold.f There are many industries in which

the amount j)aid in wages is considerably greater than that

expended upon raw material. If wages could be paid in

small notes, the paper might circulate for extended periods

in the noighl)ourhood of the bank without being returned

for redemption in coin. Every such note which circulated

Would enable the; banker to economize the use of gold, to in-

crease a7id cheapen his issues, anil thus facilitate commerce.

» " The Money Markft " (Lnndon, Melhuen, 1904), p. 88.
+ T)u» jifpscnt issue oi Tri'asiii y iiott-s being iimitfd ia volume, (iooe ncit materi-

ally afiecl this statement-. il.M, lOlti.
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FiiTthermoro. and more important, tho poorest classes of the

people would thus be brought into relations with the bank

and would be impelled to keep a watch over their bankers. In

proportion as confidence increased between the community
and its baidvs. the ordinary daily demands for gold upon the

latter would diminish. It would be to the interest of the

banker to uivent such methods of proving his stability as

would induce ordinary people to refrain from returning his

notes for ]'edem])tion in gold. It would also be to the interest

of the employer to induce his work'peo])le to refrain from de-

manding redemption of notes at the bank, since the diminution

of such calls would enable the banker to grant more extensive

and cheaj^er accommodation. The local tradesmen, who
would usually also be debtors of the bank, would have an

interest in stimulating confidence in its issues by freely ac-

cepting and circulating its notes. Hence the interests of

the whole community would work together towards the

substitution of cheap and elastic paper credit for dear and
inelastic gold medium.

The governments of every civilized nation, however, have

copied Englaird, and ha\'e set severe restrictions on the

quautity of notes which may be is.sued. Any considerable

increase of pros]')erity in a country demands an increase both

of credit and of wages. We have seen that the prohibition

of notes compels bankei's to hold more gold to meet tln^

ordinary daily demands of their customers than would other-

wise be necessary. Obviously, when they increase theii'

credit issues, the prohibition of notes com])els them to add

proportionately more gold to their reserves. Heme the

universal proscription of increase of note issue aggravates

the demand for gold all the world over, and exposes the re-

.serves of any one bank to the universal demand for wages

and baidcing r<iserves. At the hrst sign of increased pros-

perity at home the position of the banks is attacked both

from above and below. They are required to expand the

volume of theii- ]ia]ier credit, and at the same time to yield

gold from th<^ir reserves for payment of wages. An ii.[)pear-

ance of pros])erity sullicient to make an ay)preciable diflVrence

1o industrial conditions to-day tends to drain gold fi'om the

banks into the chamrels of exdiange.

Sir Robert ({IfTeu writes* :

—
" It is easy to see how juaterial

" an annual supply of gold from the mines may bec^ome in

» ' P^ssays in l-'irianco
'' .Socond ;:?fries (London, Geo. Uell & Sons, 1890) p. 52,
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" connection with tJie rate of discount. One your with another,
" othor thhi.g.s being 0(|Uiiil, th<', jjopululion of gold-using
" countries increases in numbers, and commodities are mul-
" tij)Hcd in even greater proportion. Giveji the same range
" of prices and tJie same rate of wages as before, and a con-
'' tinuance of the same general contlitioiis of business, this

" means that one year with another a bankers deposits and
'•

liabilities will increase, or rather the aggregate deposits
" and liabilities of a given banking system will increase, and
' consequently a larger and larger reserve will be required.
*' If no such reserve is J'orthcoinijig, then eijuilibrium can only
" be restored by a decline in nomuial values, which must be
" brought about, if necessary, by a raisuig of the rate of dis-

" count. For similar reasons a steady increase in imndjcrs
' and wealth, other things being ecjual, implies a larger and
" larger requirement for cash and small change. If no such
" cash is forthcoming, then it is quite impossible for the in-

" creased and richer population to effect their transactions.

" To effect them they must trench on the bank reserves,
' necessitating the same rise of discount rate and fall of

" Jiominal values which would in any case become inevitable

" from the decline in the ])roportion of the banking reserves
" to habilities. The two effects are protluced jjari 'pciasu and
" tlius contribute hi turn to the same result. To maintain
" equilibrium in the conq^lex system, therefore, a steady ad-
' dition to the stock of cash is required. There is nothing
" that is more essential." He elsewhere suggests tliat an

issue of small notes might be advisable ; but does not press

the pro])os;il. To-day, under the legal proscription of note

issue, prosperity tends to draui the gold from the banks for

payment of wages. In the United States where the West is

]norc exclusively productive and the East financial, this

tendency is clearly noticeable. In the case of England such u

tlraui of gold comjjcls the banks to attack the gold reserves

of the Bank of England, which they accomplish by dis-

counting securities at the Bank and demanding payment m
notes which they subsequently exchange for gold.

In such times there is, moreover, a further drain on the

gold reserves of the Bank of England. It is a fact which can

be verihed from history, that an extended period of trade,

prosperity invariably causes at least a temporary increase of

prices. Adam Smith demonstrates the fact in Book 1,

chapter XI, of the '"Wealth of Nations "
; Tooko conthnies
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the demonstration in the " History of Prices "
: Mill sup-

ports it in Book III, chapter XII, of the " Pohtical licou-

omy "
; Giffen corroborates it in the " Essays in Finance ",

(Second Series) ; and Gilbart long aj;o pointed out in his work
" A practical Treatise on Banking '\ (London, 18G5), Vol.

II, ]). 81 et seq., that whilst a low discount rate, by affording

cheaper money to commerce, tends to promote mdustry, it

also tends to raise prices. Whether the prosperity result from

cheaper money or not, however, the result is the same. Men
are tempted by trade actiAity to extend thcii- operations

;

credits are extended, cither by means of bank advances, or

book credits between individuals ; the first result is an in-

jection of purchasing power hito the market ; and prices tend

to rise. High prices are not in themselves an evil, since

higher prices increase trade activity, and increased trade

activity usually causes an increase of wages, the mcrcase of

wages ensuing the more automatically as tlie demand for

labour becomes keener. I will discuss later the probability

that a rise of jjrices from the present low level is a necessary

part of the cure of the present social evil. Under a rational

credit system, real wages, or consuming power, must eventu-

ally rise to such a degree as amply to counterbalance the

})relimiuary rise of prices. To-day, ho\AeAer, we have not

only Imiited the note issue

—

avc have further forbidden the

Bank to circulate any notes save those redeemable hi gold

on demand. Hence mc have legally proscribed the natural

defences of our banks' gold stores, and financiers take ad-

A'antage of high prices here to import chea])cr gootls from

abroad and pay for them Asith the gold which is so sorely

needed at home.

The process of the export of gold hi sucJi cases deserves

detailed examuiaiion. The elevation of gold i)i most civilized

countries into the virtual position of solo legal tender has

enormously increased the demand for it as a basis of credit.

In all countries there are latent industrial projects, only

waiting for credit (and therefore for gold) to bring thefn to

reahzation. There exists, consequejitly, a goieral and con-

tinuous hunger for gold—a hunger which is far keener than

that for any other commodity. Hence, whenever the dis-

comit rate or price of money here falls low enough, sooner or

later general prices rise ; but the price of gokl remains lixed

by law, antl our tuianciers withdraw gold from the Bank of

England for m\'cstment abroad, while the foreigner sinml-
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taneously exports cheap goods to us, takiug in exchange our

gold to that coiuitry whereui gold is dearest. Aucorduig lo

Goschen a difference iii the discount rate between England
and France exceedmg 2 per cent, is sufficient to cause an
export of gold. The fact that gold can be obtained cheaply

hero at such a time tends to discourage other exports from this

comitry, and hastens the process of stagnation m home in-

dustry. Moreover, the restriction of commodity exports

turns the trade balance yet more decidedly against us an<l

])recipitatos the outflow of gold. The rising prosperity would
therefore be checked by these circumstances, even in the

absence of other huidrances. But the legal strangling of

prosperity is made doubly sure. The Bank of England's gold

reserves are attacked both by the home demand for

wages and credit, and by the foreign demand for chca]j

gold and for payment of "dumped" goods. The Bank
notices that its gold store is running low as compared with

its outstanding advances and, being legally exposed to the

danger of additional foreign demands for gold, raises the Bank
Rate, that is, uicreases the charge for discounts in order to

discourage further applications for notes and gold, and also

to attract gold from abroad—this precisely at a time when
the credit system of the comitry is already strained and the

hunger for money is great. Banks all over the country ar(5

compelled to advance their own rates to that iixed by the

Bank of England m order to avoid a disproportionate increase

in their credit advances as compared with their gold reserves.

If the market rate does not follow the Bank of England rate

with sufficient alacrity, the Bank goes down into tJie money
market and itself borrows funds mitil a monetary stringency

is created severe enough to force the market rate u]) to the

required point. This rise in the Bank Rate means that the

cost of every exchange of commodities is increased by 2 or 1

per cent, (it has sometimes meant an increase of G or 8 per

cent.). When we remember that transactions to the value of

thousands of pomids are performed daily for the sake of a 2,

nay, less than 1 per cent, profit, the consternatioji set up

by such an uicrease hi the Bank Rate may be imaguicd,

since it affects all discount of bills as well as credit advances.

In his address to the Liverpool Bankers' Institute in

December 1907, Sir Edward Holden, the well-kno\Mi manager
of the London City and Midland Bank, repeating the state-

ment of every \^riter on banking or finance, said :

—
" The base
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" of credit consists of gold, and it is the ratio of the base to the

" total credits which restricts bankers from increasing unduly
" their loans. If busmess increases unduly, and if bankers
' contmue to increase their loans, of course concurrently in-

" creasing their credits, and not being able to increase the
'' gold base, then ev'idently they are gettmg into danger, and
" the only judicious course which they can pursue is to cur-

" tail their loans, curtaihng an undue hicrease of business,

" which Mill curtail the credits, and thus re-establish the

"ratio."

The doom of industrial prosperity is here distinctly pronounced.

\V(\ have prevented the banker from issuing such paper sub-

stitutes as would protect liim from demands for gold, thus

legalli/ exposing him to the danger of depletion of his gold

reserves by both home and foreign demand \^dlene^'e^ trade

])ros})erity increases-—and we then calmly declare that any

growth of industry which will endanger his gold reserves, is

an imdue groAvth because it threatens hi& reserves ! In other

words, \\e deliberately and quite unnecessarily limit industry

by niakhig it depend on the available quantity of gold in the

comitry instead of on the demands and needs of our people.

Macleod details the relations between the producer and

his banker. He states'^' :
—

" Almost all men hi commerce
" are imder Obligations : that is they accept Bills of Ex-
" change which nmst be paid at the fixed time, under penalty
" of commercial ruiii. To meet Obligations due by them,
" they have property of two sorts—Debts or Obhgations due
" to them ; and secondly Commodities. To meet their own
' Obligations, they must sell one or otJicr of these kinds of

" property. They must either sell their Debts to their banker,
" or they must sell their Commodities in the market. While
" Credit is good—that is, while bankers buy Debts freely

—

" they can retain their Commodities and watch their oppor-
" tujiity of selling at a favouiable momc}it. As their own
" Obhgation falls due, they sell to their bankers some of the
" Debts due to them. Thus if Credit was always good, they
" might go Oil for eve)', without the necessity of ever having
"' a single piece of money paid into their account, or having
'' any money at all beyond what is necessary for their daily

" petty transactions. But if Credit receives a check, and the
'' banker refuses to buy their Debts, they must still meet then
" own Obhgations under penalty of ruin. They are conse-

* '• Kkniciits ol Banking ", ji. lt."J
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" quently obliged to throw their Commodities on the market,
" and sell them at all hazards : the supply of them becomes
" excessive and inevitably depresses the price." The strain

is especially felt by those merchants who happen to have

large liabilities falhng due at the time of the stringency. Th(^

financier who, in taking advantage of the legal exposure of

the bank's' gold stores, has been the proximate cause of the

trouble, retires with his gains as soon as the discoimt rate is

raised. Men of business, however, must carry on their

regular trade ; if it cannot be carried on without borrowing

at high rates of interest, high rates of interest must be paid.

They must consider themselves lucky if they are able to obtain

discounts at any price, for the tighter the credit market, the

more the banker must restrict his advances. If the stringency

persist, discounts are refused ; but the merchant's obligations

continue to mature and, stringency or no stringency,

must be met on pain of bankruptcy. The merchant there-

upon turns to other methods. Money must be obtained, so

goods are thro\Mi upon the market at low prices, unfortun-

ately at a time when the purchasing powers of the community
are also restricted. Buyers hold back in the hope of a still

further reduction in prices. The progress of stagnation is

thus doubly swift, and, one after another, factories slow down.

In most cases the fall of prices thus occasioned, together

with the high Bank Rate, is sufficient to attract gold to this

country, and industry, with its optimism well checked, pro-

ceeds in miserable stagnation as before. Occasionally, how-

ever, it happens that one or two large houses, which cannot

afford the necessary sacrifices to meet theii* liabilities, are

made bankrupt. The financial experts now begm to talk

gravely of " rash speculation ''. The suspicion arises in the

community that the banks have been fostering unwise specu-

lation, and there is then innninent danger of a run by de-

positors upon the banks to obtain their gold. This is the

time of danger for the banks. Timid persons begin to with-

draw their deposits. The banks, to save themselves, must
refuse advances to commerce, and if the strain continues,

must even call for the return of loans. Should the banks have

great liabihties they may be compelled to refuse advances

even to firms of undoubted integrity. The news of such

a refusal spreads rapidly through the commercial w^orld and
increases popular sii.spicion of the stability of the banks : the

danger of a run is tliereby mcreased. Shoukl the ru)i actually
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occur it means a complete l)reak-iip of the credit system of

the comitry. In reality the operations of the banks may
have been perfectly somid, and they need only time in order

to realize their assets. But the depositors cannot wait

:

each one hopes by early application to save ac least his own
gold from the ruin : even those depositors who have no

suspicions of the bank are compelled to join in the rush for

gold, owing to their fear that the demands of the more timid

depositors may ruin the banks. Factories are stopped, and

workers thrown out of employment. In 1857 with a Bank
Rate of 10 per cent., out of 236 factories and workshops in

Manchester, only 54 were workmg full time with a full

complement of hands ; 23 were stopped altogether. Security

and bills that were jDreviously accepted by bankers as a basis

for advances are, at a time of credit stringency, rejected, and

manufacturers are bankrupted on every hand. Moreover

it is the smaller firms which fall first—precisely those which

wore growing into competition with the wealthy combines.

The reason for the suddenness of the ruin which accom-

panies such crises is thus made apparent. The mercantile

classes must pay, it may be, a double price in order to get

their bills discounted (those who aie fortunate enough to get

them discounted at all) and also, in consequence of the de-

pressed state of the market, they lose 15, 20 or even more

per cent, on sales of goods. Moreover, the firms who suffer

are not necessarily those which have sinned in wild specu-

lation, but those that merely happen to have large habilitios

due at the time of the strmgency. This form of " natural

selection
''''

is, from the point of view of social good, absolutely

immoral. The evil would be more tolerable if it affected all

classes of the community equally ; its especial vice lies in the

fact that it benefits a minority at the expense of the majority,

and thus strengthens the hold of the monopolists, financial

and mdustrial, on the rest of the population. Those finan-

ciers and wealthy firms which are able to survive the crisis

gain a rich haul.

When the crisis is over, the Bank Rate is again reduced,

but the industry of the country lies inert. We marvel that

at such times trade should be slack while the national gold

reserve is abundant and credit cheap—we have yet to learn

how much easier it is to break industry dowjx than to set it up,*

* Goscheii's two lamons essays: ".Seven per ci'iil.", and '"Two per cent.",

priiitcil in Ill's" Kssays nnd A(l<Jre.sses on Ec-nnoniic (Questions'" (London, Arnold,

YMft) slioiiJd he reail in Ilijsioiiiii'iJinii.
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Gradually the capital from the rumed firms goes to

swell the remaining ones, thus reducing the number of com-
peting employers. The evil effect is threefold, since, in ad-

dition, the workers from the bankrupted factories must offer

themselves to the rcniaining employers, thereby further in-

creasing competition among labourers and reducing wages
;

and the reduced purchasing power tends further to produce
glut and stagnation in the surviving industry. Slowly, it

may be after five years, industry again becomes normal.
Commercial reputations are gradually built up again, and
bankers are again able to be a little more liberal with credit

advances. Cheap credit is the great source of prosperity
;

commercial enterprise everywhere takes advantage of the

proffered aid ; activity in any ojie trade tends to promote
similar conditions in other trades ; the ripple of activity

spreads, and again the Nemesis of credit stringency approaches.

History shows that crises similar in effect to that sketched

above have occurred with fatal regularity almost every ten

years suice 1841. I do not assert that every one of them was
caused solely by an increase of prosperity hi this country :

details of the various crises are related fairly dispassionately

by Professor Andreades in the work previously cited. The
peculiar stupidity (if I may use the word— it strangely fits the

case) of our system is, however, that the Bank Rate must be
raised and our whole exchange system hindered, whenever,
for any reason whatever, the gold store of the Bank of Eng-
land runs low in comparison with its credit issues. Palgrave
lays his linger on the fundamental contradiction of our pre-

sent system when lie remarks* :

—
" A purely provincial and

' home demand for gold operates on the Bank reserve in
' exactly a similar way as a demand for export (of gold) in-
' duced by the state of the foreign exchanges. But it was
' to bring the note circulation into accordance with the demand
' indicated by the state of the foreign exchanges that the Act
' of 1844 was framed. The state of the foreign exchanges
' has, however, less influence on the provincial demand for
' an increased circulatmg medium, than the state of the
' weather throughout the year. The influence of the weather
' on the harvest has a decided effect on the provincial note
' circulation, while the state of the foreign exchanges is ab-

'solntely unknown.'' Previous to 1844, as Mr. Hawes
pointed out in his speech in the House of Commons on eJime

* p. 59 oi work pivviuusJy quoted.
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13th, 1844, if the banks judged that the dram of gold would

be temporary, scarcity of exchange medium was met by
increased note issues from the comitry banks, and the iiiternal

trade of this country proceeded, withhi certain hmits, as usual.

The Bank Charter Act was, however, paternally designed

precisely to prevent this substitution of paper for gold, and the

system of a fluctuating Bank Rate operated by the Bank of

England was set up. But the gold store of the Bank may
run low for many diverse reasons. The modern banker is

not only exposed to the danger of calls for gold from hLs

immediate neighbourhood, but he labours under the con-

tiruial danger of totally unforeseen demands for gold from

abroad. Let failure of harvests here necessitate increased

purchase from abroad ; let a sudden period of prosperity occur

in any foreign country (the general prohibition of circulating

paper substitutes for gold in foreign countries causes prosperity

abroad to be attended by the same increased demand for gold

as has previously been demonstrated in the case of our own
banks) ; let Egypt have a rich cotton crop ; let the United

States muddle its bankiaig system ; let Germany threaten

to make war and thus set up fear in its people's hearts that

their gold deposits may be in danger ; let Argentma jilan

extensive railways, or Turkey demand a large loan ; on all

such occasions there arises a sudden demand for gold od* the

various banks of the world which causes every nation to raise

its bank rate iu the endeavour to protect its gold store.

Sir Edward Holdeu is again ]^erfectly fi-ankon this point.

In the address prevnously mentioned, he states :

—
" It may

' happen that the trade of one country gi-ows by leaps and
' bounds, the loans and credits, of course, following, while
' the ti'ade of other countries remains normal. What then
" takes place ? The gold base of the former becomes too
" small, and it is necessary to enlarge it. How is the increase
''

effected V (italics Sir Edward's). "It is effected by the
" representative bank of the more prosperous country uttack-
" ing the gold bases of other countries, and the instrument
" by which the attack is made is the rate of discount. By
" this means gold will be attracted from the bases of other
" couMtries,antl unless those bases are too great for the adequate
" protf^ction of the credits, the representative banks of those
" comitries will meet the attack by also putting up their

" rates. But it may happen that the trade of every country
" has increased by leaps and bounds, and that all loaiis and
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" credite have also increased. Then the fight begins by eacli

" coimtry putting up its rate, lir.st, to prevent its base bein,^

" diminished, and, secondly, to increase it if possible. Hence
" we have the English rate at 7 per cent., the German rale

" at 7A per cent., the Austrian rate at 6 per cent., the Dutch
" rate at 5 per cent., the Belgian rate at 'I jjcr cent., the French
" rate at 4 per cent., the Italian rate at 5o per cent., the
" Russian rate at Ti per cent., but as the United States have
' no central bank there is no official rate for that country."

The 1907 gold strLngcncy in the United .StatiCS affords a strik-

ing instance of the working of this system of mutual hindrance.

There are sinister rumours that the stringency was caused

by a rmg of Wall Street financiers who withdrew their gold

from the banks. Let us note that, however the United

States may have sinned, the demand for gold set up hi New
York caused every nation to raise its bank rate more or less

sharply. If the ruin to industry, and misery to workers,

were great m America, conditions were scarcely less graA'-e

among the trading classes of Europe ^vho were perfectly

innocent of a share in causing the disaster.

The object of this rise in the Bank Rate is to make money
dearer and thus to turn the foreign demand into a

desire to supply gold. The trouble is that money is thereby

made dearer for the home manufacturer and trader, as well

as for the financier and the foreigner. \Yg actually make
money dearer for home commerce in order to afford induce-

ment to the financier to return the gold which he had previously

obtained so cheaply. If it were not that the man of millions

ciin usually find more lucrative employment for his capital,

he could make a comfortable income by depositing his gold

in the Bank of England, withdrawing it occasionally when
the money market were likely to become tight, and purchasing

securities at the low price caused by the consequent liigh Bank
Rate. Normal times returning he would sell out at tho

higher price. It is estimated by one authority that a rise of

one per cent, m our Bank Rate costs the producing classes

of this country at least £50,000 per week in increased dis-

comxts, other authorities estimatmg the loss at £200,000 per

week. The 100 millions or more of the daily commerce of

this country must thus be taxed because 4 or 5 millions of

bullion have travelled abroad, the departure of the bulhon

bemg in most cases directly caused by State interference

with our banks. We sacrifice the majority of home traders

to the minority of bulhon speculators by the laws which
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prevent home commerce from protecting itself against the

financier's demand for gold. We have expressly forbidden

the banks to issue post-dated notes to protect themselves

agahist tlie financier's demand ; and we have also prohibited

them from issuuig notes redeemable on demand to replace

the gold which legislation has unfairly enabled the financier

to abstract. We permit home commerce to be mulcted m
enormous sums in order to assure stability to banks which
we have legally exposed to danger.

Here we lay the finger on the fundamental cause of the

disease m our social system. We here perceive that ignorant

legislative interference with freedom of contract has com-
pelled the community to sacrifice the interests of the majority

of its monbers in order to retain a small quantity of a scarce

metal within its confines.

A further serious evil is, moreover, that owing to the

continual danger of drains of gold and consequent high Bank
Kates, our bankers are continually compelled, even in normal
times, to confine advances to holders of security which is sale-

able in times of gold scarcity and high Banh Rate. With every

diminution of their gold reserves tlie bankers are compelled
to increase the standaixl of intrinsic worth of the security

upon which they make their advances, and even, if the drain

proceed, to recall a portion of their loans, which act compels

enforced sales on the part of borrowers in order to obtain

the necessary funds. Hence, with every successive rise of

the Bank R?te, progi-essively widened circles of manufac-
turers and merchants arc deprived of the means ^vhich they

had counted upon for meeting their liabilities. Acct»rdmgly

a mass of stock and securities is thrown on the market at low

prices in the endeavour to obtain money, and the less valuable

species of security become progressiveh^ unsaleable. In the
" Bankers' Magazine " (Dec, 1896) it is recorded that on Aug.

19th, 1896, the Bank Rate stood at 2 per cent. By September
10th in the same year an export of 5 millions sterling had
caused tlie Rate to be increased to 21 per cent. A further

loss of 1 inillion of gold brought the Rate to 3 per cent,

on September 21:th ; and by October 22nd the rate stood at

4 per cent. The total amount of gold exported durhig the

ten weeks ended 27th October was only 11 millions sterling,

but the result was a fall in the price of 325 representative

securities amounting to £115,509,000. The bankers had been

apprelK^iisive of a still gn;ater rise in the Bank Rate, and had
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accordingly restricted their loans, that is, they had dcuKMnlefl

progressively more valuable security as a basis lor loans, and

the rejected securities consequently experienced a serious

fall in price, to the dismay of all who had built their hopes

upon them. In the final resort, as we have seen in the case

of the 1825 crisis, it may happen that eve)i the most valuable
' gilt-edged ' security becomes quite unsaleable. Accordingly

the banker, who, in times of financial peace, desires to prepare

for the frequent times of stringency, confines his loans to

hold rs of gilt-edged security, such as stocks, shares, and,

to a lesser extent, mortgages etc. The banker aims at making

the greater portion of his advances either at short terms, or

on security that is easily convertible into gold even in times

of credit stringency. That this is no exaggeration on my part

may be ascertained from any modern text-book on banking

practice. It will invariably be found that the banker is

especially warned agamst makmg more than the smallest

proportion of his long-date loans on other than gilt-edged

security ; and in practice it will usually be found impossible

to obtain a long-date loan of any magnitude from a bank

except on gilt-edged security.

In the course of his remarks to the United States Monetai-y

Commission, whose proceedings were published m 1910, Sir

Felix Schuster, the pronnnent banker, stated :

—
" VCo cer-

' tainly discriminate against securities, and reject them if

" they are not to our Uking. We do not look so much 'perhaps
"' to the intrinsic value of the security as to the negotiabilifi/

" of it'' (italics mine). Sir Edward Holden says* :

—
" Every

" banker must make up his mind by what amount his credits

" are liable to be diminished, both in ordinary and in extra-

" ordinary times, and when he has thus made np his mind,
" he ought to keep that amount of available resources in

' gold, or in a means of obtaining gold " (italics mine). State

interference operates in several distinct ways to expose the

banker to the danger of a depletion of his reserves, and thus

increases many fold the frequency of the " extraordinary

times " referred to by Sir Edward Holden. Legislation at

home compels mdustry to attack the banker's gold reserves

for wages, constrains the banker to obtain more gold than

would otherwise be necessary to support increased loans,

and also exposes him to a demand for gold from abroad m
exchange for cheaper " dumped " goods, whenever mdustrial

* Address previously quoted.
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prosperity m this country increases beyond a certain point ;

iurthermore, legislation abroad similarly increases the iire-

queiicy of the foreign demand for gold, to which demand we

lia\ e legally exposed our home banks by our proscription of

post-dated notes. The banking legislation of civilized

nations has thus compelled commerce to wage a deadly

struggle to obtain gold, and industry consequently suffers

in cm-taihjient of credits. This imiversal restriction has

debarred the bankers throughout the civilized world from

introilucuig substitutes for gold in the channels of exchange,

and has thus prevented them fi'om building up industry on

a basis of mutual trust which might be extended with the

ever-giowing needs of commerce. Industry is compelled

to mark time while the bankers of the world are legally set

to struggle with each other to cajDture gold reserves. Hence

the anxiety with which commerce watches the movements
of the smallest quantity of bulhon, whilst the banker, in Sir

Edward Holdens words :

—
" Makes up his mind by what

'• amount his credits are liable to be dimmished, both in
" oidinan) and in exLruordiaary limes^' and prudently restricts

his advances in order to safeguard himself against the legally-

increased danger of depletion of his gold reserves. Let him
who doubts the anxiety of the commercial class respecting

movements of bulhon visit the Stock Exchange on a day
when a change ui the Bank Rate is expected, and he will not

convict me of exaggeration.

Here then we perceive the modern counterpart of the evil

which was exhibited at the period of the industrial revolution.

The ordinary manufacturer to-day, with his security of stock,

plant, and the certamty afforded by his good name that he
will repay a loan within a stated period, is compelled either

to aj^ply to a mojieylender and pay exorbitant niterest when
he desires to extend his operations, or he must convert his

business into a joint stock company and henceforward pay
away his profits to a host of more or less idle directors ajid

shareholders. Let me not be misimderstood. When I speak
of " more or less idle din-ctors and shareholders ", I do not
wiah to imply that the labour of these people is overpaid
under present conditions. On the contrary ; under our
jiresout restricted system the loaners of gold arc more
necessary than many uiventors and scientists, and tlie legally

aggravated dange.r of drains of gold, with the accompanying
danger of increased frctjuency of industrial bankruptcy.
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renders the investment of wealth no ea.sy task to-day. liut

the State has exaggerated the importance of gold by pro-

hibiting industry from using substitutes ui exchange. Tiie

wilhngness of gold owners to })ermit their legally-monopolized

commodity to be used to fuilhor commerce is comparative!)

cheajjly purchased to-day. If they were to use their already

powerful political uifluence to secure a further restriction of

banking facilities, as for instance in the measure recently

proposed to " protect "' the commuuity from Charing Cross

Bank faihu'es by compelling all banks to deposit a large sum
with the State to safeguard depositors, banking would be

rendered a yet more costly operation ; we shoukl be forced

to pay a still higher price for loans, and still be glad to get

them.

When I affirm that State interference with banking has

aggravated the difficulty of obtaining loans, I refer of course

to loans for extended periods. A merchant who requires

money on a commercial bill merely three months before

payment is due, can usually obtain it if he be a person

of sufficient standing, and if there be no sign of

approaching credit struigency ; but when the ordmary
manufacturer wishes to extend his factory, or introduce

fresh machmtry, he needs a loan for a year or eighteen

months, and it would be quite useless under our present

system for him to apply to a banker when every

experience and tradition of the latter warn him against

such " dead " loans. The same applies to loans to agri-

culture. An exammation of the accounts of the Birkbeck

Bank some years ago showed that only 5 per cent, of its

advances were against ordmary mdustrial security, or busmcss

reputation rmbacked by gilt-edged security.

Mark now the vicious circle. The employer who, by

reason of special abihty, is just beginning to compete effectively

with the Trust, cannot obtain credit advances (which advances

are readily secured by the Trust and the speculator) because

his security is misaleable. Bat his security of plant and slock

is unsaleable 'precisely because those ivho would ordinarily

purchase are legally prevented by hanking restrictions from
iuonetizing similar forms of security. It is an exact rephca

of the case of A and B which was set forth in chapter IV.

In " Lombard Street ", Bagehot provides the now classic

example of the bounty to j)roduction afforded by access to

cheaj) credit. He says (p. 8) :

—
" If a merchant have £50,000
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" all his own—to gain 10 per cent, on it he must make £5,000
" a year, and must charge for his goods accordingly ; but if

" ajiother has only £10,000 and borrows £40,000 by discounts

" (uo extreme instance in our modern trade), he has the same
" cajntal of £50,000 to use, and can sell much cheaper.
'

If the rate at which he borrows be 5 per cent., he will have
" to j)ay £2,000 a year ; and if, hke the old trader, he makes
" £5,000 a year, he will still after paying his interest, obtain
" £3,000 a year, or 30 per cent, on his own £10,000. As most
' merchants are content with much less than 30 per cent.,

" he will be able, if he wishes, to forego some of that profit,

'• lower the price of the commodity, and drive the old-

" fashioned trader—the man who trades on his own capital

—

''out of the market. In modern Enghsh business, o\ving to
" the certainty of obtainiiig loans on discount of bills or
" otherwise at a moderate rate of interest, there is a steady
" bounty on trading ^^^th borrowed capital, and a constant
" discouragement to confine yourself solely or mainly to
" your own capital." In the foregoing extract, Bagehot

refers, of course, to short-date loans when he speaks of the

certainty of obtammg loans on discount of bills, and he himself

has been most prominent in dra^\^ng attention to the restriction

of even the short-date loaus in times of gold stringency.

But if, in the above extract we replace the " old-fashionod

trader", by his )nodern coimterpart, the small trader—the

man who, from necessity rather than choice, trades on his

own capital—we will appreciate the enormous handicap upon
the small trader's endeavours to hold his own in competition

with the man who is in possession of gilt-edged security.

The evil which afflicts the Avorkiug class is a ])recisely

similar one. The jnan whose sole wealth is ability and willing-

ness to labour, cannot partake of the wealth which has been
produced and which frequently detci-iorates for want of a
j)iircliaser, because those manufacturers who are able and
willing to utilize his labour pj'ofitably are prevented by law
from obtaining the loan which would enable them to purchase
in the glutted commodity market, set up factories, ancl transfer

(M^nsuming power to the worker, although the banker may be
|)erfectly convinced of their ability to return such a loan

within a gi\-en j)eriod. The legally-increased danger of

export of his gold abroad compels the banker to confine his

loans to those who possess security which is saleable in times
of high Bank Rate, i.e., gilt-edged security.
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Let. not the reader who uoticcij in the fuxa,ucial column of

his daily papej- the statement that " money wa>s plentiful

and cheap yesterday " imaghie that this indicates that all

demands for credit were satisfied on the day iji question.
'' Clieap money " m the language of the " City Editor

"

means only tliat the demand for discount on short-term

commercial bills, and for loans on gilt-edged security is

diminished in comparison with the supply. The mass of

productive ability possessing only the less valuable forms of

security remains excluded from the bjnsfits of credit to-day,

whether money be dear or cheap, and will continue to be

so excluded as long as the present legal aggravation of

the danger of drams of the banks' gold reserves is main-

tamed. Mr. Kitsou says truly :

—
" Money is not cheap

" to the man who cannot get it, even if the rate be but
" 1 per cent." I advance this wholesale legal exclusion of

security from the benefits of credit as the fimdamental

cause of industrial monopoly to-day.

The Bank Charter Act destroys public confidence at

times of credit strain by compelling banks to restrict credit,

not because they have lost confidence in their customers,

but because their gold reserves have been legally and un-

necessarily exposed to depletion. This legislation must be

abolished before economists can justify their jiresent assertions

tJiat " financial crises will, under any circumstances, recur

as frequently as heretofore until human nature be perfect."

Examination of the works of practically every orthodox

writer on the subject of financial crises reveals the fact that

there is general omission to remark the effect of miwarranted

State interference with bankmg in causing these convulsions.

Hence there remains for these writers only the explanation

of " wild speculation " to account for the trouble ; and this

factor is developed and exaggerated out of all proportion, to

its real importance in the question. Prof. Sidgwick shows a

little advance upon orthodox opinion in this respect when

he states* :—" The banks have no interest in producmg the
" mistaken behefs that tend to inflate prices. No doubt
" they profit by them directly through the greater demand for

" their commodity ; but the danger of the collapse when
" the mistake is discovered decidedly outweighs this gain."

Prof. Sidgwick here certamly exonerates theoretically the

banks from a share in producing financial crises ; but he

* " Political Economy " p. 258.
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fitil! fails to trace the real cause of crises iji that, by omitting

lofereiKo to unwise State iuterference with banking, he throws

the whole blame upon the commercial classes. Modern

manufacturers, for the most part, however, have attained

their positions after many years of hard experience of markets
;

it is mconceivable that tlioy should mistake the public demand

;ind purchasuig power as often and as simultaneously as

these economists would have us believe. We have seen

South Sea Bubbles—we have seen rubber booms—but these

were the work of unprofessional investors ; the average mill

owner, or iron manufacturer, does nob lay down new plant

upon such slight evidences of })ublic demand for his product.

In sober confidence I advance the statemejit that the with-

drawal of gold in times of prosperity and high prices, or ui

times of strong foreign demand, is a far more frequent cause

of linancial crises than excessive speculation on the part of

manufacturers and merchants. At any rate, 1 desire to

demonstrate that State interference with banking is now solely

responsible for a considerable number of commercial crises,

and is midoubtedly a contributory cause to the crises which

are attendant upon excessive sj:)ecuIation . This uiterfereuce

is entirely miwarranted, and nmst be removed before we
can estimate the exact part played by excessive speculation

in causmg financial crises.

Uroat Britain, moreover, suffers peculiarly to-day from

the effect of demands for gold from abroad, owmg to her

mauitenance of the prohibition of post-dated notes ui the

establishment of that institution which has been so much
])raised by our financiers—the free gold market. Under this

system the Bank of England is compelled to exchange for

gokl upon demand as many of its notes as arc ])resented for

payment at its comiter, no matter how low its store of gold.

But England is the only civihzed country m the world which
jjermits the supports of its home exchange system to be

thus withdrawn. It is true that the civilized nations have
copied Englaiid\s example ui restricting note issue ; but every
loreign nation has recognized the importance of stability

in its home exchange, and has placed hindrances ui the way
of those wh(j would withdraw gold frojn its banks. In
France the limtijuc de France I'eserves the right to pay its

notes iu silver whoi the demand uj)on it for gold becomes
U)(i sevei-e, and has tliej-efore retained silver as a legal tendej-.

A similar system obtains ui the countries of the Latin Union,
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and formerly in the United States of America ; but the

currency system of the latter country has now been modified

(see p. 144). Germany maintains the equally stroma deterrent

—one which is more in harmony with hei miHtary r('!gime

—

described by Mr. F. H. Jackson, one of our prominent bankers,

as ' the Imperial displeasure', and consisting of semi-official

pressure upon any commercial firm or bank which attempts

to withdraw an excessive amount of gold for purposes of

export.. The result of our fiee gold market is that England
has come to be regarded as the gold storehouse for the world.

The financiers in the various capitals of the world, knowing
how useful is a gold store in times of prosperous trade at

home, take care in normal times to hold a stock of bills

payable in London. A demand for gold in any comitry in

the world is instantly followed by a purchase of bills on

London in the various capitals of the world by the financiers

of the country in question. The bills are collected, dis-

comited ui the London banks, and payment in notes demanded

;

these notes are carried to the Bank of England for conversion

into gold, which conversion is readily accorded by our laws.

The banks replenish their store of Bank of England notes

by taking securities to the Bank of England, and the drain

of gold thus proceeds mitil the Bank, fearing that its gold

store may run too low, raises the price of its loans upon

securities until the price of gold becomes too high for export

of the metal to be profitable. Since notes can be obtained

only from the Bank of England, and the Bank holds the

gold reserves of all the banks of this country, a rise hi the

Bank Rate is the signal that the country's superstructure

of credit is in danger, and all ordinary banks are consequently

compelled to discourage further applications for credit, even

for purposes of home exchange, by increasing the price for

loans proportionately. This means that every merchant

and manufacturer in this coimtry must be penalized in order

that a few people (the business is in the hands of about six

great London financiers) may profit by the export of legally-

cheapened gold to a foreign country and by the subsequent

return of the metal. According to the 1908 Report of the

Banking Committee of the Association of Chambers of Com-

merce, to our free gold market nmst be attributed the fact

that the average annual number of changes in our Bank Rate

is at least eicrht times as OTeat as that of. for instance, France,

where the free gold market is abolished and where the govern-
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ment maintains an ample store of gold to cover all contin-

gencies. The greater pait of this Report is devoted to the

consideration of means for mitigating the evils of the free

gold market. It is the commercial world which is hit hardest

by flnctuations in the Bank Rate, and it is encouraging to

find that merchants and manufacturers are at length becoming

aware of the real source of th* ir discomfort. In his work :

" La Banque de France et L'Escompte " (Appendix P]),

M. Paul Loubeb records that during the period 1875—1900

the English Bank Rate was altered ItiT times, whilst only

84 changes are recorded in Germany, and 25 in France. The
average duration of the same rate he records as 365 days for

the Bank of France, 108 days for the Bank of Germany, and
54 days for the Bank of England. Professor Andreades, who
is 11 notable exception to the majoiity of financial experts

in that he shows some appreciation of the disadvantages

which England suffers fi'om her free gold market, says* :

—

" What is more serious is that the fluctuations in the English
" Bank Rate are not only very frequent, but are also very
" great. The Bank of England is the only bank at which
" the range of fluctuation during the same year has on three
" occasions amounted to 5i, 6 and G| per cent. Nowhere
" else, except on one occasion in Germany, have the fluctua-
" tions during a single year reached 4 and 5 per cent., as a
" rule they have not been more than 1 or 2 per cent." I liave

previously stated that the lowest estimate of the loss to the

producing classes of this country from a rise of 1 per cent,

in the Bank Rate is £50,000 pei week : the loss is sometimes
estimated at £200,000 per week. If we further consider the

difliculty of carrying on commerce when merchants can
never be sure of obtaining the means of meeting their ha-

biUties, the disadvantages of the free gold market will be

manifest. How euphemious then appears the designation

of this system as a '" free " gold market ! It \^ free only to

the foreign flnancier. To our home exchange system, at
the present stuge of social morality at all events, gold is as

the plane to the caiT^enter - an absolute necessity. Should
we call the caiponter free, were lie obliged to yiekl up the
meaiLS of obtaining his livelihood at a certain fixed price

whenever it should be demanded of him ?

Our financiers are wont to defend the free gold market
with the statement that it renders London " the fmancial

• p. 310 of work previoasly quoted.
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centre of the world." This somewhat impressive phrase is

echoed by economists, and seems in their opinion to need no
further explanation. In recent years, however, I have
frequently endeavoured through the medium of the Press to

induce the bankers and financial expeits to define the phrase

more closely. So far my letters and articles have failed to

elicit a reply that convinces me of the error of my criticism

of the " free " gold market. I am perfectly willing to concede

that the frequent movements of bulhon give rise to extra

discomits, and accordmgly, profits, to the banks through
whose agency they are caused. I admit further that the

knowledge that bills on London are infaUibly convertible

into gold, causes foreign fuianciers to give better terms to our

import houses. But I see no other advantage, and I cannot
admit that these benefits are sufficient to coimterbalance the

great harm wrought upon our home production in restriction

of credit by the constantly fluctuating gold reserves of our

banks. The bankers and financiers who benefit by the free

gold market, however, are precisely those whose opinions

are given the most weight in the coimcils of the nation on this

subject ; and it is not surprising to find that during the official

enquiry into the banking system held in Germany in 1908,

there was a considerable body of opinion in favour of throwing

open the German gold market to compete with London.

At least one member of the Commission, however. Count

von Kanitz, protested strongly against the proposal to abolish

the defences of the home credit system, and advocated the

building of a " wall of silver to protect the country's gold

store " after the manner of France. It is high time that the

commercial classes here became thoroughly alive to their

interests m this direction.

Prof. Andreades states* :—" In England the trade in gold
" is absolutely free

;
perhaps it is this which makes London

" the financial capital of the world, but m return, it leaves

" only one means of resisting a demand for gold, that is an
" increase in the value of the capital lent, or in other words,
" a rise in the rate of discount. England thus subjects

" herself to fluctuations m the discount rates, but she does
" it only because she finds that the advantages of possessing

" a free market for gold fully coimterbalance the disadvantages,

" and at any rate she acts with her eyes open." It is because

I doubt if the commercial class of England has really

* p. 317 of work pie\nou3ly quoted.
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considered the disadvantages of the free gold market with

open eyes that I have brought the question within the scope

of this book.

Indeed, it behoves the commercial classes of the world

to bestir themselves, for signs are not wantmg that the

financiers of other nations are awakening to the value of a

" free " "old market. The chief advantage proposed by the

recent measure for the reform of American banking* is the

virtual establishment of a free gold market in that country.

In the United States to-day the French plan of optional

redemption of notes in silver obtains, and the financiers

accordingly find it difficult to export gold in sufficiently large

quantities to be profitable in times of foreigii demand. In so

far as the new plan oJl'ers opportmiity of increased note issue,

and the mitigation of the effects of the bad law which at

present compels American National banks to keep a 25 per

cent.
*' lawful money "' reserve, the scheme is good. But

to effect these reforms it is clear that merely a reduction of

present legislative interference with private banking is re-

quired—not the imposition of fresh laws. The restrictionist

ijweetens his pill by pointing out to American banks that they

cannot at present deal in commercial bills to the extent that

they would like, because they cannot be sure of obtaining

funds when they need them, and he oSers this centrahzed

reserve as a remedy for this state of affairs. But the ex-

perience of such a centralized reserve in Great Britain is

that it enables financiers to render the banks' supply of gold

even more uncertain than would be the case if each bank held

its ovm reserve. It is urged that the present American

system of permittmg each bank to keep its own gold reserve,

or keep its reserve in certain scattered " reserve cities " and

fix its own discount rate, enables individual banks to make
wild issues and thus to embarrass other banks ; whereas

the managers of the centrahzed gold reserve will fix the Bank
Rate for the whole country as is the case in Great Britain.

This is paternalism pure and simple. It is to the interest of

every bank to avoid wild issues. When each bank maintains

its own reserve, crisis only occurs tvhen banks issue to excess

;

and, while financial crisis certainly affects all banks, yet the

greatest sufi'erers are the olTending banks, and the latter are

\ve(!(led out by a process of natural selection. Under a single

centralized gold reserve system, on the contrary, crisis may

• Written in 1913. This meosiue li:is since become law. H.M.
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be set. up without a-ny e\ce.s,si\ o i^siu; on the part of orduiary
banks at all. simply by the action of financiers in withdrawiu"
•rold for cxijort, and the individual banks, be they never so
virtuous, are powerless to prevent the drain.

American restrictionists follow the example of the promoters
of the English 1844 Act, and ]ioint to the \arious American
financial crises as evidence for the necessity of some foi-ju of

coutraliznd. control of banking. Aii examination of the various
iinancial crises in the United States, however, shows that when
not due to the issue of State paper to provide sinews of war,
these crises were chiefly caused by the drain of gold from the
banks, either hito the channels of home exchange for wages
in times of trade activity, or abroad in times of imusually
strong foreign demand. As we have seen in the case of our
own crises it is always possible to argue that such drains of

gold are due to previous excessive issue on the ])art of the
home banks ; but so long as the legal proscription of all

uicrease of note issue prevents the banks from suppl}nng with
paper the mcreascd need of commerce for wage-paying medium
in times of prosperity, and so long as the lack or legal pro-

hibition of efficient protection for the banks' gold exists, the

charge of excessive issue of credit can never be proved agahist

the banks, since, mider such circumstances, even a legitimate

growth of mdustry causes dram of gold and fuiancial panic.

The American people is being beguiled by these
" reformers " with the same phrases as are used to raauitai)i

our own " free " gold market. " A share m the world's

discoimts " is offered to American bankers in the inner States

who want nothing so much as to be permitted to develop

the resources of their own immediate neighbom-hood. "" Com-
petition v.ith London's free gold market " is dangled before

the eyes of American patriots. Those Enghsh merchants

who understand the full significance to British commerce
of London's free gold market, will be only too willing to share

the blesshigs thereof with the United States. I repeat that

the new scheme is, m the main, one which will benefit a

muiority, the great American financiers, and not American

commerce.

It should be noted that the Banque de France has been

legally permitted to extend the volume of its permanent note

issues on several occasions since its foundation. To this

circumstance and to the abolition of the French free gold

market, must be attributed the fact that monopolization of

industry in few hands has not proceeded to the same extent

L
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ill France as iii other countries. In a future chapter the

advciutages derived from aboUtion of the free gold market

m France will be detailed. Yet the prohibition of free

mcreasc of note issue m all other coLUitries causes the

general hmiger for gold to be great, and any increase of

prices in France consequent upon a period of less restricted

credit and trade prosperity is followed immediately by

a demand by its fiiianciers upon the Banque for gold for

purposes of export in exchange for cheaper foreign goods.

The Banque is able to prevent a serious drain by exercising

its right of payment in silver ; but the tendency of gold

to flow abroad is uivariably met by a curtailment of issues

at home. Indeed, France has in recent yeavs expressly

^\ithdrawn a quantity of small notes from circulation with

the avowed object of causing more gold to circulate in the

comitry—so deeply has the gold superstition penetrated

present political economy. Development of prosperity is

thus kept back in France to the average European level, in

spite of the country's steady increase (so far as the central

bank is concerned, at any rate) in the volume of its note issue.

The restriction of commerce at such times is, of course,

gravely supported by French economists with the old fallacious

pruiciple that scarcity of gold and high prices invariably

indicate excessive speculation at home. M. Gide, whose

work :
" Pruicipcs d'Economie Pohtique "', is the classic of

modern French political economy, states on p. 313 of the

1911 edition of that work (Recueii Sirey, Paris):—*" II y a
" en elfet des signes certains, familiers a I'economiste et au
" iuiancier, qui permettent do reconnaitre le danger (de

" remission de la monnaie de papier en quantite superiemo
" aux besoms), nicnie a distance, et qui donnent des mdica-
" tions plus siires que celles c^ue le plomb de sonde on les

*' amers peuvent donner au pilote : (1) Le premier, c'est la

" prime de Vor. Du jour oil le papier-monnaie a ete emis

* " Thrro arc in fart cortain infallil)lo shj^ns, faniiliir lo the rconmnist ami the
" finance expert, wliicli enable the detection of the clangor (of tin; issue, of paper
' money m exce.ss of tin: need), even at a distance, and \\liieh ijiii\ide a more ccr-
" lain indication than ihc sounding-lead or landmarks ran allorl the pilot : (1) The
'

lii-st is the preiidiiiii, on gold. I'rom tiic day when paper money has been issued
" in exi'ess o( need, it l)ei,'iiis to depreciate in acconlanec Mitii the uaaltering law
" of value ; and the first elfect ot this depreciation, the fjrst sign by vhieli it is re-
" vcaled, even when it is not apparent to the eyes of the [jul'lic, is that metallic
" money is at a premium. !\lelallic money is not included in this cradual depre-
eiation of the monetary instrument : why should it be, since gold and silver have

•' retained everywhere their old value ? Bankers and cliangcrs begin to collect
•' gold and send it abroad in the form of bullion, and thoy pay a small premium to
* obtain it. Now is the time w lien finance experts mast keep their ej^es open !

"
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"fen quantite exagerec rclativomojit aux besoius, il comineuce
" a so deprccior suivant la loi coiistante do valours, et lo

" premier eftet do cetto depreciation, lo premier siguo (jui

*' la revcio, alors qirello n'appariul point oiicnro aux yeux
" du public, c'est que la monnaio metallique fait prime. La
" monuaie metallique n'est point englobee, en ellet, dau«
" cette depreciation commencante de rinstrumont monetairo :

'' pourquoi le aorait-ello, puisque Tor et Targont ont con-
" serve partout leiu' ancienne valour ? Los banquiers et
" les cliangours conimoncent a la reclierchor pour Tonvoyer a
" I'etranger sous forme do lingots et lis paicnt une petite
" prime pour so la procurer. Voici alors pour les financiers
" le moment d'ouvrir Tooil !

" Further on he states (p. 315) :—"'

" Sitot done qu'un gou\ernemen.t constate les signes precur-
" seurs, a savoir la prime de For ou la hausse du change , son
" premier devoir est de s'interdire absolument toute emission
" nouvelle du papior-monnaie : il a afcteint en eftefc la limite
" a laquelle il faut s'arreter. S41 a eu le malheur de la

" franchir et s'il voit se manifester les consequences plus
" redoubtables de la hausse et du dedoublcment des prix qui
" lui orient : casse-cou ! il doit faire machine en arricre et
" detruire tout le papier-monuaie au fur ct a mesure quil
" rentre dans ses caisses, jusqu'a ce qu'il lait ramene a de
" jusfces proportions."

Here it will be seen, the Currency Principle is adhereil to

as rigidly as any disciple of Lord Overstone could dcsir(>.

Any efflux of gold nmst be met by a destruction of hom*'.

credit. It is to be hoped that, before long, economists will

recognise the truth and the implications of the principle

enunciated by Dr. Pierson, the emuient Dutch economist,

when he statesf :

—
'" When therefore a bank commences to

'
issue, or, within the limits of prudeuce increases its issue

" of uncovered notes (i.e., notes unbacked by an equivalent
" quantity of gold held in the issuing bank's reserves), and
" when exports of bullion take place in consequence, these
" exports must not be deplored. It is the business of a

*" As soon as government est ahlishes the lioialdinE; syniplonis, namely, prenn'iim
" (in gold, or a rise in the foreign exclianges, its tirst duty in to prohibit ahsohitely
" all iurther issue of paper money : the point has in faet been reae))ed where a halt

"must be made. If this point has unfortunately been exceeded, and if more
' formidable consct|uences of the rise in exchange and of prices are manifested and
' evoke piteous appeals : let the coiiseqnenees be wliat they may—Ihe government
' nmst reverse engines and destroy the paper money as fast as it is returned unli!

" it has been reduced to its proper proportions ".

+ " Principles of Economics ", English translation (London, Macmillan, 1902)

p. 553.
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" bank to drive away gold uud silver ; this is the very pur-
•• po8e for which it is established. Economy in the use of

•• bullion implies that a certain quantity of specie has become

ledum lauL. To wish for such economy and yet insist that
' exports of buUion should be prevented is absurd. There
"

is no economy so long as there are no cxpor;:s." In this

passage, of course, Dr. Pierson supposes the bank of issue

to be set up when there is no demand for increased credit

;

accordhigly the gold may be freely permitted to flow abroad

to countries which are not suiliciently advanced to dispense

with specie. The one objection which is advanced by most

orthodox economists against Dr. Pierson's theory as above

set fort.h is that miless lirm control be maintained by the

State upon the note issues of its banks, gold will be '' driven
"

abroad at times when it is m-gently iieeded at home. The
proper person to decide if gold is needed to support credit

at home is, however, the banker ; and I have sufficiently

(.lemonstrated that the State prosci-iption of the issue of post-

dated notes has hitherto prevented the banker from exer-

cising his judgment in this direction.

The system of increasing the Bank Hate when gold flows

abroad would almost seem to have been specially designed

to favour the linancial class—the gold owners—at the ex-

pense of the rest of the community, by preventing all efiorts

to cheapen gold. It may be that the modern bankers support

this system because they earnestly believe it to be a necessary

foundation of prosi)erity ; but I would warn the i)orson who
sets out to propagate banking reform that he must not expect

to obtain enthusiastic suppoi"t from bankers. The banker

j-eaps his profit on gold whether the Bank Rate be high or low,

sbice those who would exchange goods are obliged to apply
to him. In fact, in his evidence before the Committee of the

House of Commons iu 1858, Mr. Neave, Governor of the Bank
of England at that date, stated frankly :

—
" The Bank of

" England profits rise and fall with the rate of uiterest. These
" are greatest when the distress of the mercantile classes is

'* greatest." This is equally true of the ordmary banks.

That wise old Quaker. Hudson Gurney (1775—18G4), the

banker descendant of a line of bankers (the Norfolk Gurneys),

remarks* :

—
*' My view is that in all changes, excepting that

" of utter subversion or civil war, some class is silently waxing

• W. H. UiJwell, " Annals ol an East Anglian L'ank " (Noi-wich, A, H. Goosu
lUOO) p. Ibo.
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' on the wane of others, and that the banker holds the hag
* to those who have something to put m it, and that for his

' trouble in some way or other, he will be paid, and cannot
' well be done without." France has recognized this fact

and has decreed that all ]>rofits accruing to the Banque when
the Bank Rate rises over 7 per cent, sliall flow into the reserve

—not into the pi'ofits. Our Enghsh bankers, however, in

their comparatively secure monopoly, retain the whole

harvest rea])ed from the community's mdustry by a high

Bank Rate. Therefore, although the removal of govern-

mental restrictions on note issue must provide a great increase

of busmess to present bankers, yet, the banks will be then

exposed to greater competition, since, as has previously

been shown, a bank of issue requires less gold than a bank
of deposit, and is thus easier to establish. In most men
there is an inherent desire to avoid com]3etition from others,

and we must not be surpiised to find opposition to our pro-

posals from bankers, even if such opposition be foimded merely

on a perfectly unconscious dislike of competition. In that

excellent work, " Lombard Street ", Walter Bagehot states''':

—

' The real introductory function which deposit banks at

first perform is much more popular, and it is only when they

can perform this more popular kind of business that de]iosit

banking ever spreads quickly or extensively. This function

is the supply of the paper circulation to the country, and

it will be observed that I am not about to overstep my
limits and discuss this as a question of currency. In what

form the best paper currency can be su])phed to a country

is a question of economical theory with which 1 do not

meddle here. I am only narrating unquestionable history,

not dealing with an argument where every step is disputed.

And part of this certain history is that tl»e l^est way to

diffuse banking in a community is to allow the banker to

issue bank notes of small amount that can supersede the

metal currency. Tliis amounts to a subsidy to each banker

to enable him to keep open a bank till depositors choose

to come to it. The country where deposit banking is

most dilTused is Scotland, and there the original profits

were entirely derived from the note circulation. Tiie note

issue is now a most trifling part of the liabilities of the

* p. 83. (It is nolewort liv tlia) so proiniiit-nl i^ w riler upon Money as Protessor

Stanley Jevons states in the infrodiiction to "Money and tlie Meehanisra of Kx-

changp ", that his work is merely lo he considered as an introduction to "' the admir-

able essay of Mr. Bagehot on ' LombaKl Street "

"").
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" Scotch banks,* but it was once their mainstay and source

" of profit The Bank of Dundee, now amal-

" gamated with the Royal Bank of Scotland, was founded in

" 1703, and had liecome before its amalsramation, a bank of

'• consi(h'rable deposits. But for twenty-live years from its

*• foundation it had no deposits at all. It subsisted mostly
" on its note issue, and a little on its remittance business.

" Only in 1792, after nearly thirty years, it began to gain

" deposits, but from that time they augmented very rapidly.

" The banlcing history of ]<]ngland has been the same, though
" we have no country bank accounts in detail which go back
" very far. But probably up to 1830 in England, or there-

" abouts, the main profit of banks was derived from the
" circidation, and for many years after that the deposits

" were treated as very muior matters, and tht; whole question
" of so-called banking discussion turned on questions of

' circulation The reason why the use of bank paper
" commonly precedes the habit of malcing deposits in banks
'

is Aery ])lain. It is a far easier habit to establish. In the
" issue of notes the banker, the person to be most benefitted,

" can do something. He can pay away his own ' promises

'

" in loans, in wages, or in pa)inent of debts. But in the
" getting of deposits he is passive. His issues depend on
" himself ; his deposits on the favom* of others. i\jid to the
" public the change is far easier too. To collect a great mass
" of deposits with the same banker, a gi'eat number of persons
" must agree to do somethmg. But to establish a note
" circulation, a large number of persons need only do nothing.

" They receive the banker's notes in the conmion course
" of their business, and they have only not to take those notes
" to the banker for payment. If the public refrain from
" taking trouble, a paper circulation is immediately in exist-
'* ence. A paper circulation is begun by the banker, and
" requires no effort on the part of the public ; on the contrary,
*'

it needs an effort on the part of the public to be rid of notes
" once issued ; but deposit banking cannot be begun by the
'* banker, and recjuires a spontaneous efl'ort xn the com-
" munity. And therefore paper issue is the natural prelude
" to d<i])osit banking." 1 think Bagehot under-estimates

the trouble of the public in ascertaining the genuineness of

a new issue of notes ; but the passage is a fair illustration of

Owiny chinHv to the limitation ot note issue by the Act of 1845. (See cb,
VIII) II.M

;
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the manner in which competition in banking is stimulated

by Hberty of note issue. In these days when the complaint
against amalgamation of banks is constantly being heard,

the part played by legislation in preventing competition

among banks should not be overlooked. As 1 have stated

elsewhere, competition in bankmg is desirable on account of

the possibility thereby afforded of a reduction in the rate

of interest. There are few banks to-day which declare less

than 10 per cent, dividend : in many cases it ranges from
15 to 20 per cent. Furthermore, a loan which is rejected

by one banker because he judges the risk too great, might be
accepted by another banker who has a greater knowledge of the

branch of industry concerned. Competition between banks
must evolve the banker of soundest judgment and lowest

charges for advances.

We may now sum up the case against our present credit

system thus : (1) it automatically throttles prosperity

;

(2) it operates as a continual handicap to the manufacturer

in favour of the wealthy combine
; (3) by periodical financial

crises, and legally-encouraged export of the gold basis abroad,

it crushes out the mass of smaller firms which were growing

into competition with present employers of labour
; (4) it

prevents competition among bankers. Labour suffers on
all four counts in unemployment, low wages and
obstruction of the avenue of entry to the employer class.

To put the matter otherwise, the fmidamental evil of our

exchange system has been in the past, and still is, that

the volume of goods requiring exchange continually expands

faster than the means of effecting the exchange. This

book is but an endeavour to show that present industrial

evils are chiefly manifestations of this deep-lying disease.

More than sixty years before the appearance of Adam
Smith's " Wealth of Nations," i.e., in 1710, Bishop Berkeley

could ask in his celebrated " Querist " :

—

" Whether the four elements and man's labour therein
" be not the true source of wealth ?

"

" Whether money be not only so far useful as it stirreth

" to mdustry, enabling men to m.utually participate in each
" other's industry and the fruits of each other's labour '{

"

" Whether any other means equally conducmg to excite

" the industry of mankind may not be equally as useful as

" money ?
"

" Whether the real aim and end of men be not power,
" and whether he who could have everything else at his will

" or wish would value money ?
"
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" A\Tietlier, the public aim iu every well-governed State
" be not that each member, according to his just pretensions

" and hidustry, should have power ?
"

" \\'hether, other things being given, as climate, soil,

" etc. ; the wealth be not proportioned to industry, and
" this to the circulation of credit, be the credit circulated by
" what tokens or marks soever ?

"

"' U'liether money is to be considered as having an in-

" trinsic value, or as being a commodity, a .standard, a
" measure, or a pledge, as is variously suggested by writers ?

"

" Whether the true idea of money, as such, be not alto-

" gether that of a ticket or comiter ?
"

" Whether the terms, cro\vn,—livre—pounds sterling,etc.

" are not to be considered as exponents or denominations i

" And whether gold, silver, and paper, are not tickets or
" counters for reckoning, recording, or transferring such
" denomhiations ?

"

'* Whether, the denominations being retained, although
' the bullion were gone, things might not nevertheless be
" rated, bought and sold—industry promoted, and a cir-

" culation of commerce maintained ?
"

Yet, on such unfruitful ground have Berkeley's words
been sown, that there is to-day scarcely one economist,

among those commonly accepted as teachers, who would not

misapply these words of Leroy-Beaulieu in the " Economiste

Fran^ais " in 1907 :—" Capital limits industry—develop-
" ment of industry is limited by the available supplies of
" capital and, more generally, by the sum total of annual
'' savings."' The principle itself is sound, as has been suffi-

ciently demonstrated by John Stuart Mill in his '" Political

Economy". In practice, however, th< se ])rofessor8 use the

doct.rine as a comforter to soothe the irritation of the pro-

ducing classes wlien unemployment brings misery into the

homes of able and willmg workers, or when industry has been
ruiiied by a rise of the Bank Eale co)isec|uent upon an export

of (/old abroad. " Industry is limited by Capital—Capital

"is the result of saving", declare the professors, and the

unfortiuiate employee is assured that political economy
dtMuonstrates that ])rosperity and increased (imploymont
can only appivar when he siiall d(;cido to save more out of his

already scanty e.arnings. So jjrevalent had this doctrine

lj(^corn«' that it noc^dod a whole volume by Mi . J. M. Rol)(M-tson,

M.P., on " The Fallacy of Saving", to show thtu ihc f-vil was
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rather under-coiisumptioii, and tliat a turther restriction of

consumption on the part of the masses would intensify rather

than remedy the evil.

Industry is indeed limited by capital ; but we have pro-

duced wealth in plenty, and there is yet unomployment. The
real evil is that we have set legislative restriction u])on the

Tneans of consuming wealtli ])ro(.luctively. Fresh production

is useless unless it be accompanied by such a development of

credit as enables the automatic capitalization of the wealth

thus produced. A man's capital is liis power to })iirchase with

the aim of production. Our legislative interference with

bankers compels them to confine the capitalization of wealth

to those who either can produce a profit within two or three

months, or who possess gilt-edged securities ; the remaming
wealth of the community in security and productive ability,

which, were fi-eedom granted to the banker to protect his gokl

store against unforeseen depletion, could easily be capitalized,

stagnates and blocks the channels of exchange. Industry is

indeed limited by the sum total of annual saving ; bat we
have legally prevented the capitalization of the savings of all

hue a small minority of the comnnmity—hence it may with

truth be said that our laws actually discourage saving. In-

dustry is indeed limited by the available supplies of capital

;

but our laws severely limit the avoilable supphes of capital,

and consequently limit the development of industry.

There is perhaps no economist whose opinions on matters

of currency and banking enjoy greater weight to-day than

John Stuart Mill. His pronouncements upon the nature of

capital, and the limits of credit are cited everywhere as re-

presenting the last word on those subjects. Yet, and 1 state

this dehberately after a considerable study of his works, I find

Mill to be a dangerous writer from whom to quote, and I have

been pleased to find in recent years that this opinion receives

support from no less keen a reasoner than Mr. J. M. l^»})ertson

in " The Fallacy of Saving'". Mill's polemical and construc-

tive work was spread over a good number of years, and he

seems to have omitted to bring certain isolated portions into

harmony with one another. 1 find statements in his " l-'oli-

tical Economy " which are almost directly contradictory. I

will quote his criticism of John Gray's work on " i\loney

to justify my accusation. I quote from p. 81 of Vol. 1 1 of

the 18.52 edition of his " Political Kconomy "' :—" Onf of l1u'

" most transparent of the fallacies by which the principle uf
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" tlie convertibility of paper money has been assailed, is that

" whicli jjervades a recent work by Mr. John Gray (' Lectures

" on the Nature and Use of Money '), the author of the most
" ingenious and least exceptionable plan of an inconvertible

" currencv which I have happened to meet with. This writer

" has seized several of the Icadinc: doctrmes of political econ-

" omy with no ordinary grasp, and among others, the impor-
" t-ant one, that commodities are the real market for com-
" modities, and that Production is essentially the cause and
" measure of Demand. But this proposition, true in a state

' of barter, he affirms to be false under a monetary system
" regulated by the precious metals, because if the aggregate

" of goods is increased faster than the aggregate of money,
" prices must fall, and all producers must be losers ; now neither

" gold nor silver, nor any other valuable thing, ' can by any
" ' possibility be increased ad libituvt, as fast as all other valu-

' • able things put together *

: a limit, therefore, is arbi-

" trarily set to the amount of production which can take place

" without loss to the producers : and on this foundation Mr.
" Gray accuses the existing system of rendering the production
" of this country less by at least one hundred million pounds
" annually, than it would be under a currency which admitted
" of expansion in exact proportion to the increase of com-
" modities.

" But in the first place, what hmders gold, or any other
" commodity whatever, from behig ' increased as fast as all

" ' otlier valuable thmgs put together ' ? If the produce of

" the world, in all commodities taken together, should come
" to be doubled, what is to prevent the annual produce of

" gold from being doubled likewise ? for that is all that
" would be necessary, and not (as might be inferred from Mr.
" Gray's language) that it should be doubled as many times
" over as there are other valuable things to compare it

" with. Unless it can be proved that the production of
" bullion cannot be increased by the application of increased
" labour and capital, it is evident that the stimulus of an in-

' creased value of the commodity will have the same effect

" in extending the raining operations, as it is admitted to have
" in all otluu' Itranclies of production.

" iiut, secondly, even if the currency could not be increased
" at all, and if e\'ery addition to the aggi'egate produce of the
" country must necessarily be accompanied b}' a proportional

"diminution of general prices; it is incomprehensible how
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" any person wlio has attended to the subject can fail to see

" that a fall of price, thus produced, is no loss to the ])ro-

*' ducers : they receive less money ; but the small amount
" goes exactly as far, in all expenditure, whetiier ])roductive

" or personal, as the larger quantity did before. The only
" diflterence would be in the mcreasod burthen of fixed money
" payments ; and of that (coming, as it would, very gradually)
" a very small portion would fall upon the productive classes,

" who have rarely any debts of old standing, and who would
" suffer almost solely in the increased onerousness of their

" contribution to the taxes which pay the interest of the

" National Debt."

Mill here would appear to contradict every writer on the

subject of currency. Even the promoters of the 1841 Act

never went to the extent of denying that the Bank's contrac-

tion of the exchange medium upon an increase of trade enter-

prise caused harm to commerce : they simply declared that

the harm caused was unavoidable if the greater evil of total

depletion of the banks' gold stores was to be avoided. The

only assumption on which Mill's contention would find some

measure of justification would be that the measure of value

and the exchange medium are entirely independent of each

other ; that the metal which constitutes the measure of value

may become rarer without thereby contracti)ig the means of

exchanging commodities. But this is most decidedly not

the case to-day or there would be little need for agitation for

banking reform. Moreover, Mill has himself in the same work

recorded the evils of the indiscriminating guillotine action of

the 1844 Act in the followmg words *:
—

"' This function of

" banks in filling up the gap made in mercantile credit by the

" consequences of undue speculation and its revulsion, is so

" entirely indispensable, that if the Act of 1844 continues un-

" repealed, there can be no difficulty in foreseeing that its

" provisions must be suspended as they were m 1847, in every

" period of great commercial difficulty, as soon as the crisis

" has really and completely set in. Were this all, there would
" be no ajjsolute inconsistency in maintaining the restriction

" as a means of preventing a crisis, and relaxing it for the

" purpose of reheving one. But there is another objection.

" of a still more radical and comprehensive character, to the

" new system.
" Professing, in theory, to require that a paper currency

* ib. p. 214.
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" shall varv in its amount in exact conformity to the varia-

" tions of a metallic currency, it provides, in fact, that in every
' case of an efflux of gold, a corresponding diminution sliall

" take place in the quantity of bank notes ; in other words,
" that every exportation of the precious metals shall be virtu-
' allv drawn from the circulation : it being assumed that this

' would be the case if the currency were wholly metallic.

" This theory, and these ]>ractical arrangements, are adapted
" to the case in which the drain of gold originates in a rise of
' prices produced by an imdue expansion of currency or
" credit : but they are adapted to no case beside/'

He proceeds to point out that in several of the late crises

in which the Bank Rate had been sharply raised there had been

little or no excessive speculation, but merely an increase of

purchase abroad, or of industry at home. He pioceeds* :

—

" There was nothing in these circumstances ^hich could re-

" quire either a fall of general prices or a contraction of credit,

" An unusual demand for credit existed at the time, ui con-
" sequence of the pressure of railway calls, and this necessi-

" tated a rise in the rate of interest. If the bidlion in the Bank
" of England was sufficient to bear the drain without exhaus-
" tion, where ivas the necesfiity for adding to the distress and
'

diffiodty of the time, by requiring all who ivanted gold for ex-

" portntion, either to draw itfrom the deposits, that is, to subtract

" if from the already insiifficiejit loanable capital of the country,
" or to become themselves competitors for a portion of that inade-
" quale fund, thus still further raising the rate of interest ? fThe
'• only necessity was created by the Act of 1844, which would
" not sufTer the Bank to meet this extra demand for credit by
" lending its notes, not even the notes returned to it in ex-
' change for gold. The crisis of 1847 was of that sort which
" the provisions of the Act had not the smallest tendency to
" avert ; and when the crisis came, the mercantile difficulties

" were probably doubled by its existence."' Mill makes no
attempt her»>. it will be noticed, to advance the argvunent

which he has used against Gi-ay in reply to a similar contention

on the part of the latter—he does not now suggest that specie

from tht^ niinos may be substituted for th«^ gold and notes

which have been withdrawn from circulation. It will

scarcely be believed that the theorist who penned the

previously cited rej)ly to Gray is the author of tlie above

ib. p. 223.

t (Italics mine). H.M.
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passage. Moreover, lie writes elsewhere* that if the demaurl

for loanable capital is greater than the supply, hitcrest will

rise. Heuce, even if we suppose Gray to have dojie that which

ui effect he did not, namely, use his illustration with the pre-

sumption that the increase ui production of connnodities

would be abnormally slow, how can Mill assert that, if in such

circumstances there were no addition to the currency, then;

would be no loss to producers ( 'W\i introduction of a profit-

able uivention into a market in which the supply of cmi'ency

and credit is only just sufficient to mauitaui the existhig in-

dustry will be precisely similar hi evil effect to the export of

capital described by Mill hi connection with the crisis of 1817

(quoted above). When the new mvention is hitroduced there

will be a movement of capital hi its direction, and, ui the absence

of means of increasuig the volume of credit medium hi the

country, this medium must be withdra^^^l from other industry,

producing bankruptcy, and eventually financial crisis, in

precisely the same maimer as though gold had been exported

from the countiy. It is even possible to drive Mill out of his

last ditch. For, even supposuig the increase of production

to be extremely gradual—so gradual that the slow increase

hi the demand for credit and exchange medium gives men
time to open fresh gold mhies ; yet Gray's contention that

the compulsory use of gold in exchange " sets a limit to the
• auiomit of production which can take place without loss to

the producers "'
still holds good to a great extent, shice goods

will be dear hi proportion to the amoimt of labour which is

diverted from the production of ordmary commodities to

that of gold ; that is, the cost of production of goods will be

hicreased by the cost of obtaining the gold, involvhig a loss

to every producer in the commiuiity—a loss which will be-

come greater as the metal becomes gradually more difficult

to obtain. It must not be thought that I am unduly ex-

aggerating a mere slip on Mill's part. His error has been

echoed hi later times by no less an economist than Professor

Bouamy Price, who statesf :

—
" A dimmution of gold in Eng-

land, it has been argued, makes cohi dear, and causes a
'• local fall of general prices. An over abmidant circulation,

"
it has been held, generates the opposite result, and conse-

" c[uently the amomit of the circulation in England is carefully

" recorded every week. I regard this as a very decided error,

* ib. p. lyo.

, t "CiuTt'iK-y and Banking '' (Lundon, King & Co., IbTU), p -^.
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" and this circulation theory built upon it as an entire mis-

" t.ake. It forgets that the uictal of coin, gokl. is very port-

" able, easily removable from one country to another. Long
" before the coin was so scarce as to act upon prices, the in-

*' convenience felt would have fetched supplies from abroad
" very speedily with the modern means of locomotion. The
'" slightest difleronce in the purchasing ])owers of gold in two
" neighl)ouring hinds would swiftly lead to equalization by
" importation." If this statement were true, it would

scarcely be necessary for the Bank of England to raise the

discount rate to 7 and 8 per cent., as lias so often been necessary

m modern times, in order to cause gokl to flow to this country.

The one prominent and damning fact of our present credit

system is that existmg industry must be sacrificed by an

increase in the Bank Hate in proportion to the home and

foreign demand for bulHon whenever prosperity mcreases

either at home or abroad. Hence the social importance of

demonstrating the fallacy of any assertion which attempts

to minimize unduly the evil of the legally-created need of

conmierce for gold to-day.

It must not be concluded, however, that 1 wish to de-

preciate the value of iMill's contributiim to political economy
in other directions. I am merely a little sore at the frequency

with which he is quoted to prove the fallacy of the doctrhies

of hanking r<iformers. Jf I have been instrumental in inducing

the r«».ader to adopt a httle more critical attitude in respect

of Mill's pronomicements than he has done hitherto, I shall be

satisfied.

Insistence has been laid by me upon the effect of State

restrictions in compelling the banker to hold a larger quantity

of gold, in exposing him to the danger of the loss of that gold

and iji consequently compelling him to coniine his advances
to holders of gilt-edged securities. It must not be supposed,

how<ivcr. that I ascribe this action of the bankers solely to the

jibove described State interference. The fear of war is also

still partly responsible in these days, although in a much
smaller degree, I believe, for the quantity of gold A\hich nmst
l)(i held in a country's banks. It will be remcndDered that the

recent war .scare between France and Germany o\er the

Alotocco question was first evidenced by a run of Berhn de-

positors to withdraw their gold from the banks. There is

not the least doubt, as Mr. Norman Angell so ably demon-
strates in " The Great Illusion", that the fear of this dislo-
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cation of commerce is graduitily becoming the most powerful
deterrent from war. There is many a perforvid militansf,

who remains unmoved by the weeping of th<5 widows and
orphans caused by his lust for territorial expansicni, but who
is induced to pause and consider a little when he learns that

a modern European war means extensive dislocation of f;oiii-

merce. The realization of the burden of armaniejits impost^l

upon the nations, even durmg the long yeai's of peace, by the

continued threats of the bellicose, is already causing " Th<!

Flag " to be a little less ostentatiously displayed. Mr. Angell

may be recommended to bring home to these aggressivelv-

disposed individuals the further point that their inflammatory
utterances are a directly contributory cause of the circum-

stance that their bankers are compelled, even ui times of peace,

to refuse them, advances to extend their commercial operations :

this process is contmually m operation, whether the actual

war fever have spread to the rest of the comnumity or not.

If, however, we examine the actual cause of this war fever

a little more closely, we observe it to be fi-equently related to

the persistent congestion of home markets which is so pro-

minent an evil ui every progressive country to-day. " Trade

follows the Flag " is the war cry wliich leads many a modern
militarist to identify his primitive aggressive qualities with

the industrial spirit. It is mideniable that the " Over-pro-

duction " which is such a constant feature of modern indus-

trialism tends to make the nations look jealously at colojiial

markets and to quarrel about " concessions " in some little

strip of a barbarous land. In chapter III it has been

demonstrated that an increased consumption of goods will

create an ample market within the frontiers of civilization to

employ as many machines as can be kept running. Hence
we may reasonably hope that progress ui this direction will

tend to diminish the frequency of war talk, and we shall see,

moreover, that note issue will be a decidedly progressive step

towards the creation of home markets.*

I have judged it unnecessary for the presentation of my
case to criticize the 1844 Act further, although this might be

done. I have reframed from detailing the harmful effects

of this legislation in the various crises which have convulsed

industry since 1844 ; the reader is referred for these details

to Professor Andreades' work. In the chapters which now
follow, the examination of the problem of exchange is brought

up to date. ^__
* Tlu'so pagi'b ni;ic written before August, IfUl. II.M.
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CHAPTER X.

TEE INTERNATIONAL ADOPTION OF A GOLD CURRENCY

ToAVARus the cud of last ceutiiry Britisli manufacturers

begau to feel severely the results of foreign competition.

Foreign firms were able to export to us, and imderscll our

manufacturers in their own markets in this comitry. The

matter seemed the more inexplicable since England's stores

of mineral \\ealth were unexhausted, she stood foremost in

mechanical science and industrial co-operation, and had

conunaud of the markets of the world. Politicians and

economists were imable to assign a reason for the sudden

blossoming of foreign indu.stry. Even so comparatively poor

and undeveloped a country as Germany then Avas, harassed

our manufacturers exceedingly. A certain party of politicians

proposed tariff reform as a remedy. The fact that wages were

low ain'oati might have seemed to explain foreign prosperity ;

but pric(5s of food were also low there, and the foreign workman
was able to live on much lower wages than the Enghshman.

Major Phipson pointed out the reason in his voluminous work :

' The Kedemption of Labour " but his st\dc seems to have

discouraged most readers. Moreover, Major Phipson A^tiates

his case by basing it upon an erroneous view of paper currency.

In his opinion, a banker who issues £2 in cheque credit when
he possesses ojily £1 hi gold, commits a fraud upon the com-

munity and tends to inflate prices harmfully. To this in-

flation Major Phipson ascribes the power of foreign nations

to export to us cheaply. There is no gromid however for

this assertion. The reader who has followed me so far will

have no difUculty in seeing that not only is no harmful in-

llation n(!cessarily caused by the issue of paper substitutes

foi- gold, but disaster nmst inevitably have overtaken com-
merce but for this action on the part of the banks. Never-

theless, Major Phip.son has provided telluig tabular statements,

and in the following pages of this chapter I quote partly from
'• Britain's Destiny,' a very readable outhne (by Mr. Mark
B. E. iMajor) of Major Phipson's book.
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Previous to 1872 Great Britain alone had used an
exclusively gold monetary unit. Other nations for the most
part had silver or mixed currencies, and, as gold was there-

fore little in demand abroad, tliosc who sent produce to this

coimtry took manufactured goods in exchange. All this was
changed when in 1872 Germany adopted a gold currency,

her example being gradually followed by most other civiliziid

nations, in spite of the warning of many of the delegates to

the previous mternational congress of bankers at Brussels.

If we refer to the tables of exports from Great Britam it can
be seen that in ten years (1860-70) British exports showed an
increase of 47 per cent. ; but m the subsequent 25 years they
increased by no more than 19 per cent. If we now compare
these figures with those of the other countries which, since

1870, have adopted for their monetary unit the same metal

as is employed by Great Britain, an extraordinary contrast

is observable. During the ten years (1860-70), the rate of

increase in the exports from all these countries was 38 per

cent. ; but their rate of increase for the subsequent twenty-

five years was 116 per cent. This great difference is not to be

explained by the mere circumstance of the growth of

continental industry.

Great Britain was the richest and almost the only manu-
facturing nation in Europe previous to 1870. Instead of being

permitted to build up her commerce upon a basis of mutual
trust and paper tokens, however, she had been compelled in

the manner described in the previous chapters to acquire

an immense store of gold. Continental nations, especially

Germany, were mainly engaged in agriculture and, there being

Uttle demand in those comitries for wage-labour, wages there

were low. Their food prices, however, reckoned in gold, were

also low, and, even if manufactured comforts were somewhat
high-priced, the German peasant was fairly prosperous.

After the conclusion of the war with France, however, Ger-

many set herself to develop her industry, her example being

gradually followed by the other continental nations. Germany
soon found coal at home, and, taking advantage of and im-

proving the latest inventions of British industry, her manu-

facturing activity increased by leaps and bounds Now,
previous to Germany's adoption of our monetary unit there

had been a steady interchange of foodstuffs and manufactures

between her and this country. Any excess of export fi-om

Germany to us would, after a certain point, hr.vo been

M
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made up by an increased import into Germany (or some

other siIver-o\ming country) of our manufactures, since

we possessed little of Germany's money, silver, and she, in

common with most other countries, had only a restricted

market in the various gold-using industries for our gold.

Aft.er 1872, however, the sudden blossoming of German in-

dustry required a development of credit in Germany, and the

new system caused this to assume the form of a demand for

gold. Wages and food prices were low in Germany, and pro-

duction was accordingly cheap. The one commodity we now
possessed which Germany really urgently required was gold.

The laws of England put no limit to the quantity of gold which

might be abstracted from our stores, and our banks were

legally prohibited fi'om adopting any measures to prevent

the withdrawal of the metal. This was the opportunity for

foreign countries. For yeai's they could manufacture and
export to British markets at a profit, securmg payment in

our one cheap commodity, gold. Gradually gold was drained

from the free gold market in Great Britain, and much misery

was caused here. Sir Robert Giffen, referring to Great

Britain, states* :

—
" For ten years, from 1873, inclusive, there

" was at least one month in every year in which the average
" [discount] rate in this country amounted to or exceeded 4

J

" to 5 per cent." Elsewhere he declares that there was
stringency in our money market every year between 1871

and 1885 owing to demand for gold from abroad. Further

onf :

—
" There has been no marked increase in the rate of

" wages since 1873, and there are now (1885) in all directions
" reports of strikes and low wages ; rents are undoubtedly
" falling ; the Income Tax assessments have increased more
" languidly since 1875 than they had for many years before

;

" the returns of property liable to legacy and succession duty
" would also appear of late years to have been
" stationary or dechning."

The drain of gold has only of recent years become less notice-

able, as food jjrices and wages abroad begin to equal our own,
and the world's credit system slowly and painfully expands
to meet the extra strain. In 1872 London was the heart of

the economic system of the world. Gold and silver had flowed

thither to be sent out again in the shape of loans to distant

colonies which wore hi process of development. But these

• " Essays in Finance ", Second Series (London, Geo. Bell & Sons, ]890) p. 25.
+ ib. p. 28,
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loans had to be repaid, and since the adoption of a gold cur-

rency by other European nations increased the worth of gold,

prices of goods reckoned in gold gradually fell, that is, gold

daily commanded a larger and largei- amount of commodities
;

the produce of the debtors failed to realise the necessary sum
and they became bankrupt. This was the period when gi-eat

fortunes were made by the gold owning classes here, while

the manufacturing and industrial portions of the comnnmity
were on the verge of bankruptcy.

Sir Robert Giffen describes the gold famine* :

—" In 1801-
" 70 the annual gold coinage in the United Kingdom was
"about 5 milhons sterling; the amount in 1871 was nearly
" 10 millions ; in 1872 just over 15 millions. The average of

"the period 1874-83 was 11 millions sterling only, wliiU^ in
*' 1881-2 there was no coinage at all."

In reading these statements by Sir Robeit Giffen it must be
remembered that although the drain of gold and consequent
industrial misery in this period caused a considerable inci-ease

in the number of those persons who advocated the inclusiou

of silver as a legal tender, Gift'en was a consistent opponent
of bi-metallism, and hence would scarcely be likely to

exaggerate the evil. Certain economists were inclined to

ascribe the whole of the fall of prices during this period to

improved methods of production ; but Giffen is emphatic in

imputing the major part of the fall to scarcity of gold. There

had previously occurred periods of greater industrial develop-

ment (e.g. 1846-56) which had been accompanied by no such

decided fall in prices, but rather by a slight rise, and a

rise in wages. Speaking at Glasgow in November, 1873, just

after the change of her standard by Germany, Mr. Disraeli

said :

—
" I attribute the monetary disturbance which has

*' occurred, and is now to a certain extent acting very in-

" juriously upon trade, I attribute it to the great changes
" which the Governments of Europe are making in reference
" to their standard of value. Our gold standard is not the
" cause of our commercial prosperity, but the consequence
" of that prosperity. It is quite evident that we must prepare
*' ourselves for great convulsions in the money market, not
" occasioned by speculation or any of the old causes which
" have been alleged, but by a new cause with which we are
" not sufficiently acquainted.

Six years later, in March 1879, when, as Mr. Moreton

*jb. p. 25.
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Frewen \Yrites, " The monetary morbus had become evident",

Mr. Disraeli, since become Lord Beaconsfield, said :

—
" All

*' this time the produce of the gold mmes in Australia and
" California lias been regularly diminishing, and the conse-

" quoiico is that, while these great alterations on the con-

" tinent in favour of a gold cuiTency have been made, not-

" withstanding that increase of the population which alone

" requires a considerable increase of the currency to carry
*' on its transactions, the amount of tlie currency itself is

" 3'early diminishing, until a state of affairs has been brought
" about by gold production exactly the reverse of that which
" it produced at first. Gold is every day appreciating in

" value, and as it appreciates, the lower become prices. It

" is not impossible that, as affairs develop, the country may
" recpiire that some formal investigation should be made of

" the causes which are affecting the value of the precious
" metals—and the effect which the change in the value of the
" ])recious metals has upon the industries of the coimtry, and
" u]3on the continual fall of prices." Up to 1876 England

had been a large importer of gold bullion ; but in 1877 the

balance turned, and during the next ten years her export

of gold exceeded her imports by £2,259,000. Of course

the payment of the Franco-German war indemnity was partly

responsible for the drain of gold at the beginning of this

period ; but the economists who ascribe the whole difficulties

of these years to the payment of this indemnity, over-

look the great strain placed upon the w^orld's gold supply by
the action of continental powers in adopting a gold-based

curroncv. Up to 187G the United States were exporters of

gold, in 1875 $53,000,000 worth was exported. In 1877

export practically ceased. In 1878 they began importing.

This was the period of the resumption of specie payments
and consequent increased demand for gold in U.S.A. In his

address to the Bankers' Institute in April 1883, Goschen
stat(^d that during the ten years 1873-83 there was absorbed

in gold by Germany 84 million pounds sterling, by Italy 16

niiilious. and by U.S.A. 100 millions, whereas the total pro-

duction ot gold durijig that period was only 100 millions, or

about half the amount required by those three countries

aloiio ; th*; balance was of course dra\^ni from the previously

existing gold supj)ly in other countries, partly from England.

The suffering in P^ngland was then severe. By 1886 (the

tini<* wln'ii s(i(-i;iH^lic doctrines began to take root in England)
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prices hud lallen about 10 per conf. below the level of IS73,

and Eiigla)i(l sought relief by calling in hei; loans, hoping thus
to obtain exchange medium. The result was to crush the

debtor nations. The first country to suffer was Australiii,.

Between 1873-88 wool fell from 36 cents a pound to 16 ceuts.

In Melbourne in 1892 the distress was frightful. The turn

of Argentina followed. In the United States coiiditious Wiivn

equally bad ; America relied on the sale of farm produce to

meet its debts ; in 1873 wheat brought $1.85 per bushel in

London ; by 1889 it had fallen to $1.03. Violent labour

troubles occurred in America in 1877. England, however,

continued to call in her loans ; America was compelled to

continue tlie export of bulhon to this country, and iu 1893

the great financial panic began in the United States.

It is only necessary to glance at the position of debtor

nations to understand the straits in which they are placed by
an increased strain on the metal that forms their currency.

India can only with difficulty meet her interest liabihties. In

Russia prices have been forced so low that fche peasant is left

with the narrowest margin of profit on which to live. Food
may be plentiful and cheap but the people too poor to buy.

The peasant has to contribute two bushels of wheat in taxes

(calculated in money of course) where formerly he gave one
;

the crop is therefore forced on the market to fetch what price

it can. In England, as the drain of gold went on, the owner of

productive property was often driven to the wall, for, though

the price at which he could sell his commodity declined, w^ages

were maintained by the trade unions ; and, though workmen
might be starving through irregularity of employment, the

pay roll remained the same. The mines of the i\Iidlands

seem to have been showing a loss at times when the men left

the pits on strike, and the best cotton mills of Lancashire did

not average more than one per cent, of profit applicable to

dividends for several years.

There is thus shown to be reason in the contention of

Protectionists that there has occurred an imfair " dumping
"

of foreign goods upon our shores ; and although the gold

supply has since been somewhat more evenly distributed

among the industrial nations, we have seen that our free gold

market still exposes us to imports of cheap foreign goods iu

times of prosperity and high prices here. I do not advocate

Protection but it is conceivable that if, during the period

above-mentioned, England had adopted a protective tariil
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as a replv to foreign adoptiou of lior monetary unit, the

imjjort. of chciip foreign goods and simultaneous withdrawal

of gold would have been largely prevented. The Free Trader's

contention that "' goods pay for goods ", and that a reduction

of imports must cause a reduction of commodity exports,

is shown to be iiicorrect in face of the fact that whenever our

prices tend to rise or foreign prices to fall sufficiently, the re-

sulting consignment of '' dumped " foreign goods is paid

for in gold.
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CHAPTER XL

AN EXAMINATION OF PRESENT SYMPTOMS

Our industrial system exhibits to-day various signs of

ill-healtli. An examination of the symptoms may assist us

to diagnose the disease.

The deep evil of our system is manifested in an inability

to sell, even on the part of those who have correctly antici-

pated a demand in the community. This inability to sell

produces miemployment. So great is the evil that there are

not wanting those who declare that a catastrophic destruction

of wealth is beneficial since it provides employment. Let
us consider this for a moment. The apparent evil is unemploy-
ment. In chapter III this has been traced to the deeper

cause of lack of demand for labour among employers. An
increased demand among employers for labour, resulting in

higher wages and cheaper commodities, would remedy the

evil. Enquiring now into the cause of the lack of demand
for labour among employers, we find that one of the most
fmidamental reasons is the inability on the part of manu-
facturers to sell the goods already produced. The evil does

not He with production. Invention has evolved wonderful

machinery. Men are skilled. The goods produced are those

which men desire for consumption. Yet employers and
manufacturers are miable to sell their goods, and arc periodi-

cally compelled to suspend production in order to permit

demand to catch up with supply of commodities. The cry

of the manufacturers is not " Give us improved machmery !

"

but " Give us markets !
" Our system is vastly overcharged

with middlemen, commercial travellers, and advertising

agents—all evidences of a feverish search for buyers. What
is the explanation ? The phenomenon becomes more com-

prehensible when we perceive tha:t the demand for goods is

"not an effective one, i.e., not expressed in pm'chasing power.

Now, in chapter IV, I have shown that wherever society is

compelled to use a dear credit medium a certain amount of

commercial ability (unvoiced demand for goods) nuist remain

unmonetized. I have shown that we have actually been
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prohibited from using efficient substitutes for gold, that credit

has in consequence been rendered dearer, and that the mone-

tization of a great mass of otherwise ehgible security has thus

been prevented. Hence widespread restriction of purchasing

power. The remedy does not he in the unproductive de-

struction of wealth, but m its consumption as capital. Here

then we discover the cause of the prevalent difficulty in finding

])urchasers for goods. John Gray, in his book " Lectures on

the Nature and Uses of Money ", of which Mill's criticism was

noticed in a preceding chapter, has summed up the position

admirably by the remark that an adequate credit system would

convert the present inability to sell, into a difficulty to j)ur-

chase. This is not an exaggeration : our desires are always

in advance of our capacity to supply them, and, since the

function of credit is to bring into commerce the present worth

of a, future profit, the gradual jDcrfection of the credit system

must remove the strain from sellers and place it upon buyers.

In other words : at present the difficulty is for laboiu* to obtain

credit or purchasmg power ; under a more perfect banking

system it will be difficult for purchasing power to find labour,

Mr. J. Chamberlaui's ideal of two employers searchmg for

one employee will be reahzed ; and imder such conditions

labour must be paid as high a reward as the returns from
industry can afford. This is as it should be. Excessive com-
petition among labourers becomes competition for bread

;

whereas any extreme of competition among employers can

at most be merely competition for more wealth among those

who already possess the means of livehhood, and can be sus-

pended at will.

The fact is generally recognised that demand is the cause

of production, for no one produces except to supply an ex-

isthig or prospective demand. In his " Elements of Pohtical

Economy " James Mill proves, however, by elaborate length

of argument, that production is equally the cause of demand.
I condense his argument :— " Two things are necessary
'* to constitute a demand, (1) a wish for the commodity, (2)
" an equivalent to give for it A man's demand is

" therefore exactly equal to the amount of what he has pro-
" duced for exchange." It is obvious that if this were as

true in practice as it is in theory, there could be no glut of

saleable commodities m the hands of producers who wished
to sell, and no simultaneous involuntary idleness on the part
of those who possessed willing abihty to labour together with
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a desire to consume tlic commodities which now de,teri(tr;it(!

in the hands of producers. It is however evident that, under
present conditions, production continually outstrips the
effective monetary demand. Orthodox economists have
termed the phenomenon " over-production ", and have thereby
incurred the scorn of the socialist school which perceives that

there exists continually a " natural '' demand, although not

a monetary one, for the " over-produced " goods ; the demand
emanating from (1) able men wiio would work if only they
could find employment, and (2) the mass of workers, who are

producing considerably more goods thaji tlieir wages enable

them to repurchase. To the SociaUst w-e now point out that

a sufficient injection of credit would assist manufacturers
to monetize the powders of the former class, thus graduall}''

tending to increase the wages and (by reduced prices of

commodities also) the consuming power of the latter.

A tower of strength to socialism, and to its practical ex-

periments as shown in modern Liberalism, is Mr. J. A. Hobson.
Where others have based their socialism upon emotional

appeal, Mr. Hobson has set dispassionately to w^ork to locate

the hitch in the mechanism of exchange. The modern op-

ponent of sociahsm is inevitably confronted by Mr. Hobson,

and I, who contend that sociahsm is based upon an erroneous

conception of the social problem, propose therefore to criti-

cize Mr. Hobson's views. It wdll be convenient to examine

the brief resume of his opinions set forth by Mr. Hobson in

the September 26th, 1908 issue of the " New Age ", under the

heading :
" The Meaning of Unemployment ".

He writes :—" Now trade depression means in the first

" instance the existence in many or most important industries

" of large quantities of capital unemployed or under-employed
" AVhat is wanting to make the factors of production
" produce ? The first answer is that employers and cntre-

" preneurs beheve they cannot sell the goods this capital and
" labour would make at a profitable price if they ordered them
" to be made If we regard the industrial system

"as a continual stream of processes engaged in working up
" raw material into useful forms and putting them into jjlaces

" where they will be bought by consumers and consumed, or

" by producers in order to assist further production, the actual

" congestion and its attendant unemployment seem evidently

" due to a refusal to withdraw goods at the end of the series

" as fast as they can be passed down the productive stream.
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But this merely states the problem in new terms ; it does

not solve it. If the entrepreneurs insisted on putting to

productive uses the unemployed capital and labour, the

goods it would produce would belong to somebody who
presumably would want to consume them, or to exchange

them for other goods he did want to consume, or to save

and apply them to further purposes of production. Every

addition to supply creates a corresponding addition to de-

mand ; this doctiine all economists accept. How then can

it be true that capital and labour must stand idle because

the goods they make cannot be sold, so as either to be con-

sumed or to be apphed to increase the fabric of industry ?

The only apparent answer to this question is that, though
' somebody ' could buy whatever car be produced by the
' miemployed ', that ' somebod}' ' would not buy it, because

he wants neither to consume it nor to ' save ' it and

apply it and the fi'esh capital to assist production.
" This connection seems at first sight mcredible, but, does

it not follow unerringly from the analysis of facts ? If

everything that can be produced must continuously be

bought, either for consumption or for saving, i.e., as increased

plant, raw material, etc., it is clear that there could be no

unemplo3anent other than what is occasioned by the

normal requirements of the changing arts of industry and
the minor accidents of season, etc. If, therefore such

unemployment exists, it can only be because some of the

power to demand created with every increase of supply

will not be exercised either in demanding (buying) con-

sumables, or new pieces of capital, i.e., the ' income

'

will neither be ' spent ' nor ' saved'.
" There is only one hypothesis which explains the possi-

bihty of such a refusal to apply the power of demand.
It is the existence in the industrial community of a chronic

tendency to try to save and apply in increased capital a

larger ])roportion of the general income than in the actual

conditioiLs of the industrial arts is economically required

to supply commodities at the current or prospective rate of

consumption."

Mr. Hobson })roceeds to trace this tendency to the great

iuequahty of fortujies existing in the community, contending

that it is not so necessary for the rich to spend the whole of

their incomes as for the poor. He continues :

—
" If this

" hypothesis be true it has the advantage of furnishing a
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" sound economic basis to the policy of public expenditure
" U})on unemployed relief which otherwise is lacking,'. For
''

it removes by rating or taxatioii certain portions of income
" which, if not so taken, would neither be spent in demanding
" commodities, nor be invested in productive employment,
"and applies them directly to employ 'out of works'".
Mr. Hobson adds that if his hypothesis be rejected, the policy

of taking money from tax-payers simply causes a fresh

lot of miemployraent by reducing the quantity of capital

which would otherwise be loaned to productive enterprise.
" But," he proceeds, " though an economic justification is

" thus fomid for pubhc provision of unemployed relief, it is

" evident that such a poUcy is only a palliative, not an
" organic remedy, for an industrial disease due to chronic
" causes. Organic remedies can only be found in an absorp-
" tion of ' surplus ' or unearned income, either by diverting
" it from rents, excessive profits, etc., into wages, or by
" taking and spending it as public revenue."

Mr. Hobson offers no scheme for diverting this unearned

income into wages ; hence there remains in his opinion only

the scheme of taxing it away from its owners, that is, the
" organic " remedy is merely the extension of the palliative.

In my discussions with Socialists, this phrase of Mr. Hobson's,

affirming " the existence in the industrial community of

" a chronic tendency to try to save and apply in increased
" capital a larger proportion of the general income than in

" the actual conditions of the industrial arts is economic-
*' ally required to supply commodities at the current or pro-

" spective rate of consumption ", has again and again been

brought up against me. Let us examine it in the hght of

its context.

The hypothetical " somebody ", previously referred to,

who would not buy the wealth that could be produced by the

unemployed " because he wants neither to consume nor save
" and apply it to assist production " seems to me a useless

comphcation of the problem in face of Mr. Hobson's later

assertion regarding the existing of an excessive desire to

save. But beyond this criticism I have nothing but praise

for Mr. Hobson's diagnosis of the existing evil. His pre-

sentation of the Mill theory respecting the theoretical

relationship between production and demand is simple and

lucid. As a general principle it may without doubt be

affirmed that no man produces except to supply some want
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of the comm unity, and except he himself desire to consume.

Heucc production should be the cause of demand. The })i'o-

blem that confronts every economist who dares to interrogate

the Sphuix of modern industrialism is " Why does not pro-

duction to-day cause demand t
" The earlier economists

fraidvly replied that more conmiodities were being produced

than could possibly be consumed—'' Over-production !

"

Much propaganda on the part of Socialists has compelled the

recognition of the opposite theory of under-consumption on

the part of the majority of the community. In his phrase :

"the existence in the industrial community", etc., above

quoted, Mr. Hobson returns to the theory of over-production
;

but he is careful to quahfy it by stating that moie capital is

applied to industry than the current or prospective rate of

co)isu)nption requires. By this quahfication, however, Mr.

Hobson actually begs the question. He simply states that

goods cannot be consumed because—more are produced than

can currently be consumed ! Therefore, says modern Fabian-

ism with conviction, since there is no other method of

diverting these goods into the channels of consumption, we
must tax them aw-ay.

Let us, however, recognize that this " explanation " of

Mr. Hobson's is no explanation of " Over-production " at

all, and examine the problem afresh. We have previously

noticed the necessity for the uninterrupted conversion of

potential iuto actual purchasing power in the industrial

system. Wealth must be transformed as automatically as

possible after production, into purchasing power. By this

means alone is it possible to avoid glut of goods and m;iem-

ployment. Now, taking the ordinary economist's definition

of capital as " Wealth destined to be consumed in the pro-

duction of fresh wealth", we perceive that the fundamental
evil is not the attempt to apply to production more capital

than is economically required ; but the fact that bankers

have been prevented from distributing the wealth already

l>roduced among those who would most economically use

it in the production of fresh Avealth. Hence '" over-pro-

duction " and unemployment. Manufacturers who have
produced wealth exhibit no desire to retain it ; on the con-

trary, they are usually prepared to sell on credit at com-
paratively long dates, at considerable risk to themselves, if

only somebody will take their goods off their hands. The
central evil is that most of the potential consumera have been
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prevented fi'om monetizing their power to demand, except

by yielding up the greater part of their profits to a money-
lender. The manufacturer cannot give his goods away ; he

waits for the professional banker to indicate l)y means of

liis tokens of purcliasing power those who are economicallv

deserving, i.e., tliose who eitlier have ]>roduc<M] or wlio are

capa])le of producing wealth.

The evil is exaggerated by the circumstance that, under
tlie present system, the purchasmg power required for fresh

production is largely subtracted from the circulating ex(;hange

medium of the commmiity, instead of being created afresh

witii every increase of production. Any consitlerable and
decided extension of production, as for instance that which
results from the introduction of a useful invention, automa-
tically withdraws a certain portion of the previously existing
" power to demand " and prevents the exchange of goods

that have already been produced. This is an imj)ortant

point, and one that deserves closer examination. Let us

suppose an individual A to have produced £10 worth of goods.

He wishes to purchase, and, upon the security of his goods,

obtains £10 worth of exchange medium from a banker. Now,
unless he use the whole of this exchange medium in purchasing

goods—unless he put the whole of it into circulation—some
part of his own product must remain unsold. " Exactly so ",

interjects JMr. Hobson, " let us therefore tax him and buy
his goods from him." But it is inconceivable that A should

hoard his exchange medium : hoarding is rarely practised

in western civilization. We shall see that the evil rather is

that legal restrictions upon professional lenders of capital

direct too great a stream of demand upon A's medium of

exchange and thus cause his commodities to be unsaleable.

Let us suppose that B wishes to undertake production and,

instead of applying to the banker for fresh purchasing power,

borrows £5 worth of A's exchange medium. By the time B
has created his anticipated wealth there will be £15 worth

of goods circulating, for wliich there will exist only £10

worth of effective monetary demand. This is the real reason

why goods remam unsold. The proportion of connnodities

which remains unsold from this cause is the measure of the

perfection of exchange expedients in the community. Under

primitive conditions, scarcity of exchange medium and risk

of destruction of credit by social unrest comp.?l producers

to pay highly for the exchange medium, that is, produceis
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obtain a proportionately smaller quantity of purchasing

power in respect of a given product, and prices are unduly

low. If the productive powers of the community increase

faster than the credit system permits, prices are not only

imduly low, but a quantity of goods remains unsold. The

equalization of the productive powers of the community and

its consumption of commodities depends upon the flexibility

of its banking system.

The case of A and B above mentioned is the more interest-

ing since it contradicts the assumption of certain economists

that the community's exchange of commodities can be equally

efficiently transacted by a relatively much smalhjr quantity

of exchange medium on account of the circulating power of

the medium. For instance, on p. 7 of the "Political Economy"
(Vol. 1) Mill gives his support to the doctrine which, more

than any other, has been responsible for loose thinking on

currency questions, by stating that exchange is not hindered

by restriction of a community's supply of money. He
writes :

—
" Further consideration showed that the uses of

" money are m no respect promoted by increasing the quantity
" which exists and circulates in a country ; the ser\'ices which
" it performs being as well rendered by a small as by a large

" aggregate amount. Two million c[uarters of coin will not
" feed so many persons as four millions ; but two millions of
" pounds sterling will carry on as much traffic, will buy and
" sell as many commodities as four millions, though at lower
" nominal prices." This doctrine is true only within certain

limits—it must, i^ot be carried too far. Mill, however, makes
no attempt in the context of the passage above cited to

qualify his statement, and the passage is often quoted as it

strands, against those who endeavour to point out the evil of

a restiicted exchange medium. It is true that, if the needs

of a country for exchange medium are already fully supplied,

the existing quantity of its exchange medium will transact

its commerce as efficiently as twice the amount ; but the

error of the unqualified statement that the quantity of a coun-

try's exchange medium has no effect upon the facility of the

transaction of its commerce may be incontrovertibly exposed

in the following mannei. Let us suppose that A, B and C
have each produced £1 worth of goods, and that the banker
issue £1 wortli of exchange inodhim to A only, 'rusting to

the circulating power of the medium to effect the transfer

of the goods produced by all throe. Now, in a few chance
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cases ifc may happen that A requires B's goods, B requires

C's, and C finally A's ; but it is only in a case of this type tliut

the exchange of goods will proceed smoothly ; and even here

C must wait until the exchange medium reaches him before

he can purchase of A, althougli, having himself produced
saleable commodities required by another who has also pro-

duced, he is presumably fully entitled to purchase immedi-
ately. It may frequently happen, however, that C requii-es

A's goods, but that neither C nor B have produced goods

desired by A wlio alone possesses exchange medium. The
latter accordingly purchases elsewhere or retains the ex-

change medium until he has found other pi'oducers with

desirable objects of purchase ; meanwhile A, B and C's goods
remain imsold and deteriorate. Orthodox economists will

here record over-production, although it is quite possible that

B may desire C's goods, and C have equally developed a

desire for B's goods, B requiring in this latter case only a

credit issue to enable him alike to purchase of C and sell his

own goods (it is here supposed, of course, that barter is out

of the question). Even if both B and C were provided with

£] worth of exchange medium each, on the security of their

product, no question of redundant cun-ency could arise since

a total of £2 worth of exchange medium Would have to be

returned to the banker in respect of B and C within a certain

stated period.

This latter case is also noteworthy as providing an instance

of the necessity of credit in any advanced system of diNdsion

of labour. Credit is merely an extension of mutual trust.

If the banker provide credit on the security of goods produced,

he reUes on the borrower's guarantee that the goods are really

saleable, and it is to the interest of the borrower not to deceive

his banker. When the banker is assured of the integrity of

his chent he may equally provide him with purchasing power

on the latter's guarantee to produce saleable goods within

a certain period. Hence it is desirable and perfectly safe

to avoid the risk of insufficiency of exchange medium.

Professor Bonamy Price's treatment of the Quantity Theory

is more accurate than Mill's. He states* :—" A nation is

" not the poorer for having little gold, nor the richer for

" having much, if only it have enough. The precious metals
" flow to countries of low civilization, of political insecurity,

" where the law is weak and justice uncertain ; also to nations

* " Currency and Banking " (London, 1870, 11. S. King i^ Co.) p. 2\.
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" using large banking reserves. . . .Wliilst they find scant
" resting-place in lands of high commercial development,
" where property is safe, credit secure, the recovery of debts
" easv and to be relied u])on, and where tlie owners of goods
" ai-e willing to part ^^^th them for chec|ues and bills, and
" similar jn-ocesses of deferred payment " (itahcs mine).

It is of course evident that every fresh invention must
tend to turn the stream of capital to itself and away fi'om the

machinery it displaces. But the deciding factor in altering

tlie course of the stream of capital should be co-operation

between the manufacturer and the banker—not indiscrimi-

natiug coercion on the part of the State. Legal restrictions

upon the creation and loaning of capital to-day compel the

banker to withdraw purchasing power from quarters in

which jourchase is still desired, simply because the capital

is more m-gently desired elsewhere, and the State has pre-

vented him from creating a fresh supply. The reduction in

the demand for credit should come from the manufacturer

when he perceives his profits dwindling—and from no other

cause. The present system hterally compels the destruction

of existhig industry whenever a sufficiently large quantity

of fi'esh industry is created, although the latter may be actually

inferior to that which it destroys. The normal and harmless

method of transfer of capital from unprofitable industry

is lucidly described by Bagehot thus* :

—
" The bill-brokers

" and bankers' bill cases as a rule are full of the bills drawn
" in the most profitable trades, and caeteris 'paribus and in
" comparison empty of those drawn in the less profitable.
*' If the iron trade ceases to be as profitable as usual, less iron
" is sold ; the fewer the sales the fewer the bills ; and in
" con.sequence the number of iron bills in Lombard Street
" is diminished. On the other hand, if in consequence of a
" bad harvest the corn trade becomes on a sudden profitable,
" immediately ' corn bills ' are created in great numbers,
" and if good, are discounted in Lombard Street. Thus
" English capital runs as surely and instantly where it is

" most wanted, and where there is most to be made of it,

" as water runs to find its level." Bagehot is right : capital

always runs to the place where it is most wanted. The trouble

is that when the ' want ' increases beyond a certain point,

iji spite of the fact that it may emanate from a perfectly

legitimate growth of industry, legal restrictions prevent the

• p. 13 of work previously quoted.
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means of transfer from increasing proportionately, and capital

rims only to places where the demand is abnormally kvcn,

that is, where men are prepared to sacrifice gilt-edged .security

to obtain it. Since only a small proportion of manufactur(!rs

can afford at a given time to lay out any portion of its

capital in com])aratively unproductive gilt-edged security,

in times of strong demand for discounts capital runs onl\- to

this small proportion ; not (let me repeat it) because of any
dearth of capital, or of any diminution of mutual trust or

confidence that men will meet their engagements, l)ut sim])ly

because the State has seen fit to restrict the issue of the m<!ans

of transfer of capital to the amount which many generatioiLS

ago it considered sufficient for the needs of the community
for all time.

The cause of the lack of buyhig power in the community
to-day is, not only the legal exclusion of a vast mass of eligible

security and the absence of suitable banks, but that, even

when obtaining due monetization of their goods, producers

pay to the financial class excessive interest on the medium of

exchange. For every £100 worth oi exchange medium
received from the financiers, producers must obtain from

somewhere and return to their creditors £105 (when interest

is at 5 per cent.), and a still greater sum when the capital

is obtamed from financier shareholders. Therefore, in

circumstances hke our own, where the exchange medium is

hmited m volume, and high interest is paid in dividends to

shareholders, the tendency will be for the exchange medium
to be accumulated gradually in the hands of the financial

class. Mr. Hugo Bilgram states* :
—

" The amount of

" exchange medium thus withdrawn from its purchasing
" function and used to accumulate fresh interest for the
" financial class, accoimts for the stagnation of business and
" the accumulation of all kinds of products in the hands of

" the producers.'' Demand will never equal supply until

all goods produced are readily monetizable into almost

equivalent purchasing power, allowing merely a margin for

the banker's labour and possible depreciation. This can be

accomplished by cheapening the credit medium. The most

rational method of attaining this end is to permit the banks

to substitute the gold credit token by the paper promise

to pay. Further, the circulatmg power of this latter instru-

ment will render automatic the creation of supply by demand,

* " In voluntary IdlwR'ss
•
(LippinLOlt, rhiladt-liihiu, ISS'J), Intioiluclion.

N
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since it will facilitate monetization of productive ability

by the bauker.

The disease in our industrial system manifests itself in

other symptoms. I have remarked in an earher chapter

that our judicial system is gradually perfecting its methods

of ])rc\entuig the satisfaction of demand except by the

performance of equivalent service. Yet there exists a con-

siderable class in our midst of which we feel, more or less

vaguely, that it is not performmg due labour for the reward

it receives. I refer to the class which lives on share dividends.

Of most ordinary industry it may be said that the individual

must give up the product of his labour in order to receive

reward, or, in cases of hire, the object hired is gradually

worn out : if the individual desire further reward, he must

labour afresh. Yet in dividend receivers we perceive those

whose commodity, gold, is never consumed, but yields reward

unceasingly with unduly httle further labour. The explana-

tion lies in om- faulty credit system. The vast majority of

the membei's of society hves by exchange. We have rendered

gold more necessary to the process of exchange than it need

be. Gold is the one commodity that controls all exchange,

and—we have prohibited the only effective substitute for

it, namely, the bank note. Therefore, m justice, we must
pay gold owners Avhat they ask for the use of their

commodity.

It is at once strange and pathetic to notice how reformers

have hovered aroimd this evil without being able to strike

at its cause. Society has been hkened to a great waggon
drawn by the workers. From time to time a worker throws

of! his harness, jumps into the \\'aggon, and is thereafter

drawn without further exertion on his part. The labour of

the rest of the workers is thenceforward increased, since, not

only are their Jiiiiubers lessened, but the weight to be drawn
is greater. Later reformers have resolved the metaphor
somewhat, and we have the modern Socialist who affirms

that the certificate of entry into the waggon is the possession

of machinery ; he therefore proposes to prevent eutry into

the waggon by prohibiting individual ownership of machinery.

But the protest arises fi'om the anti-Sociahst party, that,

while certain possessors of machinery are perhaps reaping ex-

orbitant profit, yet, as a class they are performing useful organ-

izing labour, and no scheme has yet been proposed by which,

with human quahln;.^ in their present stage of development,
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ability may be so automatically attracted to this branch of

industry, aud be so thoroughly tested, as by free coinjx'iition

and private retention of profits. It has been left to modern
economic science to go one step further and declare that
(if we omit reference to the land (piestion) it is the possession

of gold which enables entry into the waggon of idleness. It

is virtually by possession of gold alone that abihty is to-day
enabled to undertake production. Of almost all other
commodities it may be said that, if the demand for tliem

increase, aud their price rise by reason of insufhcient supply-,

wc turn to some substitute. Gold is the one commodity for

which we have prohibited effective substitutes. On all

industrial activity this vampire preys with full legal sanction.

I have said that a broad survey of the industrial problem
reveals a lack of effective demand for goods. Land questions

apart, this is to be ascribed to the second circumstance that

labour is obliged to yield up a great portion of its product to

the non-producing gold-owning class, and is therefore never
able by the sale of the rest to repurchase as much as it might.

Orthodox economists have defended the gold owners in their

levy of interest on the gounds that they perform useful

service m supplying capital to labour. Agreed ! We merely
point out (1) that this service is being purchased ten, and
frequently twenty, times as dearly as it might be

; (2) that

our whole industry suffers by its exchange system being

legally boimd more closely than is necessary to gold, a com-
modity at once monopohzable and arbitrarily fluctuating

in available quantity.

There is yet another symptom of the underl3ang disease

ot credit restriction. Let us suppose the capable worker

to obtain possession of machmcry. By due attention to

business and a careful outlook upon tlie needs of the market

he obtains uicreasing reward. Thcjc comes the time when,

in order to extend operations, he has need of more capital

than is provided by the average returns of his business in

its present form. Here then is an opportunity for a

loan. Since his returns from the additional caj^ital will be

obtained only after a lapse of a considerable period, such ;in

advance falls into the category of " long-date " loans. Now,
although we have in the banker a professional judge of com-

mercial integrity and abihty, we have legally exposed him
to the frequent and unforeseen danger of the withdrawal of

his gold, and have thus precluded him from making long-date
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loans. The employer is therefore obhged to apply to the

iuiprofe.ssioiui.1 outside jjublic—the holdeis of gold—and

turn his business into a joint-stock company. This is attended

by several distinct disadvantages :

—

(I) The original employer it is who has brought his

business to its pn sent state of perfection, and who may con-

ceivably be trusted to know best hoAv it should henceforth

be conducted. Yet he is compelled to receive, and submit

his opinions to, a board of directors (who again must study

the wishes of the ignorant shareholders), the board havmg
])owcr to alter the whole character of the business. There

can bo no doubt that the business woidd be more economically

and progi'cssivcly conducted if the original employer were

provided with the additional capittl by a banker, and the

management of the business left in his own hands. If the

employer value the advice of other men. lot him employ them
as managers, or otherwise pm-chase then- advice ; but let

him not give them the right of veto over his actiors.

(II) The banker, as a professional judge of commercial

worth, would be more likely to encourage true ability than

does at present the untrained pubhc. We do well to secure

to ability its reward. Yet we sec to-day that the specious,

self-advertising swindler, with his seductive prospectus,

frequently secures advances from the public, to the exclusion

of his competitor who may be a more capable producer.

This is distinctly bad from a social point of view.

(III) The frequent occui'rence of such fraudulent coni-

pany-promotioD is proved by the fact of our having instituted

the la^' of Limited Liability (a further example of one act

of interference necessitating another). It is contrary to all

ideas of commercial justice that debts should be incurred for

which the debtor party is not responsible. In the early days
of thu growth of joint-stock companies, hoAvevcr, the public

became fearful at the many failures which occurred among
Kuch companies at times of linancial crisis, and evinced

reluctance in lending its gold. Hence was passed the law

which renders the individual shareholders of a company
liable to that portion of the company "s debts only which is

covered by the amount of their respective holdings of shares.

This is a premium upon reckless tradbig, a hindrance to the

growth of mutual trust in commerce, and implies disregard

of the law that morality results from the exposure of the

individual to the full consequences of his actions. It is
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noteworthy that Sir R, H. IngUs Palgrave is of opinion*

that the stabihty of Scotcli baukin<]; has been larp;ely promoted
by the fact that the entire ])riv;i,te fortune of every jurtner

is answerable for the debt of the bank. The limited liability

company is a peculiarly immaterial, irresponsibhi organism,

containing no sohd person who is responsible for debts

incurred. Every single commodity which is e.vchanged to-day

is rendered dearer bv the extra amount which must be charsed

by producers to cover the losses from bankruptcy of these

irresponsible bodies. The question of limited liability

companies is an interesting one. I have been surprised at the

apathy with which the commercial world accej)ts such a law,

and can only su]j])ose that the comparative ignorance of the

principles of credit which prevails even among the mercantile

classes is responsible for this attitude. Extension of industrs'

was a pressing necessity, and such extension was not thought

possible without an application to the unprofessional public

for gold. The gold-owners were thus able to dictate theij-

own terms. Professor Irvmg Fisher attempts to defend the

Bankruptcy Laws in respect of limited liability companies

on the grounds that they represent the recognition of the

principle that a creditor of a concern is a risk taker. This

is an exaggeration of the liberty doctrine. Political economy
justifies the exposure of an individual to risk only when the

gain from such a course outweighs the danger. On Professor

Fisher's reasoning we might arsjue that a man who steals mv
watch in the street should not be compelled to make repara-

tion because in promenading the streets with a watch in my
pocket I am a risk taker. The justification for the Bank-

ruptcy Laws is not that the creditor is " naturally " a risk

taker—he is a risk taker, but we have artificially compelled

him to undertake excessive risk. The reason for the existence

of Bankruptcy Laws is that under an industrial system like

our own wherein it is said that 95 per cent, of existing firms

have at some time or other been on the verge of bankruptcy,

it is possible to induce the unprofessioiial loaners of gold to

capitalize industry only by protecting them from ruin in the

event of the failure of the concern which they have financed.

It has, however, been sufliciently insisted upon throughout

this book that our banking laws at once prevent the greater

part of industry from being financed by a professional lender,

the banker, and expose all industry to a greatly increased

* Work previously quoted.
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risk of baiila'uptcy whenever prosperity increases in any
country of the world.

(IV) A banker woukl advance credit at a fixed rate of

interest, reduced to its lowest point under competition from

other bankers, and all profits from industry above this charge

would accrue to the employer. The company shareholders,

however, advance their gokl only on condition of sharing

proportionately in all increased profit from the business. The
dividends paid to them form an ever-increasing draui u])on

industry, and the stimulus of personal profit to the original

onployer is dimuiished. It is not of course contended that

the establishment of rational banking will completely abolish

the private lending of capital. There will always remain a

fringe of investments that are too uncertain for the banlcer

to risk his reputation in their capitalization ; these under-

takings will be financed by money-lenders or shareholders

at a rate proportionate to the rislc involved. Our present

laws, however, throw a large class of investments into this

latter category which, under a less restricted banking system,

could be, with safety, financed at a low rate by the banker.

A further evil of our industrial system is the frequency

of bankruptcy proceedings, and the leniency of the law with

regard to bankrupts. There is no doubt that it has been

generally observed that, for some reason at present unknown
to the orthodox economist, the smaller manufacturer has

coiisiderable difficulty ui meeting his liabihties under our

pj'esent system, and the law theiefore inclines to look

indulgently upon his failure to meet his engagements. The
result of this leniency is, however, that in every trade there

are crowds of rogues who gradually work their way to for-

tune by buying extensively on credit as a preliminary to a

declaration of bankruptc^y. They remove a goodly part of

of their stock, or arrange for its sale to a friend fi'om whom
it can be afterwards repurchased, and proceed to file their

petition. They liquidate their debts at a rate of a fraction

in the jjound, and immediately afterwards set u]) in business

again in a lar more ju'osperous way than liefore on the pro-

ceeds of this fraud upon their unfortunate creditors. Under
better social conditions, when the smaller manufacturer is

able freely to (jbtain tlie credit he needs, and the establish-

ment of industry is <iasier, th(! judicial system will ensure that

bankrupts pay their debts in fidl bofore commencing trade

alresU. The uiore fundamental evil in such cases is of course
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that such iinreHable persons arc able to purcliase on credit at

all. This brings us to a further symptom of disease in our
exchange system.

" Terms 30 days " and " Terras 3 months " have become
inseparably connected ^vith modern commercial transactions.

These expressions indicate that the banker has been preventt^d

from fulfilling the function of local valuer of socurity, and that

individuals must therefore run the risk of waiting three

months until a purchaser who lives far away, and whose per-

sonal character may be practically unknown to them, has

secured his expected return and redeemed his promise. It

is almost impossible to estimate how much loss the average

firm suffers annually from bad debts, litigation, and extra

bookkeeping, as a result of the system of purchase on credit.

Quite obviously, to purchase on credit is to bring into com-
merce the present worth of a future profit; the operation

being performed to-day, however, by an unprofessional

individual from a distant town instead of by a local banker.

With a less restricted note issue and a development of credit,

most commercial transactions could be carried out on " cash
"

payments, the speculative nature of commerce being thereby

largely reduced.

Various symptoms of our industrial evil thus point to the

fundamental disease of credit restriction. We must conclude

that there is something wrong with the channels through

which labour and capital meet, namely, banking.
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CHAPTER XII.

AN INVARIABLE UNIT OF VALUE

In the course of this work I have occasionally used the

expression " Standard of value " when referring to the func-

tion, at present allotted to gold, of determining the price of

other commodities. Strictl}^ speaking, however, there can

be no standard of value in the sense in which the expression

is ordinarily u-sed, namely, a commodity the value of which

romahis constant—sucli a commodity does not exist. I have

used the popular expression in the previous chapters of this

book merely in order not to divert the attention of the reader

from the cpiestions then mider examination.

With the introduction of exchange arose the need for

measuring, not only the quantity, but the desirability (as

compared with the availaljle quantity) of goods produced.

It was therefore but natural that men should select some

commodity which was, roughly speaking, generally desired,

and, by agreement, compare the desire for ordinary goods

with the desire for this one commodity. They would say

that they desired the selected commodity, silver for instance,

fifty times as much as bread, and twenty-five times as much
as meat. This would mean that lib. of silver would be worth

50lbs. of bread or 251bs. of meat ; hence the baker and the

butcher could advertise the price of their provisions without

needing to be able beforehand to value the various wares of

all those who desired bread or meat. It will be noticed that

I have said that the use of a standard enabled the valuation

of goods. The statement that silver is worth 50 times as

much as bread simply means that if I desire silver I nmst pay

fifty times as much for it as for bread ; the statement does

not necessarily require that payment for the bread be made
in silver. I have sufiiciently dealt with this point in chapter

IV, and it is therefore only necessary for mc to point out here

how far astray are those economists who declare with Bonar,

in his " Elements of Political Economy "
(p. 15) that :

" To
" play the part of money it is not enough for an a.rticle to be
" generally wauled ; and there mu.st not only hv. litness to
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" serve as a measure of value, but fitness to serve as a means
" of exchange." Note the old confusion here of many
distinct functions under the one title of money : we have
remarked the part played by this conception in bolstering up
our present legal tender laws. It is necessary to repeat in-

cessantly the distinction between the functions of gold, (1) as

an exchange medium, and (2) as a standard of value : the

former depending upon popular willingness to receive the
metal in satisfaction of debt, the latter upon common agree-

ment to refer to it in measuring the demand for, and sujjply

of particulai- commodities. We have seen how desirable it

is to cheapen the medium of exchange : but it is equally
desirable that the worth of the standard of value should be

protected from fluctuation. Hence, as long as tliere is

behoved to bo some necessary connection between the value
measurer and the medium of exchange, all efforts to cheapen
the latter will be met by the cry of fear that the " standard
of value " is being endangered.

The obvious defect of the use of a valuable metal to mea-
sure values is the very fact that the metal is itself the object of

human desire—a notoriously fluctuating force—and that it

may, moreover, be artificially monopolized. It is preciselv

as though our yard stick were made of gutta percha and could

sometimes be stretched to 40ins. in length, and at others

reduced to 30ins. No measure should vary in that quality

which it is designed to measure. Few of the millions of

people who exchange ordinary commodities actually desire

gold
;

yet, when gold becomes cheaper, prices of all goods

must increase, to the confusion of all debt contracts.

In chapter VII, I have shown that scarcity of gold operates

to depress prices through the screw action of the Bank Rate
;

and m chapter IX attention has been drawn to the disastrous

effects of retaining fixity i)i the price of the metal which forms

the basis of our exchange medium, sucli fixity of pi-ice ])ei--

mitting financiers to purchase abroad at a time of genoial

high prices here, with a commodity rendered art.ificially

cheap. The export of this one cheaper commodity, gold,

inevitably tends to restrict our homo exchange of goods,

and to throttle prosperity. Moreover, should gold, through

use in a new invention, or through scarcity of supply, ever

become dearer than the present sovereign, no amount of legis-

lation will keep the gold coins out of the melting pot. and

those of our value standard enthusiasts who declare that the
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standard metal must simultaneously function as excliange

medium would be in a pretty quandary.

Of the desirability of some more stable value unit than

gold there can be little doubt ; the time spent on the question

by so able and practical a thmker as Professor Jevons

should alone be a sufficient proof of its importance. Jevons

remarks that the price of gold, measured in ordinary com-

modities, rose 115 per cent, between 1809 and 1849. Be-

tween 1789 and 1809 it fell 10 per cent. Fluctuations of from

10 to 25 per cent, occur in every credit cycle. It is perceived

by most students that the defect of Professor Jevons' tabular

standard is its cumbrousness : the system necessitates a peri-

odical averaging of the prices of a list of staple commodities,

any one of which commodities might conceivably vary in price

independently, much discussion being accordingly entailed as

to the composition of the chosen list. In the words of

Professor Sidgwick* :

—
" The result obtained by this method

" [tabular standard] is likely to be different for different
" individuals even at the same place. Suppose, for instance,
" that at the end of the time, corn has risen in price and the
" finer kinds of manufactures generally have fallen ; we shall
" probably find that a rich man has got to pay less for his
" habitual consumption and a poor man more." Moreover,

as Ijaughlin accurately remarks, the tabular standard is at

best merely a method of correcting the deficiencies of the gold

standard in the liquidation of debt contracts ; it offers no
means of pricing ordinary commodities except in terms of

gold. I propose, however, to demonstrate that it is possible

to establish a simple unit of value in which all commodities
may be priced, and which shall i-emam unaffected by the

price fluctuations of any one commodity whatsoever. The
subject is of course one around which considerable contro-

versy has raged. I will endeavour to deal with matters
theoretical and practical from as many points of view as

possible within the limitations of my space. I would only
ask that those who already hold strong views on the subject

of Xiilna will be patient and not skip the chapter at the first

proposition with which they disagree. Towards the end of

the chapter will l)e givtn historical examples of the working
of the invariable unit, and a demonstration of the manner
in which these examples support the theoretical portion of

my reasoning.

* " Political Economy " (London, Macmillan, 1883) p. C7.
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The practical details of the proposal for an invariable unit

of value may be briefly sketched as follows :—Lot gold coins

be withdra^Mi ft-oni circulation by the substitution of £1 and
10/- notes, issued by the Bank of England, or preferably, by
ordinary banks. All that is then necessary is that the price

of gold expressed in bank note poiinds shall thereaft.er b«! p<!r-

niitted to fluctuate according to the supply and demand
conditiojis of the metal. Under such a system, the bank note

pound becomes an invariable unit of price, and, let the supply

or demand conditions of gold fluctuate as they will, the prices

of ordinary conunodities will be altered only when the market
ctmditions of the (;ommodities alter. The important feature

of the system is that when the foreign demand for gold in-

creases to such an extent as to endanger the supports of the

home credit system, the banks will raise the bank note ])rice

of the metal and thus prevent the ruin of home commerce.

All the present coin denominations could be retained, the

sole difference under the new system being that a bank note

would no longer represent a claim upon a bank for a certain

weight of gold, but a claim for its face ivorih of gold according

to the market conditions of the metal. The bank note would

thus be rendered a more perfect storer of wealth than is the

case imder the present system. A bank note to-day, being a

claim upon a certain tveight of gold, is equivalent to a varying

worth of gold and consequently of ordmary commodities —
a worth which varies in proportion to every fluctuation in

the conditions of the international bullion market. Under

the invariable unit system, on the contrary, the bank note

becomes an unvarying claim upon its face ^vorth of gold, and

hence, of any commodity on the market. Any new and

hitherto unpriced commodity mtroduced on the market after

the introduction of the new system would be priced by com-

parison with some already priced commodity as is now the

custom. Gold could be retained as legal tender for such time

as, in our paternalistic wisdom, we deemed people incapable

of contracting for themselves the form of repayment of debts :

the apology we now use to justify our maintenance of the

laws that were originally mtroduced only to compel commerce

to use the debased coins issued by monarchs and governments.

The relation between the bank note pound and the pound

sterling would remain fixed as long as the demand and supply

conditions of gold remained unchanged ; if, however, these

varied, the fluctuations would immediately be shown in the
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cliaiige of the bank note price of gold, and instead of the

prices of all other goods changing in sympathy as to-day,

ihey would remain stable. The use of this invariable price

unit, the bank note pound, eliminates the disturbing factor

of time from the measurement of value. We have found it

necessary to eliminate variatio)is of tem]:)orature from our

length measurement by setting up a fixed temperature at

which readings from the standard measure are to be taken :

it is yet more necessary that the unit of value, the measure

of demand and supply relationships of all commodities,

should be preserved from the fluctuations which time effects

in the demand and supply relationships of every known com-

modity. In other words, in order to preserve stability in

the unit of value it is necessary to fix upon and standardize

the worth of some particular commodity on some particular

(hni or at some particular time. Va\ue represents the measure-

ment of the respective wortit, not the respective weight of

commodities. Hence, if we indicate the worth of a sovereign

on a particular day by the number 1, merely calling this

number J
" bank note pound " in order to indicate that worth

or p7-icc is referred to, we may register all subsequent fluctua-

tions in the market conditions of the metal upon this bank
note pomid nnmher, the prices of all other commodities being

thus unaffected by variations in the market conditions of gold.

Gold acts as the " standard "'
of value to-day only by reason

of tlio law which compels the Mints to increase the exchange

medium by converting any quantity of the metal offered them
into purchasing power at a fixed rate, and similarly compels
the banks to sell the metal for purchasing power at a

fixed rate to anybody wlio demands it. When the supply

of gold increases, prices are raised, not by producers com-
paring tlie worth of ordinary commodities with the changed
worth of gold, but by the circumstance that the increased

supply of gold is automatically enabled by <nir laws to be-

come ])urchasing power and tlius cause an increasefl demand
for ordinary goods. Similarly, scarcity of gold depresses

prices, not on account of any comparison made by onlinarv

j)roducers l)etween the present supply of ordinarv com-
modities and tlic present supply of gold, but lor the

reason that the State has conjpelled banks to yield up gold

at a fixed bank note price to any financier who brings note.s

for redemption iu ltoM. TTence scarcitv of gold is invariably

followed bv a drain of the metal Iiojn the banks, and, since
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a reductioD of the gold reserves in banks places tlie latter iu

a dangerous position, tliey arc obliged to reduce tliciir loans

and thus contract tlie vokunc of exchange niedimn, wliero-

upon sellers of ordinary conunodities are forced to sacrifice

their wares at reduced prices iu order to dispose of thcni at

all.

'J'he layman seems to imagiiK^ that ordinary people iix

the price of aiiy conmiodity whose worth has changed by
comparing its changed worth with the worth of gold. This

is a most serious error. Only the smallest minority of ordin-

ary persons in our midst has any desire or need for gold at all.

The actual process which obtains ru fixing fresh prices is

that as purchasers of goods, people measure their desire for

the commodity of changed worth with their desire for any
other commodity of which they have frequent need. Let us

suppose, for instance, that the norjnal human sacrifice of

comfort rcquii'ed to produce sugai' has been increased by
reason of disease in the beet crops. Producers thereupon

demand, let us say, three units of purcjiasing ]?ower instead

of two for one pound of sugar. Now, the purchasers of sugar

do not compare the satisfaction whicli they expect from a

pound of sugar with the satisfaction which they expect from
the possession of three units woi-th of gold ; they simply

compare their desire for sugar with their desire for bread,

meat, clothing, or any other commodities for which tbey have

an every-day need, and proceed to consider if they can afford

to allot the required portion of the purchasing power in their

possession to the purchase of sugar. The problem which faces

them is that they possess a certain number of imits of pur-

chasing power, representing a claim to a certain ivorth of

commodities, and reahzable into a variable quantity of actual

commodities according to market prices of goods. Again,

as producers of goods, manufacturers do not measure the sacri-

fice of comfort to produce a commodity of changed A\orth

with the sacrifice required to produce gold. Ninety-nmc out

of a hundred ordinary producers are ignorant of the pro-

cesses of gold production. When any raw material becomes

scarcer, the producer measures the increased sacrifice of com-

fort required to produce a given quantity of purchasing power

in the article in question with that required in other directions.

His problem is that ho possesses a certain quantity of pro-

ductive ability realizable into a certain quantity of com-

modities ; and the price of his real product—the number of
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uuits of purcluisiiig power obtained in exchange—will, after

the higglijig of the market, express the relation of the normal

human desire for that product and the normal sacrifice of

human comfort required in supplying the same. In other

words : in the prinmri) pricing of commodities we com-

pare their respective worth with that of one standard com-

modit \' whose worth we fix at 1, and when once these numbers

are assigned, any change in the worth of particular commodi-

ties is effected by higghng between purchasers and producers

of the commodities in question w^ithout any necessary refer-

ence to the standard commodity whatsoever, the higgling

bimply representuig the process of ascertaining the normal

desire and sacrifice in respect of commodities in common re-

quirement by the people m question.

The root error in our establishment of the gold standard

system is that histead of selecting tlu; worth, the human feel-

ing, in respect of a certam commodity as the unit of value,

we have ignorantly chosen a certain conmiodity itself. The
loorth of the commodity might have been recorded in a number,

and all other values calculated proportionately, whereupon

the price number of the standard commodity might have been

permitted to follow all the fluctuations of tlie market con-

ditions of the commodity itself witliout thereby causing any
inflation or contraction of exchange medium.

The confusion set up by the use of a commodity " stan-

dard " of value is similar to that which would arise if, having

selected the height of a certain young tree as a unit of length

measurement, we were to continue to refer to that particular

tree for measurmg purposes, instead of standardizing its height

on a certain day. We are compelled to distinguish carefully

the standard length from the actual tree used as a standard,

by caUing the length, not a tree, but a yard. If we continued

to call the standard length a tree, and referred to the actual

tree as the standard, the growth of the tree would confuse all

measurement. As Mr. VVhittick says* :

—
'" ' Are not two

" sparrows sold for a farthuig ? ' A money system could bo
" built upon this starting point. If two sparrows are sold
" for a farthing, prices of all commodities whose values were
" determinable could be expressed in farthings. The farthing
' might be a myth, and yet from it the proportions of all

" wealth might be determined. How absurd it would be to

• " \alue and an Invariable Unit of Value " (LippincoU, Philadelphia, IbOG)
p. fcU.
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" attach the sparrows in perpetuity to the farthiug !

'' The
" farthing " in Mr. Whittick's ilhistration is simply a name
arbitrarily chosen to indicate the unit of value—the wortli of

two sparrows.

In the iirst scheme above sketched for the estal)Iishinenl

of an invariable unit of value, the price of gold was chosen

as the starting point for reasons of convenience only, prices

to-day being tabulated in terms of this metal. Under the

gold standard system wo have arbitrarily chosen a certain

weight of gold, the sovereign, and called its worth i ; when,
for instance, wo say that the price which wc are prepared to

pay for a particular picture is £6 we mean that our desire for

it is six times greater than that for the quantity of gold (or,

more accurately, for the amount of purchasing power over

general commodities) contained in a sovereign. The ex-

change relationship of the weight of gold contained m one

sovereign and the picture, would remain unchanged whether

we called the worth of the sovereign one pound, one

"George", one "X", or one anything else. The essential

relationship is that its worth is One, whilst the worth of the

picture is Six. The important feature of the statement is

the price number. In setting up the invariable unit system,

except for the labour of cstablishmg afresh the comparative

desire for various commodities, we might use a specified

quantity of any valuable commodity as a starting point, and
call its loorth the miit, or " One ". When once we have

allotted such numbers to the various commodities as will

indicate the relative intensity of human demand for them in

relation to the suj)ply, we may reject all reference to the

commodity against which we originally measured them, since

the numbers themselves thenceforward indicate the exchange

relationships of all commodities.

It will be noticed that, so far, I have abstained from

insisting upon any particular defuiition of value. I shrink

from giving a definition, preferring ratJier to confine myself

to that wdiich, to five out of six people, is far more satisfactory

than much theory, namely, a demonstration of the working

in actual practice of an invariable unit of value. The wording

of a definition only too often causes mere Imguistic wrangling.

Yet, to satisfy the scholastics, I will now resume as briefly

as possible the theory of the invariable unit. I do not piojiose

to traverse the realms of controversy upon existing theories

of the nature of value. The curious may study these else-
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where. Mons. Gide has an admirable chapter on the subject

in his " Piincipss d'Economie PoUtique ".

The detinition adopted by most economists since Mill is

that ** Value is the exchange relationship cxistinn; between

commodities." As an example of the subtlaoies which bes3t

this cjuestion we may note that Gide immediately objects

that the existence of value does not necessarily imply

exchange between objects : value would persist even in a state

of communism, where exchange would be absent. At first

sight one is tempted to agree with this criticism. Reflection,

liowever, reveals that if there b3 objects of different value

under comnuuiism, it can be only because society compares

them, that is, society weiglis up its feelings at the presence

or ab.sence of its various possessions, and similarly estimates

the discomfort of obfcauiing them—which is all that is done

when the exchange relationship of commodities is determined.

The determination of the exchange relationship of com-

modities does not necessitate the actual exchange of the

objects under consideration, but merely their classification on

a basis of comparative human desire for, and sacrifice in

iu;quiri)ig, them. Gide himself defines value as the compara-

tive intensity of human desire for A-arious forms of wealth
;

adding that the intensity of this desire increases in proportion

both to the pleasures which men exj^ect from an object of

wealth as long as they do not possess it, and to the sacrifices

which they would have to make to replace it if they were to lose

it. This brings me immediately to the point I wish to make,

namely, that the determiningfactor of value is the normal human
mind.

Valui is dependent firstly upon the comparative average

human desires for various objects, and secondly, upon the

average sacrifices of comfort which must ordinarily be made
to replace those objects. Both desire and sacrifice are

affections of the mind. An object may be desirable at one

time, and und<isirabl3 at another. An expenditure of energy

may be a sacrifice of comfort at one time, and pleasurable

activity at another. Sacrifice is a description of human
sentiment or feeling in connection with an expenditure of

energy. Jn ordinary economic language these two factors of

value, desire and sacrifice, are expressed by demand and supply.

Demand is evidently the result of unsatisfied human desire ;

supply, ui the case of a valuable object, represents the result

of sacrifice of comfort. Hence we may define value cither as
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the comparative demand and supply reliiti(m.s}ii[)s of various
commodities, or as the comparative human feeHngs of desire
and sacrifice in respect of various commodities.

In length measurement we record that a (•rrtain distance
is one, ten, or twenty yanh, greater than auotlu^r. The yard
is an arbitrary distance, chosen in order to secure a basis of

comparison. Any other distance might equally' well have
been chosen. .Similarly, the unit of weight, the pound
avoirdupois, is arbitrarily chosen. Length and weight arc
concrete qualities, and, although perceptible onlv by com-
parison, are inherent, so to speak, in objects. Hence the
units of length or weight may be standardized in certain

material objects. Let me not be accused here of \'onturing

into the domam of metapliysics. I do not assert that lengtii

or weight exist independently of human perception ; but
merely that these qualities do not fluctuate with human
feeling to the same extent as does value. When once we
have estabhshed that a metal ruler is one foot in

length, or one ounce in weight, so long as the object

itself remain unchanged, we may safely assert that on anv
future occasion, other circumstances (temperature and
altitude) being equal, its length and weight will remain un-

changed. The values of various objects, however, depend
simply upon the coniiDarative average human feeling in respect

of them. Value cannot be said to inhere in objects. Yet,

upon one particular day, or at some particular time, the average

intensity of human feelings in respect of exchangeable objects

enables us to assign certain price numbers to the various

articles indicative of the relative intensit}'' of those feeliogs

at that time. These price numbers we fix by comparing the

respective normal human feelings in regard to the various

commodities on the market, with the feelings (desire and

sacrifice) in respect of one particular commodity. But when
once these numbers are fixed to ordinary commodities, it is

of the highest importance that no one of them should be

changed except when the supply and demand relationship,

i.e., the human feehng in respect of the ordinary commo-
dity in question, is affected. It would obviously be wrong

to change the price numbers of commodities, indicating

thereby a change of human feeling in respect of them, when
only the commodity against which we originally measured

the comparative human feehng for other articles had fluctuated

in normal estimation. The correct course must evidently
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be to allow the price numbers of all other articles to remain

michanged. and simply to alter the price number of the

" standard " commodity.

Let us now turn fi-om Value to Price. Wo obtain a close

definition ol' Price if we look upon it as the monetary ex-

pression of the demand and supply relationship of a particular

connnodity, since the purchasing power of an object is ob-

viouslv de])endent upon the relationship of its demand and

supply conditions. Having established tliis definition we

proceed to examine it further. Demand and supply have

previously been shown to be the economic expiessions of the

human feelings of desire and sacrifice respectively. Hence,

in order that we may determine the respective positions of

two commodities in order of value, that is, in order that we

may determine the exchange relationship of the commodiries

—

tlieir respective purchasing power—we must represent each

by a siiigle symbol which shall express the relationship

between the normal luiman desire and sacrifice in respect

of the object concerned. Hence we may define Price yet

more closely as tJie monetary expression of the intensity of

average J/uman feeling (desire, and sacrifice necessary to obtain)

in respect of a commodity. When we price commodities in

terms of gold, under either the Gold "' Standard ", or the

Invariable Unit system, we select the relationship of the

average desire and necessary sacrifice for a particular com-

modity, namely, gold, and call the relationship ''
1 "

; under

the Gold " Standard " system we call it 1 pound sterling,

under the Invariable Unit system, 1 bank note pound, or 1

unit. In proportion as the normal desire for other com-

modities is greater than that for gold, while the sacrifice

entailed in acquiring them is the same as that for gold,

their prices aie greater than 1 (pomid sterling or unit). If

the av(!iage sacrifice necessary to obtaiji them be lass t.han that

for gold, while the desire for them be the same as that for

gold, their prices are proportionately loss than 1 (pound

sterling or unit).

Having now established that Price is an indication of

feeling, it is important to observe that when a seller states

chat the piico of his commodity is, let us say, G " pouitds ",

he menus tliat he will exchange it only for such a commodity
or promissory tolcen to pay such a connnodity, as will evoke

in him the same intensity of feeling as the commodity in his

possession, the ' jjressure '. so to spoak, of which feeling he
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expresses as pounds. The iinportant factor in the exchange
is the equaUty of the iDtensity of feehng. Hence, since no
known commodity continuously evokes th<? same intensity

of feeh'ng, the monetary unit nmst not be a conunoditv, nor
a promise to pay a definite weiglit of any commodity wliat-

soever, bub a claim upon a certain satisfaction, which must
be represented by a fluctuating quantity of commodities,
according to the market conditions of the commoditirs con-

cerned. Accordingly wo select the feeliiuj for a certain

standard commodity, and call it one unit. The feelings for

all other commodities are measured against this standard
feeluig, and their respective intensity indicated numerically.

Henceforward we measure the fluctuation of human feeling.s

in respect of tlie various commodities upon their various

mimhers, and the price number of any commodity whatsoever
is always an exact multiple or fraction of the number that

represented the average hxirwim feeling for tiie standard com-
modity on the day the system was introduced.

One of the commonest defects of the primitive mind, how-
ever, is its inability to conceive of abstractions. The feeling

(desire and sacrifice) experienced in respect of a belt, for in-

stance, is perhaps four tiroes greater tlian that experienced

in respect of the quantity of gold contained in one sovereign
;

yet the price of the belt is not called>4 " bank note pounds ",

" units ", " feelings ", '' emotions ", " spasms ", or any other

word which may be confined to the indication of feeling, but

4 " pounds " or " sovereigns ", thus confusing the feeling with

the object of the feeling ! The error here is just as gi'oss as

that which would be committed if, in the measurement of

weight, we used the iveight of a metal key as the standard

(at a time wlien all keys were of equal weight), and instead

of calling its weight an " ounce", a word which may be re-

served to tlie indication of weight, we were to call it a " Key".

Obviously now, if keys subsequently varied in weight, all

weight measurement would be confused unless it were borne

in mind that the word " key ", when used as an indication of

weight, was simply the weight of a particular key which had

been used as the standard. If the word " key " were used

as an indication of weight without the qualification above-

mentioned, and the weight of a particular hammer were fixed

at 20 " keys ", a sudden two-fold increase made by manu-

facturers in the weight of this type of key would cause the

nominal weight of the hammer to fall to 10 " keys ", witliout
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its actual weight liaving changed at all. And this would occur

not only in the case of the hammer, but in the case of every

article the weight of which was measured in " keys". This

is preci.^^elv what hai:)pens to value measurement by the con-

tinual use of a commodity " standard " of value. The rela-

tive values of commodities are expressed by their prices.

The price numbers of commodities, not the commodities them-

selves, are the indication of the respective intensity of human
feeling in regard to them. The physical qualities of a par-

ticular commodity may remain absolutely unchanged while

its price number oscillates considerably—the price number,

not the commodity, is the indication of value. But, instead

of using the real indicator of the relative intensity of

feeling in regard to a particular commodity, namely its

immher, as its price, the primitive mind continues to attach

the " standard " commodity to the number. The result is

that when the worth of the " standard '' commodity rises

relatively to other commodities, this system necessitates a

proportionate fall in tlie prices of all other commodities,

indicating thereby an alteration of human feeling in regard

to all these commodities whereas we know that it is the

feeling in respect of the " standard " commodity ^'hich has

fluctuated.

We may actually trace the origin of this confusion

in history. The " pound " sterling was originally a pound
avoirdupois weight of fine silver. But instead of calling

this standard ivorth of one pound weight of silver by
a name which would indicate that worth, not weight, was
thereby indicated, men actually continued to call the worth

of the pound weight of silver " one powuV", thus originating

that controversy " What is a pound ? " (which occupied 'so

much of the time of politicians during the early part of last

century), and directly causing the enactment of the deplor-

able Bank Charter Act of 1844. Price is not a certain quantity

of a " standard " commodity, but the indicator of the intensity

of human f« eling in regard to a certain commodity. The
price of tlie bttlt above referred to is not the quantity of gold

contaiiied in four sovereigns. One conmiodity cannot be the

jj/ice of another. One commodity will exchcwge for another

which is similarly priced ; but the price mimher is the indi-

cator of the intensity of human feeling with regard to the

commodity. The price of the belt—the degree of intensity

of human feeling normally experienced in respect of the
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belt—is four times as great as that normally experienced in

respect of a sovereign.

Of course the establishment of the error of a commodity
standard of value is directly due to the fact that the use of a
valuable exchange medium dates from a time when a pap<^r

exchange medium Avas impracticable on account of lack of

social security. When the sole medium of exchange was a

valuable metal it will readily be seen how imjjortant was the

fixing of purchasing power of that metal, and the only method
for preserving its value was for the State to continue tf) con-

vert the " standard " m<ital into a fixed quantity of purchas-

ing power irrespective of its market conditions. The fluctua-

tions in value of a commodity exchange medium could have
been measured only by the adoption of either another com-
modity, or paper, as additional exchange medium. The adop-

tion of another commodity as exchange medium might have

entailed much hardship) to commerce ; and the times did not

permit the use of a paper exchange medium. In this way,

probably, did the error of a commodity '' standard " of value

crystallize around our exchange system.

In discussing the Invariable Unit system, the question

has frequently been put to me :

—
" But when your unit or

" bank note pound has parted company with gold—when gold
" has become scarcer—what does your luiit represent ^

"

In order to answer this question, let us take up the discussion

of Sir Robert FeeFs famous query :

—
" AVhat is a pound (

"

Peel himself answered by declaring that a pomid was a quan-

tity of the precious metals of certain weight and certain fine-

ness. Peel here errs profoundly. His definition would serve

partly to describe a pound avoirdupois, but not a pound price.

Let me immediately add, however, that his error is that of

practicall}' every economist who has written upon this sub-

ject. Men have ignorantly attached the " standard " com-

modity to its price number, not perceiving that, as I have

previously demonstrated, they thereby confused all price

measurement.

The " pound ", considered as a price unit, is the index

number of human feehng in respect of—or the supply and

demand relationship of—^the weight of gold contained in one

sovereign on a 'particular day, or at a 2')articular time. Let us

suppose that diminution of the supply of gold causes gold

miners to demand 250 instead of 240 pence for the weight of

gold contained in one sovereign ; then 250 might be called the
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inde.Y number of tli« contemporary/ supply and demand
relationsJiip of lliiit (|u;iutity of gold ; the increase of price

number infallibly ijidicating that since the iinic tvJicn the in-

variable unit system ivas established, the supply of gold hat;

become smaller relatively to the demand. Let it not be

hastily assumed tliat this shows that copper has become the

standard of value. The copper pence are of course mere

comitcrs mtlicating a certain fraction of purchasing power,

and arc quite unrelated to the actual worth of the metal

copper. The place of the copper coi)is could be taken by

paper notes without affecting the system, were it not that

small coins which receive much wear are more economically

represented by worthless metal tokens.

If my interlocutor remain unconviiiced, I put a question

to him :—With what docs an inch remain invariable ? The
reply nnist be :—With that which it has measured. In other

words, in length measurement we wish to be sure that when
we luiA'e seen by comparison that a certain length is twelve

times as great as that whicli we have arbitrarily chosen as our

unit, it will remain twelve times the unit length during such

time as its own length remains unchanged. The unit of any
measurement whatever must remain invariable jn that

quality which it measures. Hence our unit of length must
not be a groiviny tree. TJie unit of length measurement may,
however, be the lenr/th of a certiun tree at a particular time.

This lengtli we record upon other objects. But when the

tree has gro\Mi, what is our imit of measurement ? With

what is it invariable ? Tlic reply must be that it is invariable

with the length of a certain tree at a particular time in the

past, which length is now recorded upon every object which

has been measured. But I persist :—How do you know
that the unit length recorded upon other objects is the same
as that originally chosen ? The reply must obviously be that

we know (hat a metal object which is ascertained to be of a

certain length will remain of that length as long as the tem-

})crature of the surrounding atmosphere remain the same,

and that even if the original object chosen as the standard

of length wcire lost, we should retain the standard length

recorded upon Qxery metal object of measured length. The
recorded length of an object is varied only when its length

varies.

Now, value depends upon comparative normal human
feelings in respect of various objects. Feelings cannot be
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expressed by commodities, but only by munbers indicative

of the respective {ntensili/ of the feehn^s themselves for

various commodities. We select the normal feelinj^'s ("' sup-

ply and demand " in economic language) in respect of one
particular commodity at a particular time, and call them
" 1 " (unit). We affix price numbers to other objects by
comparing their supply and demand relationshii^s with those

of the standard commodity. When once these numbers are

fixed, the intensity of feehng which was chosen as the unit

is recorded upon every object which is so priced. I am asked

how I know that these numbers are an invariable indication

of the intensity of feeling experienced in respect of a certain

commodity on a certain day in the past. I reply that com-
modity prices were evidently an exact multiple or sub-division

of the intensity of feeling experienced in respect of the stan-

dard commodity at the time when the unit system was
established, and we know tliat jirice numbers under the unit

system are altered only when the human feelings in regard to

them alter, and then in exact proportion to the alteration.

Hence the price numbers remain exact indications of th(;

contemporary purchasing power of the objects concerned,

each price number representing an exact multiple or sub-

division of the feeling experienced in respect of the standard

commodity at a particular time m the past. Just as we knew
that the recorded hyngth of an object would be changed only

when its actual leiigth changed, and we could verify this by

comparing any two similar recorded lengths, so we know that

the price of an object, the indication of human feeling in re-

spect thereof, will be changed only when that feeling changes,

and we may verify any one price by comparing the normal

feelings in respect thereof with the normal feelings in respect

of any other priced commodity.

In length measurement, of course, we may retain a stan-

dard length, and even if the whole community were suddenly

to alter and falsify yard measures, so long as the standard

object of length were retained it would still be possible to

ascertain the correct yard by referring to the standard.

Price, however, as T previously pointed out, is a measurement

of feeling, and caniiot be permanently embodied in any one

object. But if bread be priced normally at 3 pence ])cr loaf,

and a particular baker price an average loaf at 4 pence, we

know that he is setting a price on his bread which is not in-

dicative of the contemporary human feeling in resi)ecl thereof.
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If, Lowever, all bakers raise their price to 1 pence per loaf,

we conclude that either the normal desire for bread has in-

creased, or there is scarcity in the corn harvest. If neither

of these causes, but a " combme " of bakers, be operating,

flexibility of competition, or free import of foreign goods will

reveal it. J3ut if all bakers are seized with insanity, and jerk

the pi-ice of bread about m a haphazard way, wc obviously

lose the nornwl element in price. The unit of value will not

have varied, but individual bakers will have respectively

estimat.ed the iiormal feelings for their bread at a different

degree of intensity as compared with the feeling experienced

in respect of the standard commodity at a particular time

in the past. As soon as bakers again become uniformly sane,

a nonnal price will again become ascertainable. We can, in

the interim, secure a correct basis for the price of bread only

by comparing our feehngs in respect of bread with our feelings

in respect of any commodity the price of which we believe

really expresses the uormal human feelings-. We can find no
more concrete standard of price than this. We do not remedy
matter^ by fixing upon a certain commodity to act as a per-

petual " standard ''. Under the invariable unit, price measure-

ment is disturbed only when the whole community deliber-

ately falsifies prices—a practicall}' impossible occurrence.

As long as any considerable portioji of the connnunity retains

prices expressive of the market conditions (supply and demand)
any abnormal prices will immediately be corrected by loss

on the part of the abnormal traders, since traders evidently

lose if their prices are too low, and they suffer from com-
petition if their prices arc too high. The gold unit system,

on the contrary, falsifies prices by fluctuations of its own unit
' standard " when ordinary commerce is being conducted
upon a perfectly sound basis. All that normal folk require

in value nni;i,.suremcnt is that so long as t.he su])ply and demand
relationship of a ])articular commodity remains unchanged,
its price shall rcjiiain mialtercd. Hence, if we will but use the
number which indicated its comparative supply and demand
relationshiji at i\w pricing time, it is obvious that we have
a measure which is absolutely invariable in relation to that
which it measures, the supply and demand relationship of the
commodity which has been ]Driced—the human feelings in

respect of that commodity. The price number of the com-
modity will vary only when the relationship of the demand
and supply of the commodity itself fluctuates. The number
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" 1 ", by which we indicatinl tJi« nonuul human fooliii^rs in

respect of the standard connnodity at a particular time, is

an invariable unit of price, the real subject of this cha|)t(ir.

On the contrary, under a commodity "standard" system,
prices arc disturbed by the fluctuations of tho supply and
demand relationship of the commodity which wo chose }'ears

ago to act as the standard.

Looking back over this exposition, I perceive that it con-
tains a considerable amount of repetition. My oidy excuse
is the importance of tho subject, and the fact that exp<MM«'.nco

leads me to distrust popular ability to grasp a new theory
after merely one presentation thereof. Value is to-day con-
ceived of in terms of only the contempomri/ feelings in respect

of a standard commodity, and, since every known commodity
fluctuates in human estimation, our " standard " is no stan-

dard at all. Under the invariable price unit system, the

stability of the value unit would be unaffected by any ex-

cessive issue of paper exchange medium in terms of the unit.

Commodity prices would rise on account of the excessive

issue of purchasing power as compared with the production

of commodities ; but the unit would remain the expression

of the normal desire and sacrifice feelings m respect of gold

on a certain day in the past. The purchasing power of a

given weight of gold at the time of the introduction of tho

unit system was, for example, 1 ; after the inflation of general

prices, the purchasing power of the same weight of gold would

be, perhaps, 3. This would indicate that the normal desire

for gold, expressed in purchasing poioer, had increased three-

fold since the time of the establishment of the unit system.

All other prices would similarly have risen, indicating simply

that the supply of commodities had not kept pace with the

demand. It may be objected that in this case human desire

for commodities had not risen, that it was merely the volume

of exchange medium which had been inflated. I reply that

the volume of exchange medium would never have been in-

troduced into the channels of exchange if the desire for

commodities had not suddenly increased. Somewhere there

must have been an individual, or individuals, who were de-

sirous of consuming inordinately—whose desire to consume

exceeded considerably their contemporary power of pro-

duction. These individuals borrowed purchasing power

from the banker. Again, they would not have been able to

raise prices with this purchasing power if the vendors of all
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ordiuiiry commodities had not accepted the offer of increased

power of consiim])tio)i conveyed in the increased offer of units

of purchasin^j; power by the first borrowers. Finding suddenly

an increased demand for their goods, the vo.ndors had the

opportunity either of selling out quickly at their former prices

and consuming slowly at their old rate, or of increasing prices

in order to secure increased power of consumption. The fact

that general prices rose, is proof that they chose the latter

course—that they suddenly increased their desire to consume.

Hence the unit of price, the normal feeling in respect of a

spccilicd quantity of gold at a particular time in the past,

remained unchanged after the general rise of prices, the cause

of the rise of general prices being the general increase of

demand for commodities as compared with the supply.

Under the gold price unit system, a general increase of

])ricos is immediately followed by an export of legally-cheap-

eued gold, and tlie home exchange system is wrecked by the

withdrawal of the basis of its credit system ; whereas, under

the invariable unit system, the sole result of the inflation of

prices is that creditors may suffer by the redemption of their

debts returning less consuming power to them than they
ad\-aiiced to the borrower. If, however, the community,
apprehensive of the possibility of such price fluctuations,

were to insert a clause in long-date debt contracts enabling

these debts to be liquidatetl by a greater or lesser quantity of

purchasing power according as prices were higher or lower

at the time of such liquidation, the harm caused by price

fluctuations would be reduced to very small proportions.*

In due time the borrowers who were responsible for the rise

of prices Avould either produce wealth in proportion to their

excessive loans and send prices down again, or their returns

would not equal their expectations, in which latter case either

the banker would recoup himself out of their security, or he
wfiuld stand con\icted of unsoinid issues and would be dealt

with by tlie fomumnity accordingly (this subject is dealt with
in closer detail in the next chapter).

The difference which I wish to emphasize between the
two systems is that under the invariable unit system, prices

can be affected oiUy by an alteration of the demand and
supply relations of commodities themselves, although such

• Till- a-ljiislrnciit of fliiclualioiis of gfiioral prices at llii> period of spUiement
if .I.-IjI i-..Mlr,ic-t,s is 111- siibic t of an itidTcsfirii/ and nsofnl work tj.v Mr. .Jas. C.

."^niilli, (Mititlrd InliM-lcniporarv \ulu(.-s " (Loudon, Kcgan I'aul, Treiich, Trubiici
& Co., i;)Oii).
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alteration may be the result of excessive issue of exchange
lAedium oji the part of the bauks ; whereas, nuflcr the ^oM
price unit system, general prices may l)e afTected l)y Die sain<'.

causes as aU'ect tlie hivariable unit pric(^s, and, in adflition,

by fluctuations hi the demand or supply conditions of the one
" standard " commodity. Under tJie imit system, excessive

issues by the banks may be checked by closer surveillance of

their issues by their customers ; whereas it is practically

impossible to prevejit fluctuations of the " standard " under

the gold standard system.

By most economists the disadvantages of the gold standard

of value are held to be comprised in the tendency for long-

date money coiitracts to be disturbcjd by fluctuations in the

price of the metal. There is, howcA-er, a far gi-aver reason

why the commodity gold should be discarded as a permanent

value standard. The credit of this country—that upon

which commerce depends, and by which alone the wheels of

our mills are kept turning—the credit of this country depends

at })resent upon the quantity of gold which lies in the vaults

of the Bank of England. We maintain a free gold market,

that is, we permit any person who can obtain possession of a

five pound note to exchange it for five sovereigns at the counter

of the Bank of England, whereas almost every other civilized

country places hindrances in the way of those who would

export gold from its banks in times of scarcity of the metal.

1 have previously described tlie disadvantages of this institu-

tion. The reasons put forAvaid for the mamtenauce of a free

gold market in England are : (1) that it causes London to bo
" the financial centre of the world "

; (2) that it cannot be

abolished without either introducing the silver basis as in

France, or bringuig embarrassmg pressure to bear on the

offendhig parties as m Germany. Statement (1) has been

dealt with in a previous chapter. To meet the objection

(2) has been the aim of this chapter. If commodities be

priced in terms of the invariable unit, the pi-ice of gold,

measured in these units, may bo permitted to fluctuate

accorduig to supply and demand r-onditions, banks being

thereby enabled to discourage the demand for gold for pur-

poses of export abroad and to retain precisely the quantity

of gold necessary to support public confidence in their cj-edit.

The abolition of the fixed price of gold enabhvs the equit-

able exchange of goods for goods between nations, and it is on

the equitable exchange of goods that human ^^•elfare depends.
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Tlie lixcd price of gold, on the other hand, oSers only a

dehisivo facihty to exchange ; for, under our present system,

with the credit superstructure so tightly bound to its gold

basis, the fixed ])rice of gold, although intended as an aid to

exchange, actually operates largely as a hindrance. At
present the price of gold is fixed o)dy in theory, since, in

practice, the price of the exclimuje iiieduun, which is the only

gold price that concerns most of us, and in which stability

is a vitally necessary quality—the price of the exchange
incdiinn \arics, not only with every fluctuation in the home
demand for credit, but with eveay alteration in the inter-

national demand and supply relations of the metal gold as a
basis for credit. So long as gold is retained at its fixed price

as standard of value, the exchange medium consisting of

notes, etc., made out in terms of gold, the fixed price of gold

operates simply as a bounty to foreign manufacturers, enabling

them to withdraw the basis of our credit system and check
every effort on the part of our own manufacturers to obtain a
more just equivalent for home produced goods. The abohtion

of the fixed price of gold, therefore, offers a sure form of

Protection to a progressive country. The maintenance of

the fixed price of gold aids onh^ those financiers who seek to

make a profit out of the unfortunate credit fluctuations

of the various countries ; and, although I am perfectly

Milling to admit that, under our present system, these men
frequently perform a useful function in distributing the gold
which we have rendered so necessary to our exchange system,

yet, the adoption of the invariable unit in place of the gold

standard extracts the sting from their services. They will

still be able to move gold when the country can afford to let

it go ; but the abolition of the fixed price of the metal will

render the banker a really free agent in that he will thereby
be enabled to retahi his gold when he sees fit and thus steady
exchange relations.*

• Whilst (his L-haplor is still in MSS. (Fpbriiary, 1913), Piof.'ssor Irving' Fisher
of Yale I 'nivcrsity, .sciuls inn litcralure con)aitiiiij» liis plan to sicadv prices hv means
of a "rtiin])<Mi,s.ili'(l liollar". Hiiffly oiitlincti, this suhenii- is oiic to permit the
paper priee of {,'()!il In f!urtu;itf> in a"m.imior somewhat similar to that sot forth in

this chapter, execpt that I'lDfi-ssor Fisher \\o\M ]ct,'ulate the \mw of gold, not l>y

the supply and <l<'mand conditions of the gold market, hnt Ky the index nmnlier of
general commodity pi-iees. 'J'his divergence is, ho^vever, in my opinion a serious
defect in I'rofejssor Fisher's scheme. His method of regnlating tlie price of gold
would probably work veil if prices were never disturbed by causes other than
fluctuations in the supply of gold from the mines ; but it is an acknowledged fact
of economics th.at an era of trade prosperity usually causes at least a temporary
rise of general jjrice.s. In face of such a rise of prices Professor Fisher would lower
the i)ricc of gold legally and encourage export of t he metal. But the demand for gold
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Professor Jevons statesf :

—
" Some persons have argued

" that it is well to have a paper money to form a home ciir-

" rency, which cannot be drained away, and will be I'reo from
" the disturbing influences of foreign trade. But we cannot
" disconnect home and foreign trade, except by doing away
" with the latter altogether. If two nations are to trade,
" the precious metals must form the international medium of
" exchange by which a balance of indebtedness is paid."

Thus briefly does Professor Jevons dismiss the case against

the free gold market. The reply to Jevons is that if gold

were drained from England only when slie had imported

goods required here to a greater amount than those exported,

and when she could afford to yield the gold in exchange,

there would be little complaint against the free gold market.

But the system is not quite so harmless. When the foreign

demand for gold increases sufficiently, it pays financiers to
" dump " ordinary commodities upon us at excessively cheap

rates, merely in order to obtain profit by the abstraction of

our legally cheapened gold. The free gold market enables

financiers to export the basis of this country's credit system

in loans to other countries, whether the home system can

afford the drain or not. There is, of course, no reason for

prohibiting financiers from investing their savings abroad

whenever they see fit ; but Great Britain is not a gold-pro-

ducing country ; those who desire to exchange the results

of their labour for gold at home should be compelled to pay

a price for the metal commensurate with the demand for it

at home. When all prices are high here, owing to a sudden

period of trade expansion, the foreigner is able to deal an

unfair blow at our industry by exporting cheaper goods to

us. He would not be able to do this if the free gold market

did not enable him to obtain in exchange an artificially

cheapened commodity, namely, gold. So long as gold is

required to settle ordinary foreign trade balances, it will be

to the interest of certain brokers or goldsmiths to retain a

as a basis for bank credit is at its highest during periods of trade prosperity, and to

encourage the export of gold by making the metal cheaper at such a time woidd be

to throttle commercial prosperity even more rapidly than under present conditions

when gold is at least always kept at a hscd price. Conversely, general prices may
fall by reason of widespread invention of labour-saving machijiery, as well as by

scarcity of gold ; yet, whether the demand for gold have increased or not, the mere

fall in general prices would he a sudicient sign for Professor Fisher to oiler an in-

creased paper price for gold, and the country might be burdened with a costly store

of gold for which it might have no need. But I rejoice that the gold "standard "

of value is being criticized by so able an economist as Professor Irving Fisher.

t
" Money and the Mechanism of Exchange " (II. S. King i^ Co., 1875), p. 237.
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store of the metal, just as stores of the bills which are required

to settle foreign debts are now retained by brokers. Should

the supply of gold here ever prove insufficient to satisfy

the demands of the import trade, it is preferable that importers

should offer a higher price for the metal ujiou the market

here, and that jnices of impoited goods should accordingly

rise, than that financiers should be able to dislocate the whole

of home industry by withdrawing the basis of home credit

to purchase abroad.

The gold standard system appears the more deplorable

when we perceive that it leads most of the orthodox economists

to use reasoning similar to that of Bonar previously quoted,

and to afiirm that the token used as exchange medium mvfit

be that which is used simidtaneously as the value standard.

Now, the price of any commodity may fall in any of three

ways : by reason of (1) an alteration in its demand and supply

relations, (2) an increase in the price of the article used as a

standard (while a commodity standard is used), or (3) a short-

age of exchange medium, causmg men to offer their goods on

the market at reduced prices in the endeavour to obtain the

means of liquidating their debts. The latter has been a

frequent cause of falls in prices, but our economists, with

however the iiotable exception of the bi-metallist school,

have always either overlooked, or been unwilhng to admit

the fact. Sudden falls in price have been attributed to over-

trading, to the " swing of the pendulum ", to what not ; but

rarely to deficiency of the exchange medium. Yet it has

been noticed that prices were high when " money", i.e., gold,

was cheap, and men have accordingly rushed to the conclusion

that merchants adapt their prices to the fluctuations of gold

as standard of value, overlooking the fact that prices are

being adapted simply to the offer of units of furchasing power

as expressed in gold—the exchange medium.
The truth of this statement may be proved by a reference

to history. Most countries have at some time used an in-

convertible pa})er currency, usually State paper. As regards

England tluj ]>eriod of the JBank Restriction Act (1797—1819)
immediately rises to the mind. Gold had been drained from
the country by Pitt's war expenditure and purchase abroad.

The Bank of England suj^plied home commerce with medium
of exchange after the lestiiction of cash payments as before

;

and the price of bullion, reckoned in the notes, gradually

rose. Few critics have asserted that the Bank's issues were
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in excess of the needs of commerce ; opponents of the Res-
triction Act have usually confimid theniselvi^s to iiisistini,'

that the needs of commerce were not a proj)er indicator for

the issue of paper, pronouncing tlie doom of cummerce Itv

contending that advances should rather have been regulated

by the quantity of bullion in the Bank. Here was a Uiw
when the dividing line between the honu; and llu; export
demands for gold was clearly in evidence.

Events during the period of the Bank Re.sti-iction .\ct

showed that people were willing to use in place of gold Utv

purposes of home exchange any medium which lhey brliv.ved

had been prudently issued, i.e., loaned to such persons as

would repay the advance in due time ; the high price of

bullion was noticed and resented only by those who recpiirod

the metal for profit-seeking export abroad. The evidenctt

before the 1810 Bullion Committee sufficiently proved the

fact that in domestic exchange no two prices were demanded
for ordinary commodities : the mass of purcha.sers of ordinarv

commodities offered only one price for goods, the paper bank
note price : they had no gold to offer. The theory of 1 he

standardization of the Bank note pound instead of the sjjeiMe

pound as a unit of price, was thus broughb liome to the peo[>le

by actual experience. I have instanced the evidence of Mr.

Chambers. When asked before the Bullion Commission
if the fact that the weight of gold indicated on the Ijanl:

note could not be obtained in excliange for the paper did not

prove the depreciation of the paper, he replied that he coidd

not conceive gold to be a fairer standard for Bank of England

notes than indigo or broadcloth, implying of course that the

value of the paper in relation to indigo and broadcloih was

unchanged. The real objection of the Bullion Committee

was not that goods were priced in terms of the Bank note

pound, but that the use of the Bank note price unit enabled

the country to dispense w^ith gold, and tliat the mrtal

accordingly travelled abroad. The Committee still laboured

under the delusion of the Mercantile Theory, according to

which the jwssession of a large quantity of gold is a necessary

basis of prosperity in a nation. To retain gold in the country,

the Committee was prepared to prevent the due exchange of

goods at home by compeUing merchants to sacrifice goods

at abnormally low prices to holders of gold in order to atlord

the latter some inducement to refrain from exporting the

metal to countries where it would have greater purchasing
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power. Adam Smith has incontestably demonstrated the

fallacy of the Mercantile Theory. It only remains to add that

the sole use for gold in a nation's home exchange system is as

a means of supplying the lack of mutual trust between the

community and its bankers. The use of the invariable unit

enables the banks to rais? the price of bullion when the foreign

demand increases unduly. Customers of the bank—the

producers and distributors of ordinary commodities—have,

as a rule, no need of gold. So long as they have confidence

that their banker is making only sound issues, it matters

little to them whether gold can be obtained at a high or low

price in exchange for notes. On the other hand, the use of

the invariable unit enables bankers to apply the much needed

deterrent to those financiers who would export the supports

of the country's credit system in times of high prices at home.

It is interesting to notice how men sought for a theory to

explain a practice which experience had proved to work well.

In moving the rejection of the recommendation of the Bullion

Committee for a return to cash payments, Vansittart denied

that Bank of England notes had depreciated in public esti-

matic'U ; he asserted that the paper was still equivalent to

the legal coin, doubtless meaning, although he did not say so,

that the State, in permitting*! he suspension of cash payments,
had legalized the high price of bullion. This remark of Van-
sittart's, however, gave Canning opportunity for a speech,

since become famous, in which he twitted the government
with the use of that nebulous standard of value, the " legal

coin "—what could a legal coin mean if not a definite weight

of bullion ? So completely is the science of value misunder-

.stood, even to-day, that such a modern economist as Mr.

Sydney Buxton can describe Vansittart as " a man with a
" mind as narrow as a vinegar cruet, because, in face of the
" evident depreciation of the paper he could solemnly move
" a resolution declaring that in the public estimation the notes
" were held as equivalent to gold and accepted as such."

Professor Jovons, also, states* :

—
" During the restriction of

" specie payments in England, gold was bought and sold at
" a premium varying up to 25 per cent., yet Fox, Vansittart,

' and other leading men of the times, declared it to be absurd
" to suppose that paper was depreciated. So unaccountable
' are the prejudices of men on the subject of currency that it

" is not well to leave anything to discretionary management."

• p. 2lj\ of work previously quoted.
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Ruding, howovor, who is pcrluip.s tlu; groiU ost authority
on coinage, is of different, opinion. Speaking of tlie IJulhrtii

Ivcport., ]io .states* :

—
" " The nature ol' my work does not

" require that I should enter into an examination of this
" Repoi't (wliioh indeed was cnth-eiy set aside by the deter-
" niination of the House of Conunons in the following year)

;

" but tliis nuich 1 nuist observe, that the Conunittee omitt.od
" to state what to me is the chief cause of depreciation (for

" doubtless many subordinate ones exist), namely the legal
" regulations of the Mint which confine the bullion, a.itv.r it

" has been coinetl into money, to a certain value, but which
'" ]ia\c no power upon marketable bulhon, and thci-cfoce
'' lca^•e it to find its price according to the quantity and the
" demand, as many other commodities are permitted to do
" without exciting the interference of Parliament.

' As the coin is thus fixed at three pounds, seventeen
" shiUings, and tenpence halfpenny the ounce, it is rather a
" matter of wonder that the Committee should bo surprised
" at the ounce in coin not being equal to the ounc(^ in bullion
" when thii,t happens to be \vorbh four pounds and upwards

;

" and that they should conceive such inequality to be oc-

" casioned by a superabundance of paper, when they might
" have seen that if the c"oin were freed from the restraints of
'' the Mint regulations, it would instantly become of the same

" value with standard bullion.

" The Committee assumed that the gold coin is the measure
" of value, and on this assumption founded the most essential

" points of the Report. But a measure implies something
' fixed and unchangeable, which the material of coin can
" never be so long as it is an object of traffic. The truth is

" that the pound sterling is our actual measure in this kingdom,
" and that the coin is only an instrument by which that mea-
" sure is applied. So long as it (the coin) remains, or is sup-

" posed to remain, precisely equal to its prototype, so long

" only is it an accurate substitute for it. Whenever it ex-

" ceeds or falls below the value of the pound sterling, it equally

" becomes an incorrect resemblance of it. Thus twelve
'' inches are a certain determinate and unalt(u-able space
" which may be represented by a foot rule. That instrument,

" however, being made of materials which are liable to ex-

" tension and contraction, will never be at all times equal to

" its original, and consequently must be sometimes an in-

* " Aniials ol Coiii? i " (London, Ilcame, 1840), Vol. II, p. 10(3.
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" accurate measure. These variations are too small to render
" it insufficient for common purposes; but could they be
'• Bupposed equal to those which bulhon is liable to ; could
' they amount to at least one inch, either in extension or
* contraction, then the foot rule must, like the coin, be per-
*' fecth' useless as a measure."

It is to be regretted that Ruding gave no explanation of

what he meant by a pound sterling in the foregoing. The
reader who has followed the reasoning in the earlier part of

this chapter will doubtless grasp the meaning of the phrase
;

but, to his contemporaries, Ruding's *' pound sterling " must
have been as nebulous a conception as was Yansittart's

"legal coin". Yet, for the masses at all events, theory is

tiresome, and on Yansittart's arguments, poor as they were,

theH ouse rejected the recommendations of the Bulhon Com-
mittee, fear of a drain of gold by Napoleon being undoubtedly

a stronger motive than much argument.

In 1811 Earl Stanhope actually moved a series of resolu-

tions in the House of Lords to abolish gold as a standard of

value in favour of the Bank note standardized on a particular

day and rendered legal tender, the State to fix the maximum
of the volume of issues at the beginning of each session of

Parliament. Stanhope's arguments were forcible :—Gold
v\as a barbarous medium of exchange, more fit for Hottentots
than for a civilized nation. Its use as a basis of credit was
even dangerous, for if we had not abolished it by the Re-
striction Act, Napoleon would have been able to crush our
commerce by simply withdrawing our gold. Furthermore,
gold was no standard of value since its value continually

fluctuated. His later speech (April 28, 1812, Hansard report)

proceeds quaintly thus :

—
" The noble lords seem not to know

*' in ^^hat a pound sterling consists. He would taW them first
'' what it was not, and then he would tell them what it was.
'' It was not a pound troy, or a pound avoirdujiois—these
'' were measures of weight : u pound aterUny was not a measure
" of weight but of value. In not attending properly to
'• this distinction lay the greater part of the fallacies of the
" arguments of the other side. It was impossible for him to
* say that one of his hands was raised and the other depressed
** without comparing them to something that was fixed in

position " (jtahcs mine). A large portion of the criticism

which followed the moving of Earl Stanhope's resolutions

was purely sentimental. Gold was the medium of exchange
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of our fathers and should be ours. An lionest lUiin piiid his

debts in gold, and the country had a rij^ht to demand gold
from its banks. The criticism stiffened a li1,tlo when ib pro-
ceeded :—How could paper measure values i Surely a
measure of value nuist itself have value. And how was it

proposed to regulate the issues of the Bank if Stanhope's
reply should have been that values would be measured by
comparison of human feelings in respect of ordinary commodi-
ties Avith the same human feelings in respect of gold. But
his actual replies did not convince the House of Lords, and the
matter was dropped. Yet there is no doubt that his pro-

posals were in the main sound. The one point of danger lay

in the method adopted for fixing the amount of the Bank's
issues. Under Stanhope's system, Parhament was to receive

a report from the bank directors at the beginning of each

session as to the state of commerce during the last session,

and upon this report the issue of a certain quantity

of notes was to be authorized. TJie disadvantage of this

system lay in its inelasticity. If the autliorized quantity of

exchange medium were insufficient, the resulting fall of prices

would entail much hardship to commerce ; if it were exces-

sive, the Bank Avould be left with a quantity of purchasing

power on its hands with perfect hberty, and indeed P-jrlia-

mentary authority, to raise prices by introducing it into the

channels of exchange, in excessively long-date loans, cither

to government or to individuals, Stanhope's proposals con-

taining no provision for checking the character of the Bank's

advances. The evil of this State-controlled issue could,

however, have been minimized, although not overcome, by
observation of the average prices of a list of standard com-

modities, due regard being paid to the disturbing effects of

scarcity or invention on the said prices. Be it remai'ked that

these fluctuations of price would not have been due to im-

perfection of the unit of price measurement, but to tlie imperfect

method of issue of exchange medium. This will be discussed

more fully in the next chapter. The tabular standard will

be a convenient method of detecting general fluctuations of

prices so long as industry is subject to sudden periods of

prosperity, or bankers to epidemics of excessive credit issue.

Whereas, however, the usa of the tabular standard with gold

prices offers no protection to the home gold reserve of the

banks (since so long as gold is maintained 3 1 a fixed bank note

].)rice the foreigner can drain ihc metal away), the use of bank
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note unit prices protects the home credit system, and necessi-

Uite:s the onii)loyinent of Iho tabular standard meucly as a

nicthotl for settUnti; long-date debt contracts.

As early as 17G7, nine years before the appearance of " The

Wealth of Nations '', Sir James Stcuart wrote in his " PoUtical

Economy "
(p. 529) :

—
" Money, which I call of accompt, is no

more than an aibitrary scale of equal parts, invented

for measuring the respective value of things vendible

Money of accompt performs the same office with regard to

the value of things that degrees, minutes, seconds, etc., do

with regard to angles, or as scales do to gcogra])hical maps,

or to plans of any kind. In all these inventions there is

constantly some (.lenominatoi- taken for the unit. In angles

it is the degree, in geogi-ajihy it is the mile or league, in

plans the foot, yard or toise, in money the pound, livre,

florin, etc.

" TIk". dcgixT. has )io determinate length, so neither has that

part of the scale upon plans which marks the unit, the use-

fulness of all these inventions being solely confined to the

marking of proportions.
*' Just so the unit in money can have no invariable de-

terminate ])roportion to any part of value, that is to say,

it Cxiimot be lixcd in perpetuity to any particular quantity

of gold; silver, or any other commodity whatever

Money, strictly and philoso])lucally speaking, is, as has been

said, an ideal scale of equal ])arts. If it be demanded what
ought to be the standard value of one part ? I answer by
putting another question. What is the standard length of

a degree, a minute, a second 'i It has none ; and there is

no necessity of its having any other than what, by conven-

tion, mankind think fit to give it. But as soon as one part

becomes determined in the nature of a scale all the rest

follows in proportion That money, therefore,

which constantly preserves an equal value, which poises

itself, as it were, in a just equilibrium between the fluctuating

})rf>portion of the value of things, is the only permanent and
equal scale by which value can be measured Money
of acconi])t, therefore, cannot be fixed to any material sub-

stance, the value of which may vary with respect to other

things."

Mill writes in the very opening paragraphs of his chapter

on " Money "*
:— " The advantage of having a comnion

* " rolilical Ecuiioiiiy "', Uuuk 111, Lliajjluf \"11, I.
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" language in which valuos may be expressed, is, even by it-

" self, so important, that some such mode of expressing and
" computing th'^m would probably be used even if a pound
" or a shilling did not express any real thing, but a mere unit
" of calcnlation. It is said that there are African tribes in

" which this somewhat artificial contrivance actually prc-
" vails. They calculate the value of things in a sort of money
" of account, called macutcs. They say, one thing is worth
" ten macutes, another fifteen, another twenty.* There is

" no real thing called a macute : it is a conventional unit, for

" the more convenient compaiison of things with one another."

Had Mill pursued this thought it had led him directly to the

discovery of the invariable unit. The macute is an invariable

unit, being no commodity whatever. Whether we build uj)

onr scale of prices by calling the price of the standard com-
modity I bank note pound, unit., macute, feeling or spasm,

the result is the same : the unit of price, being a simple unit

of feeling, remains absolutely invariable. This, however,

was a mere fleeting thought on the part of Mill. He proceeds

immediately to the discussion of the best commodity to be

chosen as a jiermanent '' standard " of value.

Professor Sidgwick strikes very close to the truth when
he remarksj" :

—
" Some economists have confusedly spoken

" as if the problem was to find a concrete identical standard.
" some actual thing that did not vary in value. But the
" difficulty hes much deeper. For our present purpose it

" wonld not matter how much gold, or any other concrete
" standard, varied in value, if we had the power of accurately
" measuring its variations ; since this power would give us
" an ideal invariable standard, which is all that we rerpiire for

" the exact measurement of wealth." Again, however, this

is only a tentative thought on the part of Professor Sidgwick
;

he adds immediately that such a unit has not yet been

found, and that the closest approximation is a commodiln

which shall vary in worth as little as jiossible. I trust to

have proved that it is quite possible to measure the variations

of the standard commodity by means of the invariable unit

previously described.

Among the earliest to draw af.tention to Ihe fundamental

evil of the gold standard, namely, the bounty on import «'d

goods afforded by the fixed price of gold, in times of high

* Montesquieu " Esprit des Lois "'. liv. XXII, cli. 8.

t " Political Economy " (London. Macm.llan, 1883). footnote to p 7L
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prices tit home, was the banker, James Taylor of Bakewell,

previously referred to, an energetic propagandist who wrote

in the beginning of last century (in 1828). He proposed that

when the price of goods at home rose, the Bank of England

should raise, the Bank note price of gold, that is, should demand
more Bank notes for a given quantity of gold. Of course the

question immediately arose :
" What is to become of general

prices if we permit the price of gold to fluctuate ? " Taylor

replied that commodity prices would be measured in Bank
note pounds. The ])aper Bank note, standardized at the

time of the fluctuation of the price of gold, was to become
the unit of price. The proposal was, however, beyond the

economic science of those days, and the matter was dropped.

The much abused Assignats of France are a second notable

example of the practical abolition of the gold standard of

value. The French Assignats were issued partly, doubtless,

in order to supply the government with funds ; but there is

little doubt that their issue was also rendered necessary

by the drain of gold exchange medium from the country by
the ' emigres ' and war expenditure, the paper being required

to effect the ordinary home exchanges of the country. Yet,

when the Assignats were already circulating at a considerable

discount compared with gold, and were being cited in Eng-
land as an example of the depravity of governments in " foist-

ing a paper currency upon the people ", Mirabeau could say

in the French Chamber* that an Assignat of 200 livres would
purchase at that date the same amount of goods as would
200 livres of gold before tlie issue of Assignats. It is im]3ortant

to notice that although the notes were at a discount in relation

to gold they were freely accepted by the ordinary people
;

just as our own " depreciated " notes were accepted in Eng-
land during the period of the Bank Restriction Act. The
French peo])le did not need gold but merely a token which
would be accepted at the price indicated theieon in the market
place. AVhen the metal currency became scarce, and gold

dear, men continued to measure prices in undepreciated notes,

since these became the vehicle of expression of the public

demand for goods. The price of gold reckoned in these notes

certainly rose, that is, a note would not exchange for its

expressed worth in gold ; but this was due to the increase in

the price of gold, not to depreciation of the note, as was proved
by the fact that the notes continued to exchange for the same

" Becord of proceedings in the Chamber, 1790 "
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quantity of ordinary commodities as was customary befoi-e

tlieir depreciation relatively to gold. The notes themselves

depreciated in umih and caused prices of commodities to Ije

artificially enhanced only wlien the quantity issued began

1o exceed all reason, and when public confidence that the

paper represented its face worth, i.e., could l)e exchangetl for

the same quantity of goods as was given for it, began to be

shaken. This de])reciation was quite unconnected with the

movements of gold, and depended sim])Iy nj)on the quantity

of notes issued and upon public faith in the issuers ; for, let

it be noted that the Assignats were not issued as a true credit

medium should be, namely, in advances to capable producers,

but were issued to pay government debts, thus necessitating

no balancing production of connnodities and rrl irement ol'

the paper. No depreciation of pa])er occurr<^d, however,

while men's faith in the stability of the government remained

unimpaired, while the government did not abuse its privilege

of issue, and was willing to accept its ])aj)er back in j>ayment

of taxes. The important fact for the scienc*^ of value in the

above example lies in tlie circumstance that up to the time

of the real depreciation of the Assignats, the paper franc

—

an abstraction, since it was at par vahu^ \\\\\\ no metal franc

—

functioned perfectly as the unit of jjricc.

Further evidence of the use of standardized ])aper as a

price unit might be quoted from the history of the United

States during the period of the Civil War and restriction of

cash payments ; also from Russia where gold has fr-<Mpiently

been scarce and dear in comparison with the government

paper, exchange within the country being nevertheless

conducted by means of rouble notes wliich were practically

inconvertible. It is also notewort,hy that in the Caucasu.s

travellers frequently experience similar treatment to that

met with in the old days in Scotland, goods l)eing dearer when

payment is offered in gold than when Russian notes are

tendered. The notes are familiar—the gold is strange.

The introduction of tlie invariable unit system would in-

volve but little change in present institutions. The practical

application of the system will be detailed more closely in the

next chapter. The abolition of the fixed price of gold and the

consequent removal of the danger of unforeseen drains of gold

abroad would considerably strengthen our present deposit

banks and enable them to issue credit on a much wider range

of security than is the case to-day. The maintenance of the
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proliibition of small notes, however, with the consequent

compulsion to use gold in domestic exchange, Avould cause

considerable distress whenever an increased wages fund was

required by commerce, especially if foreign nations also pro-

tected their geld in a similar manner. Moreover, as I have

previously remarked, the prohibition of small note issue pre-

vents due competition between bankers by obstructing the

avenue to the establishment of new banks. Hence some more

radical reform of our present system than the mere abolition

of the gold standard of value is required for the estal)lisliment

of a rational credit system. The use of gold coins in home
exchange would also involve difficulty. Commerce would be

exposed to the possibility of fluctuations of the market value

of the sovereign around the bank note pound point according

to the market price of bulhon. Obviously it would be incon-

venient to use in exchange a token of varying purchasing

power. In the absence of liberty of note issue on the part of

private banks, this difficulty would be best overcome by the

issue of pound and ten shilling notes by the Bank of England

as a substitute for gold on the day the new system came into

operation, the gold thus economized to be used to strengthen

the Bank of England gold reserves. Lot me hasten to state

that this is no revolutionary proposal.* Lord Goschen is

among the economists who have advocated the issue of £1

notes with a view to rendering the quantity of gold now cir-

culating as small change in the pockets of the community,
and a large poiiion of that held in bank tills, available for

Ijanking reserves. The prominent bankers opposed Lord
Goschen's suggestion, contending that such an issue of paper

would inevitably drive gold out of tlie country. Lord Goschen
rej)lied that gold would not leave the country unless money
were made cheaper, and that according to his proposal the

Bank of England was to allow the gold economized by the

issue of paper to accumulate in its vaults without reducing

Ihe Bank Rate, in order that its reserves might be strengthened.

1 have neve'' seen an efi'ective reply to this statement. Yet,

in the report of the United States Monetary Commission of

1910 we find that the Commission was solenndy informed by
the Governor of the Bank of England that the objection to

the circulation of £1 notes is based on the opinion that such

notes would take the ]jlace uf gold in the pockets of the people

and tend indirectly to drive gold out of the country ! Lord

* We have, of course, sinci; hu'l a liiiiilod issii.- of L'l :iii'l lOs. 'I'roasurv notes.
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Swaytlicling, the prominenb hanker, however, declared him-
self to the Commission as being in favour of the issue of £1
notes, and the protest against the prohiljition of small note.s

is decidedly growing. Hence, witli a considerable backing
of comparatively orthodox economic autiiority, I would pro-

pose that, if the government be unable to see its way clear

to grant freedom of note issue to commerce, the change to the

invariable price unit be accompanied by an issue of notes lo

displace the gold coins now in circulation, the gold to be ac-

cumulated in the manner proposed by i^ord Coschen. The
notes, being thus sejiaratcd from gold, would be unaffected

by any subsequent fluctuations in the price of specie, and
the abolition of the fixed price of bullion would protect the

Bank reserves even more effectually than Lord Goschen's
measures.

In this chapter I have referred to the propaganda of

Bi-metallists in dra\sdng attention to the harm caused t^

commerce by the legal restriction of exchange to the use of

gold as sole legal tender. The Bi-metallists ])erceived that

if silver were equally rendered legal tender, an export of gold

could be counterbalanced by an import of silver, and home
exchange proceed witiiin certain limits, as usual. Fluctua-

tions in supply of the two metals rarely occur simultaneously.

The Gold Standard Defence League, however, protested that

in some countries silver was very cheap and that to permit

debts to be paid in that metal would be to swamp this country

with silver
;

prices would rise and the creditor class be de-

frauded of its just dues. Great Britain was a creditor and

a rich gold-owning country, her debtors were frequently rich

silver-owning countries who, however, were comjielled to

pay tfheiv debts in gold. British financiers were not slow to

perceive the advantage which this gave them in the markets

of the world, and the powerful Gold iStnndard Defence League

was the result. . Bi-metalhsts pointed to the low prices and

congestion of industry at home as indicative of scarcity of

excfiange medium, and urged that the evil was sufficiently

serious to call for an international commission to settle the

conditions upon which silver might be admitted as legal

tender, A 15i to 1 relation between silver and gold, would,

it was judged, obviate the possibility of any nation ])rofiting

unduly by the introduction of bi-metallism. The last In-

ternational Monetary Conference was held in Paris in 1881,

and, while France, the United States, Italy, Austria, the
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Netherlands, and India, were in favonr of concerted action

to make silver legal tender money, the rest of the Powers,

including Great Britain, stood out against the jjroposed agree-

ment, insinuating that the decision of the conference was

influenced by debtors' desires to serve their own interests.

jVIr. Moreton Frewen writes that Senator William Evarts,

of the United States Commission, thereupon said to the

representatives of Great Britain :
" Very well, gentlemen,

you will soon learn that this is not Uncle Sam's funeral ", and

T would add that althougli the British gold-owning classes

had secured their pound of llesh i'rom their debtors ; in the dark

days that followed, when, as (iift'en states, financial stringency

t)ccurred every year, our producing classes harvested the

bitter fruit of their legislators' obstinacy.

My sympathy with the efforts of Bi-metallists to enlarge

the basis of credit must be evident from the preceding

chapters of this work. It is to be regretted, however, that the

Bi-metallists did not perceive that the path of progress in

exchange expedients lay from metal to* paper, not merely

from metal to metal. Let the demands of home commerce

be supplied by paper credit issue according to the proposals

in the following chapter of this work, and the gold basis of

that credit protected, not by a wall of silver, but by the aboli-

tion of the fixed price of gold and the introduction of (he

invariable unit. Thus will stability in exchange be attained

without prejudice to the claims of creditors.

I cannot close this chapter without acknowledging a debt

to ]Mr. Art.hur Kitson's w^ork " The Money Problem '' (Grant

Richards, London, 1903). A comparison of Mr. Kitson's

treatment of the theory of value with my own, will reveal

differences in our respective points of view ; and our propo.sals

for reform of the banking system are different ; but I have

found his work stimulating and helpful.
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CHAPTER XTTI.

REFORM

There has existed in France for some lime, and laiterly^^
in Belgium, Switzerland, Germany and Austria, a system of

banking which English economists have called tlie bnuf/iiier

system. Messrs. Hake and Wesslau give an admirable ac-

count of it in their work :
" Free Trade in Ca])ital "*. The

bonr/vier system is a form of tlie bill of exchange system ;

l)ut is extended to quite small manufacturers. The manu-
facturer in Lyons, for instance, who has sold goods to Toulouse
draws a draft on his customer and takes it to his banker who
discounts it for him at a small charge. The banker then

forwards the draft to a Toulouse bank which credits him with

the amount. The Toulouse banker returns drafts drawn on

Lyons and the neighbourhood which have collected in his

hands ; these the Lyons banker presents for payment at

maturity, and thus supplies himself with cash which he holds

at the disposal of his customers. There are thousands of

such banquiers in the country, and the system is spread lilce

a network over the land. We here p^.eive another example

of the great process of bringing into commerce the present

worth of a future profit. Previously, a manufacturer had

to limit his business to the small amount of capital he actually

possessed or could borrow from someone against mortgages

or other securities ; his purchases of raw material were there-

fore necessarily small, and generally from some middleman

at a high price. When he had manufactured goods up to th(^

extent of his means, he had to restrict his production unlil his

goods were sold and paid for ; and as he generally wanted

cash quickly, he had to sell toQ,nother middleman, often at

a low price. By the aid of the banquier, however, the manu-

facturer can now buy in bulk, on the best terms, and in the

best markets—independently of the middleman—for the

banquier will at once discount the seller's draft upon him.

He can manufacture largely, because, as soon as his goods

are out of the works, he can draw drafts upon his customers,

and against these drafts his banquier renews his capital at

once.

* (London, Remington, 1890).
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As is remarked of the hanquier system in " Free Trade in

Capital "'
:

—
'" Commercial men will readily appreciate the

" advantages derived from this system. In all business there
" are large expenses which remain the same whether the turn-
" over be large or small ; such expenses as rent, interest on
" machinery, living expenses, clerks, foremen, models, pat-
" terns. tra\"ellers. advertising, experiments, dies etc. There
" are small factories where these expenses amount to as much
" as raw material and wages ; and in many businesses these
" are the chief expenses, while raw material and wages are
" insignificant. If a man have 70 per cent, such expenses
" and a small turn-over, and can, by better financing, produce
" ten times more, his goods cost him 63 per cent, less." This

illustrates the great advantage which the bill of exchange

system gives to our large manufacturers, and further accounts

for the unfair crushing out of the smaller man.

The keystone of the French banqnier system is confidence

—

confidence between the manufacturer and his banker, and
confidence again between the banks. The English critic

will immediately point out the danger of a nianufacturer

defrauding his banker by discounting bills of fictitious sales
;

yet, in practice, the French manufacturer will go to almost

any sacrifice to meet his own bill when he happens to have

sold to a bad customer, rather than weaken the banker's con-

fidence in him. English tradition is an obstacle to the ex

tensive use of the system here. The majority of English

firms seem to think that the acceptance of a three months'

bill conveys an unfavourable impression of them to the banks,

although manv of the same firms have no hesitation in askino;

three months' credit of the house which sells to them. It

should, however, be remarked that it is principally the aboli-

tion of the free gold market in France which 'permits that con-

fidence between banks necessary for the free working of the

banqnier system. There is much less danger of credit strin-

gency in France than in England, since the Banque de France

leserves the right to jiay its notes in silver should it jirefer to

do so. Hence the banqnier can work with a smaller cash

reserve than can the English banker, and the sf ability of the

money market enables him to perfect his connections with

these smaller customers. In other lespects, however, as has

previously been pointed out. the French system has all the

vices of our own.

An interesting example of the power of mutual confidence
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in enabling the dovelopnicnt of credit is shown in tlip workin;^
of the Raiffcisat banks in (Ici'injuiy, in the luodilicjitions of

the system in the Banchc Poyolan in ItiJy, und in the Banqucs
Pojmlaires of Belgium. The Raijfcineii banks are purely
co-operative undertakings. A number of prominent philan-

thropically disposed men of a ccrt;i,iii locality meet, and invite

working men to take up shares for tlie formation of a bank.
Only those men who aie known to be of upright character
are i)crmit.tcd to join, and the aim of the scheme is to keep the
number of members of each bank low, in order to afford as
perfect nuitual supervision as possible. The names of the
prominent men and the generally safe reputation of the mem-
bers of the association attract deposits from outside, and the
bank begins to make long-date loans of one, two, or even five

and ten years to its members, at a rate of 4, 6, or 8 per cent.

The members meet in committee, and supervise all loans made
by the bank. I would reconunend Mr. 11. AV. AVollf's book
on " People's Banks " for the proof it affords of the extent

to which mutual guarantees of credit in these banks can be
developed. The criticism of the principle of co-operation,

however, which I have inserted in the latter pail; of this

chapter, applies equally to the continental co-operative banks.

Moreover, Mr. Wolff shows no understanding of the funda-

mental evolutionary principle of credit, namely, the develop-

ment from a commodity to a pajjer exchange medium, and of

the desirabihty of a reform of banking along the lines of

greater freedom for individuals to provide a substitute for

gold in the channels of exchange in whatever nianner they

find most convenient. The co-operative banks borrow gold

and lend gold, their advances being limited to a severely

proj)ortionate relation to their specie deposits. Mr. A\'olff

also omits to remark that it is undoubtedly the abolition of

the free gold market in continental countries which permit.i

such long-date loans to be confidently made by the co-opera-

tive banks.

An interesting feature of the aids to nuitual confidence

in these banks is their publication of a detailed balance

sheet. Many years ago Mr. A. J. Wilson raised consider-

able newspaper correspondence on the subject of the

inadequacy of bank balance sheets. At present ^^ e are usually

quite unable to ascertain from the perusal of a bank balance

sheet what proportion of its loans is made u]-)on aiiv one of

the various classes of security. A bank's ad\ances mny be
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made upon the riskiest of security, whilst its depositors remain

in entire ignorance of the matter. The bankers protested

against Mr. Wilsons proposals for greater publicity, saying

that to publish details of their advances would ruin them.

This objection will be dealt with later on.

It is an ominous sign of the temper of the age that in his

book on '" Banking Reform " Mr. Wilson, although not

socialistically disposed, looks for reform in the direction of

compulsory bank balance sheets, governmental inspection of

accounts, and what not coercive measures, but never once

takes the simple course of advising the depositors themselves

to insist upon the publication of adequate sheets. To such

an extent is reform at the present day diA'orced from sound

principles of political economy.

Sir R. H. Inglis Palgrave, an acknowledged authority on

banking, writes* :

—
'' It is Scotland that has, relatively to

" population, the greatest number of banking offices, and the
" greatest number of deposits. It is Scotland that gives
'' greatest publicity to details. It is, hence, clear that pub-
" licity is a help and not a hindrance to banking business.

" It is much to be regretted that Sir Robert Peel did not in

" 181-1 prescribe a uniform plan of balance sheet for the joint

" stock banks of the United Kingdom, and require a uniform
" j)ublication of accounts. Sir Robert Peel's reason was that no
" form could be devised which the fraudulent might not evade.
'" This is true ; still, a carefully considered and well drawn
" form could but be of service, and, when uniformly adopted,
" would show what banks were, or were not, attending to the
' leading princij)les on which banking business should be
" conducted." Again the appeal to the arm of the law to

enforce what it is to the interest of both bankers and their

customers to do ! I would, however, ask that the distinction

Ijetween the Scotch and English banks' publication of balance

sheets be duly noted here ; I must have already made it clear

that it is in this direction that I look for the introduction of

substitutes for the inelastic and unwieldy 1844 Act. This

principle will be the keynote of the jn-oposals which now follow.

The manner of reform which will be introduced in England
will depend upon the direction in which public opinion shows
itself most capable of assimilating new ideas. In the last

chapter of " Lombard Street", Bagehot states :

—
" I know it

" will be said that in this work I have pointed out a deep
*" .Notes oil Uaiiking ", p. 120.
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" malady, and only suggested a superficial remedy. 1 liave
" tediously insisted that the natural system of banking is

" that of many banks keeping their own cash reserve, with
'' the penalty of failure before them if they neglect it. 1 ha\ c
" shown that our system is that of a single bank keeping the
" whole reserve under no effectual penalty of failure. And
" yet I propose to retain that system, and only attempt to
' mend and palliate it.

" I can only reply that 1 propose to retain this system bc-
" cause I am quite sure that it is of no manner of use proposing
'' to alter it. A system of credit which has slowly gro\\-n u})

" as years went on, which has suited itself to the course of
" business, which has forced itself on the habits of men, will

" not be altered because theorists disapprove of it, or because
" books are written against it. You might as well, or better,
" try to alter the English monarchy and substitute n. Rcjjublic,
" as to alter the present constitution of the EngJisli money
" market, founded on the Bank of England, and substitute
" for it a system in which each bank shall keep its own reserve.
'" There is no force to be found adequate to so vast a recon-
" struction, and so vast a destruction, and therefore it is use-
" less proposing them."

But Bagehot wrote in 1873, before socialism had become
the force in English politics which it is to-day. The demand
for reform was not nearly so strong in 1873 as it is to-day.

In socialism Ave are threatened with a movement which, if

successful, will mean the triumi^h of mediocrity (1 may make
this assertion without thereby committing myself to the frcr

quently assumed corollary that the present system in\'ai-iably

brings the most capable man to the front). I am convmced,

however, that the majority of present economists of the

country would support this criticism of socialism—th(;y fear

the onward march of socialism precisely for this reason. There

is no doubt that the dangerous increase of socialist opinion

has induced a large number of sincerely benevolent peoj)le in

this country to search more determinedly for a reform of

present social miseries along the lines of increased personal

liberty. This encourages me to do the thing which Bagehot

dared not attempt, namely, propose a reform of the British

monetary system.

The review of the history of banking in this country set

forth in the earlier chapters of this book, showed that the

efforts of banks towards reform have invariably been in two
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iiiiiiu directions : (1) the inventiou of methods to protect the

bunk's gold store in times of strong foreign demand, (2) the

economizing of gold in the channels of circulation by the issue

of pajier substitutes. It has, I think, been sufliciently proved

that the State prohibition, hi'stly, of the post-dated note, and

secondly of the ordinary note itself, stopped both these move-

ments. Hence we are to-day in the position that no nation

dare allow the price of credit to suli'er any real reduction,

because, ha\^ing prohibited the free increase of effecfcive

substitutes for gold coin, it would then be faced with the

alternative of either seeing its gold drained away to the less

progressive nations, or of suddenly#*raising its discount rate

and bringing matters back to their oriijinal condition. France

is tlic one nation which has at least frankly abolislicd the free

gold market and which, in times of strong gold demand, firmly

ofEcrs silver in place of gold to those who bring notes for con-

version in any quantities. Yet, during the 1907 crisis the

demand from New York for gold was so strong that it already

became profitable to collect gold from laigc stores and railway

companies in Paris for purposes of export. The mere econo-

mizing of gold by a paper circulation, the gold being allowed

to accumidatc in the banks without giving rise to moie liberal

credit advances, would be of little advaiitagc to conimerce

however much it might strengthen the central reserve in pre-

paration for times of stress.

But cheaj) credit enables cheap production, and it might

be contended, as do Messrs. Hake and Wesslau, in "" Free

Trade in Capital "*, that the trade activity and consequent

increased cxjjort of goods under a system of free banking

would cause gold to return. But although cheap money
increases prosj)erity, goods will rarely be freely ex2)orted from

a low to a high discount countr\' while the free gold market
exists : the t3'rant Gold stands between, and, with the power
obtained from the fixed price which we legally accord it, con-

fuses all the simple rules of political economy. International

exchange under our present S3stem is regulated to a great

extent by the relative prices of credit or gold. In the different

capitals of the world arc groups of merchants watching the

\'arious national discount rates. The fall in the price of money
must precede the jjeriod of prosperity by some considerable

sjiace of time. But a fall in the price of money of sufficient

*Jli('y piijpiisi- a sy.sLein of free banking, niakiii<;, however, no critieisui

ujjuu Lhe hce guld iiiarkel, iiyr advocating post-dated notes.
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magnitude to induce prosjierity in any one countr\'"^i.s in-

.siajitly followed by u.n export of ji;oods (liitJier, (insfcly to obtain

the legally-cheapened gold, and secondly to obtain prolit from
the yalc of cheap goods in a dear market : a low discount rate

causes high prices before it causes increased production of

goods, purchase necessarily preceding production. Hence,
although our trade and production ar(» stirnulated by a low-

discount rate here, we do not reap the full benefit, since the

foreigner exports goods to us as long as he can obtain cheap
gold here. As the number of bills seeking discount in London
increases, tliere grows the demand on the Bank of England for

gold. AVhen tliis donaud reaches a cerl^iin point the Bank
directors consider it their duty to protect their gold store by
raising the Bank Rate until the demand for gold and credi*

is discouraged. Tlie decrease in the demand for gold will

occur only when the discount rate here has reached the level

of the exporting countries ; such an increase in the discount

rate effectually stops the budding prosperity at home, and
leaves us in as bad a plight as before.

That indefatigable Bi-metallist, Mr. Moreton P'rcwen,

criticizes the Hake-Wesslau school thus* :

—
'' Some authori-

ties consider that issues of legal tentler paper in the form of

one pound notes not represented by Gold or Silver in reserve

would avail to remedy the contraction of the legal tonh'r

currency. But such a makeshift as this I believe woukl be

wliolly mischievous. Pound notes representing Gold in

reserve, while exercising no influence whatever on prices,

would form a convenient form of cuiTcncy, and would

save tlie sovereigns they represent from loss of weight

by friction, that is all : but beyond this an issue of

' ten millions of pound notes, not represented by Gold
' in reserve, would serve merely to slightly expand the
' currency at home, and would therefore raise prices in Great

' Britain alone. And the effect of such a rise of prices in a
' Free Trade country is immediately to increase the volume
' of the imports of that country, without any corresponding
' increase in exports. These augmented imports woukl re-

' quire to be paid for, not in pound notes, but in Gokl ; the

' effect therefore of the issue of ten milhons of unsecured paper
' money would be to drive out of England an equivalent

' number of sovereigns, so that instead of stopping our present

' drain of Gold, the proposed issue of pound notes would

* ' The Economic Crisis " {London, Kegan Paul, 188b), p. 80.
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" accelerate that result '' (italics Mr. Frewen's). With certain

quahfications respecting this theory of the cause of the rise in

prices under such conditions—qualifications which will be

made later on, I think this statement is incontrovertible.

Hence I am of opinion that it would be of little use to grant

increased facilities for note issue, before protecting the banks'

gold store against depletion. The early Scotch bankerH

evolved the post-dated note for this purpose, but, even if

hberty of issue of such notes were restored to the bankers,

in the present state of pubUc unfamiliarity with the use of

paper money it might be some considerable time before the

post-dated note system obtained sufficient vogue to constitute

an adequate defence of the country's gold, and the interval

\\ ould be a dangerous time for the banks' reserves.

The best scheme for present finance politics would un-

doubtedly be the abolition of the gold standard of value by

the introduction of the invariable unit. In comparison with

the advantages it offers, this reform would involve the least

change in pubhe habits. It provides at one stroke the ad-

vantages for which early Scot(;h banks struggled for many
years with their post-dated notes. Adam Smith remarks*

that the directors of the Scoti-h banks issuing post-dated

notes '* sometimes took advantage of the option clause [and
" postponed payment], and sometimes threatened those who
" demanded gold and silver in exchange for a considerable
* juunbev of their notes, that they would take advantage of
'

it, urdess such demandcrs would content themselves with a
' part of what they demanded."" This circumstance indicates

the path of transition from the gold standard of value to the

use of the bank note standard. When, under the invariable

ujiit system (the bank note standard), the demand for gold

inci'cases, and bankej-s can redeem their notes only in a

diminished quantity of gold, they arc doing exactly the same
as the early banker \vho oliered the reduced present value of

a note \Ahich was redeemable in gokl only after the expiration

of six months. The potit-datcd note was accepted at par by
all ordinary producers who had no need of gold, and afforded

an excellent means of expressing values. The one disadv^ant-

agc of the system lay in the proinised redemption of the note

in a fixed wcujhl. instead of a lixed worth of gold. The bank
note standard avoids this difficulty by promising redemption

in gold at the current worth of the note only. Upon the in-

• " Wealth of NaUoas ", Hook II: , li. IL
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troduction of the bank Jiotc standiini, rredil. couid bo cheap-
ened, prosperity could briin.^ Jilon^' its increased prir-es, and as

soon as the tendency towards a drain of gold for i)aymcut
of cheap imports showed itself, the banks could raise the price

of gold and effectually protect the basis of tlie lioine credit

superstructure. All the present denominations of coins could
be retained, the jniblic could still i-eckon its purchases in

pounds, shillings and pence, the only difference being that
gold coins would be gradually withdrawn frojn circulation,

their place being taken by pound and ten shilling notes, and
tliat the pound note M'ould no longer indicate a certain weigh"

,

but a certain worth of gold at the market price of the metal,

whatever that price might be. The ordinary people, who with

difficulty accustom themselves to change, would scarcely

notice the introduction of the new u)iit. Hi.-.f.ory shows that

the demand for gold on the part of the oidinary public is very

Small, as long as tokens arc obtainable which will circulate in

domestic exchange. In practically every civiliiced country

an equivalent to the pound note is circulated at the present

day, although, of course, the issue is usually severely ic-

stricted. 1 do nob anticipate the least difficulty in introducing

tlic new system if, for instance, the Bank of England ^\ill

begin, by issuing a quantity of pound, and half-sovereign notes

as a substitute for the present circulation of gold. The class

whicli has deposits in banks is usually of sufficient intellectual

calibre to appreciate the practical advantages of the new
system, and to submit to tlie small inconvenience of the

change. Most depositors would simply sell their gold to the

banker on tlie day of the change, receiving in its place an

equivalent quantity of Bank of England or private paper

which would be deposited with the banker as before. Any
further demands for gold on their part would be satisfied by

the banker at the market price of the metal. AVhen he judged

tliat his gold store was becoming dangerously low, he would

cither replenish it from the gokismiths, or if this were found

to be impossible owing to strong demand, he would raise the

price still further. Any bank which should raise its bank

note price for gold above the market rate would be dealt with

according as its clients believed its high gold price to be justi-

fied by probable future events, or to indicate a]i unwisely low

gold store. Lack of public confidence in a bank to-day results

in a run of depositors to withdraw gold. The last-comers

lose their deposits except when the winding-up oi the bank
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yields a certain amount to creditors. A discredited hank

Avould be bankrupted in a similar mamier by the withdrawal

of Bank of England notes or gold by its creditors after the

establishment of the invariable unit system.

It is most probable that the banks will prefer to purchase

their depositors' gold with Bank of England, or perhaps, their

own, paper after the introduction of the invariable unit, rather

than guarantee to return a certain weight of specie when re-

quired, irrespective of the market price. The latter course

would expose their gold stores to depletion by depositors when

the demand for gold became great. By purchasing the gold

outright with promises to return an equivalent wortk of gold

on demand they would of course take upon themselves the

risk of fluctuation in the price of bullion. But seeing that the

new arrangement would enable them to dispense with a con-

siderable part of tbeir gold reserves, they would be compen-

sated for the risk incurred. If the gold standard were sinml-

tancously abohshed in other countries, and paper similarly

substituted for gold coins, there would probably result a

temporary fall in the price of the metal. But if, as is mdeed
desirable, the change were shortly followed by the conferment

of freedom of note issue upon banks, the gi'owth of competition

among fi-csJi banking companies, each requiring gold reserves,

would tend to restore the value of gold. The apportionment

of the risk of fluctuation in the value of gold will, however,

depend upon expert calculation, and can well be left until the

change comes within the range of practical pohtics.

The dangers of the abolition of the free gold market will

now be examined. The free gold market is to-day defended

paitly because it is said to render London the financial centre

of the world, and partly because it affords an automatic check

upon general inflation of credit by our banks. I have pre-

viously dealt with the first of these contentions. AVith regard

to the second, there is no doubt that the benchts are too dearly

purcliascd. The action of the free gold market, let it be

admitted, is automatic ; but it is fjuitc indiscdminating : it

comes into operation immediately upon the appearance of

any demand for gold here, regardless of the cr.use or extent

of the demand. The legally-cheapened gold is abstracted

from our Ijanks, which action causes a rise in the Bank Rate

here, and all industry is checked. This method arrests the

operations of prudent and imprudent banlcs alike ; it

bankrupts prudent and imprudent industrial concerns
;
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and the ever-present danpior of its unforeseen orcnrrenft'

compels banks contijiiially to cliaruc more lor loans lluui uouM
otlierwise be necessary, and to lefrain from making long-date

loans except upon gilt-edged seciiriT.y. The demand for gold

may ordinarily have two causes : (1) the financing of foreign

industry, or an unduly large ])urchase of foreign goods
; (2)

a rise of prices at iiome. and consequent import of chea])er

foreign goods. AVe have seen that the protection of our gold

against (1) is an unmixed blessing whenever that demand
threatens to endanger the supports of our home credit. As
regards (2), a rise of home prices may spring ordinarily from

three causes : (1) failure of production (harvests etc.) at

home, (2) a burst of industrial activity here, involving a sudden

extension of long-date loans, and (3) inflation of home credit

by our banks. The abolition of the fixed price of gold would,

in all these cases, stop the outflow of the metal. Its action

in remedying high prices would be slower than is the case

under the present system ; but it would leave the nation time

to deal wdth the various causes on their own merits. High

prices here, together with a stoppage of cheap gold exports

would, of course, slacken our export and consequently our

import trade in ordinary conmiodities. The reduced pros-

perity thereby entailed would cause diminished consumption

of goods here. This would, however, be a more salutary

process than the present, which checks consumption by

striking directly at the nation's power of production—the

home credit system. It is admitted, of course, that the

slackening of foreign trade would also somewhat hinder pro-

duction here ; but it would accomplish this by diminishing

the supply of goods, not credit. The nation would be forced

to develop its own resources, and since high prices, whatever

their cause, indicate an excess of consumption over production

of goods, development of home industry is the fitting remedy.

For to import cheap foreign goods on such occasions in

exchange for the gold which is oui- chief means of production

at home—thus increasing consumption still further and

actually crippUng our power of production—^this way makes

straight for ruin. The present system benefits the minority

of foreign traders at the expense of the majority of producers :

let; it be admitted that the proposed S3^stem will check foreign

trade first. This is still somewhat inecpiitabie ; but ohviously

less so than the present system.

Let us proceed to examine the effect of the aholition of
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the fixed price of gold in each of the three cases of high prices

eimnierared above. lu any of these three cases, time and the

protection of the country's gold reserves would bring prices

down again. In the first two cases, high jjrices, the

absence of cheap raw material and the stoppage of import

of cheap foreign goods would discourage further consumption

of credit and goods for the purpose of speculative pro-

duction, whilst encouraging sound ))roduction, and stimu-

lating to renewed activity those producers that commenced
operations before the rise, and helping them to cancel

their debts to the banks. Under the present system cheap

foreign goods are imported at the same time as the

price of credit is raised owing to the efflux of cheap gold
;

hence the merchant is unable to purchase our manufactm^ers'

dearer goods. Under the proposed system, reduced pros-

perity and high prices here would tend to discourage appli-

cations for credit for s]:)eculative jjroduction, whilst preserving

the home market for home inauufacturers and maintaining

a credit sy,stem adequate for the due exchange of goods. If

the cause of high prices were failure of production here, the

lapse of time would enable sufficient accumulation of goods

to permit import, of foreign products to supply the deficiency

of those lacking at home ; excliange of goods against goods

—

not exchange of the means of production against goods

—

being the prudent course alike for the nation and the individual.

If home jjroduction were unable to recover itself, emigration

would doubtless set in. If the cause of the high prices were

a burst of industrial activity here, protection of the home
credit system would enable those borrowers that by their

operations had caused the rise of prices, to produce their goods,

market theju, and repay their loans. The sinmltaneous re-

tirement of purchasing power and production of goods would

cause prices to droj) again, and the community would benefit

by the addition to its industry.

If however, tlie cause of high j)rices were unwise issues on
the piii-t 01 the banks, time would show that particular bor-

rowers were unable to produce their expected profit. If an
adequate check upon bank balance sheets were maintained,

this circumstance alone should suffice to cast discredit upon
the banks that had fostered this unwise speculation, and lead

to their .speedy elimination. The bankers themselves who
have to receive the paper of other banks can be trusted to

keep a pretty close watch upon the o]jorations of their fellow
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bankers. But, even should Iho ofTondirifi ))n,nkors lio .t.1)1o Id

conceal the evidences oi' their indiscretion, time woidd expose

them. Their del)tors would be unable to return sufficient

sums to them to balance the ])aper instruments^ returned upon
the bankers through the Clearing House. Hence, either the

bankers' stocks of gold would be gradually reduced, or thev

would be compelled to raise their ]>aper price lor gold above

tlie market one, thus in either case ri'vealing their weakness,

li they were unable to retrieve their positions, they would l)e

forced into bankruptcy. The suffering would thus be confined

more strictly to the unwise bankers and their su})])()rters than

is the case under the {u-esent system. The one disathautage

of the ])roposed system is that the nation woidd be exposed

for a longer pei'iod than is the case at present to the action

of high prices. This would tend to harm })oth the creditor

classes, who would suffer in redem])tion of loans, and the wage-

earning classes. The harm to the former, however, would be

minimized by the adjustment of debt contracts in tiie manner

suggested in the previous chapter (p 202) ; and the increased

demand for labour set up by the more stable credit system

would enable wage-earners to demand and secure higher wages

in times of high prices.

Both Liberals and Conservatives have at length jierceived

that the recent institution of legal power to acquire small

holdings of land is practically useless in the absence of a

provision of cheap capital, and we accordingly find frequent

proposals for State aid in tlie establishment of banks to make

long-date loans to agriculture, it being recognized that present

banks are unable to-day to make such loans with due safety.

It is much to be regretted, however, that before State compul-

sion and taxation were invoked, it v^as not jierceived that it

is precisely the legal exposure of existing banks to the (hinger

of unforeseen drains of gold which is chiefly instrumental in

preventing them from making long-date loans. It is still more

to be regretted that it has not been perceived by these Land

Bank enthusiasts that a cheap long-date loan is also an urgent

need of the masses of smaller manufacturers and tradesmen,

whom State restrictions on banking have at present placed at

an unfair disadvantage as compared with their richer com-

petitors. It has been justly said tliat the greatest struggle

for the modern employer is to earn his first thousand pounds

OT so. Afterwards his profits roll in with very much less etifort

on his part. If we remove the danger which now j)i'event8
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bankers from making cheap long-date loans, we will render

the .path to the first thousand as eas}^ for the capable man
as the acquirement of subsequent thousands. Or rather, the

])rovision of caj^ital to enable the man of al^ility to employ

his talents, will ensure such competition in the higher ranks

of industry as will render the rapid multiplication of huge

fortunes a much more difficult process than is the case to-day.

while, at the same time, it will materially assist the attain-

ment of moderate fortunes. There ^^'ill thus be introduced

precisely that sanity which is needed in our present system,

where the distribution of wealth seems inevitably to tend to

the two extremes of wealth and poverty. The prospect of

such an amelioration of present social conditions should surely

be a sufficient inducement for us to make the change in our

financial institutions required for the abolition of the gold

standard of value.

The present wave of socialistic thought may have awak-
ened the community to a more vivid appreciation of the value

of liberty, and, in the liope that the arguments will not fall

on entirely deaf ears, I will now proceed to examine the ad-

vantages and dangers of freedom of note issue. Sir R. H.
Inglis Palgrave writes* :

—
" I have always regretted that Sir

" Kobej t Peel did not employ the country's note circulation,

" as he might have done, as a link to unite the country's banks
" together. Had Sir Robert Peel, instead of aiming, as he
" did throughout, to extinguish the country note circulation,
" endeavoured to strengthen it ; had he facilitated, instead
" of hindering, the transfer of the right of issue from one
" country bank to another ; had he given greater freedom
" to this form of association, we should, I believe, before this
" time, have seen a simple but sufficient number of powerfid
" banking institutions arise, formed in the best manner that
" such institutions can be formed, by the union of existing
" but separate banks into one well-compacted body." This

opinion, delivered with more or less hesitancy, as befits the

dependence of its exponents upon orthodoxy, may be found
repeated in the works of an increasing number of modern
economists.

Aj)art from the benefits of flexibilit}'' in tlie supply of

medium for domestic exchange, the case for freedom of note

issue depends chiefly upon the facility it affords for promoting
competition in the ranks of bankers. This was illustrated

* p. 120 of work previously quoted.
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in the passage quotefl from Bafroliof s " Lombard Street
"

on p. 149. It was there pointed out that the'establishnient of

a deposit bank requires a eonsideiably greater accuniulalidti

of capital than does an issue bank witli a small note i;ireulati(»ii.

Indeed, Sir Robert Peel supported the 1844 Act by pointing

out that freedom of banking enabled the establishment oi

small new banks and was therefore bad ! But until the pro-

fession of banking is o])en from the. smallest beginnings we

shall never be sure that theservice is being performed as cheaply

and as efficiently as it might be. Until we permit freedom of

comj^etition in l3anking we shall never be sure that all forms

of productive ability are receiving ca])ital as fi'eely as they

might.'''

The dangers attending freedom of banking are those which

have been predicted of every extension of freedom in the past,

namely, error and fraud. The general argumenhs for freedom

as opposed to " protective " legislation have been imceasingly

insisted upon throughout this book, and I shall not return

to the subject here. It remains to consider the special dangers

connected with freedom of banking.

During the discussions preceding the Act of 1844, the

restrictionists continually maintained that, the urgent demands

of commerce notwithstanding, it was the duty of banks to

restrict their issues when gold began to flow abroad. Hence,

any issue of credit which enabled this efHux of gold to proceed

was an " over-issue "'. In those days the economises })erceived

the method of preventing the outflow of bullion by permitting

the price of gold, reckoned in Bank notes, to rise, but to adopt

this system was to " upset or endanger the gold standard of

value". To be without a standai'd of price was conceived,

and, I think, justly, bo be a national calamity. Hence there

was acquiescence in that grim law which decreed the restric-

tion of home commerce whenever a foreign nation saw lit to

make a demand for gold upon us. We may, however, reason-

ably hope that it will hereafter be recognised that the bank

note pound is actually a more scientific unit of value than the

pound sterhng. The spread of this o]nnion may reniove the

central objection of the older econom.ists to freedom of note

issue.

The second objection raised was the danger of an excessive

rise of prices caused by " wild " issues of notes. The adherents

» Rp<> also till' Blup Book liginvs quoted on p. 295. The incivast- thpre shown

in thp number of banks in Scotland is evidence of the effect of sniiill noto issue in

aiding the establishment of new branch'-3 of banks.
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of the Bankinc Principle protested in reply that a banker's

reputation was ac(juired only after years of patient care in

placing his loaas. He was exposed to the crifcicism of the

whole community. An excessive note issue could not be

made without attracting ]-)ublic attention. The loss of the

banker's leputation wfRild mean absolute ruin to him. Was
ir likely that he would risk this reputation for the sake of the

mere interest to be derived from even a large over-issue of

notes ? Although the upholders of the Currency [Principle

could find but few instances of such an extraordinary over-

issue in the crises of the past, they rephed naively that the

fact of the frequent drains of gold from the country was an
incontrovertible proof of over-issue, thus assuming a causal

connection that required proof. I have sufliciently dealt

with the confusion surrounding the two definitions of the

word " over-issue " in this discussion. Let it suffice now to

point out that the promoters of the Bank Charter Act tliought

that in giving the Bank of England a secure hold over the

note issues they were giving it control over the country's

credit issue, and consequently preventing the danger of wild

issues ; whereas the demand for more credit than was allowed

by the 1844 Act immediately found an avenue of escape in

the direction of cheque issue. Througli this loophole has

swelled an enormous mass of paper credit, enough to make
Lord Overstone tm-n in his grave, could he but see its present

proportions. Be it further remarked that this mass of credit

is entirely unsupervised and unrestricted. It is quite open
to banks to-day to make such advances to speculative under-

takings as would increase prices in the country beyond bounds.

It has actually happened in the past that prominent banking
houses have advanced cheque credit so lavislily to speculative

enterprises that the former were at length unable to meet the

ordinary demands upon them for gold (1 need only instance

the failure of Overend, Gurney & Co. in 1856).

The failure of these firms was undoubtedly hastened in

most cases by the sudden appearance of a strong demand
for gold from abroad : but every tradition of banking at the
time warned the banlcers of the possible occurrence of such
sudden demands, and there is not the least doubt that gener-

ally these firms had speculated more than was prudent.

Happily for modern commerce, these failui-es, serious as they
were, did not cause the imposition of fui-tlnM- restrictive legis-

lation : it was recognised that the downfall of these firms waa
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a fiiilficicnt dci;erront to other bankers \v'lio were likely lo be
similarly tempted. The real remedy, which undou))tedly
was not sufficiently insisted upon at the time, lay in the
pu{)lication of a more detailed periodical statement by the
banks. In most cases of bank failure the banks have engajred
in speculation entirely without the knowledjie of their cus-

tomers. The secrecy practised by banks in j-ega7'd to their

loans is a relic of the days when it was deemed shameful for

a man to require a loan. When enterprise was small it was
considered possible for a man to undertake all legitimate

business on his own savings ; it was held to be indisputable
evidence of extravagance if he applied for a loan. Doubtless
also tlie business man of to-day prefers tlie world to think that

his industrial extensions are being carried out upon the profits

of his past undertakings, rather than upon a loan from his

bank. Yet. for the sake of this secrecy he ])ermits his bank
to conceal from him all record of its loans, tlms imperilling

even his own stabilit3^ since the failure of a bank compels
the sudden return of all outstanding " call loans "'.

Bagehot remarks* :

—
" Our great joint stock banks are

" imprudent in so carefully concealing the details of their
" government, and in secluding those details from the risk

" of discussion. The answer, no doubt will be, ' Let well
" ' alone ; as you have admitted, there hardly ever before
" ' was so great success as these banks of ours ; what more
" 'do you or can you want ?

' I can only say that I want
" further to confirm this great success and to make it secure
" for the future. At present there is at least the possibility

"of a great reaction. Supposing that, owing to defects in

" its government, one even of the gi'eater Loudon joint stock
" banks failed, there would be an instant suspicion of the
" whole system. One terra incogniia being seen to be faulty,

" every other terra incognita would be suspected If

" the real government of these banks had for years been
" known, and if the subsisting banks had been known not to

" be ruled by the bad mode of government which had ruined
" the bank that had fallen, then the ruin of that bank would
" not be hurtful. The other banks would be seen to be exempt
" from the cause which had destroyed it. But at j^resent the
" ruin of one of these great banks would greatly impair the
" credit of all. Scarcely any o)ie knows the precise govein-
" ment of any one ; in no case has that government been

* p, 2f)4 of work previously quoted.
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described on autliority ; and the fall of one by grave rais-

governnient would be taken to show that the others niiglit

as easily be misgoverned also. And a tardy disclosure even

of an admirable constitution would not much help the sur-

viving banks : as it was extracted bv necessity, it would be

received with suspicion. A sceptical world would say ' of

' course they say they are perfect now ; it u'ould not do for

' them to say anything else ".

" And not only the tlepositors and the sliareholders of

these large banks have a grave interest in their good goverji-

ment, but the public also. We have seen thab our banking

reserve is, as compared with our liabilities, singularly small

;

we have seen tiiat v.he rise of these great banks has lessened

the proportion of that reserve to those liabilities ; we have

seen that the greatest strain on the banking reserve is a

'panic'. Now, no cause is more capable of producing a

panic, perhaps none is so capable, as the failure of a first-

rate joint stock bank in London. Such an event would have

something like the effect of the failure of Overend, Gurney
and Co. ; scarcely any other event would have an equal

effect. And therefore, under the existing constitution of

our banking system the government of these great banks

is of primary importance to us all." These remarks on the

constitution of banks apply with force to bank balance sheets.

It may be that secrecy as to details of loans is of more advant-

age to the customers of a bank than greater publicity ; but

it is certain that in the present monopolistic state of banking

most peojjle are obliged to deal with existing banks, and the

directors are able to conduct many a joiece of risky business

without the knowledge of their customers. Only freedom

of competition will prove which system is the best, and the

.system which peimitted Overend, Gurney & Co. to speculate

without tiie knowledge of their customers was certainly not

a fi'ee one. The fact, however, that most bankers to-day

are withheld from making wild advances by the fear of failure

and the consequent loss of their customers' confidence, even
under our present primitive methods of checking the stability

of })anks, proves that the framers of the 18i4 Act were wrong
in thinking that the temptations to over-issue were too strong

for the banker to l)e able to resist them unless he were
" strengthened " by leg.U restriction.

We have seen, however, that fear of an unforeseen

drain of gold from our free gold market is largely instru-
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mental to-day in preventing our bankers from makiu;Lj

exicnaive long-date loans. The abolition of the gold

standard will free them from this danger. What checks will

remain ?

Before answering this question let us examine present

conditions a httle more closely. We have seen that the out-

standing features of modern industrialisn) yre:— (I) The
volume of goods which might be produced is limited by legal

restrictions on the growth of loanable capital. (2) There is

a constant tendency for even the limited volume of goods now
produced to remain unconsumed owing to legal restrictions

on the growth of that competition between employers \\hich

is necessary to reduce shareholders' profits to their lowest

and increase wages and organizing returns t.) their highest.

The free introduction of credit into such conditions will en-

able production to be extended up to the limil;!^ of the pro-

ductive power of the community, while simultaneously, by

reason of competition between banks, facilitathig the path

from the position of employee to that of employer. But

primarily, an injection of fresh credit is an injection of fresh

purchasing jJotver, and prices would tend to rise. An issue of

credit, however, is not to be confused with the discovery of

a gold mine, since it implies a future repaymen g of the loan,

and a consequent future withdrawal of a precisely similar

quantity of purchasing power from the market, which with-

drawal prevents any permanent inflation of prices.

Let us dwell upon this point for a while. Bashig them-

selves upon the imposing authority of the Quantity Theory,

economists assert that " an increase of money tends to raise

prices", and this is judged a sufficient reply to those who

imagine that prosperity can be increased by merely adding

to the amount of the medium of exchange. It is of course

obvious that if freedom of banking meant merely that prices

were to be increased proportionately with every injection of

fresh credit, it would not only fail to remedy but would

actually intensify the social evil ; for the classes which ar(^

near starvation point, the very classes we desire to assist, would

suffer first from an increase of prices. But the economists

who uphold the above theory have wrought much evil upon

society by faihng to distinguish between the effects of a fresh

supply of money from a gold mine and that from a bank ;

hence they omit to remark the difference between a permanent

and a temporary rise of prices.
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As has been insisted upon unceasingly throughout this

book; credit is not a commodity or a material object ; credit

is not capital, but an arrangement whereby wealth is trans-

ferred to one who promises to use it in production of fresh

wealth. Credit can appear only when there exist simul-

taneously wealth offered for sale, and willing unemployed

productive abilit^^ It is conceivable that a rich gold mine

might be discovered at a time when there was no demand for

an increase of credit : it might happen that gold could be

literally picked up. Such an injection of purchasing power

into the market by those who had presumably no desire to

produce ordinary commodities but wished merely to consume,

would undoubtedly inflate prices permanently, or at all events,

the inflation would persist until some increase in the volume

of industry and exchanges absorbed the fresh exchange

medium. A banker's credit advances, however, are made only

to those who desire to produce wealth and repay the loan.

The primal}" injection of purchasing power in the shape of

credit undoubtedly tends to raise prices in a precisely similar

manner to the discovery of a gold mine ; but the production

of wealth which results from an issue of credit, exercising as

it does a demand upon the purcliasing power in the market,

followed by the final withdrawal (in redemption of the loan)

of a quantity of purchasing power superior, to the extent of

tlic interest paid, to that issued, prevents any permanent
inflation of prices. Moreover, in a large conmnmity, wherein

considerable loans are continually being issued and repaid,

the issue and AvithdraAval of pui'chasing power would usually

balance each, other, thus preventing any see-sawing of prices.

As long as we retain the gold standard of price, on the con-

trary, we expose our exchange system to all the hazards of

gold discovery. Cheaper gold to-day increases prices per-

manently ; whereas the sole permanent effect of cheaper

credit is to cheapen production, and cheaper production needs
only to be accompanied by freedom of competition among
producers for the price of goods to fall proportionately. Hence
although the first effect of an injection of cheaper credit must
be an increase of prices, as soon as the goods produced by the

fresh industrial activity begin to be introduced into the

market, prices will again tend to fall, the fall proceeding until

the price of credit has sunk to its lowest point and the Avhole

of the present idle productive abihty is employed up to the

limit of its powers. The net result of the introduction of free-
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dom of credit will be a decided fall in the prices of commodities,

and a decided increase in the consuming power of producers.

To return now to the dangers of freedom of note issue. The
one argument in favour of our present system is that the shorter

period of circulation of our present credit token, the cheque,

places a more automatic check upon ovxr-issue than is possible

when notes are used. 1 repl}' again that we purchase Uiese

benefits too dearly. The action of the present law is again

too indiscriminating. The prohibition of note issue prevents

all long-date loans, whether the bankers and borrowers be

stable business men, or men of straw. Tliis circumstance

causes glut of goods, closes the avenue for the capable man
to the possession of machiuer}', and consequently causes

monopoly of the means of production, low wages and un-

employment. The restriction also prevents the establishment

of new banks and thus fosters banking monopoly. Under

our present system no doubt, our chief credit instrument.,

the cheque, is usually returned immediately upon the issuing

bank and, if unbalanced by corresponding payments into th<i

bank, causes a reduction of the banker's gold reserve. Small

notes circulate longer before being paifl into the bank. Under

a note-issuing system, therefore, the automatic detection of

the ofi'eiiding banker occurs only when his notes begin to be

returned upon him through other banks, and in the meantime

he will have had time to issue a larger quantity of credit than

is possible under the present system. Hence more people

aie likely to suffer from his imprudence. But I reply that

the people that would suffer most from a banker's imjn-udence

are the shareholders and depositors of the bank. Notes are

rarely held in large quantities by oidinary people ;
but are

almost invariably passed on or paid into a bank. Now the

banks receiving these notes may be trusted to watch vigilantly

their fellow bankers' operations. If an adequate inspection

of balance sheets is maintained, any imprudence on the

part of a banker should be quickly detected. If the

shareholders, depositors and other bankers allow a banker

to speculate unwisely, they have only theniseh-es to blame.

As regards losses to note-holders, however, if these should

prove to occur frequently, it will be possible to insure note-

holders against loss in the maimer suggested by Professor

J. L. Laughlin.* The bankers thejnselves will probably

insure their note-holders and charge an extra rate for credit

* See •• Kepovt of the Indiana Monetary Commission ", (Wasbiugton, IKlO).
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advances. The individuals of the community should be left

free|to judge if the danger of unwise issues by, banks is suffi-

ciently grave to \\arrant the payment of the extra charge

for advances.

Bui. the history of banking shows that the danger of im-

jirudont issues has been greatly exaggerated. As was pointed

out when dealing with the passing of the 181i Act, restriction

of note issue was not imposed on account of any suspicion

that banks were issuing credit to incapable producers. The

Act was passed because notes enabled more gold to be dis-

pensed with, and thus, it was held, gave rise to more frequent

financial crises. It is, however, to be hoped that the abolition

of the free gold market will demonstrate that the chief cause

of banking con\'uIsions in the past was not an incurable habit

on the part of Ijankors of issuing credit to incapable j)roducers,

but unforeseen wit]idraA\al and export of the country's gold

reserves.

Wc have seen that credit has to-day been rendered arti-

liciiilh' dear by State restrictions upoJi ))auking. Upon the

removal of these restrictions, there will occur sliglit fluctuations

of prices while the rate of interest is finding its lowest level.

'J'hc cost of obtaining money, however, can, in the final resort;,

fall only to the cost of the banker's labour in valuing normally

safe security, the price of such labour having been reduced to

its lowest by competition. When the rate of interest reaches

this point, prices will remain comparatively stable.

As the banker's reputation spreads, he will be able to work

with a decreasing quantity of gold, and will consequently be

able proportionate!}'- to reduce the charge for advances.

As his gold reserve becomes smaller in comj:)arison with the

credit superstructure, however, the danger of the withdrawal

of even a small quantity of gold will becmne greater, and the

bajjker will accordingly be compelled to guard against loss

of pubhe confidence by giving even greater guarantees of

the soundness of his issues. As a means of further reducing

the demands upon him for gold he will jirobably at this stage

issue option-clause notes, rendering them at first redeemable

in gold a short time after demand, and gradually increasing

the period of deferred payment as his reputation extends.

'J'lie })rocess will of course necessitate an improvement in the

sx-stem of surveying the banker's issues ; but, as has been

unceasin<ily main*:ained throughout these pages, it is to the

iutcrest of botii the banker and his customers that the use
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of gold in exchange .should be diminished. ;iiid it may be
confidently predicted that freedom for experiment will result
in the ado])tion of an adequate system. At a later stage the
banker will be able to circulate notes that are not redeemable
in gold at the bank of issue at all, as did the Bank of lOngland
upon the passing of the Restriction Act of 1797. Under this
system a pound note will not be a promise to pay a pound's
worth of gold, but will be marked simply " Worth one pound ".

The holder of these notes must apply to the goldsmith when
he desires gold. The banker will be able to introrhice the.se

notes into circulation, when sufficient confidence obtiiins,

by offering credit in them at a reduced rate, and, as was
previously demonstrated in the case of ordinary notes, it

will be to the interest of tlie employer and tradesman to
promote their circulation. The banker will then be using as
capital his reputation only, and will be precisely in tlie position

of the ideal valuer of integrity described in chapter IV. It

is when competition has reduced the price for the use of

the reputation of the banker to its lowest that comparative^

stability of prices will have been attained.

Anything more than comparative stabihty of prices

cannot be assured, however, if we wish to retain the benefits

of freedom ; since freedom to introduce improvements
imphes freedom to err. The abolition of the gold standard

of value, however, would enable the cause of a rise of prices

to be more automatically detected than is the case to-day.

An influx of gold to-day causes a reduction of the discount

rate quite independently of any increase in the needs of

commerce, and our experts wrangle incessantly over the

question whether the subsequent increase of prices is due to

excessive issues fi'om the l)anks, or wliether the growing

prosperity of commerce attracted the gold to this country.

In a system like our own, wherein credit can be extended only

when gold happeiLS to reach our shores—a system wherein

cjuantitips of perfectly sound productive ability continually

remain unmonetized, and wherein the banks maintain sucii

profound secrecy as to the nature of their advances—such

a question camiot be satisfactorily decided. The removal

of the artificial disturbances set up by the gold standard,

and the due publication of accounts by banks, would enable

the cause of the rise of prices to be more definitely ascer-

tainable.

When notes are redeemable in gold on demand, or are
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post-dated, any lack of confidence in the bank is shown by

the return of a quantity of its notes for redemption in gold,

or by the action of cautious people who will accept its paper

only at a discount. If the bank is really unsound, the wise

people will thus have saved themselves, and the unwary

nuist pay the penalty. With notes not redeemable by the

banker in any one commodity whatsoever, while credit may
thereby be cheapened and extended to wider ranges of pro-

ductive ability, the check upon the banker is reduced, and

must be made good by a closer examination of his accounts.

The report of unwise issues will then simply cause the sus-

picious notes to circulate at a discount. If the banker be

subsequently able to retrieve his reputation, the notes will

return to par ; if his reputation fall still lower, his notes will

be refused altogether. He will be made bankrupt through

the failure of borrowers to repay his loans, as previously

described. The receiver will collect debts due to the bank,

receiving its notes at their depreciated worth only ; and will

finally buy in, at their depreciated raie also, such notes of

the discredited banker as may remain in the hands of non-

debtors, giving genuine notes (of other banks) in return.

The fact that the notes of the bankrupt are in the hands

of those who are not his debtors implies of course that the

actual debtors can meet their liabilities only by obtaining

a certain quantity of genuine notes ; the amount of genuine

notes paid in being further increased by the sum which each

debtor must add in settling his account in order to balance

the depreciation of the bankrupt's notes. When the whole

of the offending notes have been retired they will be des-

troyed, and the business of the community will proceed as

usual. The suffering entailed by the failure of an unsound
bank will thus be confined chiefly to the unwise members
of the community. It is doubtless inconvenient that notes

should circulate at a discount ; whether this system will

obtain, or whether the community will absolutely refuse the

notes of any banker to whose name the least breath of sus-

picion attaches, is a matter which must be left to the future

and natural selection to decide. In proportion as people

are harsh with their bankers the latter will be more cautious

in the risks they undertake, and a greater proportion of

credit advances will fall to the money-lender at high rates.

Competition between comnumities which adopt this system,

and those which are willing to accept notes of particular
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banks at a discount in order to enable the latter to retrieve

their position, must decide which is the more .suitahh' com-
mercial method for the state of society in wliich it is adopted.

Hence it may be afiirmed witli truth that freedom of bank-
ing entails no risks which may not be adequately guarded
against by the normally prudent members of society without
State interference. If the State wish to interfere, let it he

merely in the form of education of the public in the

principles of banking. The State, however, provided no
such education for the unlettered people of Scotland two
hundred years ago ; the mere knowledge that fraud

was possible has always been a fairly efficient instructor

in the past : the actual cases of fraud invariably

hastened the invention of improved methods. From the

day when freedom is introduced, let the banks themselves

maintain respectively their own gold reserve to the amount
which they individually consider necessary to support public

confidence in their note issues. Let them no longer rely on

the Bank of England to save their gold reserves for them by
refusing the risky (and profitable) inv^estments which most
of the joint stock banks occasionally undertake. The first

notes issued by the free banks will doubtless be returned upon
them almost immediately for redemption in coin ; this nnist

be provided for, and, as time goes on, confidence will gradually

be established. Above all let not the forced currency of

legal tender be given to these notes : those of the Scotch banks

have ficquiied more popularity than gold wnthout this support.

It has been well said that legal tender adds little virtue to a

good currency, and is entirely vicious in the case of a bad one.

The history of most countries shows that the institution of

legal tender was introduced only when the State wished to

give currency to its own debased coin. Furthermore, although

it may seem a hard doctrine in these days of increasing com-

pulsory inspection, I am of opinion that it is inadvisable that

the people should be lulled into a sense of security, and be

tempted to relax their vigilance, by governmental inspection

of the banks, since such inspection is generally inadequate ;

the people who rely upon it lose their primitive enterprise

and pow-er of choice, and progress is hindered. Paragraph

37 of the Report of the Banking and Currency Committee

of the Association of Chambers of Commerce of the United

Kingdom (1908) runs thus :

—

" It appears to your Committee that the remedy [for
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" inadequate cash reserves in banks] does not lie in legislative

" provisions enforcing upon the banks the keeping of cash
" reserves bearmg a fixed proportion to their obligations.

" x\ny attempt to do this by legislation bristles with difficulty,

" and is open to the pregnant objection that all such proposals
" defeat their own object by tying up the cash at the very
" time that the banker most requires it to meet a sudden
" demand on his resources. This is f.he chief vice of the sys-

" tern in force in the United States."

Paragraph 38. " Tlie force of public opinion is probably
" one of tlie best weapons. In ' The Economist ' of November
" 22nd, 1890, figures were given wliich showed that eleven
" principal banks, other than the Bank of England, whilst
" their liabilities to the public were .€1G9,623,000, had cash in

" hand and at the Bank of England amounting to £17,438,000
" or a percentage of cash to liabilities of 10"3. Similar figures

" for twelve similar banks in March 1908 show that the per-

" centao;e of cash to liabilities had increased to 1605. This
" imjn-ovemeut is doubtless owing to the public attention
" which has recently been given to the cj[uestion."

The Committee recommended, amongst other things, the

more frequent publication of bank accounts, and the issue

of £1 notes by the Bank of England, such notes to be issued,

four-fitths against bullion, and one-fifth against securities.

Furthermore, the Committee recognised the evil of the absolute

limitation of note issues enforced by the 1844 Act in that it

recommended that the Bank of England should be given an

increase of its powers of issue against securities in times of

emergenc}^ on payment to the State of a rate of interest to be

fixed by law, such rate of interest to be neither so high as to

make the |jermission inoperative, nor so low as to encourage

rash speculation. This scheme is similar to that which obtains

in Germany.

The recommendation that banks should not be compelled

by law to mahitain a fixed cash reserve is a most important

one. Progress in banking is entirely dependent ujion the

increase of mutual confidence. Mutual confidence increases

coincidently with the spread of general prosperity, social

sympathy, and the establishment of such a system of judicial

administration as renders violations of confidence unprofitable.

But the sj>read of mutual confidence among individuals

depends upon the guarantees which can be afforded by
either side, since, although confidence promotes facihty of
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relations, it, simultaneously increases risk. (lonfidence is a

shy and peculiar blossom, which often bricrhtens places where
one would least expect it. The guarantees which satisfy one

man of another's integrity aie frequently rejected by a third

person. In the sale of ordinary commodities we perceive the

utmost diversity of methods employed in order to secure

public confidence in the reliability of the goods exposed for

sale : declarations by jmblic ii.nalysts, free inspectio)i of fac-

tories, printed testimonials fiom grateful recipients of benefits,

publication of names of prominent people who deal with the

firm in question—these and a hundred cthei" schemes testify

to the diversity of the public demand for guarantees. Under
freedom it is to the advantage of the trader to invent methods
of proving the reliability of his wares, and the most efficient

system tends to be repeated and preserved.

It is manifestly true that these voluntary inethods are

those by which progress in banking has been attained. From
the most primitive beginnings of exchange we perceive a

gradual increase of mutual confidence, a gradual increase in

the risks taken, and a process of " natural selection " operating

among the various methods of guarantee against such risk.

It therefore seems advisable to permit the banks to act upon

their own discretion in the matter of the amount of their cash

reserves. Let each banker educate his own commvmity.

The fewer the calls for gold that are made upon him the more

he can extend his system. The banks may therefore be relied

upon (a])art from individual cases) to select the most effective

methods of securing public confidence in their reliability. It

has previously been pointed out that the various employers

who use the notes of the local bank in payment of wages know

that they can help their bank b}' circulating its paper as long

as possible, and it will therefore be to their interest to induce

their employees to circulate the bank paper rather than return

it for redemption in gold. Progress in the direction of the

gradual displacement of gold by paper is thus assured. It is

of course inconvenient that the community should have to

choose between the notes of many bank's and be exposed to

fraud. Freedom of choice guarantees progress, but, as has

been well said by Mr. G. B. Shaw :

—" Freedom involves

" responsibihty ; that is why most men dread it." I am, how-

ever, confident that the capable members of the community

will be prepared to take the risk of free note issue as soon as

they are aware of the advantages to be obtained fi-om the
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flexibility of such a credit system. It is undeniably incon-

venient that in some cases local notes may not be accepted

in distant towns : a Bath local note, for instance, may be

refused in Carlisle. But a system of note exchange or clearing

will doubtless be set up, or, certain bankers of widespread

rcputiition will issue notes for circulation over the Avhole of

the country. Those traders who care to set up the rule of

refusing all strange notes may do so ; experience and freedom

of competition alone will prove whether the gain in safety

thereby secured outweighs the loss of custom simultaneously

entailed.*

To resume—under primitive conditions, absence of social

security compels the banker to use a valuable token in pub-

lishing the individual's ability to the community ; and he

accordingly exacts a high interest, and excludes all but the

most valuable security as a basis for loans. Given freedom

from directive State interference, together with a gradual

perfection of social security and consequently of volimtary

mutual trust, the banker is impelled by comjietition to use

a cheaper token, to lower the rate of interest, and to extend

his advances to the less valuable forms of security. In pro-

portion as social conditions become more peaceful, as the

military stage is gradually superseded by the industrial, the

value of personal reputation rises relatively to material pos-

session. As the wealth of society increases, there arise many
opportunities for the individual to make a temporary
show of wealth the cover for deception and fraud. Hence,
in the industrial stage, commerce rehes for safety rather upon
the repulalion of its participants. Reputation is of slower

growth and more to be depended upon. The great spread of

enquiry and reference agencies is evidence of the desire of

modern business men to ascertain the reputation of those with

whom they intend to hold commercial relations, although,

as has been previously remarked, these agencies are to a great

extent, the excrescence set up by our refusal to permit the

banker to extend the area of his operations. Bagehot,
speaking even of the modern short-date loan market, saysf :

—

" No one can be a good bill-bvokei" who has not learnt the great
" mercantile tradition of what is called ' the standing of
" ' parties,' and who does not watch jjersonally and incessantly
" the inevitable changes which from hour to hour impair the

• It, sliouM luTi- l)<- iioI'mI (lilt '>iot<;h iiolcs arc ;i<':cpteil in London by ox-
jjeiiciK'iKl iia'lr-.siiicii. H..M.

t p. 28o of work previously (quoted.
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" truth of that truditiou. The ' credit ' of a person—that is,

" the reHance which may be placed upon his pecuniary fidehty

—

"is a dift'erent thing from his property. No doubt, other
" tilings being equal, a rich man is more hkely to pay than u
" poor man. But on the other hand, tlieie are many men not
" of nmch wealth who are trusted in the market, ' as a matter
" 'of business,' for sums much exceeding the wealth of those
" who are many times richer. A fii-m or person who have
" been long known to meet their engagements, inspire a degi-ce
" of confidence not dopeudent on the (juantity of his or their
" property. Persons who buy to sell again soon are often
" liable for amounts altogether much greater than their own
" capital ; and the power of obtaining those sums depends

"upon their 'respectability", their 'standing", and their
'' credit, as the technical terms express it, and more simply
" upon the opinion which those who deal with them have
" formed of them." Hence we perceive that an adequate

credit system is the great equalizer of opjiortunity in the com-

munity. Integrity and productive ability are to be found

among the poorest, and it is the function of credit to search

out the possessors of such qualities, and put them in position

to exercise their faculties for the good of the community.

In reviewing now the various objections to freedom of

banking, we perceive that there is only one which has any real

foundation in fact, namely, the danger of excessive issues.

This danger we have resolved into two factors : (1) that of
'"

v.ild " issues bv a particular bank, i.e., issues to a person

who is quite inca])ablc of producing wealth, (2) issues at

excessively long dates. Let it be again remarked that both

these dangers have been unduly exaggerated by the majority

of orthodox economists. Our financial theorists have seen

the occurrence of crises. They have, for the most part, over-

looked the effect of State restrictions in causing the export

of gold and consequent automatic crisis in times of temporary

high prices following upon a perfectly legitimate expansion

of trade activity at home ; and the part played in many crises

by an increase of legitimate trade activity abroad and conse-

quent export of British savings in the form of gold to suj^port

that industry. Hence they have endeavoured almost invariably

to explain crises by the imputation of excessive issues and

unwise sjjeculation to banks and manufacturers. There is

no greater .siimer in this respect than that ec'onoi:«ist whoso

word possesses such great a\ eight in orthodox circles, Mi.
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Bonamv Price, professor of Political Economy in the University

of Oxford. In his work: " Currency und Banking", he con-

tinually insists that the one cause of a financial panic is the

sudden increase of consumption out of all proportion to pro-

duction either at home or abroad. Now it may be true that

consumption, i.e., credit, frequentl\^ increases beyond the

legally restricted limits of the available safe credit medium,

and may then be called unwise ; but this is not Professor

Price's meaning ; he means that panic occurs because we have

consumed more than oui* arms and machines can pi'oduce.

I rejoin emphatically that such unwise consumption has

scarcely ever been a sufficient cause for general financial panic.

There is no case on record of a general financial panic which

was not preceded by a drain of gold from the country, and a

consequent restriction of credit on the part of the banks.

"Precisely so", Piofessor Price will interject, "and the cause

of the drain of gold was either excessive speculation abroad

with home gold on the part of our financiers, or excessive

speculation and a consequent rise of prices at home." But
this is a pure assumption on the part of Professor Price. It

has been sufficiently demonstrated during the course of this

work that amj decided increase of trade activity at home

—

however legitimate—causes a temporary increase of prices

at home, and that any increase of perfectly legitimate pros-

perity abroad causes our financiers to export the gold basis

of home credit to secure profit abroad. It is rathei the legal

conqjulsion upon banks to redeem their notes in gold upon
demand, or their inabihty under the gold " standard " system

to raise the jirice of gold in times of strong foreign demand,
which is responsible for the export of gold by financiers, and
the resultant financial panic. It is scarcely conceivable that

all bankers and financiers should be simultaneously seized

with insanity and make excessive issues and loans. We saw
recently that the Birkbeck bank suspended payment. There
resulted no diminution of confidence in other banks on the

part of the gen<.^ral community. The Birkbeck bank \\eut

quietly into liquidation, but the other banks continued opera-

tions as before. Why ? Because there was no drain of gold,

and the rest of the banks were accordingly spared the necessity

of refusing discounts to business firms of acknowledged repu-

tation. " No", Professor Price will rejoin, " it was because

"the customers of these other banks knew that their banks had
" not made excessive issues." But under our present jjrimitive
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banking system, the customers of a bank keep no check upon

its issues. Their one guide is the maintenance of normal

discount operations on the part of the bank. The refusal of

advances to firms of known integrity may have two causes

under our present system : (1) previous excessive issues on

the part of the bank, (2) a drain of gold abroad. The second

cause may come into operation unaccomjjanied by the first

;

but the first cause never operates to any extent without

introducing the second. When a simple drain of gold abroad,

consequent upon either a legitimate increase of trade activity

at home and resultant rise of prices, or an opportunity for

investment abroad, has caused the banks to restrict advances

and ruin all those firms who simj)ly happen to have large

liabilities falling due at that time, it is ])erfectly natural that

those economists who have overlooked the fact that legitimate

increase of trade activity can to-day set up a drain of gold

will assert that the cause of the general failure of confidence

in the banks is excessive advances on the part of the latter.

Professor Bonamy Price sets forth the doctrine in all its primi-

tive simplicity when he states* :—" What is the test of the
' existence of excess, or to use popular language, of inflation

' [of bank note issues] ? What effect is generated which
' leads to the discovery of the cause ? A fall in the value of

' the paper compared with the value of the coin which it

' acknowledges to be due. The supply of them is too great

;

' many persons have more of them than they know what to

' do with ; to get rid of them they are willing to part with
' them at a reduced value. It may be difficult to sjjecify

' the case of a definite holder of them who goes through tliis

' process of thinking, and then resolves to reckon them as
' worth less : but it is impossible to doubt that this is what
' takes place in practical hfe, and that the depreciation of

' the notes, whether expressed in the United States by the
' premium which gold bears compared with paper dollars,

' or as formerly in England, by the discount attached to the
' notes, is the result purely of an excess of supply, which lowers
' the value of all commodities alike. Each additional issue

' adds to the depreciation and to the disorder which it

' creates in all money transactions." Throughout his work
Professor Price omits reference to the possibihty of the drain

of gold being due to a legitimate growth of prosperity. If

any issue of credit cause gold to emigrate from our legally

* p. 81 of work previously quoted.
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created free gold market, it is an excessive issue. A true

disciple of Lord Overstone is Professor Bonainy Price i Yet

he has noticed that it is difficult to specify the case of a definite

holder of (he notes who goes through this process of finding

that he has more notes than he knows what to do \sith, and

who accordingly parts with them at a reduced value. It

would indeed puzzle Professor Bonamy Price to find a single

such person on occasions when the drain of gold has been

caused by a simple export of gold abroad by our financiers

iu foreign investment. The cause of the discredit whicli

attaches to paper at such times is the withdrawal of gold and

the consequent refusal of the banks to discount further coni-

merc'al paper. The refusal of bills of exchange by the banks

starts the run for gold. Tlie actual run may be an indication

of loss of confidence in tlie bank on the part of its customers,

but this loss of confidence was not spontaneous on the

part of the latter : it was set up by the refusal of the

banks to discount paper. The fundamental cause was the

unforeseen drain of gold. My book is an endeavour to show

that if the? State had withheld itself from unwairanted inter-

ference with commerce, unforeseen drains of gold might have

been prevented. Under freedom, and the abolition of the

gold standard, an excessive issue of credit by tlie banks would

cause only a temporary rise of prices, and, if the issue had been

made to persons who were actually incapable of jjroducing

wealth, the failure of the unwise borrowers, and perhaps also

of the unwise bankers. The epidemic of excessive specula-

tion would rarely be so general a^ to compel all holders of bank
notes to rush to their own banks. Such general I'uns are caused

only by a circumstance which compels all banks suddenly

to restrict their advances, namety, a drain of gold abroad,

and under a i-ational banking system such a drain of gold

would never occur, let the banks issue to the utmost excess

conceivable.

It will be observed that all through this chapter I have

laid s}>ccial emphasis on the need of establishing a means
wjicrcby the banks may protect themselves against demands
lor gokl from abroad in times of prosperity and high prices

here, or of increased trade activity abroad. There is good

reason for this insistence. All defenders of free banking
hitherto who have not simultaneously attacked the legal cx-

j)0surc O.I" the luuiks" gold icscives to the dangei of depletion

have been conlionted with this difliculty. Their opponents
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have invariably asserted that an increase of note issue in this

counti'}' has always caused, and must infallibly cause, an

undue export of gold. The defenders of free issues have

usually replied (sec Wilson, Tooke, (rilbart and Macleod)

that undue export of gold in the past, when not due to

increased i)urchase abroad on the part of this country, or to

financial disturbance, was due to injudicious issues on the

part of the home banks. Inevitably the query then arises :

What constitutes a judicious issue ? Many and strange are

the theories then advanced. AVilson, Tooke, and their school,

declared that the volume of credit must fluctuate with the

quantity of gold in the country, but that there was no need

to prohibit the issue of bank notes, as the extension of bank
note credit had no effect on the export of gold. Messrs. Hake
and Wesslau, in their more recent work : " Free Trade in

Capital " are of the same opinion, and believe moreover that

the issue of bank notes redeemable in gold on demand will

protect the banks against sudden demands for gold. I am
unable however to find any grounds for either of these behefs.

The extension of credit from its present restricted state must
automatically cause an export of gold as long as the fixed

price of the metal is maintained and there remains a better

market for gold abroad, since the financiers will always find

a means of obtaining the specie while the circulation consists

of notes redeemable in gold on demand, and while cheap

credit or high prices here invite the export of gold. Adam
Smith, in spite of his clear insight into the question, rephes*:

—

" What a bank can with propriety advance to a merchant
" is not either the whole capital with wliich he trades, or even
" a considerable part of that capital ; but that part only
" which he (the merchant) would otherwise be compelled
" to keep by him unemployed and in ready money, for answer-
" ing occcasional demands." The connection, however, be-

tween the amount of capital which a merchant is obliged to

keep by him unemployed in ready money for answering

occasional demands, and the amount which he could profit-

ably use on certain occasions, is not obvious. Some mer-

chants need scarcely any ready money, others need much

;

but one of the former class could perhaps occasionally obtain a

substantial profit in a short time if capital were loaned to him.

Why refuse it him ? What would become of the profits of

any bank existing to-day if its overdrafts and discounts were

* " Wealth of Natioiis "; Book II, chapter III.
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limited in this manner ? But Adam Smith wishes to account

for the fact that even during the most prosperous period of

Scotch free banking,' there was a constant flow of gold from

Edinburgh to London, and Scotch banks were periodically

compelled to call in loans, at a cost of considerable suffering

to their borrowers, and also to import gold from London. He
notes that even those Scotch banks which never distinguished

themselves by their extreme imprudence were occasionally

obliged to employ this ruinous resource, and he sets up this

law of the relation between credit and the amount of ready

money required by a merchant to account for the phenomenon.
It is a matter of regret to us that the fact of the high reputa-

tion of these banks did not induce Smith to reconsider if the

export of gold to England were really due to imprudent
advances on their part. For the truth is that this export of

gold was due partly to the frequent crises and consequent

demands for gold set up by the wretched system which ob-

tained in England ; and 'partly to the fact that under freedom

of note issue Scotland was continually tending to evolve a cheaper

credit system than ivas possible under the restricted English

ro.gime. Cheaper credit meant cheaper gold, and the gold

accordingly emigrated from the Scotch free gold market
(legally created, be it noted) to England where the severer

restrictions on banking caused the metal to be in greater de-

mand. It is tlierefore certain that, even if freedom of banking
be introduced, as long as the fixed price of gold be maintained
the danger of exports of gold will persist, and under such
conditions the full extension of credit will be possible only
when either post-dated notes are introduced and find general

acceptance, or when other countries also adopt free banking
and thereby lessen their demand for gold. Progress along
these hnes must be slow.

Against all theories of the necessary connection between
credit issues and the available quantity of gold, however, we
declare that the metallic reserve is no test at all of the note-

holding capacities of a market. The only proper limit to

credit is the ability of a people to use caj)ital in the production
of wealth within a due time, which ability may be backed by
the possession of saleable security or not, at the discretion

of the banker.

The " Mutual Bank " school, which, under Tucker's in-

fluence, has obtained coiisiderable following in the United
States, proposes a system whereby a circle of manufacturers
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shall agree to form a bank and accept its notes at par, the

notes not being convertible into gold at the bank of issue.

The pamphlet which explains this system is entitled :
" Mutual

Banking", by Colonel W. B. Greene. I would recommend
it for its clear exposition of the evils of a commodity exchange

medium ; but Greene makes several errors in his theory of

money.
In the first place, Greene proposes to introduce the Mutual

Banking system into the midst of the present restricted

system, and yet declares that its introduction will not result

in the expulsion of s))ecie from the country's gold-using banks.

But if tlie Mutual Bank actually find favour and give credit

at cheaper rates than the gold-using banks, the latter will

lose custom, their rate of discount must consequently fall

lower than that of countries wherein no Mutual Bank exists,

and gold will inevitably travel abroad. Greene proposes to

retain the fixed price of gold and to use the metal as a standard

of value. At the same time he admits that the issue of his

money must cause an increase in the price of general com-
modities. I would like the adherents of the Mutual Bank
theory to state whether, when all prices in any one country

lise except that of gold, the financier will not import cheap

goods from abroad and pay for them in the one commodity
the price of which is legally prevented from following the

general rise, namely, gold.

In the second place, the vice of this mutual system is that

of all co-operative undertakings in which employers' returns

or " profits " are abolished, namely, a rejection of the benefits

of division of labour. In co-operative production and dis-

tribution the consumer is made to assume the functions of the

organiser of labour. The consumer and the machine worker,

however, can never hope to become as expert in this direction

as one who specializes as an employer, and is permitted to

reap the pecuniary results of improvements introduced by
liim. Similarly in Mutual Banking, the chent is made to

assume the function of appraiser of credit. Greater publicity

of operations than oui present banks afford is indeed desirable
;

but when all the clients of a bank have a voice in the decision

as to what forms of security shall serve as a basis for credit

advances, progress is hindered. There is more hope for

progress in a system of competing bankers. Let any
suspicious client transfer his custom from one bank to

another ; if his suspicions are justified, others will follow his
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example. Co-operative production and banking may be

practicable in a society wherein men are all equally wise on all

subjects and can be trusted to labour as diligently for the

common good as for their private welfare—not merely, be it

noted, foi the common good as the individual perceives it,

but for the common good as decided by majority opinion,

even though such activity be contrary to both the opinions

and interest of the individual. Let me digress for a moment
to remark that it is an entirely unwarranted assumption on

the part of Co-operators and Socialists that because certain

scientists are to-day willing to labour without pay for the

common good, we may immediately abolish the system of

private profit and make all men servants of the State, trusting

that they will thereafter labour as diligently as before. Those

who make this assumption fail to realize how mistable and

wilful a qualitv is the philanthropic spirit. The Spencers and

Darwius claim to labour in that manner and in those hours

which suit their whims, and in that special sphere only to

which they " feel themselves drawn "
; they are the first to

protest against any interference with, or directive control of

their activities. Such service may not be depended upon to

form the basis of a social system.* Moreover, cases are quite

common of men who will give freely to some little charitable

cause in which they are interested, but will take advantage

of any sharp practice in business to secure profit to themselves.

It was for this reason that the older economists set up the

conception of the "economic man ", that is, they arranged their

systems on the assumption that each man would seek only his

self interest. Men obviously do not seek exclusively for per-

sonal material gain ; but on such a theoretical basis only

could stable institutions be raised. Co-operation demands
for its efficient working a considerably more socially sym-
pathetic type than is the rule to-day, and it is even doubtful

whether the type that is so sensitive to public opinion is really

of most use to present society. Progress demands destroyers

* Mr. .laiiips If. Curey, in re;ul>ne iLc MS.S. of this work, made Die observafion
Ihat ilcsiiR for farnc iimlouhU'dh- co-opeiati'S to a great extent with the .sympathetic
instinct in nianj' of our prominent men to produce tlieir social activities. But tlie

performance of the fundamental (?very-day labouj'of societj' is not, and can never he,

attended with any award of fame for "the ordinary workei', since fame implies
'iinmnial merit. Coiisequeiitly the performance of such labour on the part of the
normal man .a"; we now lind him requires the further stimulus of material reward,
together with the fear of the dimiruilion of such reward in (he event of any slacken-
ing of his efTorts. A man may yn to threat troulile ociMsionally 1o aei[uire fame, hut
the averaije man will endeavour to earn his li\infj with the least possible expenili-

ture of enerijv. I agree with this observation, and have pleasure in inserting it.

II.M.
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of conventions, and such destroyefs will evidently be needed

until perfection arrives. In any case, however, the method
of developing social sympathy does not consist in reducino;

the individual incentive to labour, but in the free contact of

independent individuals, and in the perfection of the means

of assuring as far as possible to the individual the results of

his actions—in other words : in a more perfect individualism.

In pi'oportion as men discover that it is necesmry to perforin

socially useful actions in order to enjoy the jx'cuniary and
sympathetic favour of society, they will gradually develop a

pleasure in such activity. The vice of all premature co-

operation is, (1 ) that it diminishes the activity of the industrious

types, since, by introducing a fixed wage for service, it i-educes

tJie stimulus of private profit, leaving only the stimulus of

moral satisfaction which makes but Httle appeal to the majority

of people to-day
; (2) that it shelters the anti-social type fi'om

the wrath of society. In co-operative societies the consumers

continue to purchase at their store even when inferior goods

are sold, and endeavour to improve the service by the very

indirect and imperfect method of committee meetings. In

private industry, however, the transfer of custom to a com-
petitor is considerably more effective in causing " sympa-

thetic " production. In Mutual Banking the members bind

tliemselves to accept the bank's notes at par, relying upon
committee meetings to remedy any improper administration

of the bank. With social morality and mutual trust at their

present stage, however, it is safe to state that no note, not

issued by the State, has a chance of circulating among the

working classes unless it be redeemable in gokl on demand.
The Mutual Bank school is, however, and justly so I think,

strongly opposed to State banking.

Yet co-operation (in tlie sense in wliich the term is usually

employed) is preferable to socialism in that it is voluntary
;

just as Mutual banking is preferable to monopolistic Stite

banking. We demand only that co-operation shall jirove its

superiority over free competition, that is, that co-operatively

owned industry shall compete with present industry in the

open market. The more useful type of industrial organiza-

tion will then survive. But, even as I believe that, in industry

men must pass thiough generations of more perfect individu-

alism before they are able to use a system of co-operation, so

in banking I beheve that men must be gradually educated to

the use of inconvertible bank notes (that is, inconvertible into
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gold at the bank of issue) through tlie use of a iiote redeemable

in gold on demand at the bank of issue. The ^preliminary

abolition of the fixed price of gold, however, will enable the

more speedy education of public opinion, since it will enable

the banker to retain precisely that amount of gold in his

vaults whicli he judges necessary to support public confidence

in his issues, and lie will thus 7iever need to restrict his credit

advances on account of sudden drains of gold abroad.

Freedom for experiment, and education in the science of

value, will undoubtedl}' result eventually in the banishment

of gold from our exchange system ; but we must permit the

mutual trust which is required to effect that end, to evolve

in freedoni from present conditions. To attempt to introduce,

either by coercive State action, or by the proposal of " vision-

ary '" schemes*, a more advanced state of mutual trust than
society is prepared for, retards the development of mutual
trust itself, since the inevitable failures draw exaggerated

attention to the current defects of human nature. In our
banking legislation, hoM-ever, we have proceeded to the other

extreme. We have prohibited a development of mutual
trust which the normal members of society were quite pre-

pared for, and were actually initiating. Let us remedy our
legislative error and gi-ant freedom in this direction. On the

banker's side there is the incentive of added profit to induce

hini to educate his clients in the science of credit ; on the

community's side is the profit to be gained from every suc-

cessive step in the process of obtaining a more automatic
pi-esent realization of a future ])rofit. For regular production
is an important aim of industry. The expenses of most
ruachines aie almost the same whether the macliine be active

or idle. When the manufacturer has produced his goods
he needs fresh raw material. He cannot wait until he has
sold all his goods, and he would lose much by buying small

quantities spasmodically as his returns come in. Hence that
movement which we have traced through all im])rovements
in the mechanism of exchange—the endeavour to secure steady
and regular satisfaction of desiie by means of extensions of

mutual confidence. In proportion as wealth is more widely
distributed, and the administration of justice becomes more
infallible, tlie individual tends to value his reputation more
highly in comparison with personal possessions. Hence the

i.e.. .s<-hcnips which piosiijiprisp er.<alor mutual trust flian riirrontlv i.'\i.<!ts,

without jiiojMisini,' a nifuiis „\ ensuring thi- devclopnient of such trust.
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gradual ab;inclonnient of the uso of gold in niore perfect

exchange systems.

Gold will undoubtedly be required for tlio settlement of

foreign trade balaiices long after its use in home commerce
has been discontinued. f International trust is still in so

primitive a condition that nations use the method of trial by
combat to settle disputes, a method long since discarded in

disputes between individuals, even in quite backwacd coun-

tries. The establisliment of a central power in eacli nation

to enforce justice in dis})utes between its members has enabled

the growth of that security requisite for the establishment

within its frontiers of a system of paper evidences of indebted-

ness. Credit has over-stepped the frontiers of nations in the

system of international clearing of bills of exchange. The
one relic of primitive times is that any balance of indebtedness

must still be settled in gold, even tliough the debtor nation be

one whose credit is quite beyond suspicion. It is precisely

as though in ordinary commerce we were to prohibit credit —

that we were to refuse to accept any man's promise to pay
at a future date, unless we had occasion at that precise

time to require him to accept our similar promise. Siicli

a state of affairs would evidently imply a considerable diminu-

tion of mutual trust between individuals ; and it is precisely

lack of mutual trust between nations which is responsible for

the lingering use of gold in international exchange. So long

as the nations of the world fancy they may profit by hurling

armed forces at each other, so long the possibilities of a sound

credit system and cheap transfer of goods—the crowning

blessings of the industrial stage of society—will remain

incapable of realization. When the nations have grown tired

of fighting, the establishment of an international court of

arbitration, with power in men and arms to enforce its de-

cisions, will enable gold to be dispensed with in the settlement

of international indebtedness.* Pioneers in the theory of

international finance have frequently during the last century,

however, recommended the establishment of an international

Clearing House either in Switzerland or at the Hague, where

the representative banks of the world might keep their gold

stores, and settle their accounts by the mere alteration of

ledger accounts. This is undoubtedly a progressive step :

* Wiitten in 1913.

t Certain currency reformers have exerted themselves to secure the repeal of

Ihe legal tc^nder l;^^^s. Personally I do not think iliiB uonlJ ht-lp us much. So long
as OUT laws restrict the issue of sxchanoe niedimn the creditor ck-Mej liavc thr whip
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but international security has not yet developed sufficient

stability to permit the reahzation of the scheme.

Progress in banking is thus seen to follow the growth of

mutual trust. From simple barter to the use of a gold

exchange medium, thenceforward through the use of paper

transfers of gold, paper promises to pay gold on demand, and

finally, jiaper documents convertible into gold not at the bank

but at the goldsmith's at the market price of the metal

—

through these successive stages the growth of mutual trust

lias been traced. The path leads onwards of course through

the circulation of the individuaVs I.O.U. without the endorse-

ment of any banker, and finallv to pure communism, which

latter system entirely dispenses with the use of an exchange

medium. But these are " dreams out of the ivory gate".

It is sufficient for us to note this fundamental principle of

voluntary mutual trust on which improvements in the mechan-

ism of exchange are founded, and to give it due weight in our

studies of political economy. Pure communism is undoubted-

ly a worthy ideal for the strivings of mankmd, but it should

always be borne in mind that if any given measures of com-

munism are not to produce more harm than good they must

be voluntarily undertaken by the individual members of the

community, and not imposed by majority vote. To compel

A to put his product unconditionally mto the " Common Pot",

regardless of whether he is satisfied with what will return to

him out of the same Pot ; to permit B to take what he will

out of the Pot, regardless of the quantity or quality

of that which he put in, can only increase social dis-

cord and prevent that very growth of mutual trust which is a

necessary prelude to communism. Co-oj)eration must be

voluntarily undertaken by the individuals concerned, other-

wise it becomes slavery, and entails all the inefficiency of pro-

duction and degradation of character imphed by that system.

Our economists have professed themselves sentimentally

inclined towards conmiunism ; but they have prohibited the

voluntary effort of individuals to trust each other in the

circulation of paper tokens of mutual trust. They have

compelled jjroducers to hmit their exchange of commodities

hand, ami can cxael such conditions from honowcrs as (o secure themselves from
loss in limes of crisis. .Moreover, if |freedoni of hunkinf; were grantetl, lenders

would he com])elIcKl to guard ai»ainst the licjuiilation of dehts in undesirahle mediiuii,

and the I'onditions sti)iul;ited tcseeure this \>oMld tend to coiistilut« legal tender
laws , even though volunlarily agi-eed upon. 'I he eiiief thing to establish, it seems
to me, is that the supfilv of e\change mediurn shall l.'c .'unrd tn the demand, and
freedom of baniiing will .suflice lu secure this.
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by tliat evidence of primitive mutual suspicion—the gold

exchange medium. The consequent glut of commodities
on the one hand, which confronts a starving and underpaid

population on the other hand, causes mutual hatred and
bloodshed, and perpetuates those primitive qualities of deceit

and aggression which must disappear before communism can
approach the confines of practical politics.

Let us now turn to the results which may be expected
from the introduction of free banking in this country. Our
industry is already in an abnormal state, since possession of

machinery is held by a comparatively few great firms, while,

at the other end of the scale, the workers receive unfairly

low wages and are frequently unemployed. Certain reasons

have been given in the earlier chapters of this book to account
for this state of affairs ; they may here be resumed :

—

(1) At the industrial revolution the banking partnership restric-

tion clause together with the jarohibition of various credit

instruments prevented the growth of credit necessary to enable

the estabhshment of sufficient factories to use up the available

labour. By 1844, deposit banks had been freely permitted to

establish themselves ; but the cheque, which was virtually the
only credit instrument then permitted, has been shown to be
an unsuitable substitute for the note. (2) Decennial crises

(again largely caused by banking restrictions), by bankrupting
firms which were growing into competition with existing em-
ployers, have yet further caused monopoly of machinery in

the hands of the few, and over-competition among employees.
The four or five years of stagnation which followed each crisis

caused the bankruptcy of yet more small firms which were
unable to stand the strain. (3) Foreign adoption of our
monetary unit in 1873 enabled unfair foreign competition
with us and caused further stagnation here during the follow-

ing twenty years or so. These years witnessed the first serious

spread of sociaUst ideas in England. The international adop-
tion of the gold unit compelled the jjrogressive countries to

hmit their prosperity to the level of that of the most backward
of the nations which could find a use for gold. (4) The fear

of unforeseen gold stringency to-day compels the banker to

confine long-date credit advances to those few very wealthy
firms whom he dare not refuse, and to those who possess gilt-

edged securities. Therefore, when a firm attains a certain

prosperity, it suddenly obtains access to bank credit and
is given a great advantage over its weaker competitor ; hence
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lack of competition among employers and over-competition

among employees. (5) The gold -owners (dividend receivers)

consume a large portion of the results of the labour of the

industrial classes, because governmental restrictions prevent

the banks from financing industry at a lower rate. The result

is that one portion of the community must labour without

consuming as much as it might. (G) The revivals of industry

wliich have occurred at intervals have invariably worked their

own ruin and destroyed even previous prosperity by tighten-

ing the money market and causing an increase of the Bank
Eate. (7) I have sa.id that the predominant evil of our system

is an inability to find markets. It follows that only those

firms whicli are sufficiently wealthy to survive long periods

of stagnation can exist. All goods must consequently go

into the possession of such wealthy middlemen as can afford

to store them for indefinite periods. There exists everywhere

a hunger for money. Among manufacturers this is shown by
desire for quick payments, and they are consequently every-

where willing to sell at great reductions to wealthy middlemen
who will talce quantities of goods off their hands, and whose

bills can be discounted for purposes of fresh production. This

accounts to a great extent for the excessive number of middle-

men in our industrial scheme and for the superior terms which

the Trust can exact in its purchases. The small manufacturer

is being continually pressed for quick payments ; any stoppage

of his sales therefore, at once brings him to the verge of bank-

ruptcy. This renders it easy for the Trust to " freeze him out ",

that is, by temporary undercutting to ruin him. I have re-

ferred to the handicap of the small manufacturer which results

from his property being an unsuitable security for credit

advances under our present restricted system. Let us remem-
ber that small manufacturers are invariably pressed to make
quick payments to the wholesale firms, while, at the same time

they must frequently wait an incredible time before obtaining

their own returns. On all such occasions the wealthier mer-

chant can obtain overdrafts and credit from his banker, and
is thus enabled to weather the periods of " tight " money.
Moreover, our present system legally causes great fluctuations

in i)rices ; and fortunes are more often made by speculations

upon rising and falling markets than by patient production.

The speculatoi's receive the benefits of the present banking
system, and with their increasing wealth grows also their

monopolistic hold. (8) The pecuUarly vicious feature of
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restriction of credit is that the harm thereby caused is ahvitys

two-fold. The manufacturer wlio cannot sell is not only

forced to work short time himself, but he cannot buy, and thus

compels others to slacken ; hence the snowball nature of all

stagnation of industry. (9) Finally there is the comprehen-

sive defect, from which most of the previously enumerated evils

might be inferred, namely, that owing to the general prohi-

bition in civilized countries of the one ejfeclive substitute for

gold in the channels of domestic exchange—tlie bank note

—

it is practically possible to extend credit only when fresh

supplies of gold enter the market. Hence, side by side Avith

the accunudation in few hands of the means of estabhshing

fresh industry, there exists the continual evil that general

prosperity is not as it should be, considering the growth of

fresh iabour-savmg devices. The contention may be true

that an equal distribution of the total present income would
not benefit the poorer classes to any considerable degree

;

but it is undeniable that existing restrictions on the growth

of credit prevent that blossoming of industry which would

at once tend to allot to abihty its reward and to spread the

benefits of cheapened production throughout the conununity.

All governmental and private philanthropic efforts to

provide employment hitherto have actually increased the

evils they sought to remedy. The evils are the involuntary

retention of goods by producers, and involuntary idleness of

productive ability. By establishing industry upon exchange

medium withdrawn from our artificially restricted money
market, these official and ]>rivate bodies rendered it more
difficult to carry on other industry, and consequently set up
more congestion and miemployment. The creaiion of exchange

medium—the creation of paper credit titles to the wealth

which noAV stagnates in the hands of producers—and the dis-

tribution of these paper titles to those who are considered by
the professional judges of commercial ability, the private

bankers, to be cai)able of producing fresh wealth, this remedy
attacks the evil at its root. The creation of exchange medium
can be accomplished by the issue of credit in notes, and by
the removal of the legally-created danger of unforeseen export

of gold. In the present abnormal state of industry the first

effect of these measures would be that existing firms would pay
their wages in notes instead of gold. Quantities of gold would
thus be freed and used as a basis for credit to stimulate trade

in all directions. It should be noted that with the first intro-
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duction of such credit the present two-fold evil would be

converted into a tAvo-fold benefit, since, not only is the

manufactiucr who receives credit set to work more vigorously,

but he buys, and the ripple of activity spreads over the whole

surface of industry. Manufacturers whose trade was pre-

viously stagnant begin to find orders coming in, they employ

more labour, and the purchasing power of the employee class

is increased. Such revivals of industry have occurred before
;

indeed, such is the buoyancy of the human spirit, that after

every crisis in the past, although men had seen the strongest

iirms totter, yet, the years of stagnation past, and the discount

rate still low, their hopes revived and they again began the

Sisyphean task of rolhng the stone of industry up hill. At
such times of trade revival the cautious spoke wamingly of

the danger of " production outstripping the available capital ".

Their warnings were invariably unheeded in the joy of cheap

credit and the gradual gi'owth of purchasing power of the

market. Their prophecies of crisis, however, were fulfilled

with fatal regularity, not on account of any undue strain

upon the supply of real capital, but on account of the inelas-

ticity of the State-restricted credit market ; and in the

fluctuations of the money market the hopes of the struggling

manufacturers were ground to powder. When that revival

occurs which must accompany the introduction of free note

issue and the protection of the gold market from legally en-

couraged foreign demand, the sages will again spread their

warnings ; but if the banks are able to educate the community
in the manner suggested in the earlier part of this chapter,

men will witness for the first time in history a trade revival

which need have no fall, but can continue in a strong, steady,

upM'ard sweej). With a stead)- Bank Rate the purchasing

power of the market will be more definitel}' ascertainable, and
men will jn-oducc confidently for a market which can be

depeiided upon. As the evil of stagnation is gTadually removed,

and the ])urchasing power of markets increases, it will be poss-

ible, if found necessary, to form fresh combines of the capital

thus rendered available to compete with present combines.

The competition which to-day invariably destroys itself by
hardening the credit market will then eventually doubly
increase prosperity by reducing the price of goods and simul-

taneously increasing the demand for labour. Increased

demand for labour means higher wages for the workers and a

further increase in the purchasing power of markets.
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If, with the increase of prosperity, the community become
more educated in the principles of credit, and take steps to

moderate its demand for gold by setting up other checks upon
its banks—examination of bank accounts for instance—there

is no reason why, with the development of credit thereby

enabled, competition among employers should not increase

until wages are as high as employers can ajford to give, and
until it is not to the interest of the next most capable employee
to assume the risks and responsibiHties of an employer. That
this state of affairs is no mere dream on my part was amply
shown in San Francisco after the last earthquake. There

occurred in that city an extensive demand for building

labourers. The demand was so great, and wages rose so high,

that men were sometimes employers and sometimes employees,

according to the class of work on which they were engaged :

it became so difficult to obtain labour that the profits of build-

ing contractors were frequently not large enough to induce

the highly paid employees to midertake the responsibilities

of the employer position. To the sociologist this is the ideal

reform of industry—not the abolition of the private emjsloyer

—but the removal of the hindrances which prevent the

capable employee from becoming in his turn employer. This

system, by assuring to every man the fullest possible scope

for his abihty, together with the greatest possible personal

reward for his efforts, provides that stimulus to enterprise

which ensures progress, invention, and increasing comfort in

the future. The social ideal is not the abohtion of competition

but the reiiioval of unfair stress of competition fiom the

workers. For, as I have elsewhere remarked, competition

among employers is at most merely competition for more
wealth among those who already possess the means of

existence, and can be slackened at will ; whereas excessive

competition among employees becomes competition for bread,

and must be continued to the point of starvation.

We are but too familiar to-day with that form of competition

which consists in a reduction of wages by the employer with

the aim of cheapening production. This is but a further

evidence of the congested state and restricted purchasing

power of present markets. Every hardening of the credit

market to-day brings with it a two-fold slackening of in-

dustry, since, not only is the manufacturer compelled to put
his factory upon sliort time, owing to the reduction of the

merchant's purchases, but the reduced wages of the cmplo}^ee
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class tend to cause a still gieater quantity of commodities to

remain unsold. The greater the difficulty for the employee

of finding a market for his labour, the more he falls into the

employer's power, and nmst accept a reduction of wages.

With every injection of fresh purchasing power into the

market, liowevcr, the flow of goods is facilitated, and the

em})loyer becomes more dependent on his employees ; for,

with an elastic credit system, the supply of em])loyers can be

increased as fast as the growing purchasing powers of con-

simiers invite the establishment of fi'csh factoiies ; whereas

the supply of labour becomes more restricted with each

revival of industry. Reformers have at last agreed that the

real evil to-day is under-consumption. We affirm that under-

consumption results fi'om legal restriction of the means of

exchanging commodities between those who would consume

and are willing to labour. Men cannot purchase goods to-day

because they are prevented from monetizing their jiowers of

purdiasc to the extent justified by their apiiimJes and the ex-

istiiifj quuiHity of saved capital. Purchase has been made to

depend upon the possession of a scarce metal instead of upon
character.

It should be remarked that the difference between our

present system and one in which free banking were well

cstabhshed is not merely the difference to the manufacturer

between a 4 per cent, and a 1 per cent, rate on bank advances,

but the difference between a system in wliich the total volume
of production is legally restricted, and one in which it can be

increased uji to the limits of human demand—l^etween a

system wherein the gieater part of productive industry is

entirely excluded fi'om cheap long-date bank advances and
pays an enoi-mous tax to comparatively idle dividend receivers

and middlemen, and one in which the worker will receive the

fuUresultofliis labour—between a system wherein the major-

ity of producers is practically excluded from the possession of

machinery, and one in which credit will be cheaply obtained

by every capable man or trustworthy body of persons. The
large share of profit wliich at present flows to financiers and
middlemen is noticed in the following statement which ap-

jjeared in a report (1911) of the California State Country Life

Committee :

—
" The large proportion of the farmers of the

" State are not making mucli more than labourers' wages
" in actual ])rofits, while consumers continue to pay high
" prices for most staple and perishable commodities". And
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in his interesting little book on '" Voluntaiy Socialism',

Francis D. Tandy quotes the following example fi-oni the

First Annual Report of the United States Commissioner of

Labour :

—
" A man who weaves cloth for which he receives

" less than four cents, a yard as a producer, may have to pay
" seventy-five cents, a yard as a consumer, the profit to the
" retailer in such case being at least twenty-five cents a yard

;

" that is, the retailer, for handling one yard of goods receives
" twenty-five cents, compensation, where the weaver, for
" weaving the same yard of cloth, received less than four
" cents, compensation." The great difference in the rewards

obtained in these two branches of labour respectively has been

ascribed by Mr. Mallock and his school to the superior value

of brains as compared with mere physical skill. We now
perceive, however, that the value of " brains " (he should

rather have written " capital ") has been artificiall)^ enhanced

by State restrictions upon the purveyors thereof. AVe have
legally hindered the banker from putting capital into the hands
of the man of abihty (brains). The difference in these two
rewards is rather to be ascribed (1) to lack of competition

among possessors of capital, owing to legislative interference,

and (2) to the legal restriction of purchasing power. The
consequent anxious search for markets on the part of present

organisers of labour, compels the consumer to pay for the

quantity of superfluous middlemen and advertisement used

in the search for markets. If we consider that at every step

in its production every article has to pay excessive rent to

capital, to middlemen, and, in many cases, to landlords, we
perceive that the sum of " surplus value", to use the Marxian
phrase, must be considerable. To quote Tandy again :

—

" When we consider that those who to-day live from the toil

" of others would, under a more equitable system, have to
" produce for themselves, we see that the total product would
" be considerably increased. When we also take into con-
" sideration the fact that the productive power of those who
'' now labour would be greatly increased when each performed
" the labour best adapted to his ability*, and that, the
" occasion for strikes being removed, men would not waste
" their energies and means in that direction, some idea of
" the possibilities of the new system begins to dawn upon us."

It is further to be remarked that a cheap and flexible

* A result of tlio iiicreased pui'chasinj; power of tho coininunity an 1 cousequctil,

increased demand lor labour. H.M.
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credit system would go far towards solving the problem of the

immigration of cheap coloured, Chinese, and Japanese labour

which is so formidalile a danger to the working classes in

certain civilized countries to-day. The introduction of such

clieaj) labour to-day is harmful to the working classes of these

countries because it undercuts them without providing a

fresh avenue for their labour. Yet, theoretically, it would

seem to be an unmixed blessing for a country to be provided

with labour by men wlio are willing to work for little return.

The key to the problem lies in the credit restrictions which

to-day prevent the due utiUzation of any fresh productive

ability which appears. Banks have been prevented from

bringing into commerce the present worth of a future profit.

AVith a flexible credit system, any appearance of cheap labour

would immediately cause a general increase of industry, the

movement proceeding until the new labour wove being utilized

up to the limits of its ability, and at the highest wages it could

command. Those who were previously employees would
either becoiue employers of the cheajjer labour, or, the

reduction in the price of conunodities consequent upon the

utilization of cheaper labour would enable the more skilled

labour to find an extensive field for its activity in producing

the more \'aluable manufactured articles, the one disadvantage

of the process being the preliminary transfer of labour—

a

small j)rice to pay for such a blessing.

From the present inabihty to sell, the change, under free-

dom of banking, A\ould gradually be to a state wherein pro-

duction would be unable to keep pace with the effective raone-

tiiry demand for goods—the only natural state among a
people whose desires are continually in advance of their

physical ability to satisfy them. The sting would thus be
taken out of present competition in a socially beneficial

ma)mcr.

There are those among us who would like to see a
reduction in the fierceness of the present competitive struggle

for wealth. Let us not imagine that the self-assertive in-

stinct in mankind will be lessened by legal prohibition of

industrial competition. By such interference mc merely
close up one avenue of its expression. When we have removed
the personal stinudus of private profit from exertion, self-

assertion will show itself either in shirking, or in the race for

those lucrative ])ositions which invoh'c little labour. The
path to sucJi jiositions will be through political jobbery and
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back-stairs influence—ways difficuli, to expose and the ex-

posure of which involves danger to the bold critic in a society

wherein the bureaucracy is supreme and all men are servants

of the State. It is unwise to expect that the many " have-

nots " we see around us to-day, will less eagerly desire wealth,

luxury, and leisure when we merely transfer the ownership

of machinery from the individual to the State, since by such

a change we do but shelter the idler, the shirker, and the man
of unscrupulous ambition behind the politician, and render

their identification more difficult. Let rather the man who
wishes to accunmlate wealth do so, lest his ambition find vent

in more harmful directions. By making ability instead of gold

the basis of credit, we deprive the rich man of all coercive

power over his fellows. An accumulation of wealth will then

represent great social service, and will simply enable great

consumption ; its monopolistic power—its power to impose

unfair conditions upon labour by its control over credit and
the creation of industry—will be shorn away. Freedom of

banking—the liberty of individuals to co-operate freely in

the circulation of any tj'pe of credit token which may be found

suitable, the State merely compelling reparation in cases of

deceit and fraud—is thus seen to be necessary to the industrial

system in order that competition may produce that beneficial

result which was predicted of it by the earher Manchester

school of economists.

I would lay especial stress upon the perfection and cheapen-

ing of the administration of justice. But for the somewhat
strictly economic nature of this book I would have devoted

a separate chapter to the subject. In the " Principles of

Ethics", (§250), Spencer observes :

—
" This, then, is the law

" of sub-human justice, that each individual shall receive the
" benefits and the evils of its own nature and its consequent
" conduct ;

" and in the postscript to the '" Study of Socio-

logy", in words which might be engraved in granite over the

portals of our law courts :

—
" If punishments follow trans

-

" gressions with certainty, and if the temptations to trans-
" gross are, by the prospect of certain punishment, more
'' effectually repressed, such temptations must dimiiiish in

" strength. Energies directed to the illegitimate pursuit of
" advantages ; will be turned to the legitimate ])ursuit of

" advantages ; and with the decrease of those antagonistic
" relations among citizens caused by injustices, by the fears

" of injustices, and by the precautions againist injustices, will
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"go a gi'o\vtli of good feeling and more sympathetic social

" relations." I would have Uked to draw attention to the

cumbrous machinery of our present judicial administration,

and to have shown how many poor people are f)revented from

obtaining redress of their wrongs on account of the expense,

length, and subtleties of judicial procedure. I would have

hked to enquire why a judge should allow only a member of

a single close corporation to defend me in court. ^Vliy should

not the profession of submitting or defending a client's case

in court be thrown open to free competition ?

I have discussed this subject with many members of the

legal profession, and liere again find the influence of the evil

principle of '" protection "'. These men defend their monopoly

on the grounds that if people were permitted to choose their

own defenders, or lawyers, they would choose incapable men
who would waste the time of the court and probably not even

do justice to their client's cause. But peo])lc can now choose

their own dentist, their own physician and their own archi-

tect, and so far from exhibiting an incurable tendency towards

the selection of incapable men, we find from experience that

this freedom of choice has been a most potent factor in inducing

the members of these professions to keep themselves abieast

of the latest discoveries of science. In all these professions

choice proceeds on reconmiendation. The person who has

Uttle knowledge in the branch concerned applies to a friend

whom he can trust and who possesses the s]3ecial knowledge.

Thus the capable man is recommended from one to the other.

Why then should people choose an incapable muddler to

represent them in court ?

Our lawyers' corporation is a relic of an outworn guild

system, which has survived solely by reason of the potency

of its members ; for it must be remembered that oui' judges

themselves spring from the lawyer class. Our judicial system
remains a relic of the days when justice was a favour to be

begged from rulers. At present we view the subject from a

different standpoint. The State compels us to pay heavily

for the protection it accords us (whether we agree with its

methods or not). When we have been the victims of physical

aggression the State rightly defi'ays the cost of prosecution

of the offender out of the funds taxed from us. Why then,

in cases of fraud, should the victim himself bear the expense

of bringing the offender to judgment, when he has already

paid for protection ? Surely, if it is intended that justice shall
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not be merelj' sold to the rich, a court should be established

as Spencer suggested, wherein men could, in person or through
any agent, show how they had been wronged. If the judge

decided that a wrong had been committed, the State should

forthwith pursue the offender free of charge to the victim.

If it was decided that the plaintiff had no case, he should pay
a portion of the court's expenses for the time occupied in

hearing him. Furthermore, it is but just that the offender

when caught, should be compelled to indemnify his victim

in money for all damage committed and expense incurred
;

and if the former have no means, he should be detained in a

prison workshop until he have earned the amount. There
will of course remain the initial expense of pro\'iding witnesses

in cases which demand such evidence ; but, in the first place,

plaintiffs who feel themselves strongly in the right will bear

such expense willingly if they are certain of its reimbursement

at the end of the case ; secondly, there are countless cases,

e.g.. County Court actions, wherein the greater part of the

expense is for legal procedure, the guilt of the offending party

being manifest at the outset ; for such the establishment of

the above mentioned court is urgently necessary.

It is contended that the free prosecution of civil offenders

would give rise to a multipUcation of petty charges which are

discouraged by the present expensive procedure. Paternal-

ism again ! The unwise are prone to abuse ; therefore the

prudent must suffer serious offences without being able to

obtain redress. If it were left in the hands of the judge to

decide whether the time of the court were being wasted or

not, and if, in the case of actions dismissed as too petty, the

plaintiffs were compelled to pay a certain indemnity for the

time lost in considering their cases, there would remain no
ground for complaint. It has been left to private enterprise

to provide that most effectual aid to justice, the record of the

failures of private firms—a record which has done more to

induce commercial integrity than many legal statutes. I

rejoice, however, to see that from May 1st, 1914, our judicial

system has been so altered that any " Poor Person " is now
entitled to take any kind of legal proceedings free of cost.

The term " Poor Person " is held to mean one Avho does not
possess £50 excluding wearing apparel, household eft'ects and
tools of trade. Whilst I hold that it would be more just if

some portion of the cost of the proceedings were recovered

from the htigant against whom judgment is given, I welcome
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this measure as a step in the direction of the free prosecution

of civil cases. This is not the place however, to discuss

this topic further. I have merely introduced it in order to

show the possibiHty of fresh blossoms of commercial confi-

dence when the community determines upon a really cheap

and automatic .system of obtaining redress of wrongs.

It will be noticed that I have treated the industrial and
land questions as two separate problems. To establish free

exchange is no solution for land monopoly. Yet a word upon
the subject of land may not be out of place, and I have added
an Appendix for that purpose.
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CHAPTER XIV.

STANDARD OBJECTIONS

Two classes of objectors to the scheme of banking reform

proposed in tlie foregoing chapters are commonly met wiih.

The one declares that it is unwise to promote production in

a system which already shows over-production, or, fearful

of "unrestricted competition", protests that the Trusts

will continue to reap their profits in spite of any alterations

in our credit system. The second class attacks the technical

side of the scheme, and affirms that an unrestricted note

issue is "too dangerous a proposal".

I will deal with the former critic first. He is usually a

Socialist. One might reply to him that his own creed proves

the fallacy of the first contention. The Socialist proposes

that the State or the municipality shall set up industry in

competition with present employers, and, by offering better

conditions to workers, gradually assume control of industry.

Obviously this is a scheme to increase production, and simul-

taneously to cut out all employers who, in the Socialist's

opinion, are drawing unfairly high profit. Free banking

proposes to secure the benefits of socialism along fines of

increased individual liberty, and should thus secure the su]jport

of every Socialist who places sociology before socialism.

But the question may be approached on other lines. If we
suppose the present number of emjiloyers still further re-

duced, a certain number of employees will be thrown out of

employment and the wages of the rest reduced by competition

from the unemployed. Industry will then present the

spectacle of a still closer monopoly of great combines and a

yet greater mass of underpaid workers. The purchasing

power of the community being thus further reduced, there

will still exist the tendency for the goods of even the few

remaining factories to be unsaleable, and this fact would

doubtless be cited as an insuperable objection to any pro-

posals for increasing the number of factories in the community.

In proposing increased credit facilities it needs to be pointed

out that (1) an issue of credit is primarily an issue of pur-
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rhasing power, and its injection into industry would

immediately tend to leUeve present congestion, since it

would enable many to purchase who are not able to do so

to-day, and tbe goods i'rom the fresli producers would thus

find a ready market
; (2) consumption would be further

increased by the circumstances, first, that the goods from tbe

new factories would usually be sold at reduced prices, and

secondly, that the increased industi-ial activity of the com-

munity would increase the wages, and hence the purchasing

power of the whole employee class. In other words, as I

pointed out iji chapter III, every injection of cheaper credit

into our industrial system must increase consumption faster

than production.

With respect to the contention that it is impossible to

abolish the monopoly of the Trusts by any means short of

nationaii;^ation, in chapter II, reasons have been given for

a belief that the waste arising from the system of huge in-

dustrial combines would favour the rise of smaller and
more agile firms, were not the monopolists protected from

competition by our legally restricted credit system. It has

been shown that the freoing of our credit system would enable

the monetization of cjuantities of now latent purchasing power

in the community, and cause a great demand for goods. If,

under such conditions, it should be found that a system of

Trusts most economically supplied the wants of society, the

combines would persist. Their existence, however, would
depend upon their paying to their employees as high wages

as their profits would admit, and upon their providing goods

at the lowest possible prices. If they should, as is at present

often the case, be reaping excessive profit, or be paying an
unfair wage to their employees, it would be profitable for

other combines of capital, content with smaller profits, to

enter the competitive arena by reducing prices and attracting

labour by a higher wage. Such fresh competition will be

rendeix'd possible by the removal of the danger of gold

stringency, by the reduction in the price of credit, and by the

monetization of hitherto untouched stores of productive

ability. Under our present restricted system any such

extension of competition is absolutely impossible. For, in

order to inti-oduce any degree of sanity into our industrial

system, there must be established a considerable number of

aggregations of capital with the aim of fresh production.

Such trade revivals recurred at intervals oi approximately
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ten yeai'o during the last century
;
yet eacJi revival caused a

financial panic by withdrawing credit from otlier industry.

We need a system wherein fresh aggregations of capital may
be formed without drawing from the existing gold supply.

This may be accomplished by granting freedom to banks

to set up the system necessary to economize the use, and
protect their stores, of gold. Under an elastic credit system

there Mould be little danger of the " freezing out " of such

fresh competition as would doubtless arise. The Trusts find

it to their advantage, even in our present congested state,

to combine ^vilh firms of equal credit powers rather than

attempt the formidable task of " freezing " them out. Under
free competition, individuals or corporations will rarely be
left in enjoyment of big profits long enough to enable them to

accumulate such vast fortunes as are necessary to permit

of a reduction of prices for a sufficiently long period to " freeze

out " competitors. With a flexible and che-ap credit system,

any considerable reduction of prices by one firm will imme-
diately cause a great increase of purchase on the part of the

rest of the comumnity, and will seriously tax the firn) which

proposes thus to sell at a loss. Competitors will not there-

fore feel the strain so seriously as at present, when, under the

restricted credit market, a reduction of prices in one quarter

simply withdraws their customers, without creating a suffi-

ciency of fresh purchasers. In this connection a story is told

of two American railway magnates who Averc conducting a

freight war. The one finally made such a reduction of fi'eight

rates that goods might be conveyed over his line for next to

nothing. His rival, however, with plenty of capital at his

command, was equal to the occasion. He promptly tele-

graphed to his agents in the west to buy up so many head

of horned cattle, sufficient to supply the eastern districts

for some considerable time, and sent them by his rival's

line. The profits netted by this transaction enabled him to

stand the "cut". A more flexible credit system w^ould

enable a similar increase of trade activity to result from every

endeavour to " freeze out " competition. Furthermore,

even if a chance firm were successful, under a free system,

in " freezing out " certain competitors, a flexible credit

system would enable the speedy resuscitation of competition

whenever the successful firm resumed its normal prices.

Certain critics then relinquish the contention that free

competition must always result in harmful undercutting,
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and declare tlial: modem employers " will not compete " but

will combine to keep prices up and wages down. lu the fiist

place, however, I would ask why, if all combination of

employers is an advantage, wc still find competition among

great firms in almost every branch of industry. The

ncf^otiations among taxicab proprietors some time ago are

interesthig in this connection. Proposals were made that

the large companies should combine to raise taxicab fares.

One of the largest companies, however, the Gamage-BcU,

declined to enter the combine, stating that the low fare

yielded a reasonable profit, which profit would only be reduced

isy the proposed alteration. A system which permitted the

creation of several Gamage-Bell companies would cause

employers to consider more carefully the dangers of attempt-

ing to raise prices before proposing combination. The facts

of present industry rather show that, in most cases, employers

compete as long as possible, and combine at last only in order

to avoid producing more than the purchasing power of the

market can take off their hands. I am convinced that if a

free credit system be introduced, even while comparatively

few employers remain on the market, competition will arise,

and the way will be open to a healthier state of uidustr3\

I have personally known several cases m which, even under

our present congested system, small manufacturers worked

llieir way steadih'^ up until the}- were employing several

men, but they were suddenly made bankrupt owing to

manA- liabilities falling due at a time when they were unable

to obtain cheap capital, although their business was in a

perfectly sound condition. Of course, as in the case of A, B
and C, given in Chapter IV, the statement can always be

made that such failures are due to over-trading, and the

allegation can rarely be definitely refuted because the cir-

cvmistanccs can seldom be completely ascertained. Under

present legal restrictions upon the free development of credit,

the small trader can obtain financial accommodation only

by paying exorbitant interest to a money-lender, and be

consequently tends to work his own capital up to the closest

possible niargin. ^Vny stoppage of his sales, or successive

failure of a few of his debtors, immediately push him into

bankruptcy. It cannot be denied that many such cases of

failure could be easily avoided if small manufacturers had

access to credit at such times ; and, with a free credit sj'-stem,

cvciy case of the succcssiul entry of a fresh enii^loyer into
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the industrial arena tends to increase wages, reduce the price

of goods, and render fresli accumulations of ca])ital for the

establishment of business more easy. Thus the moveuu-nt,

once started, tends to proceed automatically.

The critics that raise the above objection, reason from our

present state of continual stagnation to different conditions.

At present there is feverish competition among employers

for a market of hmited purchasing power ; but, with the

demand for goods created by a fuller monetization of the

productive ability of tlie community, employers will find an
outlet for all their energy in supplying this demand. Further-

more, as the demand for labour begins to overtake the supply.

it will be less advantageous to create " corners " in necessaries,

since such " corners " will cause a rise of prices all round,

and thus lessen the gain of their promoters. Wheii the

wheat supply is artificially restricted to-day, all middlemen
raise their prices, do\Mi to the baker, who charges more for

his bread. They are able to do so because there is a steady

demand for their services. At the foot of the hst, however,

stands the worker, who cannot at present demand higher

wages on account of the weak demand for his services. He
consequently pays the bill. Increased competition among
employers will render the worker more independent. When
the price of necessaries rises, he will demand higher Avages,

and will obtain them, since the employer v/ill also obtain

higher prices for his goods and will be exposed to competition

from other employers Avho will seek to attract away his

employees if he declines to raise wages proportionately.

The result to the monopolists, therefore, granted tliat their

"corner'' is successfid, will be a proportionate rise in 'the

prices of all commodities, including labour—a rise which
will persist until the consequent reduction of foreign trade

causes a fall of prices in the manner described in the previous

chapter. But the abolition of the legal restrictions at present

laid upon the development of credit will undoubtedly prevent
the accumulation of such huge fortunes as occurs to-day

—

the possession of riches will depend upon other service than
the mere manipulation of a severely restricted quantity of

money. The danger of monopoly of necessaries will thus
become a remote one.

I am moreover of the opinion that, did we know the full

facts, there are but few combines formed to-day with the

aim of maintaining excessive profits, except perhaps in articles
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whieli are natural monopolies, such as, for instance, oil

;

and even in these cases, us previously demonstrated, the

progress of invention tends to destroy the possibility of

effective monopoly. The majority of ordinary industrial

combines arc to-day formed because the Trust is the only

type of firm which can withstand the ever-recurring periods

of trade stagnation. The combination is formed rather to

avoid a throat-cutting competition than to maintain high

profits. It is said that 95 per cent, of present firms have at

some time in their career been on the verge of bankruptcy.

In the staple industries—those in which the demand is steady

and easily to be calculated—profits aie already cut to the

lowest margin capable of giving the normal monopoly returns

to our legally restricted supply of capital
;

yet the manu-
facturer must periodically sus])end production in order that

demand may again come up to the supply of commodities.

The only type of industrial organization which can do this

without the risk of bankruptcy is the wealthy Trust. Stag-

nation of trade is a far more real cause of industrial monopoly

than the doubtful economies secured by rigid centrahzation.

In his recent work :

'* Efficiency as a Basis for Operation and

Wages", Harrington Emerson, an expert American engineer,

states :

—
" It is notorious that great aggregations of wealth

" and power usually do not operate as efficiently as smaller
" concerns The great industrial and transportation
" corporations are often very inefficient in manipulation,
" but content with low efficiency of operations ". He ascribes

the persistence of these huge firms to their command of

capital. As examples of the highest efficiency he points

out the smaller manufacturers of automobile and cycle parts.

The capable organizer of industry will scarcely combine with

others, binding himself with many rules, and engaging not

to sell below a certain price, when there exists everywhere

an insatiable demand for goods, stimulating him to the

invention of fresh means of supplying it, and every such

invention causing an increase in his profits. Let me illus-

trate this contention by an example. A certain article is

produced, we will suppose, at a cost of fifteen shilUiigs, and
the producing firms propose a combination under agreement

not to sell the article at less than a pound. Among the

inducements to the individual employer to enter such a

combination in these days is the recurrence of trade stagnation

pre\iously luculioncd. If this danger were removed, the
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energetic producer would pay more attention to the fact

that if he entered the combination and subsequently discovered

a process by which the article could be produced at ten

shillings instead of fifteen, his profits would be but little

increased since he would be obliged to sell the article at a

pound ; whereas if he were free to sell the article at fifteen

shillings, his sales would increase enormously : he would
sweep the market, and profit much more than he could as a

member of the combination.

Even in the United States, trade monopoly has not become
so close as is supposed by some Socialists. In the 1902

Report of the British Steel Association, p. 5, it is stated :

—

" In every part of the United States new companies are
" entering the lists to compete against the Steel Corporation,
" and the capacity of the private companies opposed to it

" to-day is possibly considerably greater than it was at the
" time it was founded, although that was only February,
" 1901." When the American Steel Trust was standing its

trial in 1911, its directors were able to prove that the Trust

was not responsible for more than 50 per cent, of the total

quantity of steel produced in the United States. Its capital

was spread over other industries, thus demonstrating that the

aljsolute control of the manufacture of one article by one
organization is difficult, even under the present restricted

credit system. In " The Raid on Prosperity," (p. 183), Mr.

J. R. Day quotes from the American " Financial Chronicle
"

on Commissioner H. Smith's Report on the petrol industry :

' The popular supposition, no doubt, has been that the
' Standard Oil Company holds a monopoly of oil lands in
' the United States. Not so. The report tells us that
' out of a total production of crude oil in the United
' States, in 1905, of approximately 135,000,000 barrels, not
' over l/6th came from v/ells owned by the Standard
' Company or affiliated concerns ; furthermore, that in
' no one of the great fields did it produce over 50% of

'the total."

Moreover, with an elastic credit system,—one which
is continually tending to emancipate itself from the control

of gold—it will be impossible for any body of employers to

prevent outside competition by their power over the banks
as they are so often able to do to-day. The fact is well known

,

and was amply proved in the American official investigation

into the operations of the Money Trust by a Committee of the
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House of Representatives in Jan., 1912,* that in America,

apart from the effect of Protection in preventing competition,

the financiers are enabled to crush competitors chiefly by
means of their control over the banks. The injunction is

sent to the banks that no overdrafts are to ])e granted to a

certain comjiany, and no loans to be made on its stock, under

threat of \\ithdra\val of the gold deposits from the banks.

The result is a speedy collapse of the company thus attacked.

Commenting upon Governor Wilson's assertion that " the

gi'eatest monopolv is the money monopoly", the " New York
World " stated (June 17th, 1911) :—

" The same day that the ' New York Times ' ingenuously
" asked Governor Wilson what he meant by the ' money
" monopoly', the newspapers announced that Mr. Morgan's
" Bankers' Trust Company had bought from Mr. Morgan's
" Equitable Life Assurance Society its holdings in the Mer-
" cantile Trust Company, and that by this transfer the
" aggregate assets of the banks dominated by J. P. Morgan
"& Co^. exceeded .Si,000,000,000. This $1,000,000,000 is

" not Mr. Morgan's mone}', but it is in the hands of the Morgan
" interests, which say who can borrow it and who cannot
" borrow it, how it shall be used and how it shall not be used.

" When Mr. Morgan took over the Equitable from Thos.
" F. Ptyan, he paid more than $2,500,000 for stock that can
" legitimately earn only $3,514 a year, but what he really

" bought was control over the Equitable's $400,000,000 of
" as.sets and $80,000,000 of sui'plus. After this control was
" acquired, the statement was made in one of the financial

" newspapers that no man could borrow $1,000,000 in New
" York, whatever the security, if Mr. Morgan objected to his
" having it. No doubt this is true, for there are few in-

" dependent bankei-s anywhere who would care to incur the
" hostility of tiie money trust that has been built up by the
" Morgan-Standard Oil interests and their allies." Freedom
of note issue tends, as has been demonstrated previously,

to proinote competition in banking, and theieforc to prevent

effective monopoly in this direction.

A ]:)oint worthy of mention is that one cause of the cen-

tralization of industry in the past has been the expensive

nature ol' steam power. The advent of electric power,

however, has led to the specialization of certain firms on the

production of electricity. The power is generated in a central

** yee the Report publfshed by the Government Printing Oflice, Washington.
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factory and convoyed thence hy wire to any workshop whicli

requh'es it. This method of obtaining power will undoubtedly

favour the rise of competing firms.

Finally there remains the objection that to extend credit

facilities in this way is merely to put more wealth into the

hands of those who already possess abundance. But I must

have made it clear that I believe that free competition will

not permit so unlimited an extension of individual Finns as

obtains to-day. The enterprising individual will much sooner

reach the point where his business becomes too large to enable

him to compete successfully with his smaller rivals. Thus
the major portion of the benefit arising from the extension

of credit will tend to assist brains rather than mere wealth.

I have now shown the undoubted influence of credit

restrictions in producing monopoly and congestion of the

labour market, and have sketched the probable results of the

relaxation of those restrictions in abolishing monopoly. To
recapitulate, the causes of monopoly may be comprised under

two headings : (1) credit restrictions, (2) natural advantages.

i.e., the possession of forces which are in themselves natural

monopoUes such as railways, coal mines, oil wells etc. There

can be no doubt whatever that the former cause is responsible

for the greater part of such monopoly as exists to-day, and
that the harmful effects of these unwieldy aggregations of

capital would be removed in a harmless manner by the growth

of competition among organizers of industry wliieh would

result from the grant of freedom to our credit system. With
regard to natural monopolies, the general growth of industry

outside those monopolies and consequent increased demand
for labour would compel their owners to pay high wages to

the employees engaged therein, and the progress of invention

tends to prevent the same owners from taxing the community
too heavily in the form of high prices. A comparison of the

rates, facilities, speed and comfort of the British privately

owned railway lines with those of the continental State

lines, or of the telephone systems (privately oirtTied) of the

U.S.A. with the British State system, demonstrates solid

advantages on the side of private ownership. Coal, gas,

oil and water have never been seriously harmful monopolies

in this country. Moreover, if we were to tunnel our streets

after the manner of certain thorouglifares in Paris and else-

where, there would even be opportunity for competition in

the supply of gas and water.
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The great Trusts and Cartels in forms of natural wealth

which have sprung up in the United States and Germany-

have undoubtedly been for the most part due to the effects

of a protective system upon the already severe congestion

and monopoly of capital set uj) by State credit restriction.

The effects of credit restrictions in causing monopoly of

wealth in few hands have been insisted upon throughout

this work ; what more natural than that the possessors of

such wealth should invest it in those natural monopolies

which are already to a certain extent shielded from outside

competition ? A free development of credit, in placing

capital in the hands of ability, instead of merely heaping

it in the hands of the few who possess the valuable security

required by present banks—in tending to equalize oppor-

tunity for all forms of productive abiUty—will undoubtedly

prevent the accumulation of dangerously large fortunes, and

render effectual control of natural monopolies a rare occur-

rence. Shall we then say that the small remaining danger

of harmful monopoly warrants us in burdening all enterprise

with the incubus of State monopoly ? I can only hope that

there remains a sufficiently large body of opinion in the

community to demand that the precious principle of freedom

be given a full trial before society commit itself to State

socialism.

There remain, however, among the socialist critics, those

%\ ho are dismayed at the prospect of " increasing competition ".

They declare that they desire to see a reduction of this com-

petitive strife. They would like to see men live more tran-

quilly and take an interest in higher things than the mere
struggle for material property. I suspect that if the truth

were known, there ai'e many who are attracted to socialism

from this motive alone, who care and know little of tbe

economics of their proposals. The cry is usually from those

who already possess a fair share of this world's goods, or who
are physically weary of the struggle which delights their

fellows. The difficulty is that these types are both in small

minorities to-day. Most men are still comparatively poor

and possessed of an insatiable desire for material possessions ;

culture means but little to them. These men struggle, and
will continue to do so for many generations under any
system—they struggle to get wealthy by every means in

their power. The utmost we can do is to maintain such a

system of judi<i;i,l Hdniinistra^ion that they shall not he
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able to take an unfair advantage of one another, and shall

not oppress those who do not care for the struggle.

Credit restrictions, however, render the struggle far more

fierce in the lower walks of industry than it need be. The
prize is to the man who devotes his entire energies to business,

to the exclusion of practically every other interest. In-

creased power to this type of man to assist him to raise

himself out of the lower ranks of industry to the position of

employer would enable him to spend his energies in a bene-

ficial direction. Every increase of competition among
employers would then mean cheaper goods, higher wages,

and improved conditions of labour for those who dishke,

or are unable to take up the struggle and responsibility of

the employer position. Under a sound credit system and
undisturbed political conditions, men would be paid in accord-

ance with their skill or the quantity of their exertion, and

labour would receive as high a reward as organizing returns

could afford. This is as much as the pacific few can in reason

demand. They cannot ask that the majority of their fellows

shall be content with less comfort or luxury because they

(the cultured or the weary) do not care to labour for these

things. A rational credit system would ensure that the

latter were adequately paid for as much labour as they chose

to perform, and would also ensure a plentiful market for their

labour. It would moreover ensure that great wealth followed

only great service, and would thus provide an outlet for

the energies of the strenuous in a social direction. But to

put the born straggler, with all his present passions, into a

system of State ownership and production, where the path

to promotion depended upon departmental favour, would

be to turn a stream of energy in the direction of influencing

departmental decisions, and we may rest assured tliat the

tirelessness which proved so effective in commerce would not

be without efTect in State service.

Let us put away from us the hope that State socialism

can j)revent competition. The competitive tendency is

bound up with the very flesh, blood, and spirit of tlie present

average type of individual. Mankind is in the stage of desiring

material wealth and luxury. Its chief energies are at present

directed towards this end. The number of those who have

developed sufficient philosophy of Hfe to be content with

moderate means is remarkably small ; and even the members
of this small company are prone to stretch their definition
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of the word " niodera,te " when the goal of their previous

aspu-ations is realized. If particular departments under the

socialist State were so excellently managed that the employees

therein judged that it would pay to be watchful and industrious,

precisely the same " speeding-uj) " which we now perceive

in monopolized private industry would appear. The man
who is prepared to subordinate all private interests to his

one desire to " get on "' would, under such circumstances,

be the man who would be found at his desk long after his

fellows had gone home ; he would take work home with him

in the evenings ; his hohdays would be spent in scheming
;

and any men in his department who wished to secure pro-

motion in their turn—who did not wish to be passed over

in promotion by the energetic indi\ddual—would be com-

pelled to imitate his activity.

There would be however, 1 think, little danger of this

form of competition under State socialism. It is probable

that the chiefs of the future State departments, being less

exposed to pubHc criticism than to-day, would be less inclined

to study and reward the eiiEorts of their subordinates, than

just to rub along, or spend their time in planning for their

own promotion. The fundamental moving spirit of com-

petition however—the desire for wealth with as little output

of energy as possible—this spirit would remain, and would

disappear only when men's philosophy of life changed. But
in free commerce the energy of competition would be directed

into the beneficial channels of organizing protluction, since

wealth would depend upon the favour of a public free to deal

with a competitor. Every fresh output of energy in organiza-

tion of production by exceptionally capable individuals

would at once increase the demand i'or labour, and cheapen

commodities, thus doubly benefitting the less energetic

individual. Under State socialism, however, the worst

feature of the present congested system of industry would

be reproduced, since fresh industry could be established only

by the slow method of moving majority opinion, and the

whole competitive spirit of the community would be confined

and directed towards securing a limited number of positions.

Hence, not only is State socialism likely to perpetuate the

fierceness of competition, but since promotion under the State

would not de])end solely upon mei'it, but also, to a far greater

extent than is possible to-day, upon the individual's power

to ingratiate himself personally with the chiefs of his depart-
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ment, tlie competitive spirit would partly be spent in the

socially less beneficial ways of the manipulation of back-

stairs influence. For proof of this statement we need only

turn to the United States. Americans, on the whole, arc

more pushful business men than Englishmen ; hence we
perceive that bribery and pohtical jobbery are more wide-

spread in the United States than in this country. But
political corruption, like most other human tendencies,

increases proportionately with the temptation and encourage-

ment offered. The more State industry is multiplied, the

more difficult it will be to keep watch over the working of

the different departments, and the more corruption must
spread.

If the mere transfer of industry from private hands to

the State could so change men's hearts that they would

thenceforward labour for the sole pleasure of expending

energy in the interests of the community at large, State

socialism would probably work well. We know, however,

that it would simply take a number of men who are idlers

and shirkers at heart, and remove them from a station where

their shirking can be comparatively easily discovered and

dealt with, to one where it would be to the interest of their

personal chief to defend them against criticism. For, ob-

viously, if socialism is to work at all, experts must be placed

at the head of each department. These heads appoint or

" recommend " others to work under them. If the depart-

ment work badly, the suffering public, which is unable to

use the remedy of free men to purchase elsewhere, must
criticize the expert. Apart from the difficulty of criticizing

a man who is an acknowledged expert in his branch, there is

the further difficulty that he will undoubtedly defend his

choice of subordinates. The only men who are capable of

criticizing the working of the various departments are those

who arc themselves experts, and any criticism from them is

always discounted by the accusation of jealousy and self-

interest. Accordingly a Commission must be appointed

to enquire into the working of the said department. Until

its decision is made known the pul)lic must suffer. More-

over, as I have remarked in a previous chapter, criticism

from one who is himself employed by the body he criticizes,

the State, is a dangerous procedure, arid would probably,

therefore, assume the objectionable form of anonymity if all

industry were put under the wing of the State. Hence the
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political bodv would be perpetually pestcd with anonymous
criticism of its innumerable departments, and a never ending

stream of Commissions of enquiry.

Throughout State service, Mr. Hugo R. Meyer writes in

" The State Telegraphs ", we perceive a conflict between

promotion by merit and promotion by seniority. Promotion

by seniority, he says, inevitably results in the occasional

raishig of an incajiable man. Promotion by merit inevitably

evokes a complaint of " favoritism '' from the man who has

been passed over. The head of a department has not the

incentive of a private employer to elevate the most capable

man ; hence there is always room for the latter accusation

against his choice. The rejected employee, backed by a

powerful trade union or organization, can frequently get a

member of Parliament to take up his case, and Mr, Meyer
alleges (I have been unable to verify the statement) that

Mr, J. Austen Chamberlain, when Postmaster-General, com-

plained that at least a third of the time of the higher officials

of the Post Office was occupied in dealing with the complaints

of members of Parliament against departmental methods of

promotion. Imagine this state of affairs extended ]>y the

further nationalization of industry, and let us then ask

ourselves how far social peace would be stimulated by the

establishment of State sociahsm.

Let me not be accused of injustice towards State officials.

They are neither better nor worse than their fellows in privately

owned industry. I opened my examination of the social

problem by affirming ni)?^ belief in the existence of the

"economic man". I believe that the average man to-day

seeks to obtain as much wealth and leisure as the law allows

him, althougli I IHdly admit that he may frequently spend this

wealth and leisui-c admirably upon his wife and children, or

as a Carnegie upon his fellows. In privately owned industry

the law has so far jjerfected its inachinerv tliat the ordinary

manufacturer is unaljlc to maintain liis position if he provide

inferior goods or poor service. Hence he deserves little

praise if he provide that which the community desires.

Under socialism, however, the law will be less caj^able of

preventing State officials from providing inferior goods and
poor service

; accordingly these will appear. Honest
dealing and ))ersonal virtue have been enjoined upon men by
Christianity during two thousand years, and yet every im-

partial economist to-day must admit thj;t, on the whole,
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employees of the present da-y are not aecuriug a fair reward

for tlieir labour". I have demonstrated, however, that the

law, by preventing the due monetization of productive

ability, actually prevents the niajority of men from obtaining

a due reward for their cfiiorts. Hence I may be pardoned for

looking for improvement in the direction of the abolition of

these unjust laws rather than in the increase of a J:5tate in-

dustry which assumes for its effective working the existence

of a personal virtue among its members which it is unable

to enforce.

Faced with these objections, certain socialists declare

that it was only the older Marxian " barrack " socialism

which proposed to take all industry mider the wing of the

State : modern socialism proposes merely that sufficient

State industry shall be set up to compel ordinary employers

through competition to pay a better wage to their employees.

I reply first, that if the aim of the Sociahst be to create

a proper demand for labour, he can accomphsh this without

invoking the coercive power of directive State interference,

by simply relaxing his hold over men's power to lend capital

to each other. Secondly, I deny that the maintenance of

this " half-way " socialism is possible. State factories can

be set up only on the proceeds of taxation or by capital

obtained from the ordinary money market (proposals to

confiscate private industry are here ignored as impracticalsle).

In either case the result of the withdrawal of a quantity

of purchasing power from the market sufficient to efiect any
appreciable difltcrence in present conditions would inevitably

be to harden the credit market and restrict the means of

carrying on ordinary industry. There would ensue more
unemployment and reduction of wages in privately owned
industry, followed by the demand for more State workshops,

and so on until the Marxian " barrack " conditions w^ere

actually reahzcd. The evil would be mitigated if the State

were to finance its first mdustry on State paper ; but as soon

as the Socialist has perceived that the evil needs an injection

of cheaper credit, he nuist put the question to himself whether

this credit should not rather be issued at their own risk by
the men who have specialized on the profession of financing

industry, the professional bankers, than by that organ of the

comparatively ignorant majority vote, the State. This

consideration will probably lead him to the opinion that such

credit as were issued had better be advanced to the men
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who have shown aptitude for organizing industry and who
ure willmg to take upon tlicnisclves the risk of failure of their

operations, than to men who are selected merely by majority

vote and who will tax the community to repair their failures.

If the Socialist continue his reasoning so far, he will be ready

to consider sympathetically the demonstration in this book

of the contention that the evil does not need the issue of

State paj)er, but requires simply that the State shall relax

its hold over the private issue of credit.*

The fundamental evil of the existing system is, not so

much the conjpetitive struggle, as the fact that the majority

of men obtain so little result from their struggles, and are

consequently compelled to continue the fight longer than they

perhaps otherwise might, being obliged to subordinate all

sympathy for their fellows and practice of the gentler arts

to the one consideration of winning bare necessities. Let us

remove those restrictions upon fi'ee exchange which now
prevent the masses from obtaining a due reward for their

exertions, and we may be sure that with increasing means
and leisure a little philosophy of life, a little sacoir civrc,

will introduce itself and temper their efforts.

A typically socialist objection is directed against the
" waste " of competition. The prominent tendency exhibited

by modern industry, it is asserted, is the endeavour of two
or more men to do what could easily be done by one. It

cannot of course be denied that a certain amount of waste

is inseparable from any system of free competition. If men
are to be permitted freely to introduce improvements, we

* A foiin of this " half-way " socialism which has recently become popular is

called Guild fjoeialism. The Guild iSocialisIs are as unsparing as any Individualists

iti their crilici.siu of Uie .Marxian "" larra<;k '' soeiaJisni. Thcj' de.sin! to relam
private industry wherever possible, and propose that only the sreat staple indus-
tries !)''" socialized ". These latter are to be to)'nied into guilds, each indi'prnderit

of the otheis
;
production and labour conditions to be regulated by tlie actual pro-

ducers within tlie guilds, and prices of goods to be arranged by bargaining between
the guilds, ."^oine Guild Socialists jiropose that the State as a whole .-shall control
the t\-pe and selhjig price of goods. Guild Socialism is, however, open to the same
criticism raised above against othei- forms of " iialf-way " sociali.sni, namely, that
U)c taxation r<'ijuired for its establishment must eventually crush out private enter-
prise and li-ave ail industry controlled by a fe« powerful guilds. .Moreover, (iuild

Socialism docs not evade the evils of centralized control ; for if a particular guild do
not provide the goods required by the cotumunily at a suitable price, either a tre-

mendous boycott on the part of consumers must ensue, at great sacrifice to tiie ])ub-

lie, ov tlie State as a whole must coerce tlie recalcitrant body. The former method
would piaclieally cause ci\il war (and this at frequent inlei-vals), and \\ould un-
doubtedly be s)>eedily aboli.shed by some form of State, control wliicb would bo
virtually indistinguishable from " barrack " socialism. Tor under Mar.^ian social-

ism each industry «ould undoubtedly iiave its own Trades Union, thus providing
a fonn of producers' c'lntiol wliich would in practice be ahnost identical with that
proposed by Guild Socialism.
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must be prepared to see continually a certain quantity of

comparatively useful machinery being scrajjped for no other

reason than that it has been superseded by a better type.

But this machinery is sciapped only when those who are best

qualified to judge, the manufacturers who use it and depend

upon the efhciency of the particular industry concerned for

their livelihood, are of opinion that the advantages of the new
invention cover the loss of scrapping the old. The protest

against State socialism arises partly fi'om the fear that the

stimulus to the introduction of fresh, and the scrapping

of old methods would be lessened under a system of State

ownership. It is always possible to criticize a competitive

system on the ground that it entails duplication ; a certain

amount of dupHcation is inseparable from such a system.

But under fi-eedom this duplication is ahvays resoh ing itself

into variety, and the hand which "' eliminates " waste b}''

centralization, at the same stroke diminishes the possibiHty

of future progress. But the present system exhibits a more
serious waste than the mere supersession of outworn methods.

In chapter II, during the examination of the case for cen-

trahzation presented in the example of the competing milk-

men, it was admitted that lack of better outlet for their

energies frequently compels men to-day to force themselves

into industrial areas which are already adequately stocked

with labour. Again in chapter XI attention was drawn to

the feverish search for markets which to-day compels manu-
facturers to waste their substance in excessive advertisement,

use of travellers, and general harmful overlapping and under-

cutting. Ob\aously this waste of the employer's labour

has a bearing upon the previously noticed waste of employee

labour. When the manufacturer cannot sell his goods, the

worker is put upon short time and low wages, and is thus

compelled to search elsewhere for more adequate remunera-

tion. But the chief aim of this book has been to show that

State restrictions upon free competition in banking have

hindered the conversion of wealth into capital and its dis-

tribution to productive abiUty. Hence glut of goods and
unemployment, resulting in excessive competition for nuirkets

on the part of employers, and excessive competition for

employment on the part of employees. The introduction of

a rational credit system, in tending to raise consumption to

the level of production, would tend to remove the harmful

and excessive waste which at present characterizes our
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system. It is, on the part of the Sociahst, an assumption

un^yar^anted by any facts of experience, that an elected body

can, in the present state of social sympathy, supply the wants

of the community in goods and services with even as little

waste as the present congested system; and if we cojnpare

sociaUsm witb the possibihties of a system of less restricted

competition, it appears in a yet more unfavorable hglit.

In a similar category stands the appeal for " Production

for Use, not for Profit." We perceiv^e the mass ol people

consuming adulterated goods produced by manufacturers

whose aim seems rather to capture a market than to supply

demand. Yet, a closer examination of the problem reveals the

fact that the production of adulterated goods is often an actual

endeavour to supply demand. The demand from the great

majority of our underpaid workers is for cheap goods. Hence
they are supplied with cheap goods—cheap by reason of

adulteration. The price which must normally be paid for

the means to (.'stablish industry to-day precludes the offer on

the market of cheaper unadulterated goods, and the reward

is to those firms which are lucky enough to attain the control

of gilt-edged securities and the consequent command of

cheap credit. Freedom of competition, in raising wages

and cheapening conunodities, will enable the worker to demand
a better class of article for consumption.

It is again an unwarrantable assumption on the part of

Socialists that the mere transfer of industry from individuals

to the control of a political body will mean that " Production

for Use" will be substituted for "Production for Profit".

Men, for tbe most part, labour to-day only because the law

has, to a certain extent at all events, prevented them from

eating unless they work. Nationalization of industry will

leave this distaste for productive labour as firmly rooted as

before. Men will still strive to do as little work as possible

for as great a reward as possible. The only difference will

be that State socialism will offer greater opportunity in some
directions for shirking, and reduce certain present oppor-

tunities for excessive profits. " But goods will be produced
for use "—it is protested. For whose use ? At present,

I am at all events able to obtain the goods I personallif desire,

if I can pay for them. If the State will but withhold its

hand fi'om directive interference with my efforts, I shall be

able to extend greatly the range of my pm'chasing power.

State sociahsm, on the other hand, offers me a choice of
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those goods only the production of wJiioh Ims been decided

upon by majority voice, and calls this "Production for Use" !

So far the ordinary objections of Socialists. But further-

more, the fears of the wage-earning classes will undoubtedly

be played upon by orthodox economists. The spectre of

high prices will be raised against the banking reformer,

precisely as it was raised against the Bi-metaUist. It has

aheady been admitted that a necessary part of the cure of

present social conditions is a certain preliminary increase of

prices. It has, however, been sufficiently demonstrated

that the rise of prices will be only temporary. Real wages

will rise in proportion to the quantity of productive abihty

which is enarbled by cheaper credit to be applied to the

cheapening of commodities. But, let it be admitted, the

first phenomenon will be a rise of prices, resulting from an
injection of credit purchasing power. The injection of credit,

however, is in itself a sign that trade activity is increasing,

and it is only a question of time before workers are able to

demand higher wages, and until the application of fresh

productive ability to raw material causes a general cheapenmg
of commodities.

Let the workers choose. Under present conditions j)rices

are possibly lower than they will be during the early periods

of the introduction of freedom of credit ; but the general

congestion of industry causes widespread unemployment,,

and general wages are reduced by competition from those

workers who are thus deprived of employment. The outlook

in this direction is quite hopeless. Freedom of credit will

most probably cause a temporary rise of prices, but must
inevitably result'eventually in high wages and cheap goods.

To those who will cry :

—
" Freedom of credit means higher

prices !
" it must be retorted :

—
" WTiat is the use of low prices

when the worker is unemployed ?
" The worker who

thoroughly understands his own interests will suffer the

temporary and fractional rise of prices for the sake of the

certain benefits to follow.

Turning now to the second class of objector, we are

immediately met by the question:- "Do you seriously

intend to permit the banker to create money ? " If, by the
" creation " of money, the mere creation of tokens of credit

is meant, it needs only to be replied that the banker is to-day

allowed this freedom. The banker to-day " creates money",
in that for every pound sterling deposited by him, he issues
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without supervision many times that amount in cheque

credit. We ask only that he be permitted to issue credit

in a form which shall benefit the whole of the community

—

not merely a privileged section. Let us freely permit the

whole of the community to come into contact with its banks

by means of note issues on the part of the latter, and the

people will rapidly demonstrate to their bankers that it is

to the interest of the latter to refrain from issuing money

except to the capable individual ; and the bankers, on their

side, will surely bring it home to those who borrow from

them that it is to the interest of the borrowers to meet their

engagements honourably.

It has been said that free issue banks tempted producers

into overtrading ; indeed, one of the chief contentions of

Lord Overstone was that issue banks caused overtrading,

and that such overtrading caused financial panics. He said :

—

" The banker, when the whole trading world is acting under
" an impetus of expansion, cannot contract his issues." In

reply I would say first, that no such results occurred in

Scotland where greater freedom existed than in this country
;

and secondly, that the community has methods at its dis-

posal whereby unwise advances of the banker may be guarded

against or detected. If we are not yet too strongly imbued

with the protective spirit, these two arguments should suffice.

Overtrading is a species of epidemic which seizes upon the

community when certain exceptional industrial opportunities

arise, whether the price of credit be low, or normal, as may be

proved by examination of every speculative period in the

past. No legislative action can prevent these crises without

at the same time preventing all developnient of legitimate

trade prosperity. Time and education alone must be the

agents in preventing epidemics of speculation. The majority

of past crises which have been ascribed to rash speculation,

however, will, upon examination, prove rather to have

resulted from unwarrantable credit restriction. The governor

of the Bank of England was asked by the Committee of

Enquiry which met in 1840, what he had considered to be a

sufficient ground for extending credit during the late crisis.

He replied that the wilhngness of old established firms to

pay 5 per cent, for money, constituted, in his opinion, a suffi-

cient ground for the advances which the Bank had made.

This was during a period when the restrictionists considered

that the Bank should have diminished its issues on account
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of a drain of gold. It is consequently a- decided reply to

the contention that the then impending cnsis was pi'oduced

by overtrading. We possess indeed no better test of sound

trading conditions than the wiUingness of old established

firms to undertake fresh operations. A truer explanation

of " overtrading " usually lies in the fluctuations of the

money market. Credit is at present almost continually

restricted. AVhen it occasionally becomes easier, producers

undertake operations which, under those credit conditions,

are perfectly sound and profitable. If, however, any con-

siderable numbers of producers are so tempted, the extra

strain on the Hmited credit market again raises the price of

advances. This would not be so serious if it simply dis-

couraged further production ; but its operation is two-fold,

since it also closes the very markets to which the manufac-

turer had looked. Should the calls on him for money be

further increased by reason of credit stringency (a very

frequent occurrence at such times), he is bankrupted, and our

financial experts talk wisely of "rash speculation".

It will undoubtedly be urged that since unwise .trading

harms both the sober and foolish trader, general restriction

is justified. This is the old insidious and plausible argument

for Protection. It needs to be pointed out, and constantly

reiterated, that under freedom the community suffers only

when unwise trading occurs—that . under normal conditions

freedom usually results in increased prosperity and in the

invention of improved methods of detecting fraud ; whereas

any directive restriction inevitably harms the whole com-

munity and hinders the speedy eUmination of those very

persons for whom the restriction was judged necessary. In

such cases prevention is not better than cure, since prevention

introduces worse evils than those which it aims to eliminate.

Professor Jevons is frequently cited as one who has

chnched the arguments against freedom of banking. In his

work previously cited he states (p. 314) :

—
" What the

currency theorists want, then, is not more gold, but more

promises to pay gold. The Free-Banking School especially

argue that it is among the elementary lights of an individual

to make promises, and that each banker should be allowed

to issue as many notes as he can get his customers to take,

keeping such a reserve of metalhc money, as he thinks,

in his own private discretion, sufficient to enable him to

redeem his promises. But this free issue of paper repre-
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* sentative money does not at all meet tlie difficulty of the
* nioney market, which is a want of gold, not of paper ; on
' the contrary, an unlimited issue of paper would tend to

' reduce the already narrow margin of gold upon which we
' erect an enormous system of trade. . . . When prices are

' at a certain level, and trade in a quiescent state, a single

' banker is, no doubt, unable to put into circulation more
' than a certain quantity of bank-notes. He cannot produce
' a greater effect upon the whole currency than a single

' purchaser can by his sales or purchases produce upon the
' market for corn or cotton. But a number of bankers,
' all trying to issue additional notes, resemble a number of

' merchants offering to sell corn for future delivery, and the
' value of gold will be affected as the price of corn certainly

'
is. . . . Every one who draws a bill or issues a note, un-

' consciously acts as a ' bear ' upon the gold market. Every-
' thing goes well, and apparent prosperity falls upon the whole
' community, so long as these promises to pay gold can be
' redeemed or replaced by new promises. But the rise of

' prices thus produced turns the foreign exchanges against
' the country, and creates a balance of indebtedness which
' must be paid in gold. The basis of the whole fabric of

' credit shps away, and produces that sudden collapse known
' as a commercial crisis. . . . Knowing as we do the very
' narrow margin of real metal upon which our many great
' banks conduct their business, it is impossible to entertain
' for a moment the notion of allowing the paper currency
' of the country to rest upon the discretionary reserves of
' such competing bankers."

The great importance attached in orthodox circles to

the pronoimcements of Professor Jevons upon this subject

induces me thus to quote him at length. I am anxious to

avoid the accusation of mis-quotation. With regard to Lis

first statement respecting the need of the money market for

gold, not paper, it will scarcely be beheved that it is the same
writer who stated earlier in the same work " No sooner have
*' a people fully experienced the usefulness of a good system
" of money [gold] than they begin to discover that they can

"dispense with it as a medium of exchange". I need not

recapitulate the arguments which I have previously adduced

to demonstrate that improvements in the mechanism of

exchange consist mainly in substituting for valuable metals

paper jjromLses indicative of men's mutual trust. Professor
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Jevons apparently recognises this, but omits to state precisely

where the process of substitution should cease, and the passage

first quoted is a striking evidence of the manner in which
an eminent authority may be represented as stating principles

which he would be the last to uphold. This professor of logic

next compares the effect of the issue of promises to pay gold

with the eiiect of promises to deliver corn : the latter naturally

raises the price of corn, and the former the value of gold.

The analogy is largely fallacious. A promise to deliver corn

cannot be liquidated by a fresh promise to dehver corn, as

can a promise to pay gold. Corn is required for consumption
;

whereas gold is in this case required merely as a basis for

mutual trust. The multiplication of promises to deliver a
given quantity of corn inevitably inflates the price of the

grain when the time for redemption of the promises draws
near ; whereas promises to pay a given quantity of gold

may be multiplied indefinitely so long as they are met at

maturity by fresh promises. The one necessary condition

for the renewal of promises to pay gold is the continuance

of men's mutual confidence in their respective power to

produce wealth in ordinary cmnmodities or sermces. It will

be seen that Professor Jevons recognizes this later on ; but
he is not thereby induced to correct his previous analogy

between corn and gold. He comes to the crux of the whole

matter in the sentence wherein he states that the rise of

prices " turns the foreign exchanges against the country, and
" creates a balance of indebtedness which must be paid in
" gold. The basis of the whole fabric of credit slips away,
" and produces that sudden collapse known as a commercial
" crisis.'' The student who has followed the reasoning in the

previous chapters of this work will have no difficulty in meeting
this argument of Professor Jevons. If my examination of

the existing system" be correct, it is obvious that the funda-

mental cause of the withdrawal of gold in times of high prices

in this country is the privilege afforded to the foreigner by
our legallj-created free gold market of abstracting the metal.

Prosperity causes only a temporary rise of prices—the rise

will persist only until the goods produced through the agency
of the credit begin to be offered for sale. If the banks are

allowed to protect their gold during this period in the manner
suggested in the earlier chapters of this book, there is no
reason why the notion should not be entertained " of allowing
" the paper currency of the country to rest upon the
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" discretionary reserves of competing bankers." The whole

])assage above-cited from Professor Jevons is, however,

noteworthy as showing no attempt to raise the bogey of

" over-speculation " to account for trade crises as is almost

invariably done when other orthodox economists write of

financial stringency. Professor Jevons observes that the

crisis results merely from the bankers' endeavour to issue

additional notes : he does not contend that the notes are

issued to incapable producers. He thus discloses the same

grim law as was pre^dously noticed in the utterances of Sir

Edward Holden, namely, that under present conditions an

extension of legitimate trade acti\'ity may bring about

financial crisis. The one reply which it is necessary to make

to Professor Jevons and to those who fear the bankers' issue

of money is that the dangers attributed to Free Banking are

mainly State-created. Freedom would enable the conmiunity

to set up perfectly adequate protection for its credit system.

It has been asserted, and repeated by many economists,

that the difference between the present amount of the total

note circulation of banks of issue in this countr}', and their

authorized issue, indicates a growing unwilhngness on the

part of people to use notes in exchange. The question only

needs to be put to these theorists as to why the note issue

uncovered by gold in Scotland is at present as close up to its

authorized amomit as is conij)atible with the law. For a

period of four weeks in November, 1911, the average

circulation of the Scotch and Irish banks was as follows :

—

Irish banks (total)

Scotch banks (total)

Authorized

issue.* Actual issue.

£6,351.494 I £8.077.037

£2,076,350 £7,611,251

* (That is, notes pennitted to be issued in e.\cess of the banks' gold reserves).

The difference between the authorized and actual issues is,

of course, balanced in both cases by gold held at the banks

of issue, in accoidance with banking law. The explanation

of the difference between English and Scotch banking in

respect of the amount of the total note issue is rather that

legislative interference in this country prevented people

from acquiring that confidence in banks of issue which pre-

vailed under the less restricted conditions over the border.
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English people were never thoroughly easy with regard to

note issuing banks. Hence the restrictions imposed by the

1844 Act upon the growth of issue bai)ks were more easily

successful in discrediting the reputation of those banks in

England than in Scotland. In the 57th Report of the Com-
missioners of H.M. Inland Revenue for the year ended March
31st, 1914, (Cd. 7572), it is stated that the number of bankers

in England has declined by amalgamations etc., in the

previous ten years from 219 to 69 ; whereas in Scotland

during the same period the number of bankers has increased

from 656 to 700. It is obvious that the greater the

growth of the population in any district, in the absence

of power on the part of the issue banker to increase his issues

proportionately, the less familiar must people become with

his notes, and the less chance he has of even maintaining

his circulation. It was only the well-established tradition

of the Scotch pound note which was able to withstand this

tendency. Moreover, the distribution of population has

changed a good deal more in England during the last century

than in Scotland. Districts that were formerly of sufficient

importance to maintain a considerable note issue, have been

drained of their population to the newer centres, and the law

prevented the establishment of issue banks in the latter

towns. This opinion is supported by Sir R. H. Inglis Palgrave

who points out* that the note issues of Enghsh banks of issue

in agricultural districts are, in proportion, more below their

authorized amount than in industrial districts. He asserts

that if the authorized issues of agricultural districts were

transferred to the banks in industrial centres, the total actual

issues would not fall far short of the authorized amount.

These objections together with the more fundamental

fear of export of gold, already dealt with, form the basis

of the opposition of modern theorists to free banking. It

will be observed that the objections are for the most part

the direct legacy of the protective sijirit. Our fathers pro-

hibited experiment with paper money ; hence we foster the

superstition and continue to teach it to our children that the

only '"true" money (medium of exchange or credit instru-

ment) and the only conceivable standard of value is gold.

Therefore, when gold leaves this country we throttle our home
exchange system—thus we break down industry here—thus

we enable the growth of monopoh^. Instead of adapting the

* " Notes on Banking " (London, Muimy, 1S73), \k 1',].
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raoney supply to the amount of productive ability desiring

expression, or even to the volume of goods desiring exchange,

we have regulated production by the amount of money (gold)

in the market. Consider what would happen if the govern-

ment were to limit the issue of postage stamps while corres-

pondence increased. Postage stamps would increase in

value, and extension of correspondence would be hindered.

The effect of an arbitrary limitation of the issue of credit

tokens is similar : it enhances the value of gold, and throttles

industry.

Tliroughout these pages I have endeavoured to show that

the perfect credit system might have been developed in

freedom had people been permitted to experiment Vvithout

governmental interference. The present Bankers' Clearing

House system is a remarkable instance of the evolution of a

complex piece of commercial mechanism by voluntar}'- methods.

Started in 1775 in a little parlour in Edinburgh, without

coercion, without violence, it has slowly grown to its present

gi,2;antic proportions (in 1909 its operations for the year

totalled £13,525,446,000). The evil of all protective inter-

ference lies beneath the surface. A single restriction on theO
free course of trade has effects which spread like blight into

regions imdreamt of by its advocates. Each " protective " act

calls forth further protection from the results of the protection.

To-day we are fearful of free trade in credit because we are

afraid that gold will leave the coimtry. Yet how many
persons trace the present need for protection against drains

of gold back to the circumstance that, by a restriction imposed
with a totally different aim, men have been prevented from
fi-eeing themselves from the necessity of using gold ? Notice

how the evil grows :—We prevent men (in 1G94) from lending

their credit to one another in the manner which they find

most suitable, in order that a certain corporation may enjoy

a valuable monopoly. The time comes when the need for

credit becomes pressing, and the many who are unable to

obtain it, fall under the domination of the few who are lucky

enough to obtain that credit. We perceive the workers
groaning under bad conditions, and we again " protect

"

them by instituting factory inspection and refusing to allow

the om])loyer to offer certain conditions of emplo3nnent.

Numbers of workers then remain unemployed, and we
" protect " them further by putting them into workhouses.

But the burden of factory inspection and workhouses becomes
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gradually greater, and we tax ordinary industry in an ever

increasing measure to deal with the mass of officialism,

crime and vagrancy. The heavy taxation renders quantities

of industry impossible, and, the outcry against unemploy-

ment growing, in despair we levy further taxes in order to

State-endow motherhood, State-feed the children, and take

the unemployed into State workshops. The goods from

these workshops either undercut ordinary manufacturers or

are sold at a loss, thus necessitating further taxation and in

either case causing more stagnation of industry. Finally we
throw all principles of political economy to the wind and take

the whole of industry under State " protection".

The most serious feature of the whole process is that the

disease caused by restriction is beginning to blight our

philosophy. When once our theories are destroyed, the way
will be open for any absurdities of practice. It is surprising

how frequently one meets to-day the contention that a com-

munity, having the opportunity to choose sound industry

and reliable service, will yet make an inferior selection. The

existence of this idea is simply an evidence of the deep disease

in our present social relations. We perceive in every direction

the acceptance of such inferior goods and miserable conditions

by those who seem to be capable and willing workers that we
begin to doubt whether men are reallv able to choose the

best at all. Yet, did we but know the Hmited range of

choice which is offered to these people, we should better

understand the wisdom of their decisions. Our poor would

not choose adulterated goods if their wages were high enough

to enable them to buy purer and dearer commodities. A
few degenerates will always select alcoholic intemperance as a

means of hastening their elimination ; but whole communities

will scarcely fall to such pleasures unless the saner pleasures

are so dear as to be out of their reach, even taking into account

the fact that continued poverty

—

& repeated destruction of

hopes—eventually tends to destroy the \'ital nervous energy

required for healthy exercise of choice. Our industrious

classes would rarely invest their hard-earned savings in

risky enterprises, were it not that it is so exceedingly difficult

to-day to provide for one's old age on the results of patient

industry. Freedom of choice has for generations been

prohibited in the most vital of commercial operations: the

selection of medium of exchange. The whole community

has accordingly fallen under the domination of gold-holders,
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and is therefore obliged to accept conditions which it would

not otherwise, consider. Our monetary laws deny to patient

production its reward, while increasing the reward to lucky

speculations hundred-fold. Financial speculations do not,

for the most part, increase production : success of one in-

dividual is frequently attained by another's failure. The
outsider wonders that a poor man can thus risk his sa\'ings.

The outsider does not see the years of patient daily toil,

morning, noon, and night, for a scanty pittance, while before

the worker's eyes wealth is flaimted and wasted by idlers

and speculators. Let us not doubt that in the majority of

cases choice of conditions is made deliberately, and, on the

whole, wisely, considering the opportunities offered.
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CHAPTER XV.

INTEREST

Perhaps the most fascinating subject of controvers}^ among
economists of all periods has been that of the cause of Interest.

The ancients, the early Christian fathers, the mediaeval

economists, now upheld the levy of Interest, now proscribed

it. In modern times prohibition of Interest seems generally

to have been given up ; but the schools are still divided on

the subject of the cause of Interest. Our economists pen
their scorn across continents at each other, and still the mass

of literature on the subject grows unceasingly.

Reading curiously (and patiently) through the marvel-

lously subtle and complex arguments set up b}^ modern
economists, chiefly German, in support of their theories, I

have often remarked the analogy between Interest theories

and philosophy. The history of philosophy is a record of

unverifiable assumptions, upon which have been raised vast

edifices of minutely detailed argument. The task of modern
science is to unravel the tangle, reveal the fundamental

unverifiable assumptions in the various philosophical

structures of the past, and enjoin a little modest agnosticism

where such is necessary. Similarly in economics most
theorists have set out with the assumption that Interest

is inherent in the very nature of Capital, and have constructed

their theories accordingly.

Perhaps the greatest modern authority on the subject is

Professor E. von. Bohm-Bawerk, some time Austrian Minister

of Finance. In his work :
" Capital and Interest", he minutely

reviews the various existing theories of Interest, disposes of

them all, and, in his later volume: " The Positive Theory of

Capital", sets up his own explanation ^rith an elaboration

of argument and subtlety of insight quite admirable.

I propose to consider the more important theories in the

same order as tbey are reviewed in " Capital and Interest".

Bohm-Bawerk introduces his subject thus (Introduction

to " Capital and Interest " Smart's translation) : " It is
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" generally possible lor anyone who owns capital to obtain
" from it a permanent net income, called Interest. This
" income is distinguished by certain notable characteristics.

" It owes its existence to no ]3ersonal activity of th" capitalist,

" and flows in to him even when he has not movid a finder

" in its makins. Consequently it seems in s jaeculiar sense
" to spring from capital, or, to use a very old metaphor, to
" be begotten of it. It may be obtained from any capital,

" no matter what be the kind of goods of which the capital
" consists : from goods that are barren as well as from those
" that are naturally fruitful ; from perishable as well as from
" durable goods. . . from money as well as from commodities.
" And, finally, it flows in to the capitalist without ever
" exhausting the capital from wlicnce it comes, and therefore
" without any necessary limit to its continuance. It is, if

" one may use such an expression about inundane things,
*' capable of an everlasting life."

Again (on page 8) : ''It may with reason appear question-
" able if the entire profit reahzed by an undertaker [employer
" or organizer] from a process of production should be put
" to the account of his capital. . . On this point opinions
" are divided. Most economists draw a distinction. From
" the total profit obtained by the productive midertaking
" they regard one part as profit of capital, another as under-
" taker's profit. Of course, it cannot be determined with
" mathematical exactitude, in each individual case, how much
" has been contributed to the making of the total profit
" by the objective factor, the capital, and how much by the
" personal factor, the undertaker's activity. Nevertheless
'' we borrow a scale from outside, and divide off the two shares
" arithmetically. We find what in other circumstances a
" capital of definite amount generally yields. That is shovsii
' mostly simply by the usual rate of Interest obtainable for a
" perfectly safe loan of capital. . . For instance, if an under-
" takmg in which a capital of £100,000 is invested yields an
" animal profit of £9,000, and if the customaiy rate of Interest
" is 5 per cent, then £5,000 will be considered as profit on
" capital, and the remaining £1,000 as undertaker's profits."

It is thus evident that Bohm-Bawerk holds that Interest

inheres in capital, quite independently of the expenditure

of labour j)owei'.

Let us proceed to ((jiisider tlie various explanatory theories

of Interest.
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The Productivity Theory, upheld by Say, Lauderdale,

Mohnari, Leroy-Beaulieu, and others, lays it down that

capital, in \-irtue of its productive power, creates value or

surplus value. Bohm-Bawerk's criticism of this theory runs

thus :
" Although it is correct to say that the productive

" power of capital is a cause of value, one cannot say that it

" is tlie sole cause of value and surplus value. There is not
" a single feature in the whole circumstance to indicate

" that the greater amount of goods produced by the help of

" capital must be worth more than the capital consumed in

" its production—and it is this phenomenon of surplus v^alue

" we have to explain." Of course Bohm-Bawerk holds that

Interest is inherent in the nature of capital ; but if we grant

that the average man can produce wealth, with the help of

a plane, the lender of the plane will demand as great a portion

of the resulting product as the market will permit. The fact

that certain borrowers of capital are not able to use it to

advantage will not seriously lessen the demand for Interest

on the part of lenders. The theory does not demand un-

faihng productivity from every piece of capital, any more

than the assertion that capital produces profit, demands that

all capital produce profit to its owmer : some capital loses

itself in the search for profit. Bohm-Bawerk himself states

no more than that it is generally possible for the owner of

capital to obtain Interest from it (see above, p. 300).

Next comes the Use Theor}% according to which, not only

does the real capital itself possess value, but there is a use

(Nutzimg) of capital which exists as an independent economic

good. Here, indeed, we begin to be reminded of the subtleties

of early theological discussions. Is there a sufficient differ-

ence between these two theories to w^arrant the existence of

two rival schools ? It seems obvious that even if the use

of capital can exist as an independent economic good, it can

do so only bj'^ reason of the productive power of the capital

itseK—that is, regarding productive power as the quality

of satisfying human desire. Men would not pay for the use

of a -aseless article. Yet the Use Theory numbers among
its adherents such men as Hermann, Bernhardi, Schaffie,

Knies, and Menger, all of whom have felt it their duty to

announce to the world their discovery that Interest arises,

not from the loan of productive capital, but from the loan of

the use of productive capital ! But although Bohm-Bawerk
notes the similarity between the Use and the Productivity
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Theories, he is not content with a reference to his refutation

of the latter theory ; but must again point out that in most
cases of capital transferred, the use of the capital is identical

with the using up of the capital. Why, then, he asks, should

more Interest be paid after one year than after six months
on a barrel of potatoes required for immediate consumption ?

Surely the Use Theorist might reply that although the potatoes

are eaten immediately, yet, since their worth is returned only

after six months, the borrower has the use of productive

capital during that period, and should therefore pay the

market rate of Interest for six months.

Perhaps the most popular of all Interest explanations

was the Abstmence Theory, of which Senior was the chief

exponent, followed by John Stuart Mill, Jevons, Rossi, Bastiat,

Eoscher, and Cairnes (to mention only the more prominent

names). Senior showed that capital is capable of affording

gratification to its owner, and that any postiDonement of

such gratification must be proportionately compensated. It

should be noticed that in this theory the capitalist replaces

capital as the active cause in the production of Interest, or,

in other words, Senior begs us to notice that Interest does not

arise from a loan of productive capital (with equal insistence

on both the loan and the productivit}'- of the capital), but

from a loan of productive capital. The Productivit}' Theory
undoubtedly erred in omitting the influence of the loan in

the production of Interest. Profit arises from the use of

capital sometimes ; but Interest invariably arises from the

loan of capital on account of the unvarying possibility of the

production of profit by the use of capital. The Abstinence

Theorists, however, (and I experience almost a mahcious
pleasure in finding Mill among them) err by going to the other

extreme and omitting the influence of the productivity of

capital. As I have remarked above, no man would pay for

the use of useless capital. But let us pass to Bohm-Bawerk's
criticism of the Senior school. He cites Lassalle's famous
criticism of the Abstinence Theory—a criticism which, how-
ever inadequate from an economic standpoint, we must in

the main agree with :
" The profit of capital is the ' wage of

" abstinence.' Hajjpy, even priceless expression ! The
" ascetic millionaires of Europe ! Like Indian penitents or
" pillar saints they stand : on one leg, each on iiis column,
" with straining arm and pendulous body and pallid looks,
" holding a plate towards the people to collect the wages
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" of their abstinence. In their midst, towering up above all

" his fellows, as head penitent and ascetic, the Baron Roths-
" child ! This is the condition of society ! How could I

" ever so much misunderstand it !

"

But Bohm-Bawerk is not satisfied with Lassalle—the

Abstinence Theory must be destroyed in a purely scientific

manner and without rhetoric. He adjudges it a logical

blunder to represent the postponement of gratification as a

second independent sacrifice in addition to the labour

sacrificed. "Consider", he says, "the planting of fruit

" trees in the expectation that they will bear fruit in ten
" year's time. In the night following they are destroyed by
" a storm. How great is the sacrifice ? Surely a lost day's
" work. Now, is the sacrifice any greater when the storm
" does not come and the trees, without any further exertion,
" bear fruit in ten years ? If I do a day's work, and have to
*' wait ten years to get a return from it, do I sacrifice more
" than if I must wait to all eternity for its return by reason

"of a destructive storm ? " And go on through eight

pages. One can only marvel at this statement. Senior

held that the capitalist must be compensated for the jpost-

ponement of gratification—not for the sacrifice of labour
;

in loaning capital there is no question of absolute sacrifice

of labour, since the return of the loan is expected. If one
must postpone gratification for three days, greater com-
pensation is demanded than for postponement during one
day only, three days' pain demanding more sacrifice of

comfort than one. Bohm-Bawerk is less open to criticism

when he notes that there may be less actual abstinence on the

part of a millionaire who puts out £10,000 at Interest than
for the labourer who invests his hard-earned £50

;
yet the

former reaps a greater wage of abstinence. But this removes
the argument from the economic to the moral realm, and is

merely a repetition of Lassalle's criticism. Senior might
justly reply that, economically speaking, to abstain from a
£10,000 gratification demands more compensation than
abstinence from a £50 gratification, since the former sum
represents potentially greater satisfaction of desire than the

latter.

We now come to the Exploitation Theory, the enunciation

of which, as Bohm-Bawerk points out, if not the most agree-

able among the scientific events of our century, certainly

promises to be one of the most serious in its consequences.
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It stood at the cradle of modern socialism and has grown up
along with it ; and to-day it forms the theoretical centre

around which move the forces of attack and defence in the

struggle of organizing human society.

Bohm-Bawerk condenses the theory thus :
" All goods

" that have value are the product of human labour, and indeed,
" economically considered, are exclusively the product of
" human labour. The labourers, however, do not retain
" the whole product which they alone have produced ; for
" the capitalists take advantage of their command over
" the indispensable means of production, as secured to them
" by the institution of private property, to secure to them-
" selves a part of the labourer's product. The means of
" doing so are suppUed by the wage contract, in which the
" labourers are compelled by hunger to sell their labour-
" power to the capitalists, for a part of what they, the
" labourers, produce, while the remainder of the product
" falls as profit into the hands of the capitahsts, without
" any exertion on their part. Interest is thus a portion of
" the product of other people's labour, obtained by exploiting
*' the necessitous condition of the labourer."

This theory, Bohm-Bawerk rightly traces back to Adam
Smith and the founders of the Labour-value Theory. Adam
Smith says (" \Aealth of Nations", Book I, Chapter V) :—
" The value of any commodity to the person who possesses
" it, and who means not to use or consume it himself, but to
" exchange it for other commodities, is equal to the quantity
" of labour which it enables him to purchase or command. . .

" Labour, therefore, is the real measure of the exchangeable
" value of all commodities. . . . The real price of every
" thing—what every thing really costs to the man who
" wants to acquire it—is the toil and trouble of acquiring
" it."

Adam Smith's definition marked a great advance upon the

greater number of previous theories, and his statement of

the cause of value made it inevitable that, sooner or later,

people would begin to ask why the worker should not receive

the whole value of which his labour was the cause. If we
extend the interpretation of labour to all labour, adminis-

trative, inventive etc., instead of Umiting it to tool labour,

as is done by certain popular reformers, most of us would
agree that the labourer (using the word in its wide application)

should receive the whole value of his product, that is, reserving
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the application of the term " his product " to the actual

product of the individual labourer, not to his product plus

the added value produced by the employer's organizing

abihty. The \iilnerablc spot of the Exploitation Theory,

however, hes in its assumption that the institution of private

property by itself secures to one set of men an exclusive com-

mand over the indispensable means of production. The
institution of private property provides merely that the

individual who has legitimately acquired wealth shall be

permitted the exclusive enjoyment thereof. Production is

continually proceeding, fresh capital is constantly being

created, men are continually receiving reward for labour,

and there is nothing in the Exploitation Theory to show why
the means of production should fall into few hands, or why
labour should receive less than its fair reword. Yet we
perceive the existence of Interest, defined as a reward without

equivalent labour. Where, then, does Interest arise ?

In his criticism of the Exploitation Theory, Bohm-Bawerk
simultaneously states his own opinion of the cause of Interest.

He saj^s (" C*apital and Interest", p. 342): "The perfectly
' just proposition that the labourer should receive the entire

' value of his product may be understood to mean, either
' that the labourer should now receive the entire present
' value of his product, or should receive the entire future
' value of his product in the future. But Rodbertus and
' the Socialists expound it as if it meant that the labourer
' should noiv receive the entire future value of his product,
' and they speak as if this were quite self-e\adent, and indeed
' the only possible explanation of the proposition." And
then we get Bohm-Bawerk's long-delayed description of the

tnw cause of Interest. It is the superior value of present

over future goods : the capitahst lends potential present

gratification, Avhich is held to be worth more to the recipient

than future gratification : hence the borrower is willing to

pay Interest. Bohm-Bawerk's second volume: " The Positive

Theory of Capital", 426 pages of closely printed matter, is

devoted to the proof of this theory.

Yet, the imposing array of " Positive Theory " arguments

notwithstanding, I agree with Mr. Hobson that Bohm-Bawerk's
position is untenable. We have seen that the Productivity

Theorists erred in omitting the influence of abstinence in

the production of Interest—we do not pay Interest for the

use of air, for mstance, although air is without doubt among
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the most productive of the elements. The Abstinence

Theorists omitted to take into account the productivity of

capital : we do not pay the lender for mere abstinence on his

part ; abstinence from physical exercise, for instance, would

yield httle profit ; we pay Interest for abstinence from the

consumption of 'productive capital. But Bohm-Bawerk has

found another feature of the phenomenon. He has dis-

covered that time is the all important factor. It might be

thought that this circumstance was already implied in the

Abstinence Theory : abstinence is inconceivable except

in terms of time. Yet for the same reason, apparently, as

the Use Theorists were impelled to pubhsh their discovery

that the use of productive capital is to be strictly distinguished

from the use of productive capital, Bohm-Bawerk must inform

us that 07ie year's abstinence is something quite different

from one year's abstinence ! But even granted that the

intellect of a member of that race of philosophers, the Teutons,

can perceive a subtle difference in these two circumstances,

it yet remains to be asked on what grounds Bohm-Bawerk
omits the productivity, the utility, of capital from his theory.

Could Interest be obtained from one year's abstinence from
the consumption of usefess capital ? There is in my opinion

no doubt that Bohm-Bawerk has fallen into the error of the

other theorists in ascribing Interest entirely to one out of

several necessary factors of the phenomenon. Let me here

give praise to Mr. Hobson, the only economist, so far as I am
aware, who has given equal weight to Productivity and, Ab-
stinence in the production of Interest. One more bone re-

mains to be picked with Bohm-Bawerk. He has defined

Interest as an entirely unearned increment, affirming that
" It owes its existence to no personal activity of the capitaUst,
" and flows in to him even when he has not moved a finger in
" its making." Yet he traces it to the superior value of pre-

sent over future gratification. Is there then no effort required

to abstain from present gratification ? Does the estimation

of the probity of the borrower involve no activity on the part

of the capitalist ? I have seen no effective reply from Pro-

fessor Bohm-Bawerk to these questions.

It might seem that in uniting the two theories, the Pro-

ductivityand the Abstinence Theories, Mr. Hobson has uttered

the last word on the subject. I propose, however, to add a
word, without daring to affirm that it is the last which can be

said upon this moat subtle of problems, or even that others
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may not have said it before me, although their writings have
not come iinder my notice.

In the primitive military stages of society, insecurity of

property and imperfect administration of justice render

lending the most hazardous of professions. The borrower

must compensate the lender for the risk undertaken by the

latter. As soon as society progresses beyond the stage of

barter, and begins to use a medium of exchange, legal tender

laws and royal monopoly of the issue of such legal tender

place the unfortunate borrower in a yet more disadvantageous

position in that the tokens which form the medium of the loan

are legally rendered scarce. From this time onwards, risk

forms, I beheve, the main element of the Interest charge.

For, with the gradual appearance of the industrial stage of

societ)^, men no longer produce for individual consumption,

but for exchange. Thenceforward men exhibit no desire to

retain their products ; on the contrary, retention of products

usually involves either expense of storage, or risk of deteriora-

tion. Moreover, as the productive powers of society develop,

it becomes increasingly possible for fresh producers to be
supported for considerable periods upon the aggregate pro-

duction of the community Vvdthout entaihug an undue demand
upon individual producers. Hence the necessity for abstin-

ence in the process of affording to the individual the means
of estabhshing industry gradually diminishes, leaving only
productivity and the element of risk of loss of the loan to be
paid for. The predominance of the risk factor in the pro-

duction of Interest is, moreover, increased by legal compulsion
upon producers to use the artificially restricted exchange
medium. This latter element in the risk charge tends gradu-

ally to assume predominance over the danger of loss of the

loan through fraud on the part of the debtor ; for the increase

in the volume of goods produced throws added strain upon
the legally restricted exchange medium, thus increasing the

risk of financial crisis and failure of debtors ; while the gradual
perfection of the administration of justice, together with the

concurrent growth of social sympathy, renders the fulfilment

of contract the more imperative upon producers, and accord-

ingly reduces the risk of fraud. In the preceding chapters of

this book I have shown the manner in which the State has
prevented the professional judges of commercial abihty and
integrity from establishing a cheap and safe method of dis-

tributing wealth to consumers. In binding the exchange
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system unnecessarily closeh'' to a scarce and valuable metal,

the quantity of which has further been legally exposed to

luiforeseen fluctuation, the State has enormously increased

the risk of exchange and lending. JTJS

We may now sum up this chapter. We have seen that

Interest, considered as a charge levied without personal

activity on the part of the lender, as in Bohm-Bawerk's pre-

mises, has simply no existence in reality : it is a figment of the

imagination of certain economists and reformers. For this

imaginar}'^ phenomenon we have subsituted the conception

of Interest as composed of the charges for the productivity of

capital, abstinence and labour on the part of the lender, and

risk of the loss of the principal. The gradual increase of in-

dustrial productivity, and the increased interdependence of

producers set up by the growth of speciahzed production,

tend to reduce the two former charges to vanishing point.

The risk charge, however, has been artificially enhanced by
State interference, which interference, by excluding the

majority of producers from the benefits of credit, has hindered

that growth of production and speciaUzation which would
conceivably have also lowered the two former charges. Under
primitive conditions the banker is compelled to assume the

whole risk of a loan, since he is compelled to accompany his

guarantee of the borrower's integrity with material assurance

in the shape of gold. The banker accordingly charges the

producer an extra sum for his trouble and risk in providing

the gold. AVith increasing civilization grows the possibiUty

of mutual confidence, and the value of a good reputation

rises relatively to purely material possessions. Hence under

civilization, and in the absence of restrictions, the banker no
longer risks his gold, but his good name, in guaranteeing the

individual's credit. The producer likewise does not risk the

loss of gold entrusted to him, but the loss of his reputation,

should he not redeem his obligation to the banker. As con-

fidence becomes more secure, so, in the absence of interfering

restriction, Interest, the cost of the provision of mutual
guarantee, can decrease. The Interest charge will then be
proportionate to the risk involved. The banker wall fimance

the safer industry at a low rate ; whilst private lenders will take

the greater risks at a higher rate. Economists have looked

forward to a time when Interest will fall so low that the motive

for accumulating wealth for purposes of lending will disappear.

The apostles of thrift need not take alarm at this prediction.
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The Interest charge on risky advances will seriously dnninish

only when sufficient numbers of men are so virtuous that

no guarantee of their good faith is needed, and when material

wealth is so abundant that postponement of gratification is

not needed for any schemes of fresh production that are set

on foot. Interest will, of course, finally disappear only when
wealth is so abundant, and mutual trust so perfect, that no
man will pay for loans. Under such circumstances those who
have no facilities for storing wealth will transfer it to others

on condition of the return at a future date, not of an equivalent

sum (for this would throw upon the receiver the risk of storing

such wealth without compensation and would constitute an
Interest levy), but of the original sum minus a certain charge

for storage. This will mean the disappearance of the loan as

at present understood, and the simultaneous abolition of

Interest.

To return, however, to practical matters of to-day. In-

terest is at present apparently paid on ordinary capital ; but

in reality it is for the most part paid on gold. This latter pay-

ment is unnecessarily great because the law has given to gold

a monopoly value over all other commodities. The lender

charges Interest because the borrower cannot, in the ordinary

course, obtain capital without paying Interest. All ordinary

commodities either perish or require storage ; but since we
are virtually compelled to use gold, we not onl}^ store it free

of charge to its owTiers, but pay them excessive Interest for

its use. Justice requii'es that gold be reduced to its true

commodity worth by the extension to producers of legal per-

mission to choose their owti exchange medium.
The evil of Usury is thus seen to lie at the root of the social

problem. The result of excessive Usury in all ages has been

the same : gradual accumulation of all sorts of property into

a few hands, a sudden outburst of revolution, a demand for

the abolition of debts—and an attack on property in general.

Such outbursts were witnessed in ancient Greece, in Rome,
frequently during the middle ages, and again in the case of

our own Chartist riots. The agitation is now being renewed

by Sociahsts, and has already caused considerable bloodshed

in strikes and popular outbreaks. The solution of the problem

upon lines of sound political economy is, however, I believe,

possible, and the subject of banking reform nmst take a

prominent place in public discussion.

I trust that I have said enough to outhne the far-reaching
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effects of credit restrictions. I can only reiterate in conclusion

the words I have written elsewhere at the close of a series of

articles on this question, namely, that it is always a difficult

matter for a writer to estimate how far he can rely

upon his readers being able to apply for themselves to present

conditions the principles he has laid do^Ti. One type of mind
assimilates easily the reasoning in a certain direction, whilst

every detail of suggestions in another direction must be

minutely explained. Yet, another type will require careful

details of the former principles, while impatiently stigma-

tizing as laboured one's minute explanations of the latter.

I cannot therefore hope to anticipate all difhculties. In

reality, the mmibers of difficulties raised are, for the most

part, not proper to the subject at all ; but have been set up

by the confusion of banking with bullion questions, owing to

constant governmental interference with the natural evolution

of exchange expedients. The subject of banking has been

neglected by all but a small circle of experts. It has been

avoided by ordinary students as a minor commercial operation

of a complicated nature. I repeat that the fundamental

principles of banking, divested of unnecessary wrappings,

are of the clearest and simplest nature, and that a thorough

comprehension of them is essential to students of modern

social conditions.
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APPENDIX I.

THE LAND QUESTION

By certain classes of reformers it has been asserted that t<>

provide a better opportunity of securing cheap land would
solve the social problem. They have pointed to the present

hunger for small holdings in proof of their theory. In the

first place, however, it is evident that the desire for small

holdings is, in many cases, merely a result of the exceedingly

bad terms at present offered to wage earners : men fly to

any means which free them from the bad conditions offered

by present employers. Secondly, the complaint already

arises from occupants of small holdings that some system of

cheap credit must be set up if the land is to be worked at a

profit. Cheap land is generally useless without cheap capital.

Throughout England we may find cases in which small free-

hold farms of 30 and 40 acres are going out of cultivation,

thus proving that neither land monopoly nor the landlord is

the chief cause of the evil. The decay of agriculture in Eng-
land is only partly due to land monopoly ; it is partly due also

to the restriction of credit, and partly to the increased facilities

for the import of agricultural produce from countries which

are either blessed with a better climate than our own, or which
have made greater progress in scientific methods of production.

The break-up of land monopoly is in itself an insufficient

solution of the land problem, as is proved by the fact that in

Germany and Russia, where peasant proprietorship is well in

force, the money lender is the parasite that fattens upon the

industry of the peasant. The farmer needs credit in the

spring for seeds and tools, and in the autumn for labour ;

but his returns come in only after harvest time. The present

banks are, for the most part, quite unable to grant such long-

date credit as this, and the only resource of the farmer has

been the moneylender with his extortionate interest. Ger-

many and Italy have lately made some progress by setting

up Land. Schultz-Delitsch, and Raiffeisen banks
;

yet all

these institutions labour under the disadvantajje of not being

able to issue notes ; they are continually compelled to charge
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higher interest than would otherwise be necessary, and to

limit the variety of security on which they grant credit, on

account of their inability to economize the use of gold.

I admit that ground rent is a form of usury, the payment
of which is a charge upon industry without equivalent labour

;

and I admit that if it could be abolished, the price of all goods

would fall in proportion to the amount of the tax thus re-

moved, and the whole community would gain in prosperity.

It is just that a man should receive compensation for labour

expended by him upon land ; if we can abolish the system

whereby a man may purchase land and simply hold it out of

use until the growing needs of his neighbours press them to

offer him an exorbitant rent for the same—if we can abolish

this system without thereby imposing greater evils upon
society, our course of action is clear. I will go further and
admit that land and credit reform must go hand in hand if we
are to attain social equity. So long as land monopoly prevails,

any pecuniary benefit that may accrue to the producing

classes from credit reform will go largely into the pockets of

landlords in the form of increased rents ; and so long as the

present legalized money monopoly persists, any additional

wealth that may result from land reform will be largely

appropriated b}^ the financial classes in the form of increased

usury charges. The ideal land system appears to me to be

that sketched by Tucker in his " Instead of a Book", namely,

TLse-ownership. This system strikes at the levy of ground
rent by providing that no man be protected in the possession

of land required equally by another person, unless the former

can prove, to the satisfaction of a jury drau'n from the neigh-

bourhood, that he is personally using the land in a reasonable

manner. Roughly speaking, the use-ownership system ex-

tends to individuals the right, conveyed to bodies of men by
the recent Small Holdings Act, to compel sale of land. The
Small Holdings Act, of course, is a ])roduct of j^resent social

misery. The State recognizes that applicants for small hold-

ings are for the most part too poor to purchase land, and that

there is no credit available for them ; hence it empowers local

authorities to purchase and sub-let suitable sites. There

Beems, however, no reason, except lack of political influence,

why a single landless man, desiring a farm, should have to

wait until others share his aspirations, before a local non-using

owner of land be compelled to sell. A freeholder is a more
BoHd citizen than a tenant, even though the landlord be the
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State. I note with pleasure that Mr. Frederic Harrison

favours use-ownership as the ideal land system. His one fear

is that the small owners would fall into the power of the

moneylender. A free credit system would render this fear

groimdiess.

Private ownership of land assures security of tenure. Ex-

perience shows that land is worked best when the individual

receives the full reward of his labour, and is certain of being

left in the enjoyment of improvements. Science in land

culture is gradually diminishing the advantages of superior

sites, and experience shows that the individual acquiesces

more readily in whatever advantages his neighbour may gain

from a superior site than in interference with his own method
of cultivating his land. Yet, if harmful monopoly is not to

arise, some method of determining if a man is " using "' land

must be set up, and the local jury system appears to me Ukely

to produce less friction than a State-appointed Board of

Arbitration. This proposal does not necessitate small hold-

ings ; the most economic type of farm will prevail.

The coercive principle set up in the Small Holdings Act

was, however, a little premature, at least in this country.

Two or three measures of reform in the direction of increased

individual liberty should have been given precedence if our

politicians had the sociological and economic knowledge that

their position demands. First they should have abolished

that absurd relic of feudal tenure, the entail system, which

prohibits particular persons from selling their land when they

so desire. Zvlost of the large estates of this country have, at

some period of their tenure, come into the possession of a

person who would have been only too glad to sell had he been

permitted. Secondly, the legal costs for transferring land

should have been reduced. Lastly it should have been seen

that State restrictions on banking compel the payment of an
extortionate price for the capital required for the pur-

chase and cultivation of land, and consequently either

force the farmer to become a tenant, or throw him into the

hands of the usurer. Hence credit restrictions should have

been abolished. If, after these reforms, the land in certain

districts still remained in few hands, whilst the applicants

became numerous, local courts might be estabhshed where

the use-ownership test could be applied to local land monopo-
lists. The rigid application of the test everywhere would

probably never be needed. I admit that this interference
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with the retention, and conditions of bequest, of land property

abrogates an existing liberty ; but I agree with the land re-

formers that the inevitably limited extent of available land

on our globe places this property in a peculiar position, and
renders some form of restriction necessary.

While this subject is under discussion, however, I would

draw attention to the evils of landlordism in large towns. By
the recent Small Holdings Act we have recognized the right

of the landless man, or at least of a body of them, to compel

the non-using owner of agricultural land to sell. The ques-

tion may well be asked why the farmer should be thus ex-

ceptionally favoured. In our large towns we see everywhere

landlords who are able to charge a fabulous ground rent to

tenants who would be only too pleased to buy the land if the

price were more reasonable, especially if, in addition, cheap

credit were available. If the land in large towns were owned
more generally by those who are dwelling upon it, instead of

by absentee landlords, the ordinary accidents of hfe would
render it far more easy than at present to obtain town sites

for dwelling or factory. The tenant who so desires should be

empowered to purchase the freehold of the land whereon his

dwelling stands, the price to be fixed, when necessary, by a

local jury, or, what is perhaps more suitable for large towns

with their shifting population, by a court of arbitration ;

notice to be taken, in deciding the price, of the part played

by the owner in causing the current price of the land. In

cases where it could be sufficiently proved that the owner

had contributed little to the increased worth of the land, a

part of the market price might either be remitted, or devoted

to communal purposes. I offer this as a suggestion only,

and leave the details, which are evidently of considerable

importance and difficulty, to be worked out by those who are

more specifically interested in land problems.

The system of setting up the State as sole landlord, appears

to me to suffer from the cumbrous machinery which would be

necessary for its administration. It would be difficult to

eliminate the influence of the politician from the decisions

respecting tenancy of particular plots of land. With regard

to the Single Tax scheme, I am unable to see why land should

be singled out from other possessions for taxation. The
argument that " no man made the land—therefore no indi-

vidual should own it or appropriate any portion of the incre-

ment due to increased demand for the same " appears to me
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to be perfectly applicable to all forms of natural wealth, e.g.,

timber, fruits, cattle etc. Land is in most cases quite useless

unless same labour is expended thereon. If individual owner-

ship of land be expedient, these arguments from " natural

right " are futile. The vSingle Tax system, considered as a
means of raising reyenue, appears to be open to all the objec-

tions of inequity which may be raised against any indirect

taxation. If the abolition of land monopoly be the aim of the

Single Taxer, I would simply point out that the withdrawal

of legal protection from the possession of unused land is a

much cheaper method of attaining this end, since the charge

for legal procedure in cases of dispute would fall upon the

unjust claimant. Nationalization of the land with the State

as farmer, hiring labourers at a fixed wage, has all the defects

of ordinary socialism in loss of stimulus to the individual

worker.

With the passion for equality which characterizes the pre-

sent wave of social sympathy, certain reformers have pointed

out that true equity cannot exist so long as one man may find

a coalfield upon his land, whilst another man may experience

the greatest difficulty in raising potatoes upon his farm. The
choice here lies between two evils. If the community take

upon itself the right to tax a man for the exceptional produc-

tivity of his land, the stimulus to exertion is reduced. It is

difficult to determine the part played by individual ability

and exertion in causing the current price of a particular estate.

Whilst it might be worth while to undertake these calculations

in the relatively few cases where the sale of land is under

consideration, I am of opinion that the friction set up by the

constant supervision of an individual's activities, necessary

for the annual assessment of taxation upon productivity of

land, would outweigh the benefits likely to be derived from

such a course. A man of ability and resource might utilize

the mineral wealth of a certain estate, where another man
might be able only to grow potatoes on the same land, and

it would be inadvisable to discourage the activities of the

former by the imposition of any greater tax upon the results

of his activity than the ordinary income tax. We find every-

where that certain men prosper by reason of natural genius,

and others by acquired talent. We judge it inadvisable to

tax general abiUty because it is exceedingly difficult to dis-

tinguish the two forms, and we are justly fearful of discourag-

ing the acquirement of ability. We are satisfied when we have
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set up such conditions as permit each individual to reap the

reward of his own ability. Under such conditions it is im-

possible for the possessor of exceptional ability to oppress his

less fortunate brethren ; he is simply able to acquire greater

wealth than they. The evil of present conditions is that the

possessor of great wealth monopolizes the medium of exchange,

and consequently prevents others from reaping the reward

of their own capacities and efforts. If we abolish this in-

equity by enabling banks to create the means of transferring

wealth produced for sale to possessors of productive ability,

there is no doubt that the community will decide to permit

exceptional ability to reap its exceptional reward for the sake

of the freedom from majority interference, and the stimulus

to the acquirement of talent, to be thus gained. In the main
this con.sideration appHes also to the exceptional produc-

tivity of certain land sites. The one evil peculiar to private

property in land is the retention of land by one who does not

use it personally but simply taxes a tenant user, although the

latter might be willing to purchase the farm. This evil does

not necessitate the objectionable remedy of nationahzation,

but simply the application of the use-ownership test previously

described.

It is urged that as long as certain natural products such as

coal, oil, etc., are inherently monopohes, the o^vners of the

sources of their production will endeavour to combine in order

artificially to raise the price of these products to the consumer.

I am wilhng to admit that such harmful combinations may be

possible ; but I would point out that a cheap and flexible

credit system would render harmful combination difficult,

if not impracticable. There is scarcely any natural product

to-day which is not exposed to the competition of some sub-

stitute. Freedom of credit would enable the substitute to be

marketed far more readily than is the case to-day. If, for

instance, coal-owners were to combine to raise the price of coal,

a free credit system would enable the rapid introduction of

oil fuel, and when once manufacturers had established the

new system, the coal monopohsts would find it difficult to

regain their former customers. It will be contended that

combinations will be formed to include all possible forms of

fuel. I reply that experience shows that so enormous a com-
bination is a most difficult organization to keep together.

Effective monopolies of this nature, even under our present

system of legal discouragement of competition, are rarely
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long-lived, and freedom of credit would render their life still

more uncertain. This question, however, received more de-

tailed treatment in chapter XIV.
I am aware that I am passing over many objections from

upholders of the various schemes of land reform which I have
condemned. This is not the place further to discuss the land

problem, I merely state my views on the subject because

it seems to me that the inclusion of the general term " In-

dividuahsm " in the sub-title of this work necessitates some
pronouncement on the controversy respecting land tenure

and " natural '' monopolies.
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APPENDIX II.

THE WAR, FINANCE AND ECONOMICS

It has been asserted in many quarters that the financial

expedients established during the war have revolutionized

our currency theories. I think this is an exaggeration of the

facts. The war measures have taught us little currency

science thp.t we did not loiow before. We have had a limited

Treasury issue of £1 and 10/- notes, and the displaced gold

has gone to swell the Bank of England reserves and to pay
for imported necessities. This experiment does not prove

that these notes served all the purposes of gold coins, since

the notes were made legal tender and therefore could not be

refused by those persons that might have preferred gold.

Moreover the wave of patriotic feeling throughout the country

has doubtless caused the suppression of many a criticism that

might otherwise have arisen from the conservatively minded.

I personally am of opinion that the notes formed a better

medium than the gold they displaced, if only because they

were cheaper ; but the mere acceptance of the notes by the

public proves neither that the notes were liked, nor that the

maintenance of the system after the cessation of the war is

likely to be approved.

So much for practice. From the standpoint of economic

theory the opinions of the classic schools remain unchanged.

Professor Shields Nicholson has written to the Press asserting

that the issue of State paper has inflated commodity prices,

and that we will do well to retire the notes as soon as possible

upon the cessation of hostilities. This is a curiously famiUar

echo of the discussion of a hundred years ago. The Bank of

England Ofiicials can still urge, as they did to the American
Monetary Commission (see p. 216) that an issue of small notes

would tend to drive gold out of the country. The embargo
laid upon gold exports at the outbreak of the war prevents

any disproof of their theory.* I myself wrote to the Press

* 'I'hfre is soine mystery surrounding thi.s allegation. Jii financial circles it is

pretty generally maintained that an embargo was laid upon the export of gold from
this country at the outbreak of the war; hut I notice that Mr. Hartley Witlicrs
denieu that any .such restriction was imposeil upon gold exports.
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pointing out that a fluctuating price of gold, regulated by the

.supply and demand conditions of the bullion market, was a
method superior in flexibility to the bureaucratic embargo
that was laid upon exports of gold ; also that the fluctuating

gold price was a measure for peace as well as for war times.

But my voice was drowned in the chorus of warnings from
bankers that we would do well to re-establish the free gold

market as soon as possible.

The socialist school has been at pains to show that the war
has demonstrated the folly of leaving banking to private

enterprise. The State was obliged to come to the support of

the banlcs in war time ; therefore, it is asserted, the State

should take over the banks permanently. On these grounds
one might argue that because it was necessary to send several

millions of men and engines of destruction to Flanders in war
time, it should be done in peace time. Surely Individuahsts

have always contended that directive State control of the

individual's actions is the necessary accompaniment of the

mihtarist State. Banking depends mainly upon general con-

fidence that borrowers will pay their debts. When war
breaks out, and firms previously regarded as stable are made
bankrupt on every hand, the most stable organization, the

government, must step in and save the banks ; otherwise

all industry collapses. The rigidity and inflexibility of the

State which, by rendering it proof against even violent dis-

turbance, quahfy it to act thus in war time, disqualify it to

maintain such control in peace time. On similar grounds we
may support State control of industry in war time, and con-

demn it in peace time. IndividuaUsm depends for its healthy

operation upon the tendency of men to compete in the re-

duction of unduly high profits. In war time the stoppage

of overseas commodity supphes, the bankruptcy of many
firms and the general withdrawal of producers for mihtary
purposes convey an artificial monopoly to the remaiuing pro-

ducers, and unless the government step in, unfairly high

profits will be gained in industry. But the State's hand is

heavy : and whilst the State alone has a hand heavy enough
to prevent the gross evils that would otherwise arise in in-

dustry in war time, it is precisely the weight of its hand which
unfits the State to control industry at other times. Com-
petition, left free from directive State interference, suSices

to keep industry healthy in times of peace. The war leaves the

arguments against State interference with the individual in
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peace time in the industrial State precisely where they were.

Of more interest is the comparison that has been made
in all quarters, since the outbreak of the war, between German
and Enghsh banking methods, generally to the disadvantage

of the latter. There is no doubt that commerce in Germanj
has been assisted by the banks to a greater extent than has

been the case in this country. German bankers have dih-

gently endeavoured to acquire or employ expert knowledge

of the industries they were called upon to support. They

have therefore been able actively to foster home industry
;

whereas British bankers have, for the most part, confined

themselves to supporting mercantile operations. It should,

however, be remarked that these German industrial loans

were useful only because they were of long date, and that

German bankers were able to make such loans with safety only

because they were protected from the fluctuations of the

international bullion market by the absence of a free gold

market in their country. Yet, the endeavours of German
bankers to support industry is an interesting object lesson

for Socialists of the willing and useful co-operation under-

taken by individuals in the absence of State interference.

With regard to the social problem : the chronic disease

of unemployment will undoubtedly assume a more aggravated

form at the close of the war. The labour market will be swelled

by numbers of men who will be unable to find employment

owing to the ruin of industry and dearth of capital occasioned

by the long suspension of normal production. We are al-

ready being prepared by insistent propaganda on the part

of Sociahsts for a growth in the demand for the establishment

of fresh State industry to use up the future surplus labour.

But what is evidently needed is that the capable organisers

of industry shall be encouraged to commence operations, and
I can only hope that the reader will perceive that it is prefer-

able to attain this end by a reform of our credit system than

by the establishment of further State industries.
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